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Abstract

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is leading to increasingly-interconnected
and networked industrial processes and environments, which, in turn, results in
stakeholders gathering vast amounts of information. Although the global sharing of
information and industrial collaborations in the IIoT promise to enhance productiv-
ity, sustainability, and product quality, among other benefits, most information is
still commonly encapsulated in local information silos. In addition to interoperability
issues, confidentiality concerns of involved stakeholders remain the main obstacle to
fully realizing these improvements in practice as they largely hinder real-world indus-
trial collaborations today. Therefore, this dissertation addresses this mission-critical
research gap. Since existing approaches to privacy-preserving information sharing
are not scalable to industry-sized applications in the IIoT, we present solutions that
enable secure collaborations in the IIoT while providing technical (confidentiality)
guarantees to the involved stakeholders. Our research is crucial (i) for demonstrat-
ing the potential and added value of (secure) collaborations and (ii) for convincing
cautious stakeholders of the usefulness and benefits of technical building blocks, en-
abling reliable sharing of confidential information, even among direct competitors.

Our interdisciplinary research thus focuses on establishing and realizing secure in-
dustrial collaborations in the IIoT. In this regard, we study two overarching angles
of collaborations in detail. First, we distinguish between collaborations along and
across supply chains, with the former type entailing more relaxed confidentiality
requirements. Second, whether or not collaborators know each other in advance
implies different levels of trust and requires different technical guarantees. We rely
on well-established building blocks from private computing (i.e., privacy-preserving
computation and confidential computing) to reliably realize secure collaborations.
We thoroughly evaluate each of our designs, using multiple real-world use cases
from production technology, to prove their practical feasibility for the IIoT.

By applying private computing, we are indeed able to secure collaborations that not
only scale to industry-sized applications but also allow for use case-specific config-
urations of confidentiality guarantees. In this dissertation, we use well-established
building blocks to assemble novel solutions with technical guarantees for all types of
collaborations (along and across supply chains as well as with known or unknown col-
laborators). Finally, on the basis of our experience with engineers, we have derived
a research methodology for future use that structures the process of interdisciplinary
development and evaluation of secure collaborations in the evolving IIoT.

Overall, given the aforementioned improvements, our research should greatly con-
tribute to convincing even cautious stakeholders to participate in (reliably-secured)
industrial collaborations. Our work is an essential first step toward establishing
widespread information sharing among stakeholders in the IIoT. We further con-
clude: (i) collaborations can be reliably secured, and we can even provide technical
guarantees while doing so; (ii) building blocks from private computing scale to indus-
trial applications and satisfy the outlined confidentiality needs; (iii) improvements
resulting from industrial collaborations are within reach, even when dealing with cau-
tious stakeholders; and (iv) the interdisciplinary development of sophisticated yet
appropriate designs for use case-driven secure collaborations can succeed in practice.



Kurzfassung

Das industrielle Internet der Dinge (IIoT) führt zu vernetzten industriellen Prozes-
sen, wodurch viele Informationen gesammelt werden. Obwohl der globale Austausch
von Informationen und industrielle Zusammenarbeit erhebliche Verbesserungen (wie
z.B. Produktivität, Nachhaltigkeit, Produktqualität und weiteres) versprechen, sind
die Daten häufig nur lokal zugängig. Neben Interoperabilitätsproblemen behindern
heutzutage vor allem Vertraulichkeitsbedenken die Etablierung von industrieller Zu-
sammenarbeit. Mit dieser Dissertation adressieren wir diese Bedenken. Da bestehen-
de Konzepte zum sicheren Teilen von Informationen nicht für industrielle Zwecke
geeignet sind, stellen wir Lösungen vor, die eine sichere Zusammenarbeit im IIoT
ermöglichen und gleichzeitig technische Garantien bieten. Unsere Forschung ist von
entscheidender Bedeutung, um (i) das Potenzial und den Mehrwert von (sicherer)
Zusammenarbeit aufzuzeigen und (ii) reservierte Unternehmen vom Nutzen und den
Vorteilen technischer Bausteine zu überzeugen, die einen zuverlässigen Austausch
vertraulicher Informationen ermöglichen, selbst zwischen direkten Wettbewerbern.

Unsere interdisziplinäre Forschung konzentriert sich daher auf die Etablierung und
Realisierung von sicherer industrieller Zusammenarbeit im IIoT. Wir unterscheiden
dabei nicht nur zwischen Kooperationen entlang und über Lieferketten hinweg, son-
dern auch, ob sich die beteiligten Unternehmen im Voraus kennen oder nicht. Diese
Dimensionen zeigen verschiedene Vertrauensverhältnisse auf und benötigen somit in
der Umsetzung unterschiedlich starke technische Garantien. Wir verwenden dabei
bewährte technische Bausteine um vertrauenswürdige industrielle Zusammenarbei-
ten zuverlässig zu realisieren. Wir evaluieren unsere vorgestellten Entwürfe umfang-
reich anhand von realen Anwendungsfällen aus dem Bereich der Produktionstechnik,
auch um ihren praktischen Nutzen für Unternehmen im IIoT zu belegen.

Der Einsatz der bewährten Bausteine erlaubt uns in der Tat Lösungen zu erstellen,
die nicht nur sicher sind, sondern auch für den Einsatz in verschiedenen industriel-
len Anwendungsszenarien geeignet sind. In dieser Dissertation haben wir etablierte
Bausteine kombiniert um neuartige Lösungen mit technischen Garantien für alle Ar-
ten von industrieller Zusammenarbeit (entlang und über Lieferketten hinweg sowie
mit bekannten oder unbekannten Unternehmen) zu realisieren. Basierend auf unse-
ren Erfahrungen in der Zusammenarbeit mit Ingenieuren haben wir außerdem eine
Methodik für interdisziplinäre Forschung hergeleitet, die diesen Prozess strukturiert.

Insgesamt sollten unsere Forschungsergebnisse angesichts der zu erwartenden Ver-
besserungen einen Beitrag leisten, auch zurückhaltende Unternehmen zu überzeugen,
sich an (zuverlässig gesicherten) industriellen Kooperationen zu beteiligen. Unsere
Arbeit ist somit ein wesentlicher Schritt zur Etablierung von industrieller Zusam-
menarbeit im IIoT. Außerdem folgern wir aus unseren Ergebnissen: (i) industrielle
Kooperationen können zuverlässig abgesichert werden, und wir können dabei sogar
technische Garantien bieten, (ii) bestehende Bausteine zum sicheren Informations-
austausch können auch im industriellen Kontext angewendet werden, (iii) Verbesse-
rungen, die sich aus industrieller Zusammenarbeit ergeben, sind somit in Reichweite,
selbst wenn man mit skeptischen Unternehmen zu tun hat, und (iv) die interdiszipli-
näre Entwicklung anspruchsvoller und dennoch geeigneter Designs für anwendungs-
bezogene sichere Zusammenarbeit kann auch für die praktische Nutzung gelingen.
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J.P., F.A., L.B., and J.T.M. further jointly evolved the initial conceptual de-
sign [PAB+24]. While G.S. conducted the evaluation of the sensing part of the
data processing pipeline, L.B. provided the results of the blockchain evaluation.

Long-Term Private (Multi-Hop) Information Sharing Jointly, J.P. and R.M. pro-
posed the initial concept [PBM+20]. L.B. significantly evolved this concept
during his thesis [Bad20] and evaluated his implementation based on use case
data provided by P.N. Aside from that, L.B. further contributed the concept’s
security discussion as part of his thesis, which was subsequently discussed
in detail with J.P. and R.M. before inclusion in the publications [PBM+20,
BPM+21]. J.P. discovered and secured (jointly with D.H.) the electric vehicle
use case data, which was evaluated and described by L.B. [BPM+21].

Finding New Suppliers with Privacy-Preserving Purchase Inquiries For the the-
sis of F.F. [Fuh21], T.H. commented on the initial ideas of J.P. and provided
the evaluation data. F.F. proposed to also pursue an approach in the direc-
tion of cHPI. J.P. and F.F. jointly evolved this initial idea and also came up
with HPI. F.F. further implemented and evaluated the designs. For our joint
paper [PDF+23], C.L. supported the author of this thesis with his knowledge
of data modeling. Additionally, A.K. and D.G. contributed the use case de-
scription and helped clarify the steps in today’s procurement processes.

Privacy-Preserving Company Benchmarking J.P. and M.H. discussed the initial
concept [PSF+20], which S.W. implemented in his thesis [Wag20]. Based
on use case data provided by P.S., S.R. conducted the first evaluation of
PCB (the initial predecessor of SW-PCB). I.B.F. assisted with the presen-
tation of the design and evaluation. Furthermore, A.S.D.S. implemented the
WebAssembly-based client for his thesis [Siu20]. Subsequently, J.G.M. imple-
mented a CONCRETE-based prototype of SW-PCB during his thesis [Mic21],
which J.Loo. re-implemented with an updated library version. N.R. con-
tributed another set of use case data. Based on the idea by J.P., J.Loh. and J.P.
jointly advised E.V., who implemented HW-PCB, re-implemented SW-PCB in
his thesis [Vla22], and evaluated them using both use cases. I.B.F., J.P., J.Loh.,
M.H., and M.J. discussed the structure of the follow-up paper [PLV+23].

Privacy-Preserving Parameter Exchange J.P. and Y.L. jointly identified the need
for research [PBL+20]. J.P. proposed an initial design that was significantly
evolved and improved in collaboration with E.B. during his thesis [Buc20].
Based on use case data provided by Y.L., E.B. extensively evaluated his im-
plementation. J.P. and E.B. jointly identified another use case, which E.B.
evaluated based on the data provided by T.X. While J.P. and M.D. worked on
the line of presentation, E.B. greatly assisted during the writing process.



Appraisal on Secure Industrial Collaborations The outlook of this chapter is in-
fluenced by three publications [PHW21, PMK+21, BDJ+22], which J.P. pro-
posed and initiated. Specifically, the strategic research directions are of inter-
est [BDJ+22], which J.P. outlined, drafted in full, and edited afterward based
on comments and suggestions by all co-authors. Moreover, the excursus is
mainly based on our post-workshop paper [PBD+21]. J.P. initially suggested
the presented process cycle, which M.H. later commented on. M.H., M.D., I.K.,
and E.W. further shared their experience. E.B. reported in detail on experi-
ence made during his thesis [Buc20] and our paper submission [PSF+20]. I.K.
prepared the discussion on related work after discussions with J.P. Further-
more, S.B. contributed insights on RDM. M.B. sketched a real-world example
and commented on our work in light of his domain expertise.
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1
Introduction

In this dissertation, we focus on different types of collaborations in the Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT). Primarily, we consider the information security dimension
as it is crucial to address the confidentiality requirements of involved stakeholders,
which currently hinders collaborations from being applied at broad scale. Thus, we
detail how to implement collaborations securely using (well-established) technical
building blocks that effectively entail reliability and confidentiality guarantees.

We start with the motivation for and a broad introduction to collaborations in the
first chapter. In particular, in Section 1.1, we motivate our research direction before
specifically introducing collaborations in the IIoT and the associated security and
privacy challenges in Section 1.2. Finally, in Section 1.3, we give a high-level overview
of our contributions while detailing the outline of this dissertation.

1.1 Motivation: Evolving the Industrial Landscape

Digitization and digitalization contribute to the ongoing success of the Internet of
Things (IoT) [SJK+19] with its widely-distributed computing and sensing capabili-
ties [AIM10]. In addition to the IoT consumer segment [AIM10], e.g., smart homes
and their automation, digital health, or its use in transportation systems, corre-
sponding changes also affect businesses as part of the IIoT [SSH+18]. Now, stake-
holders are able to monitor production processes [SWW15,SHH+21], logistics oper-
ations [TDKCK22], agriculture and the excavation of natural resources [LKG+18,
MSS+21], as well as the usage cycle of products [SSH+18]. As a result, we observe sig-
nificant changes to the industrial landscape: Nowadays, companies can ubiquitously
sense, process, and store an immense amount of data, covering production processes
and products alike. Given the interdependencies and business relationships in in-
dustry, these developments significantly influence the cooperation of stakeholders.
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Figure 1.1 We differentiate between collaborations of stakeholders along and across supply
chains. We underline the practical relevance of our work by referring to several representative
use cases throughout this dissertation. Overall, collaborations with their exchanged information
allow stakeholders to better optimize their processes toward their respective operational goals.

The joint utilization of said data, i.e., information, therefore allows for (global) im-
provements of products, production processes, and manufacturing schedules, among
others [SSH+18,Mou22]. Consequently, the implications of adjusting organizational
and operational processes are not constrained to a single stakeholder anymore, i.e.,
they likely influence full product lifecycles and their associated supply chains. Espe-
cially change requests and small-batch production increasingly call for dynamic and
short-lived business relationships, impacting several stakeholders at once.

Accordingly, we focus on the implications of information sharing and information
utilization among stakeholders in the industrial landscape. We refer to those prac-
tices as collaborations. As we detail in Figure 1.1, in this dissertation, we look at
both collaborations along and across supply chains while considering several repre-
sentative real-world use cases, such as fine-blanking lines [GHW+19], the assembly
of electric vehicles [KKWF16], machine tool shopfloors [Bre12], or mass production
featuring injection molding [LH21]. In addition to the traditional goals of busi-
nesses like an increase in profits, productivity, and product quality [Gil16], stake-
holders from the industrial landscape are increasingly interested in less tangible
goals [Gil16, SSH+18,LMS+21,Mou22], such as improved flexibility, resilience, reli-
ability, product lifetimes, innovation potential, or sustainability of their operations,
as we summarize in Figure 1.1. All of them have in common that a (global) utiliza-
tion of information promises to identify potentials, which, in turn, allow for process
adjustments that impact those goals [BOAA+22]. Thus, the expansion and shift of
these goals and associated priorities mandate the exchange of information to utilize
globally-available information to the fullest extent, i.e., the use of collaborations.

Collaborations and the Exchange of Information in the IIoT

With the IIoT-induced evolution of the industrial landscape in mind, we now elab-
orate on today’s practices of information sharing and collaborations in industry.
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When looking at today’s information exchanges, the main focus is on collaborations
along the supply chain [RFJ18]. Companies increasingly source any available data
to extract meaningful information that influences their decision-making and opera-
tions. As a result, stakeholders try to optimize their processes, which also includes
realizing short-term benefits, e.g., by being able to source goods from a different set
of suppliers—for example, to lower their purchase expenses. However, recent disrup-
tions, such as climate change [Les23], the COVID-19 pandemic [SAE23], the Suez
Canal obstruction following the grounding of Ever Given in 2021 [LK23], or the Rus-
sian invasion of Ukraine in 2022 [WS23], have had a lasting impact on the production
and distribution of goods and materials. Accordingly, we observe an evolution to-
ward dynamic business relationships to swiftly react to new circumstances, i.e., to
improve the companies’ resilience against disruptions and other challenges in indus-
try [SSS23]. However, these relationships are not limited to supply chains of specific
products, i.e., vertical collaborations [Bar04]—along—the supply chain. Instead, due
to the widespread yet local availability of relevant information and the manageabil-
ity of sharing and exchanging said information, horizontal collaborations [Bar04]—
across—supply chains begin to emerge. In contrast to the primarily product-focused
view along supply chains, exchanging information across supply chains usually con-
cerns more process-oriented aspects, such as the operation or commissioning of pro-
duction lines (where the involved stakeholders each have their own set of experience).
Given today’s lack of information sharing and collaborations across supply chains,
the corresponding (and currently-underutilized) information offers room for signif-
icant improvements. Thus, the development and establishment of collaborations
across supply chains increase the overall importance of coopetition, i.e., competing
businesses that cooperate for individual advantages [BDRW19,LRWW20,PTM+21].

Overall, we observe a gradual transition from locally-isolated data and informa-
tion silos, where data and information are possibly not even extracted from, to
globally-available knowledge that allows companies to benefit from the experience
and findings of other stakeholders [UMNE+16]. In other words, companies begin to
collaboratively adapt their (individual) operations by rigorously exchanging data and
information [TBP23]. Here, a significant challenge is how to provide stakeholders
with a secure, technical foundation for establishing and continuously utilizing col-
laborations in the IIoT that addresses both types of industrial collaborations, i.e.,
along and across, alike. Legislation further fuels these developments as it requires the
landscape to change: While the need to document products and to standardize pro-
duction processes is already a common and long-lasting practice in certain domains,
e.g., manufacturing in the aerospace industry [Gor00], other domains are only begin-
ning to digitally capture their operations [JHC21]. In light of sustainability activities
and the striving for fair-trade products, legislation increasingly regulates the extent
of information-producing companies need to provision. Here, Germany’s 2021 act on
corporate due diligence obligations in supply chains is a prime example [Bun21] as it
requires companies to ensure compliance with human rights along their entire supply
chain. Thus, the corresponding documentation from various stakeholders needs to
be gathered or shared, processed, and forwarded to adhere to this legislation.

Since collaborations promise significant benefits (cf. Figure 1.1), which eventually
also boil down to monetary or societal value, various initiatives evolve around them.
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Ongoing Data-Sharing Initiatives for the IIoT

We identify several data-sharing initiatives that could have a (lasting) impact on
the technical foundations of industrial collaborations and, as such, the evolution of
the industrial landscape. These abstract, large-scale initiatives, e.g., IDS [OAC+16,
OJ19], GAIA-X [BFRLG21] or ALICE [PTM+21], promise to develop and offer
new (data) ecosystems. Their aim is to support the aforementioned transition and
to provide companies with technical infrastructures to rely on. Unfortunately, these
initiatives are still mostly on a conceptual level, i.e., they fail to convincingly demon-
strate their feasibility on a wider scale with a multitude of different use cases across
domains (focusing on the information instead). Still, they relate to this dissertation
from a methodological perspective. In particular, we identify several open ques-
tions that (a) arguably have relevance for industrial collaborations in the IIoT while
(b) exceeding the scope of this dissertation (with its focus on information security
and technical guarantees). As an intuition, the following enumeration captures the
most important questions: 1. Are their collected requirements accurate? 2. Are
their proposed suggestions realistic? 3. What are the incentives for companies to
implement the corresponding concepts into their operations? We consider these open
questions when discussing the contributions of this dissertation. However, we refrain
from answering them in regard to the mentioned conceptual data-sharing initiatives
as we focus on the technical foundations of industrial collaborations instead.

The motivation to implement and secure collaborations in industry originates from
the vision to eventually come up with more sophisticated applications and use cases
that greatly impact the mentioned goals (cf. Figure 1.1), i.e., allowing stakeholders
to benefit from vast amounts of (newly available—given increasingly-implemented
collaborations) information. Initially, today’s technical building blocks from com-
puter science provide the required security guarantees. When targeting more ad-
vanced applications, the success of future developments then also depends on goal-
oriented technical advances in the domain of computer science, particularly-suitable
approaches that fully address all security and privacy concerns stakeholders might
have. Simultaneously, these technical advances might also spark ideas for novel,
currently-inconceivable applications or use cases in the future, i.e., we expect bi-
directional benefits. At this point, we want to highlight the concepts of collab-
orative manufacturing [McC02], digital factories [CMP+09], outsourced manufac-
turing [Mom02], plug-and-play parts or standardization [PNT99], and companies
complementing each other [BHS05]. Moreover, the expected evolution not only
affects existing businesses. With suitable technical building blocks, new business
models are likely to emerge [EW17]. While the specifics are out of scope for this
dissertation, a corresponding, straightforward example is when third parties offer so-
phisticated Supply-Chain-Management-as-a-Service (SCMaaS) practices to improve
supply chain operations and processes simply as a service for others [BV19].

Use Cases from Production Technology and Applications Beyond the IIoT

In comparison to past and ongoing initiatives, we consider the crucial aspects of suit-
ability and technical readiness for real-world deployments. In this dissertation, we
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ensure the real-world applicability of our work (in terms of performance, reliability,
scalability, security, and confidentiality) by considering representative use cases from
the domain of production technology. In particular, as indicated in connection with
Figure 1.1, we evaluate our contributions based on their application to fine-blanking
lines, the assembly of electric vehicles, machine tool shopfloors, or mass produc-
tion featuring injection molding. Thereby, we also tackle the questionable practical
relevance of the discussed ongoing data-sharing initiatives. Our selected use cases
serve as prime examples for the challenges of securely-realized industrial collabo-
rations due to large data volumes in conjunction with strong security and privacy
needs of the involved stakeholders. Consequently, this dissertation and its contri-
butions also greatly align with the research vision of the interdisciplinary Cluster
of Excellence “Internet of Production (IoP)” [JSB+18,PGH+19,BDJ+22]—the only
government-funded research cluster in Germany at the intersection of production
technology and computer science, involving more than 200 researchers from differ-
ent domains—which intends to eventually turn the vision of globally collaborating,
yet also competing, stakeholders into reality to advance production technology, its
processes, and products overall, in part by postulating the concept of digital shad-
ows [LJ20,LJ23,vdAJKQ23]. Thereby, our work takes part in shaping the evolution
of the industrial landscape through our unique focus on secure collaborations [Pen24].

Despite our focus on use cases from production technology, our ideas and approaches
translate across domains due to the specifically-demanding requirements in said field,
i.e., our work is beneficial to any setting where secure collaborations are of inter-
est, including agriculture, the excavation of natural resources, or the traditional IoT
with smart homes and digital health. Importantly, the expected benefits signifi-
cantly exceed beyond finance, as we showcased by highlighting the goals’ diversity
(cf. Figure 1.1). While finance criteria like product costs, lifetimes, and quality are
arguably very important to businesses, all concepts that enable secure collaborations
also support the evolution of and focus on softer factors, such as environmental, so-
cial, and corporate governance (ESG) goals [FBB15], which are also expressed within
the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [Gen17]. Conceptually,
the exact optimization goal of a collaboration is irrelevant for the used technical
building blocks and approaches that we propose in this dissertation, as the goal is
unrelated to the processing. Our contributions are general-purpose approaches, and
as such, they process data and information irrespective of the underlying semantics.

With this motivation for the evolution of the industrial landscape in mind, we next
give a brief overview of relevant aspects when developing and implementing collab-
orations and, more importantly, the associated dimensions when securing them.

1.2 Collaborations in the Industrial Internet of Things

In the following, we first give an overview of secure collaborations and highlight
the different dimensions involved when proposing and implementing them (Sec-
tion 1.2.1). Subsequently, in Section 1.2.2, we briefly discuss the corresponding
security and privacy challenges for our work, i.e., aspects that still interfere with the
establishment of (novel) collaborations in industry.
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1.2.1 The Status Quo in Securing Industrial Collaborations

To date, the establishment and operation of industrial collaborations are not to be
underestimated and constitute cost-entailing challenges [JHC21]. We argue that the
corresponding challenges follow from a lack of appropriate and secure technical so-
lutions. Thus, many stakeholders frequently resort to business relationships with
known parties to exploit existing trust relations instead [NWL10]. Moreover, collab-
orations in the IIoT are frequently established only after negotiating legally-binding
contracts in lengthy contractual processes [FRPO15], i.e., trust is built on an or-
ganizational level and thus ensured legally rather than technologically. Naturally,
this situation negatively affects stakeholders by preventing them from swiftly and
dynamically reacting to disruptions (cf. Section 1.1) as short-lived yet trusted collab-
orations cannot be established, failing to realize significant potentials and benefits.

So far, business relationships are mainly established to be maintained long-term as
the task of implementing based-upon collaborations is a lengthy and costly process,
requiring significant effort by the involved stakeholders. As a result, stakeholders
usually restrict their collaborations to information sharing with direct business part-
ners within their (static) supply chains, i.e., the potential of (indirect) collaborations
over multiple hops (multi-hop collaborations, from here on) or collaborations across
supply chains are rarely explored. Thus, as today’s status quo, companies commonly
align their collaborations directly with established flows of physical products.

Following the emergence of the IIoT, trust and any associated concerns now pri-
marily cover sensitive digital data and information on production processes and
products rather than traditional, paper-based documentation. Reservations against
information sharing are still deeply rooted in stakeholders due to fears of data leaks
and loss of control over sensitive information [Bit23, LL23]. Hence, this attitude
also impedes the widespread establishment of industrial collaborations. This stance
by potentially-competing stakeholders does not come as a surprise, given that data
is frequently named as the new oil [The23, MSCD18], i.e., a crucial resource for
businesses and their development. With competitive advantage nowadays increas-
ingly manifesting itself through digital capabilities, software, machine learning mod-
els, and configuration parameters [AN18]—at the expense of specialized production
equipment or large practical research facilities—this attitude and behavior appear
to be reasonable from a revenue-oriented business perspective. Concepts such as ad-
ditive manufacturing [HJD22] significantly contribute to this shift as the production
machine is not bound to specific products anymore but primarily depends on soft-
ware and the supplied digital product models. In this regard, German businesses, for
example, exceptionally fear counterfeit products and copycats from China [vGPZ22].
Consequently, the establishment of new and innovative yet secure collaborations (es-
pecially with untrusted companies) is still significantly impaired in industry today.
Hence, in this regard, we identify the need for elaborate research activities.

Establishing and utilizing collaborations in the IIoT involves various dimensions with
different foci, which we discuss in the following. As stakeholders raise various security
and privacy concerns when dealing with industrial collaborations, we identify the
need for reliable information security, preferably through technical means, as a key
aspect. In this dissertation, we thus focus on this crucial dimension.
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Figure 1.2 Different dimensions impact the establishment and operation of industrial collabo-
rations. We identify the information security dimension as the technological centerpiece, with
significant influence on the other dimensions, and thus focus on it in this dissertation.

The Enabling Dimensions of Industrial Collaborations

As we illustrate in Figure 1.2, we discover—at least—five mutually-influencing di-
mensions when realizing industrial collaborations, namely: (i) Economic, (ii) legal,
(iii) information security, (iv) operational security, and (v) interoperability. We clas-
sify the information security dimension, which addresses the stakeholders’ reliability
and confidentiality concerns, as the technological centerpiece of industrial collab-
orations. Its specifics are a prerequisite when discussing the details of the other
dimensions as they provide them with the technical foundation and thus greatly
influence their operations. Hence, developments in the information security dimen-
sion have significant implications on the other dimensions. Consequently, in this
dissertation, we focus on the information security dimension.

Economic. For businesses, the economic dimension is very important for any future
developments as stakeholders generally follow monetary interests. While other cri-
teria (e.g., ESG goals) might be relevant as well, liquidity is ultimately essential in
most economies. Thus, collaborations either (i) must have a positive (monetary)
impact on the business or (ii) trade this aspect off with other benefits or beliefs.

Legal. Likewise, the legal dimension is essential when implementing collaborations
in practice. Stakeholders are bound to specific legislations and must be held ac-
countable to enforce honest behavior (due to their pursuit of monetary interests; cf.
economic dimension). Especially the sharing and utilization of external (third-party)
information introduce novel challenges concerning liability claims [LGS17,MHS17].
In addition to physical threats to machinery, these claims are also relevant in light of
safety or environmental incidents [AFS+22]. Even for legal scholars, dealing with all
these challenges is virtually impossible at this point because novel collaborations and
applications are neither deployed in the wild nor proposed in full. Moreover, only a
few verdicts can serve as reference. Consequently, estimating the legal implications
and proposing corresponding legislation is still an upcoming, long-lasting task.

Information Security. Furthermore, we have a dimension that covers information
security, which concerns all aspects related to the sharing, processing, and utiliza-
tion of information as part of or following collaborations. Enforcing access control,
ensuring data minimalism, or protecting sensitive information are examples in this
context. Consequently, this dimension primarily deals with technical challenges:
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On the one hand, we require concepts to integrate collaborations into established
business practices. On the other hand, we need to realize them securely. In par-
ticular, we consider the concepts of security- and privacy-by-design as well as -by-
default [ISV19, SCS+21] as essential when further developing and proposing appli-
cation areas of industrial collaborations. Accordingly, we classify this dimension as
the technical centerpiece of collaborations in the IIoT. Future evolutions of this
dimension, in accordance with the economic and legal dimensions, should address
the trust concerns—that stakeholders still have these days when information flows
and collaborations are involved—through technical means.

Operational Security. Additionally, operational security constitutes an orthogonal
dimension of how to secure the interconnectedness of devices, sensors, and com-
puting hardware in the IIoT [PKM18,TDDFD20]. These aspects are crucial for the
automated and autonomous exchange of information within collaborations. Threats,
such as denial-of-service attacks as well as any threats related to the extraction of
information through compromised devices, concern involved stakeholders [PKM18].
This dimension also covers everything related to the safe operation of processes and
cyber-physical systems (CPSs), i.e., safety, for the workforce and the environment
alike. Especially the attack surface of legacy production devices that are nowadays
(openly) connected to the Internet as well, in line with the ideas of the IIoT, is a sig-
nificant issue. In this regard, research has repeatedly shown that companies operate
plenty of Internet-facing devices insecurely [DLF+20,DLP+22], partially relying on
insecure legacy protocols. The importance of this dimension is also apparent from the
multitude of attacks in the past, e.g., an attack on a German steel plant [KNR+22]
or NotPetya penetrating the operation of a large shipping company [Gre23]. How-
ever, it rather entails a secure foundation for establishing secure collaborations, i.e.,
it is only indirectly related to securing the collaborations themselves.

Interoperability. Lastly, we identify interoperability as a dimension: Corresponding
interfaces and standards related to industrial collaborations are needed [HAAS23].
They encompass details on information flows, information processing, information
systems, and associated research challenges for data management alike [JBSR17,
GPL+20,GVC+22]. The mentioned large-scale initiatives (cf. Section 1.1) already
tackle this dimension as part of their efforts, as their goal is to push standardized
solutions and tools into the industrial landscape. We consider this dimension to
primarily constitute a functional requirement, i.e., an engineering challenge, and
thus, identify little need for original research within the scope of this dissertation.

This overview of the mutually-influencing enablers of industrial collaborations again
confirms that the lack of appropriate solutions and concepts in the information
security dimension prevents the widespread establishment and deployment of col-
laborations in industry so far. Next, we thus particularly focus on this dimension.

Information Security: The Technological Centerpiece for Collaborations

The information security dimension serves as an essential technical foundation of
collaborations and is especially important to resolve the prevalent reservations and
concerns against collaborations and coopetition in industry. Thus, it significantly
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Figure 1.3 We focus on information flows in the IIoT and define the states of information
according to the traditional states of data. Given the prevalent security and privacy aspects
when sharing information in collaborations, we explicitly highlight information when sharing.

influences the other dimensions, as outlined above. The prevalence of the IIoT, with
its globally-distributed data and information, greatly contributes to its importance.
Any improvements in this dimension further promise to reduce the complexity and
overhead of establishing new collaborations. Accordingly, this dimension is a key as-
pect in the evolution of the industrial landscape. Consequently, given its importance
and its implications on the other dimensions, in the remainder of this dissertation,
we specifically look into information security-focused designs and contributions.

In the long run, we expect that novel, more sophisticated, and complex applications
for various use cases across domains will develop following the widespread use of
simpler and widely-relied-upon secure collaborations. Consequently, the first steps
toward securing and improving collaborations are essential and crucial to also allow
for more complex deployments. With this dissertation, we focus on exactly this task.
This dissertation’s goal is to serve as an important foundation to fuel and strengthen
future deployments as well as (novel) applications and collaborations in industry.

1.2.2 Research Challenges: Security and Privacy Needs in the
IIoT as Prevalent in the Information Security Dimension

In accordance with the information security dimension, we now focus on security-
and privacy-related research challenges in the context of industrial collaborations. To
this end, as a foundation for our work on information sharing, we first introduce the
different states of information. Subsequently, we introduce the overarching research
question of this dissertation, which emphasizes secure collaborations in the IIoT.

The three states of data are commonly known as at rest, in transit, and in use [KZ17].
In the context of this work, we generally focus on information flows as part of indus-
trial collaborations. Accordingly, for this dissertation, we analogously define three
states of information, which translate to the three states of data, as we illustrate
in Figure 1.3. Moreover, as inspired by the large-scale data-sharing initiatives (cf.
Section 1.1), we also consider data sovereignty [PS17,Jar20,HBTD21] in the context
of this work. More specifically, we also transfer the idea of data sovereignty to infor-
mation sovereignty to express it in the context of information flows rather than for
individual data and datasets. Consequently, we extend the three states of informa-
tion with a surrounding aspect called when sharing. In line with data sovereignty,
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this aspect expresses the needs of shared information in the context of (industrial)
collaborations, i.e., supplementary requirements related to sovereignty, which have
to be considered when designing and implementing information flows.

To secure collaborations throughout the complete flow of information, i.e., across all
states of information, we need to deal with the corresponding security and privacy
needs. That is, stakeholders should be (i) fine with relying on secure collabora-
tions, (ii) aware of the provided security and privacy (confidentiality) guarantees,
and (iii) possibly even have a desire to advocate for secure collaborations. As we
introduced before (cf. Section 1.2.1), these security and privacy needs mostly stem
from trust issues and concerns with respect to today’s means for information sharing.

The particular needs are highly dependent on the involved stakeholders1, the use
case at hand2, the processed information, and the benefits a collaboration promises.
An example could be to share information on the product only with actors along the
supply chains, i.e., the corresponding information should not be accessible by third
parties (e.g., if a cloud is involved in the collaboration) or competitors. Following
the presentation of essential background information in Chapter 2, in Chapter 3,
we will introduce our representative use cases along with their overall security and
privacy needs to provide a more profound intuition. In our contributions (Chapters 4
and 5), we then deal with these needs in use case-specific ways while referring to the
general implications and takeaways of our work for secure collaborations.

Primary Research Question: Enabling Industrial Collaborations

With this dissertation, we intend to contribute to paving the way for secure and re-
liable information sharing in the IIoT by establishing secure collaborations. Specifi-
cally, we tackle aspects that large-scale orthogonal initiatives have mostly overlooked
so far (cf. Section 1.1). Accordingly, our overarching research question is as follows:

How can we enable secure industrial collaborations in real-world settings?

Given the broad and complex nature of industrial collaborations that affect several
dimensions (cf. Figure 1.2) and diverse use cases, we keep the following information
security-related subquestions in mind when discussing our contributions:

▶ Which technical means should we source for collaborations along supply chains?
▶ Which collaborations across supply chains can we realize securely using today’s

technical means while also convincing stakeholders to participate?
▶ Which (technical) aspects hinder collaborations across supply chains so far?

We address these questions by proposing new reliably-secured designs for all relevant
types of collaborations in the IIoT. We demonstrate the realistic real-world impact
of our contributions using representative use cases from the domain of production
technology. Next, we briefly present these contributions as part of our outline.

1In Chapter 2, we dissect the relationships of actors in the industrial landscape.
2In Chapter 3, we elaborate on our use cases (cf. Figure 1.1).
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1.3 Dissertation Outline and Contributions

Within the scope of answering the overarching research question, the goal of this
dissertation is to show and realize different applications as a contribution to im-
prove the (technology) acceptance of technically-secured collaborations, exemplified
in the domain of production technology. Specifically, we conduct use-inspired basic
research [Sto97] to combine the fundamental understanding of secure industrial col-
laborations with their practical applicability. Thereby, we support and enhance the
exchange and sharing of industrial information as part of secure collaborations while
addressing real-world use cases. Accordingly, our work contributes to the discussed
evolution of the industrial landscape (cf. Section 1.1), as exemplified by the IoP.

In this dissertation, we sort our four primary contributions by the increasing poten-
tial of the expected benefits for the overall industrial landscape once the respective
approaches are widely deployed in the wild. We illustrate this structure in Figure 1.4
and label our contributions with 1 – 4 . In contrast, the reservation against more
substantial collaborations increases as well, primarily due to concerns about sharing
and processing sensitive business information. From a technical point of view, se-
curely realizing these approaches becomes more difficult as well. Overall, as we also
illustrate in Figure 1.4, we group the presentation of our work into two overarching
categories, collaborations along supply chains (vertical collaborations) and collabo-
rations across supply chains (horizontal collaborations). Within this framework, we
individually look into one setting with known parties and one setting where collab-
oration partners are unknown upfront. Thereby, we cover a large range of different
scenarios with greatly-varying challenges. While collaborations along supply chains
are partly established (with the potential for extensions and improvements), collab-
orations across supply chains promise the most significant and untapped benefits.

In the following, we first highlight our four primary contributions ( 1 – 4 ) in more
detail. Subsequently, we briefly point out the importance of a research methodology
that is suitable and appropriate for interdisciplinary research collaborations. Finally,
we express the outline of this dissertation (cf. Figure 1.4) in written form.

Collaborations Along Supply Chains

In this category, building on technical building blocks, we make two contributions
to answer our primary research question: one focusing on information sharing along
supply chains and one tackling the challenge of identifying suitable suppliers.

First ( 1 ), as we present in Chapter 4.1, we design an information-processing pipeline
that introduces end-to-end-secured sensing to the industrial landscape. While we uti-
lize special sensors to allow companies to guarantee the authenticity and correctness
of sensed information through technical means, our blockchain-backed storage design
ensures the long-term availability and verifiability of this information. Moreover, our
design also efficiently supports arbitrary information sharing over multiple hops, i.e.,
it also covers indirect information sharing. Simultaneously, we also account for the
confidentiality needs of the involved companies. As such, we provide a scalable and
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Figure 1.4 This dissertation is structured as illustrated. We order our primary contributions by
an increasing potential of benefits for the industrial landscape ( 1 – 4 ). Simultaneously, from
an information security dimension, the prevalence of security and privacy challenges rises, and
with it, the difficulty in realizing the respective collaborations (and thus, our contributions).

flexible architecture for secure collaborations along established supply chains and
their stakeholders. Thereby, we enable diverse collaborations along supply chains.

Second ( 2 ), as we detail in Chapter 4.2, we address the challenge of finding new
suppliers without the need to share or disclose any sensitive information upfront,
i.e., before engaging in the actual collaboration, by proposing two designs with dif-
fering privacy guarantees that can be selected according to the confidentiality needs
of the domain and involved stakeholders. Concerning our research question, this
contribution is essential to support the establishment of additional (new) business
relationships and, in turn, secure collaborations along supply chains through tech-
nical means. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first researchers to tackle
this problem. Thereby, we allow companies to dynamically and privacy-preservingly
identify suitable suppliers. The importance of this ability increases with the evo-
lution of the industrial landscape as it promises to improve the overall business
performance and companies’ resilience. Our novel designs seamlessly integrate into
today’s well-established procurement processes. Consequently, we greatly support
the interaction of companies with potential business partners along the supply chain.

Collaborations Across Supply Chains

In the second category, we also make two important contributions. Overall, col-
laborations in this category are primarily hindered by trust issues of the involved
stakeholders as they fear for their competitive advantage when sharing (or exchang-
ing) sensitive information with competitors. To address these concerns, we propose
designs that reliably ensure confidentiality in these settings through technical means.
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We are confident that with the emergence of secure and trustworthy designs, the ben-
efits outweigh the risks of unintentionally sharing (or leaking) sensitive information,
even for very cautious stakeholders. Collaborations across supply chains generally
differ from collaborations along supply chains as (i) trust relationships and informa-
tion sharing are not yet (widely) established and (ii) they require a change in the
stakeholders’ mindsets, i.e., stakeholders need to grasp the benefits of coopetition
rather than seeing the risks that are associated with shared information.

While our third contribution is exemplary for privacy-preserving comparisons among
stakeholders, as our fourth contribution, we propose a platform that enables privacy-
preserving matchings of sensitive information in industry. Comparisons as part of
industrial collaborations cover applications that result in insights without feeding ex-
ternal information directly into local processes, i.e., such collaborations across supply
chains are the least invasive as they have no direct implications for established pro-
cesses. In contrast, stakeholders participate in matchings to retrieve information
that can be directly implemented in their current processes. For example, configu-
rations related to the most productive handling of identical machines might be of
interest to manufacturers (possibly even competitors) across supply chains.

First ( 3 ), as we discuss in Chapter 5.1, we propose designs for company bench-
marking that consider the privacy needs of both participants and the operator of
the benchmark. Thereby, we close a gap in previous work that primarily focused on
only one of these needs as the confidentiality concerns of the benchmarking operator
were usually neglected. With our work, we correct this misconception and provide
companies with a tool to identify shortcomings with respect to business partners and
competitors. Here, our primary focus is on comparing the performance to competi-
tors and companies in the same domain. With this contribution, we demonstrate
the suitability of established technical building blocks to also secure collaborations
across supply chains. Hence, to answer our research question, we consider respective
approaches adequate to enable even challenging collaborations in real-world settings.

Second ( 4 ), as we highlight in Chapter 5.2, we realize a completely new use case
that allows for privacy-preserving matchings of arbitrary information across different
stakeholders in industry. While practitioners envisioned the exchange of production
process parameters before [JBSR17], the lack of oblivious and privacy-preserving
platforms prevented such a desired application in practice so far and, thereby, hin-
dered the establishment of corresponding collaborations. Stakeholders expect that
the global utilization of knowledge positively affects various goals, such as profits,
productivity, product lifetimes, sustainability, and more [PHS+19, PMK+21]. The
need for a secure and privacy-preserving exchange of sensitive information across
supply chains mandates the use of technical approaches to reliably protect respec-
tive collaborations. In this dissertation, we thus propose different variants of a
general design with varying privacy guarantees and performance to securely enable
such desired collaborations. Our work is independent of specific information, i.e.,
it is widely applicable, even across domains, demonstrating how to reliably enable
even sophisticated secure collaborations across supply chains in real-world settings.
Thus, we account for use case-specific needs and propose an important tool to share
and exchange all kinds of information with previously-unknown business partners.
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Interplay of Contributions and our Research Question

With our contributions, we present secure collaborations for all relevant scenarios
in the IIoT (along and across supply chains as well as with known and unknown
collaborators). Based on our work and our evaluations of practical use cases, we
conclude in Chapter 6.1 that established technical building blocks are able to reliably
secure collaborations in real-world settings while scaling to industry needs. Hence,
we provide a technological blueprint for secure and reliable collaborations, which will
emerge considerably as part of the upcoming evolution of the industrial landscape.

A Research Methodology for Interdisciplinary Advances

We further raise the issue that developments are also needed on a methodological
level: A goal-oriented and progressive evolution of collaborations in the IIoT can
only be realized through deeply-rooted interdisciplinary research, even in the pres-
ence of an appropriate technological blueprint. Accordingly, a better understanding
and formalization of such interdisciplinary efforts are likely to improve the achieved
results, primarily due to a structured allocation of tasks and duties. We address this
matter by presenting an abstract research methodology for interdisciplinary coop-
erations in Chapter 6.2. We derive this process cycle based on our experience that
largely relate to the contributions that we present in this dissertation.

Dissertation Outline

Before we detail our primary contributions in Chapters 4 to 5, in Chapter 2, we
first provide relevant background information on the actors in the IIoT, the relevant
properties when securing collaborations, and potential building blocks to realize col-
laborations securely. Subsequently, in Chapter 3, we introduce selected, representa-
tive use cases with distinct requirements from the domain of production technology
to later evaluate our contributions with. Following our four technical contributions
(Chapters 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, and 5.2), which we have just outlined ( 1 – 4 ), our appraisal
in Chapter 6 discusses the state of the described evolution so far before elaborat-
ing on the need to also conceptually revisit interdisciplinary research collaborations
as part of an excursus. This excursus sources our experience while conducting the
work for this dissertation and provides researchers as well as practitioners with an
abstract yet formalized process cycle to tackle interdisciplinary research challenges.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we conclude this dissertation.
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Background

The introduction of this dissertation (Chapter 1) already highlighted the motives of
stakeholders who will eventually implement and utilize industrial collaborations. In
the following, we thus look at the corresponding industrial landscape in more detail.
First, in Section 2.1, we define the term“Industrial Internet of Things” before giving
a more formal overview of its main actors and conceivable information flows. Second,
in Section 2.2, we summarize aspects that are relevant when securing collaborations
in the IIoT. Afterward, in Section 2.3, we give an overview of the most important
security concepts for our contributions, namely, privacy-preserving computation,
confidential computing, and blockchain technology. Finally, in Section 2.4, we survey
potential building blocks that are beneficial when addressing the relevant properties.

With this chapter, we provide the foundation for the remainder of this dissertation,
i.e., (i) to showcase representative use cases for our work (Chapter 3) and (ii) to
introduce our contributions using fixed terms and taxonomies (Chapters 4 to 5).

2.1 The Industrial Internet of Things

In this dissertation, we center our research and contributions around information
flows in the industrial landscape. As we already pointed out in Section 1.1, we
can distinguish collaborations along and across supply chains. More broadly, the
term Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) refers to all sorts of developments in a
networked industrial landscape. We discuss the multitude of definitions of this term
in Section 2.1.1 and put them into perspective with the focus of this dissertation.
Subsequently, in Section 2.1.2, we give an overview of the different actors in the IIoT
before discussing different topologies that are suitable when establishing industrial
collaborations in Section 2.1.3. This background creates the foundation for (i) our
discussions on their relevant security properties and (ii) our survey on building blocks
that come to mind when securing industrial collaborations in real-world deployments.
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2.1.1 Definitions and Taxonomy

On a general level, the IIoT covers a wide range of applications, technical concepts,
and future roadmaps under the umbrella of networked industrial devices. As a result,
various definitions emerged [BHCW18]. We refer to Boyes et al. [BHCW18] for a
detailed comparison of different viewpoints in research. In the context of this disser-
tation, we follow their conclusion. That is, we consider the IIoT to cover all facets re-
lated to the industrial utilization of the IoT, CPSs, networked devices, and informa-
tion technology in general. Consequently, the IIoT captures a paradigm change as,
traditionally, devices and machines have been (locally) isolated, i.e., their networking
was severely constrained (and underutilized). Hence, it increasingly contributes to
the convergence of operational technology and information technology [BHCW18].
Just as in the IoT, the IIoT intends to benefit from a large number of sensors that
generate vast amounts of information for real-time computations, post-processing,
and long-term use alike.

Various work [BHCW18,QCZ+20,KNT+21,PBB+23,RAB+23,SKTG23] looks into
the appropriate placement and operation of networking and computing infrastruc-
ture to enable the increasing utilization of information. In light of the IIoT and its
effect on the evolution of the industrial landscape, we expect a shift from device-
to-device (or machine-to-machine) communication to an interconnected setting with
in-depth yet secure and reliable production-to-production communication [PHS+19].
The latter refers to production environments (which also feature CPSs) directly com-
municating with each other to source and process global knowledge without requiring
any human interaction. Thus, such environments are destined to autonomously op-
timize their individual operations on a global scale, i.e., knowledge and information
will be sourced, exchanged, and processed across stakeholders in real time.

Hereby, the application of the IIoT is not limited to a single phase of a product’s life-
cycle. Instead, it concerns all aspects of value chains in industrial settings. Accord-
ingly, the IIoT is not confined to control loops in CPSs but also considers processing
loops related to strategic or operational decisions [PHS+19]. Especially in settings
with industrial collaborations, these loops also incorporate information from other
stakeholders, such as suppliers, consumers, or even competitors. Accordingly, in the
next subsection, we present an overview of these entities and their relations.

Internet of Production (IoP)

Embedded in the general context of the IIoT, our work originates from the Cluster of
Excellence “Internet of Production” (IoP) as part of Germany’s excellence strategy
of the federal and state governments. In the IoP, academia researches the impact
and implementations of digitization, IoT, and CPS for the production industry in
an interdisciplinary setting. This research covers the entire product lifecycle, i.e.,
production, development, and usage [PGH+19, Kor20]. It is the only Cluster of
Excellence (out of 57 in Germany) that conducts research in the area of production
technology and the Industrial Internet of Things. Altogether, more than 35 institutes
and 200 researchers are involved in this interdisciplinary research cluster.
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Figure 2.1 We identify five conceptual entities in the industrial landscape that utilize industrial
collaborations to exchange information. We label the respective collaborations from 1 to 4 .

The IoP pursues the vision to enable a new level of cross-domain collaboration by
providing semantically-adequate and context-aware data from production, devel-
opment, and usage in real time on an appropriate level of granularity [PGH+19].
Real-time, secure information availability of all relevant data at any time and at any
place is a core aspect of this vision [BDJ+22], which calls for research on (secure) in-
dustrial collaborations and their corresponding information flows. This way, the IoP
paves the way for a new era of fast, versatile, and dependable production [PMK+21].

Recent advances in the IIoT enable the measuring and extracting of massive amounts
of data related to products and their production processes [GHW+19]. Sourcing the
corresponding information embedded in the data and combining information from
the entire product’s lifecycle promises to generate new insights and streams of rev-
enue [SKPP23]. Even more, with information automatically shared in real time by all
involved entities, companies are able to minimize production interruptions indepen-
dent of the responsible source, improving their local operations [PHS+19]. Currently,
companies mostly rely solely on local information, effectively sealing knowledge in
stakeholder-specific information silos that are not accessible by external parties at
all, rendering automated collaborations infeasible [PHS+19,GPL+20]. As a prerequi-
site for discussing IIoT-related advances and sophisticated industrial collaborations,
we continue with a presentation of the industrial landscape and its actors.

2.1.2 An Overview of the Industrial Landscape

In the context of collaborations in the IIoT, we consider every stakeholder to be a col-
laborator that can collaborate with any other stakeholder (collaborator). However,
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since their relationships differ in practice, we categorize the different stakeholders
into five conceptual entities [PHS+19]: supplier, manufacturer, collaborator, cus-
tomer, and maintenance provider. This categorization allows us to better structure
their relationships from the viewpoint of a specific manufacturer. Focusing on a
different stakeholder changes the mapping of conceptual entities accordingly.

In Figure 2.1, we illustrate their embedding within the industrial landscape from the
point of view of a single manufacturer (top center). The upper product flow refers
to regular supply chains, where the manufacturer receives goods from a supplier
and manufactures a new product, component, or part. This company’s output is
then delivered to a customer, which can be either a merchant, an end customer,
or another manufacturer, i.e., the current company is a supplier with regard to
the following entity in the supply chain. Any information exchange among these
entities constitutes industrial collaborations along the supply chain ( 1 and 3 ).
Furthermore, we identify a maintenance provider which closely interacts with other
entities (e.g., suppliers, manufacturers, or customers) without being directly involved
in a product flow. We label its information flow with the manufacturer as 2 . For
simplicity, we only include a single maintenance provider in Figure 2.1.

Moving toward collaborations across supply chains, we exemplarily include a collab-
orator of the manufacturer (bottom center in Figure 2.1), though, in practice, man-
ufacturers can have multiple collaborators at the same time. We label the associated
collaboration and flow of information as 4 . For example, two companies that oper-
ate similar production lines can exchange insights on the production performance or
best-performing configuration parameters. Irrespective of the manufacturer’s sup-
ply chain (and point of view), this entity is also part of its own supply chain and
manages its own product flows. With the increasing emergence of (secure) industrial
collaborations (as envisioned by the IoP), each entity in the industrial landscape will
likely have several collaborators to exchange information and knowledge with.

2.1.2.1 Entities in the Industrial Landscape

For future reference, we provide a short definition for each of the five entities in the
industrial landscape. Their main properties are as follows.

▶ The supplier delivers materials, parts, goods, or intermediate products to the
manufacturer (its customer along the supply chain).

▶ The manufacturer is our point of view in Figure 2.1. It is part of a longer
supply chain and performs a manufacturing step using the received goods before
shipping the deliverable(s) to its customer(s).

▶ The customer receives (intermediate) products, parts, or goods from the manu-
facturer (its supplier backward along the supply chain). When receiving a final
product, the customer can also be an end customer (product user).

▶ The maintenance provider directly interacts with other entities, i.e., its clients,
to perform maintenance-related tasks at their respective production sites.

▶ The collaborator acts as an entity that is contacted to benefit from industrial
collaborations across supply chains. Concerning the collaboration, its operation
and flow of products are unrelated to the supply chain of the manufacturer.
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Given our selected point of view, we simplify real-world supply chains that consist of
several entities. Thus, three of the introduced entities are also manufacturers when
taking a different viewpoint, i.e., the supplier, the collaborator, and, depending on
the role of the entity, the customer as well. Moreover, the industrial landscape
can also host multi-hop collaborations among indirect business partners along the
supply chain. While we refrain from integrating such collaborations in Figure 2.1,
a collaboration (without the direct involvement of the manufacturer!) between the
illustrated supplier and customer would constitute such a multi-hop collaboration.

Considered Attacker Model: Malicious-but-Cautions Entities

When investigating industrial collaborations and proposing new designs to imple-
ment them securely, we also have to study relevant security threats and risks. Just
like in collaborations along supply chains, entities in collaborations across supply
chains (possibly even among competitors in their domain) have an incentive to ex-
tract as much sensitive information as possible for their individual gain. However,
given that entities and other commercial entities (e.g., third parties) in the industrial
landscape are registered businesses that operate under specific legal jurisdictions, we
consider them to be very cautious as misbehavior could be easily punished by law,
e.g., incur huge monetary fees. Moreover, they are usually well-known in their do-
main. Thus, they also depend on their reputation to attract further business and
generate revenue. Furthermore, whenever companies invest funds and resources into
industrial collaborations, they most likely have little incentive to misbehave, e.g.,
by providing incorrect or wrong information to the collaboration, especially if such
actions are detectable or if they diminish the usefulness of the collaboration.

Correspondingly, from a security perspective, we expect that industrial collabora-
tions must be secure in the context of malicious-but-cautious entities [Rya14], i.e.,
these entities want to extract as much information as possible without leaving any
traces of the extraction (and their misbehavior). Otherwise, they behave according
to agreed protocols. This behavior also covers that they do not abort industrial col-
laborations randomly or halfway. Furthermore, given the aforementioned reasons, we
consider collusion attacks that involve multiple companies as highly unlikely in the
industrial landscape. Collusion attacks are attacks in which two or more parties in-
teract to extract sensitive information they could not retrieve on their own. As most
jurisdictions have laws in place that ban or strictly regulate cartels [OECD13b,HS14],
we consider the likelihood of companies colluding with a third party than among each
other as more threatening. Therefore, we place particular emphasis on collusion at-
tacks that involve third parties (i.e., “introduced” entities that are not necessarily or
directly linked to the industrial landscape) but still consider all kinds of collusion
attacks as part of our security discussions to provide a holistic view in our work.

2.1.2.2 Industrial Collaborations and their Information Flows

Moving on from the conceptual entities, we now take a look at the different types of
industrial collaborations in the IIoT and their respective information flows. Given
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that the information covered in collaborations as well as the corresponding confiden-
tiality needs vary significantly in practice, we discuss the different types of collabora-
tions individually. We first consider the traditional relationships of the manufacturer
along the supply chain before referring to collaborations across supply chains.

Type 1 : Supplier and Manufacturer

Traditionally, the supplier delivers raw materials or intermediate products to the
manufacturer in a unidirectional flow of products and information. One aspect of
deepened collaborations among these entities is the utilization of received informa-
tion. For example, the manufacturer could efficiently adapt its processes based on
detailed material properties from the supplier. Likewise, suppliers and manufacturers
could collaborate more closely in the development of new products to utilize synergy
effects based on insights from previous usage information. However, corresponding
collaborations mandate accountability guarantees because the involved entities fear
improper operational and strategic adjustments otherwise. Overall, deeper collabo-
rations among suppliers and manufacturers help to reduce inaccuracies in products
(i.e., improve the quality) by adapting processes for specific workpieces, optimize
the product development by combining information of entire product lifecycles, and
cut down costs due to better manageable production planing and control (PPC).

Type 2 : Maintenance Provider and Manufacturer

Collaborations among the maintenance provider and its clients (here: manufacturer)
promise to improve the maintenance provider’s response time. In a collaborative
scenario, the maintenance provider should be able to minimize the clients’ downtimes
by conducting predictive maintenance and shipping replacement parts on time solely
based on insight into the running processes at the client. Besides, based on the usage
information, the maintenance provider can predict usage estimates or offer remote
repairs that further help both entities to improve their PPC by scheduling production
and maintenance times accordingly. Overall, both entities improve their product
knowledge, which improves their efficiency and resilience in unexpected situations.

Type 3 : Manufacturer and (End) Customer

Nowadays, collaborations among end customers and “manufacturers” are already
well-established in the digital world [Spi12]. For example, tracking and usage infor-
mation allows companies that offer (digital) services to draw meaningful conclusions.
In an evolved industrial landscape, these collaboration-based advances will likely fol-
low in the IIoT as well. On the one hand, customers are interested in receiving the
best-suitable user-tailored products. On the other hand, manufacturers want to min-
imize unnecessary expenses by only offering and supporting needed features based
on customer usage. These requirements call for industrial collaborations with agile
processes as well as flexible product development.
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Figure 2.2 When facilitating the organization and operation of industrial collaborations with a
heterogeneous set of stakeholders with individual security needs, different concepts are realistic.
Given the scale of the industrial landscape, mixing these concepts as seen fit is also possible.

Type 4 : Manufacturer and Collaborator

Today, manufacturers mainly obtain improvements through computational advances
or collaborations along the supply chain, i.e., industrial landscape mostly lacks col-
laborations across supply chains. However, the benefits of such collaborations are
particularly interesting due to their vast amount of available experience, knowledge,
and information. For example, both collaborators (manufacturer and collaborator)
can simply process the same raw material or operate a machine by the same manufac-
turer. Sharing information can help to realize untapped potentials. In general, any
entity in the industrial landscape can be a collaborator. The participating entities
are not linked by a particular product or its supply chain. Given that the creation
and secure realization of such collaborations across supply chains still remain unclear
(among other aspects, established trust relationships are usually missing), companies
rarely exploit them so far. In this dissertation, we look into these research challenges
(cf. Section 1.2.2) and propose new designs to overcome them (Chapter 5).

Before looking at properties that are relevant when securing collaborations (Sec-
tion 2.2), we first discuss the scope of possible real-world collaboration topologies.

2.1.3 Facilitating Collaborations in the Industrial Landscape

To implement the discussed industrial collaborations, different topologies and modes
of operations come to mind, e.g., to account for the security needs of stakeholders or
the specific circumstances of different use cases. Overall, we identify three concep-
tual topologies to facilitate collaborations in the industrial landscape, as we detail
in Figure 2.2: centralized, decentralized, and hybrid. The choice can differ between
different collaborations, and consequently, a single entity can be involved in different
collaboration topologies. The topology can even vary depending on the information
that is being exchanged. While collaborations along supply chains and with known
collaborators are simpler to establish due to the existing business and trust relation-
ship, collaborations across supply chains and/or with previously-unaffiliated entities
are likely to bring significant benefits concerning the outlined goals from Figure 1.1.

Centralized. Such operations mandate the use of a (trusted) third party to realize col-
laborations. Given the central point of contact, such a topology eases the bootstrap-
ping of new collaborations, and entities can be easily matched and put into contact,
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i.e., no costly gossiping is needed [KVS07]. If collaborators pay or compensate the
third party, it also has an incentive to operate it. However, in addition to introduc-
ing a single point of failure, this topology establishes a valuable target for data theft
as sensitive information, possibly including the entities involved in a collaboration,
is centrally available. Such challenges are well-known from cloud computing, and
various approaches, e.g., homomorphic encryption [AAUC18] or scaling out [Gro09],
to address these security and scalability issues are available [TJA10,HHH+17].

Decentralized. On the other side of the spectrum, decentralized topologies oper-
ate without a central entity. Here, direct communication among collaborators and
more sophisticated distributed networks come to mind. While direct communication
offers significant security benefits and does not introduce significant management
overhead, it complicates the bootstrapping of new collaborations as entities are un-
aware of potential collaborators and their associated benefits. Distributed networks
are well-known in the context of peer-to-peer networks [SW05] and blockchain tech-
nology [Pil16]. Given this background, it offers readily available methods for joining
and departing entities or a lookup of capabilities. However, depending on the con-
crete realization, participating entities must trust various (unknown) stakeholders.

Hybrid. As a middle ground between these extrema, hybrid approaches are avail-
able. Lookup services offer a single point of contact to ease the bootstrapping of new
collaborations before requiring collaborators to set up a form of direct communica-
tion. Thus, they are a trade-off between the mentioned bootstrapping challenges
and the danger of introducing a (high-value) single point of failure. Alternatively, a
federated or hierarchical topology can combine the benefits of a lookup service and a
distributed network. In the past, by relying on so-called supernodes, multiple peer-
to-peer networks used this concept to improve discoverability and scalability [SW05].

The wide range of options when setting up industrial collaborations underlines the
scope of this challenge. In addition to collaboration-specific needs, each topology’s
usefulness and exact security properties eventually also depend on the deployed
realization. Thus, real-world deployments mandate a careful and extensive analysis.

2.2 Relevant Properties when Securing Collaborations

When looking at industrial collaborations from the information security dimension
(cf. Section 1.2.2), several properties are important to secure them. To make these
properties easier to grasp, we now group related security- and privacy challenges. To
this end, we rely on the well-established information security concepts of confidential-
ity, integrity, and availability (CIA) [WM11] as well as authentication, authorization,
and accountability (AAA) [WM11]. As stated (cf. Section 1.2.2), we deliberately fo-
cus on the information security dimension in the following and do not specifically
consider any orthogonal properties in the operational security dimension. We fur-
ther consider the associated challenges of key distribution, key agreement, and key
exchange to be orthogonal research and refer to related work [NLO15,KBL18].

The relevance for each information flow differs depending on the involved entities,
the transmitted information, the chosen topology, and the stakeholder’s reliability
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and confidentiality preferences. At this point, we want to emphasize that secure col-
laborations also cover the aspects of accountability, authenticity, and verifiability, as
they all contribute to the reliability of information flows and subsequently-processed
information. Some particularly-cautious stakeholders might have an aversion to in-
dustrial collaborations. Hence, their needs for perceived security and privacy are
higher than the needs of more open-minded stakeholders. To address these con-
cerns, we identify three higher-order categories of security and privacy challenges:
authenticity of information, scope of information access, and anonymity.

Authenticity of Information. The first category covers properties related to the
correctness and origin of information. In industrial collaborations, the authentic-
ity of information is vital because entities utilizing said information must be sure
that it is reliable. Otherwise, wrongfully-adjusted machine parameters could incur
significant damages, or jobs might be scheduled without having an actual buyer
at hand. Similarly, integrity protection is crucial to prevent any tampering with
exchanged information. Apart from ensuring the authenticity of information, es-
tablishing accountability is another important property. For example, a machine
manufacturer guarantees the validity of its usage estimates to the machine operator.
Consequently, it should be accountable. Especially more complex information flows,
e.g., in multi-hop collaborations or when information is processed at several hops,
impose significant challenges. Likewise, end-to-end guarantees along supply chains
are imaginable as well. Here, a manufacturer of brake pad carriers could attest to the
end customer of a car that the delivered component endures the car’s lifetime. In the
IIoT, a significant challenge is to realize a link between the physical object and its
digital information because attaching a physical identifier, such as a barcode, RFID
tag, or black light marker, might not always be an option. Even more, to prevent
counterfeit products and other wrongdoing, such identifiers need to be tamperproof.

Auditing and verifiability capabilities are of interest in industrial collaborations to
allow for verifying processes and exchanging information. In parts, this goal over-
laps with the accountability property as companies should be able to prove which
interactions they initiated anyway. Relatedly, immutability and referenceability en-
able stakeholders to make sure that the transmitted information is long-term locat-
able and remains unaltered (e.g., for verification purposes). Hence, all information
processing should be designed with these requirements in mind. These properties
integrate nicely with an evolving IIoT because companies are expected to improve
their processes by applying gathered (past) knowledge. Hence, they can build on
the promise that information must be retrievable and available anyway.

Scope of Information Access. While the first category mainly deals with the trust-
worthiness and reliability of information, this second category comprises different
properties related to the access to information. In the context of the industrial
landscape, most information is valuable because it contains details about the pro-
duction process, registered patents, or created intellectual properties. Consequently,
all entities have a large incentive to retain their (sensitive) knowledge locally. Con-
fidentiality mechanisms, reducing the number of information flows, and limiting
the extent of collaboration to a minimum allows companies to participate in secure
collaborations. A reduced granularity of information (e.g., through aggregation,
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blinding, or anonymization) can help to rule out the dangers of reverse-engineering
or side-channel leaks based on shared information.

In addition, this category deals with properties related to the access to information.
Proper authentication should ensure that no information is leaked to unintended
parties, i.e., requiring each entity to authenticate itself. Furthermore, authorization
must be granted as well to obtain access to information. While these aspects are
insignificant for information flows between two entities, the challenges are more
demanding when taking into account that information is expected to be forwarded
along the supply chain (i.e., over multiple hops). Therefore, information control
concepts require careful evaluation. In particular, the list of authorized entities
must be expandable. For example, depending on the chosen topology, (trusted)
third parties might also need access to otherwise sensitive information, e.g., for the
sake of running specifically-permitted intermediate processing steps. Consequently,
their capabilities must be properly defined. As preventing unauthorized information
forwarding (from any entity) is a technically very sophisticated task, most regulation
is likely based on contracts. When dealing with misbehavior, e.g., if information has
been utilized, exchanged, or forwarded without permission, the previously-mentioned
auditing property supports in identifying the wrongdoer.

Anonymity. The third category that we identified deals with the anonymity of col-
laborators. While direct business partners along the supply chain know each other,
multi-hop knowledge might not be required or desired. For example, companies
could strongly oppose the disclosure of their network of suppliers or maintenance
providers. Regardless, their actions should still be covered by identifiability, pro-
viding a unique reference for each action and entity to achieve accountability. In
addition, untrackability must be taken into account to prevent that side-channel
information or communication patterns can de-anonymize participating companies.
Overall, companies might require anonymity mechanisms in place to support novel,
secure collaborations that complement traditional flows of information. Especially
parties with an aversion of sharing information might not collaborate otherwise.

After having outlined these properties, we now continue with an overview of concepts
and building blocks that could fulfill them when designing secure collaborations.

2.3 Building Blocks for Secure Collaborations

When securing collaborations, we can source building blocks and concepts from var-
ious areas: (i) cryptography unrelated (e.g., access control), (ii) traditional cryptog-
raphy (e.g., encryption), (iii) privacy-enhancing cryptography (e.g., homomorphic
encryption or secure multi-party computation) [BP21], (iv) other privacy-enhancing
technologies and concepts (e.g., differential privacy or federated learning) [GSU+22],
(v) authenticity-enhancing technologies (e.g., confidential computing) [SMGMM22],
and (vi) recent developments (e.g., blockchain technology, smart contracts, or veri-
fiable computing). The exact choice depends on the requirements of the use case.

In the following, we first introduce the most important building blocks for our disser-
tation’s contributions in more detail. In Section 2.4, we then look at the entirety of
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these building blocks and concepts (including the ones that we did not utilize in our
contributions). To secure collaborations, we primarily rely on two diametrical strains
from private computing, namely, the software-based concept of privacy-preserving
computation and the hardware-based concept of confidential computing. Moreover,
we introduce blockchain technology, a cryptographic approach to reach a consensus
among mutually-distrusting entities—a setting that closely relates to the industrial
landscape with its competing and mutually-distrusting stakeholders.

2.3.1 Privacy-Preserving Computation

Approaches in the area of privacy-preserving computation protect sensitive infor-
mation from unauthorized access while simultaneously supporting (a few) selected
operations on the protected information without generally impairing the confiden-
tiality of the processed information. Corresponding approaches have in common that
they make use of encryption. Consequently, they constitute software-based security
concepts. In the following, we introduce the main characteristics of four approaches,
which we apply in the remainder of this dissertation, namely, oblivious transfers
(OTs), private set intersections (PSIs), HE, and order-revealing encryption (ORE).

Oblivious Transfers (OTs)

In the most basic form, OTs allow a client to “covertly” retrieve one of two items
that are stored on a server without the server knowing which of the two items has
been requested by the client [EGL85,Rab05]. After concluding the OT, the receiver
has only access to a single item and does not gain (additional) insights into the other
item. This basic form is also known as 1-out-of-2 OT. Several additions to this basic
form enable more sophisticated retrieval scenarios for practical use, such as 1-out-of-
n OTs or k-out-n OTs [CT05]. Consequently, OTs are an important cryptographic
building block when designing protocols for privacy-preserving computations as they
enable privacy-preserving retrievals of information.

For improved performance, a few expensive base OTs can also seed a large number
of less expensive OT extensions [Bea96, IKNP03]. However, to achieve the required
security and privacy guarantees, i.e., hiding the contents of the data transfer, signif-
icant computational overhead and communication are introduced [NPP01]. While
the trade-off between required cryptographic computations and communication over-
head is adaptable, OTs remain costly today. Consequently, they are not suitable for
efficiently transferring large amounts of data in practice (as prevalent in the IIoT).

Private Set Intersections (PSIs)

PSIs are another cryptographic building block that allow two parties to calculate
the intersection of two confidential sets without revealing the included elements
to the other party [DCT10,MAL23]. Depending on the concrete implementation,
only one or both parties learn the content or the size of the computed intersec-
tion [DGVPdPS12]. PSIs have been realized with different underlying cryptographic
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building blocks. Nowadays, many efficient designs utilize OTs for improved secu-
rity [PSZ14, KKRT16, RR17]. As a result, just like OTs, PSIs also suffer from
(possibly infeasible) processing and networking overhead with increasing set sizes.
For better flexibility, other variants internally rely on RSA and Bloom filters with-
out impairing the claimed security guarantees [KLS+17]. Finally, first variants also
integrate homomorphic encryption to realize PSIs [CHLR18].

Homomorphic Encryption (HE)

HE allows for calculations on encrypted data without requiring access to the un-
derlying raw data, thus maintaining data confidentiality even when computing on
untrusted hardware [AAUC18]. Conventional encryption schemes require decrypt-
ing the data before any calculations can be executed. Even though the result can
be encrypted again, the entity which executes the calculations requires access to the
keys of the data owner. Thus, an offloading of calculations is not possible without
abandoning data privacy in the traditional way. In contrast, HE allows the execution
of mathematical operations directly on encrypted data [AAUC18]. From a technical
perspective, HE schemes can have varying cryptographic foundations that differ in
terms of supported operations and encrypted data types (e.g., Booleans, integers,
or approximated reals), each with individual overhead and constraints [AAUC18].
Moreover, the concept of hybrid homomorphic encryption [NLV11,DGH+21] com-
bines symmetric ciphers with HE to reduce the size of the ciphertexts, i.e., it reduces
the communication overhead of HE at the expense of more complex computations.

Different variants of HE feature distinct implications on usability, precision, per-
formance, and storage, including partially homomorphic encryption (PHE) [RSA78,
GM84,Pai99], somewhat homomorphic encryption (SWHE) [BGV12], and fully ho-
momorphic encryption (FHE) [Gen09,VDGHV10,BV14], as we detail next.

Partially Homomorphic Encryption (PHE). This subtype of HE enables (repeated)
computations of a single specific arithmetic operation, such as addition or mul-
tiplication, on ciphertexts while introducing moderate computational and storage
overheads [AAUC18]. For example, the Paillier cryptosystem [Pai99] supports addi-
tions of ciphertexts. In contrast, ElGamal [ElG84,ElG85] enables multiplications of
ciphertexts. In contrast to more advanced subtypes, PHE schemes do not support
the (repeated) computation of another operation directly on ciphertexts.

Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SWHE). To address the aforementioned short-
comings, SWHE schemes [BGV12] can compute additions and multiplications on
ciphertexts. When performing these operations on ciphertexts, noise is added to the
resulting ciphertext, which accumulates over subsequent operations. Thus, once the
noise budget has been exceeded, correct decryption of the ciphertext is no longer pos-
sible. Hence, the number of subsequent operations is limited, which is why literature
also refers to those schemes as leveled fully homomorphic encryption [AAUC18].

Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE). In contrast to the previous subtypes, FHE
schemes [Gen09,VDGHV10,BV14] can compute arbitrary functions securely on the
ciphertexts. Their practical applicability is thus only limited by their significant
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processing and storage overheads. Especially sequential multiplications introduce
significant overheads and decreased accuracy [AAUC18]. FHE schemes usually sup-
port bootstraps to overcome the aforementioned limitation in the number of repeated
operations (cf. SWHE) [AAUC18]. Basically, during bootstrapping, a ciphertext is
re-encrypted to“reset”the noise budget, i.e., to create room for additional operations
on the ciphertexts. Usually, bootstrapping operations are quite costly [CJL+20], and
thus, the specified computations should be optimized to use as few as possible.

The difference between FHE and SWHE can also surface in implementations. For
example, while Microsoft SEAL [CLP17,Mic18] also implements large parts of an ap-
proximating FHE scheme, called CKKS [CKKS17], it does not support its bootstrap-
ping feature [Lai23], rendering the implementation to (only) perform like an SWHE
scheme. Looking at recent developments, CONCRETE [CJL+20], a new FHE
scheme that is based on the TFHE cryptosystem [CGGI20], promises to perform
bootstraps more efficiently. Moreover, it introduces the concept of programmable
bootstraps, which enables the computation of univariate operations while bootstrap-
ping a ciphertext [CJL+20]. Thus, these programmable bootstraps further extend
the possibilities when performing FHE-based privacy-preserving computations.

Order-Revealing Encryption (ORE)

As the last approach, we discuss ORE [BLR+15], which extends the concept of order-
preserving encryption (OPE) [AKSX04]. Thereby, it introduces a building block for
privacy-preserving computations that allows for efficient range queries and sorting
on encrypted data [CLWW16, KT19]. ORE addresses some of the limitations of
OPE, e.g., to mitigate inference attacks and prevent information leakage of the “en-
crypted”plaintext, and accordingly intends to only reveal the order of the encrypted
plaintexts [BLR+15]. Thus, as intended, when applying ORE, the computing party
learns nothing except for the ordering of the ciphertexts. In the context of industrial
collaborations, this feature can be useful when privacy-preservingly comparing the
inputs of different stakeholders.

2.3.2 Confidential Computing

Confidential computing covers hardware-based security concepts that secure infor-
mation by isolating it from insecure or untrusted parts of the computing environ-
ment. This paradigm shields all sensitive information in a trusted part, and thus, is
also called trusted computing. Corresponding approaches rely on attested trusted
execution environments (TEEs) to ensure that the computing remains confidential.

Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs)

First of all, TEEs depend on hardware roots of trust to realize confidential computa-
tions. Conceptually, TEEs isolate parts of the running software (and thus, the com-
putation) within the device [MGDC+17,SMS+22]. Reliable attestation mechanisms
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prove the correctness of the (i) running software and (ii) performed computations (to
remote stakeholders) [MGDC+17, SMS+22]. The attestation allows the opening of
an authenticated and encrypted communication channel, guaranteeing the remote
stakeholder to communicate verifiably and securely with specific software on the
device. This feature is particularly useful when dealing with mutually-distrusting
parties or when deploying the device in untrusted environments. In addition to
these two basic properties, TEEs typically also provide memory protection and seal-
ing (protected disk storage) [MGDC+17]. The isolated and trusted part of a system
is also known as an enclave [MGDC+17]. Some TEEs even offer direct control of and
channels to peripherals, e.g., sensors, from within the enclave [MGDC+17,SMS+22].

Intel SGX [MAB+13] and ARM TrustZone [PS19] are two popular and widely-known
examples that are available in modern CPUs. Depending on the hardware, their
capabilities and security features can vary slightly. While the former is best known
from desktop and server CPUs, the latter is popular in IoT devices and smartphones.
Hence, confidential computing is also suitable for use in the IIoT. Intel SGX is also
available in cloud environments, e.g., using Microsoft Azure [Rus23]. Additionally,
more lightweight TEEs, such as Sancus [NBM+17], increase the range of application
areas for confidential computing and even allow for widespread deployments of TEE-
backed IoT devices. Such cost-efficient variants base on low-level processors with low
resource capabilities. For interoperability, mutual attestations among different TEE
variants and vendors are also supported [SPN+23].

2.3.3 Blockchain Technology

Blockchain technology [Pil16,RKC24] is a distributed ledger technology that builds
on a distributed and immutable append-only ledger, which utilizes cryptography to
irrevocably link blocks to form a chain [NBF+16]. By appending blocks, altering
or removing older blocks becomes computationally infeasible, i.e., all information is
stored in a tamperproof (immutable) manner. Initially, blockchain technology has
been designed to facilitate financial transactions without requiring a trusted third
party [NBF+16]. However, it can also record other assets as well as additional infor-
mation that is stored with the transactions [MHH+18,MPBW20,MPW20,MPW23,
MHMW24, PBW+24]. Using a consensus protocol, all participants of the system
agree on a consistent state of the blockchain [Pil16]. In the context of this work,
having and maintaining a consistent and tamperproof view can be very beneficial,
especially when dealing with mutually-distrusting entities.

Due to the reliable long-term storage of information, blockchains are well suited to
address accountability and verifiability requirements as they can guarantee the ex-
istence of data without relying on any trusted parties. Given that all information
is irrevocably persisted on the blockchain, carefully considering which information
needs to be stored is important [ZXD+18,MKP+21]. Apart from such confidentiality
issues and storage overheads, another scalability issue concerns the number of trans-
actions that can be reliably processed by the consensus protocol [SSS17]. In addition
to public and permissionless blockchains, such as Bitcoin [NBF+16], that allow ev-
eryone to participate and submit transactions [Pil16], other variants emerged as well:
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Private and permissioned blockchains, such as Quorum [CON20], restrict access to
the blockchain to specific entities or groups [Pil16]. Thereby, they can address certain
scalability aspects more easily [CP22]. Alternatively, sharding [ZMR18] (splitting
the blockchain into smaller partitions), sidechains [Pil16] (that are linked to the main
blockchain), and only persisting fingerprints (cryptographic hashes) [CG20] of the
actual information are strategies to improve the scalability of blockchains.

With this discussion of three conceptual directions (which we build on in our designs)
in mind, we move on to a more general survey of concepts and building blocks that
promise to tackle the relevant properties we highlighted before (cf. Section 2.2).

2.4 Building Block Survey: Securing Collaborations

For our building block survey, we expand the range of technologies we consider as
potential solutions to fulfill the relevant properties outlined before (cf. Section 2.2).

Given that we identified utility-specific clusters within these building blocks, we
grouped them into five larger groups that loosely target similar challenges. In par-
ticular, we categorize the building blocks as follows: (i) data security covers building
blocks that mainly deal with access to information, (ii) data processing concerns tech-
nologies that aim to conceal information during computation, (iii) proving support
deals with mechanisms to establish authenticity of information, (iv) platform capa-
bilities incorporate building blocks that ensure strict rules and foster verifiability,
and (v) external measures contain supporting concepts that facilitate establishing
industrial collaborations while not primarily focusing on security properties. Next,
we introduce these categories and the individual building blocks they encompass
in more detail. Table 2.1 accompanies this presentation: We provide a high-level
overview of the different building blocks and the relevant properties they address.

Data Security. We grouped building blocks with a strong focus on the access to
information, i.e., providing confidentiality, into this category. Here, the most basic
form to achieve confidentiality is to rely on encryption [BBM00]. While regular
encryption has no drawbacks concerning the other challenges we defined, it lacks
features to dynamically update the number of entities that are allowed to access the
information without leaking the used key or still sharing the content with removed
entities (even when data is updated at a later point). In an evolved industrial land-
scape, relationships are more dynamic and short-lived. Accordingly, corresponding
approaches should account for scenarios where access needs to be granted in a flexible
manner to changing entities. Advanced encryption concepts, such as attribute-based
encryption (ABE) [BSW07], move the decryption capabilities from a specific (fixed)
recipient to recipients with specific properties (attributes). To improve usability,
Ma et al. [MHK+18] proposed an enhanced encryption scheme especially targeted
for the industrial context that is able to make encrypted information searchable.
Traditionally, systems processing solely encrypted data must rely on additional in-
dexing schemes to support search queries based on this extra information.

Data usage control [PHB06] is another concept in the area and helps to enable infor-
mation sovereignty. It allows distributing decisions regarding data access to multiple
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Table 2.1 A mapping between our surveyed building blocks (y-axis) and our categorization of
relevant properties (x-axis) shows that no single one fits all solution exists. Depending on the
security goal, the applicability of the different building blocks also varies significantly (from
+ + over + and +/– to – and – –). No entry denotes that no direct impact is notable.
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parties. Hence, this approach fulfills all aspects of the challenge pertaining to the
scope of information access. With the correct set of policies, logging functionality to
achieve accountability can be integrated as well. Even though data usage control is
more a (theoretical) concept than an established functional system, research in the
area gained traction in light of information sharing in the IIoT [ZMJ+19].

Finally, secret sharing [Sha79,Ped92,Sta96] allows data sharing with multiple enti-
ties in a confidential way. To reveal the information, a subset of the entities must
jointly reconstruct the original information, ensuring a certain degree of informa-
tion control. Hence, apart from computational overhead, its applicability might be
limited in dynamic industrial environments where entities often change. Regardless,
Zhou et al.[ZC11] show an application in the IoT to establish a security architec-
ture. In a more static context, Cyran [Cyr18] uses secret sharing in another domain
(healthcare) with strict confidentiality requirements. Related approaches could help
to overcome any trust issues companies in the industrial landscape might still have.

Data Processing. This category covers approaches that try to hide information
during computations from unintended recipients, i.e., they extend the concept of
simply limiting access to information to approaches that can also operate on or with
it in a secure manner. In particular, we identify four groups of approaches: secure
offloading [Che16] (operating directly on ciphertext), secure computation [MR91]
(jointly computing a function without revealing individual inputs), verifiable com-
puting [DSB17] (maintaining verifiable results even when offloading computations),
and anonymization [SCDF16] (a collection of one-way functions to anonymize data).

Specific implementations of secure offloading support different computing complex-
ities, e.g., homomorphic and order-preserving encryption (cf. Section 2.3.1). They
have in common that encrypted data is sent to another party who performs calcula-
tions on the ciphertexts without inferring the content. Entities with the correct key
can then decrypt the resulting ciphertext(s) to obtain the result(s). Recently, spooky
encryption [DHRW16] (where encrypted inputs result in a plaintext result after
computation) emerged to further improve the usefulness and applicability of secure
offloading in practice. Such approaches enable stakeholders to rely on (untrusted)
cloud services for computation without the fear of leaking information [ZPH+17], i.e.,
confidentiality and information control are preserved. Furthermore, it allows stake-
holders to offload their computations anonymously because no conclusions about the
data owner can be drawn. The IIoT is a prime applicant as companies operate with
large amounts of process data and other business-related information.

Approaches in the area of secure computation, such as secure multi-party compu-
tation [Lin05], oblivious transfers and private set intersection (cf. Section 2.3.1),
and zero-knowledge proofs [GMW91], provide protocols for multiple (distrusting)
stakeholders to jointly compute a result or to obliviously exchange information (se-
crets). Hence, they are particularly suitable for information flows among previously-
unaffiliated collaborators. Related work [DDM+19] even demonstrates privacy-
preserving database lookups without the need for a trusted third party to reduce any
leakage. Unfortunately, being oblivious reduces the accountability and referenceabil-
ity of this approach significantly because the individually-provided inputs are only
locally available. Hence, no (external) verification is possible without cooperation.
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Verifiable computing [DSB17] addresses this shortcoming by ensuring verifiable re-
sults even when offloading computations to (untrusted) entities. To achieve public
or administrative verifiability (i.e., properties that express who can verify a claim),
it builds on secure computations, most importantly on zero-knowledge proofs. For
widespread deployment of verifiable computing in the industrial landscape, we pos-
tulate a stronger focus on how long claims remain verifiable and whether they are
forwardable [Len22]. Consequently, the corresponding participation and traceable
verifiability properties require more prominent dissemination in research.

Fourth, various anonymization concepts, such as k-anonymity [Swe02], differential
privacy [DR14], data aggregation [HLN+07, SCR+11], and noise [DKM+06,GN08],
allow entities to protect sensitive information by aggregating it with other data
points or by altering their precision. Then, they can collaborate with other stake-
holders without leaking sensitive information. While these techniques also limit the
accountability and authenticity of information, they potentially allow stakeholders
to participate anonymously as no single data point can be traced back to a single en-
tity. For example, in the IoT, related work showed that consumer usage data can be
properly anonymized [HIFZ17,HPH+17]. This direction is likewise promising in the
IIoT, e.g., to enable anonymous comparisons of the efficiency of production processes
across manufacturers [PGH+19]. However, companies should take into account that
information flows can already reveal relationships among different entities based on
communication patterns only [HPD+19].

Proving Support. Moving from building blocks on access control, we now focus on
the authenticity of information. Respective approaches range from proving physical
aspects of a workpiece, i.e., digital fingerprints [VKW+16, PAAD18], to providing
evidence for the origin and correctness of digital information (e.g., digital signa-
tures [RSA78], distributed ledgers [MWM+16], and version control [LM12]). While
different in scope, these approaches have in common that their ability to attest the
authenticity and integrity of information contradicts the desire of stakeholders to
remain untrackable. Digital fingerprints of physical products, i.e., having a unique
digital identifier of a workpiece or product available, are difficult to realize in industry
because attaching a barcode or a unique identifier to a manufactured product is not
always possible. Consequently, new solutions are required to reliably link products
to digital information to prove their authenticity and to remain accountable.

Nowadays, digital signatures are commonly used in the context of the Internet to
provide authenticity, and this concept can be extended easily to the IIoT to pro-
vide similar verifiability there. Distributed ledgers have proven to be a suitable ap-
proach to improve auditing and immutability capabilities of this traditional solution.
Blockchain technology (cf. Section 2.3.3) allows for establishing a persistent record
of information and past information flows. Thus, they are a good fit for environ-
ments where multi-hop traceability (along the supply chain) is a strict requirement.
Similarly, version control systems, such as Git, are also suitable for tracking data
changes and enabling audits. These properties are required when dealing with a
global knowledge system like the IIoT. However, in contrast to distributed ledgers,
they are not tamperproof. Moreover, current version control systems might not sup-
port industry-specific data formats and volumes without adjustments or overhead.
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Platform Capabilities. Apart from the technical building blocks encountered so far,
we can also apply mechanisms that define and enforce rules for industrial collab-
orations. On the one hand, the traditional idea of access control [SS94] can help
to restrict the scope of information access by setting rules for all individual enti-
ties. However, such restrictions are only possible if the participating entities can be
tracked. Here, approaches from the IoT [LXC12] could potentially be transferred to
the industrial sector. On the other hand, policies [HE02] directly attached to the
data or exchanged information can offer similar flexibility [HHS+16] because usage
or access constraints are efficiently retrievable (cf. data usage control). Instead of
defining access rules for each entity, policies constrain the scenarios where and how
a specific piece of information can be used, i.e., they are independent of the entity
processing the data giving some control to the data owner, i.e., the company.

From a different perspective, the concept of smart contracts [Woo14,CD16,GLD+18]
links the idea of blockchain technology with the benefits of automated contracts.
Consequently, apart from proving the authenticity of information, smart contracts
are also able to enforce the scope of information access to a certain extent. Previous
work already applied them in the IoT [ZKS+18]. However, the implications of flexible
and dynamic relationships on this design remain an open research question.

Additionally, confidential computing realizes an isolated enclave where guarantees
about the running code and, thereby, about data accesses can be made (cf. Sec-
tion 2.3.2). However, when using such enclaves, any interaction with the secure
environment, i.e., incoming and outgoing information flows, still requires careful
analyses. Besides, confidential computing could hinder interoperability as well as re-
deployments. Moreover, it might result in vendor lock-ins because specific confiden-
tial computing variants must be chosen. Furthermore, past security issues [CCX+19,
FYDX21] showed that mitigating threats might require new hardware instead of sim-
ply deploying software patches. In the IIoT, replacing all computing hardware with
confidential computing is highly unlikely as legacy devices frequently remain in use
for decades [SPL+15]. Hence, corresponding (security) upgrades and deployments
must be planned meticulously. Still, prior work [PGP+17] demonstrated the feasi-
bility in an industrial context while addressing relevant security properties.

Finally, federated learning [LSTS20] pushes machine learning in decentralized set-
tings and deployments. As such, it allows participating entities to keep parts of
their sensitive information (including inputs) confidential while still benefiting from
globally-available knowledge and information. Even though privacy and reliability
implications are still open research questions, especially in the context of the IIoT,
the overall concept promises significant (security) benefits for all involved stakehold-
ers. Corresponding federated learning applications could even allow for process and
scheduling adjustments based on external information [PHW21].

External Measures. The last category of building blocks contains supporting ap-
proaches that might help realize secure industrial collaborations. To monetize the
value of sensitive information in the IIoT, (distributed) data markets enable all par-
ticipating collaborators to sell and buy access to information. Besides mediating
access to information, such a central data market can also ensure authentication
and authorization, i.e., provide features that are relevant for the access to data.
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Depending on the exact implementation, confidentiality can also be ensured if data
is only shared in an encrypted format. Recent examples, such as the IDS [Int19]
or other data markets [MMZ+17], have shown that centralized concepts to securely
share information are feasible even in larger contexts. However, such a centralized
approach shifts a lot of information to this market place which is, in turn, a valuable
target for attackers of industry data. Thus, it might even turn into a measure that
impedes industrial collaborations.

A less technical approach to restrict the scope of information access and to estab-
lish authenticity of information could be to rely on legal contracts [AW08]. They
allow for defining all kinds of requirements before initiating the first flow of informa-
tion. However, such negotiations are not yet automated in any way and, therefore,
might prove infeasible in a highly-dynamic industrial landscape. Regardless, the
concept can be used to set a frame in which entities are willing to collaborate and
then negotiate the exact parameters in an automated way. Even though such an
implementation would also allow entities to define sanctions in case of misbehavior,
monitoring their actions and identifying data leaks from a remote vantage point is
extremely challenging. Consequently, this building block might only be applicable
to information flows in long-lasting business relationships.

To still facilitate automated information flows, stakeholders could also make use of
smart payments [KL18a], which allow them to automatically initiate data transfers
once the recipient has instructed a payment. As smart payments are likely based
on distributed ledger technology, they also likely support auditing. However, they
do not deal with securing the information and data access, i.e., instead of securing
existing information flows, they make new dynamic information flows accessible.

Takeaways

The scope and results of our survey underline that no one-fits-all solution that ad-
dresses all relevant properties is available. Instead, stakeholders must select the
appropriate technology in accordance with their use case and security needs. Then,
they can restrict their collaborations and information flows to settings and stake-
holders that match their standards. So far, individual building blocks are only
suitable for a small subset of the identified information flow challenges. Especially,
well-founded research in the direction of industrial needs of confidentiality, verifi-
ability, and anonymity is still in its infancy, resulting in insufficient coverage for
highly-sophisticated use cases and real-world deployments. We consider the poten-
tial of transferring and applying established approaches from other domains to the
IIoT as significant. While many interesting use cases require evolved building blocks
to secure industrial collaborations, little progress has been made. Recently, related
work [GSU+22] picked up our survey in the context of data markets. In this dis-
sertation, we make a first step in this direction by addressing this shortcoming. In
particular, we detail how to realize collaborations securely and scalably using tech-
nical building blocks that are well-established in (traditional) information security.

Before detailing our contributions (Chapters 4 and 5), in the next chapter, we first
give an overview of selected use cases from the domain of production technology.
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Use Cases

In the previous chapter, we provided a structured overview of industrial collabora-
tions and which building blocks might be appropriate to secure them. In this chapter,
we move beyond this theoretical view and take a look at practical, real-world use
cases that source corresponding information flows. Accordingly, in Section 3.1, we
discuss the different types of collaborations in the industrial landscape in light of
specific applications. Subsequently, in Section 3.2, we present several real-world use
cases from the Cluster of Excellence “Internet of Production”. We made a diverse
representative selection to cover a wide range of settings with largely-differing (secu-
rity) requirements. Ultimately, these sections conclude the combined and structured
presentation of background information in this dissertation.

3.1 Industrial Collaborations in Practice

Following the introduction of the entities and different types of industrial collabora-
tion (Section 2.1.2), we now look at the benefits of two entities collaborating more
closely. Novel information flows promise improvements that are otherwise either not
realizable or not as easily accomplishable. Our presentation follows the same order
as Section 2.1.2.2, with the collaborations having been illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Type 1 : Supplier and Manufacturer

In the industrial landscape, we identify multiple forms of collaboration among sup-
pliers and manufacturers. We detail their specific applications in the following.

Product Supplier. The fundamental idea is that any supplier shares properties of
the supplied items along with expected usage properties to enable reliable adjust-
ments of the running process. These supplied items can be materials, parts, goods,
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intermediate products, tools, or even production machines. Hence, the extent of
digital information attached to such items might vary significantly. For example,
a supplier of rolled metal can provide additional product details and properties of
its production to the manufacturer of fine-blanked components [NKU+20,OBNB23].
In the opposite direction, the manufacturer can transfer details about the expected
usage requirements for any ordered item. This information helps the supplier to
only deliver items that fit the intended use. For example, a lower hardness of a
non-structurally used metal piece might help to reduce the machine’s wear with-
out impacting the product. However, these details are sensitive as they can reveal
process details to the supplier.

Machine Supplier. When considering machine suppliers, even more information
might be exchanged. For example, the manufacturer could continuously share de-
tails about machine downtimes as well as about used components of the machine
with the machine supplier. In return, the machine supplier could share estimates on
the machine’s downtimes and various condition changes with the manufacturer. This
approach could even be turned into a Manufacturing-as-a-Service (MaaS) business
model where the manufacturer only rents capacity on a machine from the supplier.
Then, the machine supplier is responsible for all maintenance-related tasks and keep-
ing the machine ready for operation. However, in this setting, the machine supplier
has direct access to the production process, which reveals sensitive details of the pro-
duction. Apart from theoretically being able to reverse-engineer aspects of classified
manufacturing processes, the traceability of productive and non-productive periods
of individual production machines can become an issue because they reveal a lot of
sensitive information. By exploiting this internal knowledge of the manufacturer,
machine suppliers could maintain a better position in future sales negotiations.

Tool Supplier. Similar observations on the scope of received information also hold
for tool suppliers that provide, for example, cutters, cutting inserts, or grinding
discs. The goal of sharing information among a manufacturer and a tool supplier is
to reduce downtimes by accessing production-specific data to provide tools on time.
For example, a tool supplier for milling machines should replace worn milling cutters
on time with the most suitable model. However, in contrast to the machine supplier,
the tool supplier might not have direct access to the production process. Hence, the
respective access to production parameters is limited. Nonetheless, specific process
parameters or wear characteristics can also reveal information about running pro-
cesses and handled material (e.g., aerospace-grade aluminum for military vehicles),
allowing the supplier to obtain knowledge about manufactured products, scheduled
maintenance times, or the utilization of the production site.

Security Perspective. For supplier-manufacturer collaborations in general, we iden-
tify two primary challenges. First, sharing any information might allow the reverse-
engineering of products or production processes and could even facilitate thefts of in-
tellectual property or business secrets. This challenge affects both entities alike: Sup-
plier knowledge can also inadvertently flow from the manufacturer to the supplier’s
competitors, for example, if (unmetered) data or machine access is in place. Today,
legal contracts are commonly negotiated and signed to address such issues. Un-
fortunately, lengthy contract negotiations might not be applicable to supply chains
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with short-term business relationships that lack any kind of established trust. In
addition to the potentially infeasible overhead of setting up detailed contracts for
a single business transaction, business relations without mutual trust might entail
significant concerns regarding improper utilization of exchanged information or in-
formation leaks in general. Thus, the open question of how this practice translates
to an evolved industrial landscape with its highly-dynamic and flexible business re-
lationships and collaborations remains. The second challenge is that the involved
entities could deliberately deliver incorrect values to yield (monetary) benefits, e.g.,
to artificially decrease the lifetime of a product or tool with the intention of boosting
repeated sales. The situation intensifies when information further propagates along
the supply chain, greatly impairing the reliability of exchanged information.

Type 2 : Maintenance Provider and Manufacturer

Collaborations of this type are similar to the previous type, given that the main-
tenance provider also interacts with the manufacturer. Hence, corresponding in-
formation flows, such as usage values in one direction and usage estimates in the
other direction, are very similar, which also translates to the security perspective.
Typically, maintenance providers directly establish collaborations with manufactur-
ers to offer their services, i.e., without the involvement of the original manufacturer
of the machine. As a result, the maintenance provider not only receives valuable
information about the collaborating manufacturer but, potentially, also about the
manufacturer of the maintained machine. In the other direction, firmware updates
or configuration recommendations might be passed along from the machine manu-
facturer or the machine supplier via the maintenance provider to the manufacturer
to limit the number of entities that are directly involved with the machine.

Security Perspective. Given its direct access, the maintenance provider can gain
valuable insights into processes and products of the manufacturer. However, business
relationships of the maintenance provider with direct competitors of the manufac-
turer pose an even bigger risk concerning unintentional transfers of knowledge among
clients of the same maintenance provider. In addition, manufacturers should verify
the authenticity of updates or configuration settings that are passed along from the
maintenance provider to prevent any misconduct. Likewise, maintenance providers
want to avoid any liability claims following repairs or recommendations.

Type 3 : Manufacturer and (End) Customer

We identify two conceptual information flows among customers and manufacturers
in the industrial landscape. First, the customer can receive maintenance recommen-
dations and firmware updates from the manufacturer (if provided) to improve the
product’s availability and productivity. Second, the customer shares her usage re-
quirements along with usage values to send feedback to the manufacturer. This kind
of information flow is identical to the relationship of a supplier and a manufacturer
as the point of view defines the role within the supply chain (cf. Figure 2.1), i.e., the
customer can also be another manufacturer that purchases manufactured products
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from a supplier (the manufacturer in our point of view). Hence, in the following, we
focus on customers in the role of a merchant or an end customer instead.

In this situation, customers can usually gain less sensitive (and interesting) informa-
tion from the manufacturer. Thus, the interests for establishing such collaborations
are imbalanced. Accordingly, manufacturers can offer their end customers discounts
or other benefits in exchange for providing sensitive (usage) details. This information
can, for example, support the manufacturer to link customer satisfaction as well as
wear with particular subcomponents of a product, i.e., identifying responsible sup-
pliers for contributing to exceptional or poor performance. Furthermore, detailed
usage data can help the manufacturer to provide improved support to her customers,
increasing both her knowledge about the product and the customer’s satisfaction.
For example, some machine tool manufacturers provide a process ramp-up service,
where they support customers in finding stable process parameters for new ma-
chining processes in exchange for knowledge about the products being machined on
their machines. Their motivation is to further increase their process parametrization
expertise and secure their business interests and customer loyalty.

Security Perspective. The risks of tracking and surveillance based on usage infor-
mation threaten end customers in such collaborations [YXSW18]. Without proper
anonymization or aggregation of information, other supply chain actors might be
able to identify customers based on backward-shared information. On the one hand,
this threat especially emerges for products with only a few highly-specialized buyers
as their privacy is particularly at risk. On the other hand, uncertainty about the
reliability of received information threatens the involved manufacturers. With only
a low number of customers, such usage data can have a significant impact on the
decision-making of product development, procurement, and manufacturing. For ex-
ample, they might falsely adjust their product based on incorrect usage data, which
can ultimately have a negative performance on future production batches.

Type 4 : Manufacturer and Collaborator

The evolved industrial landscape will also feature collaborations across supply chains,
e.g., with competitors or companies utilizing the same type of machines, tools, or
components. Still, the corresponding information flows can vary significantly. For
example, both entities might receive materials, parts, goods, or intermediate prod-
ucts from the same supplier. In this case, they would have an incentive to exchange
knowledge about how to process the received items in the most beneficial way. In
another scenario, both entities could operate machines or tools by the same manu-
facturer. To utilize them efficiently, they have an incentive to also rely on external
experience, e.g., which settings reduce the machine wear or by sharing the key per-
formance indicators about achievable output rates. Such “collaborations” are even
conceivable among competitors if both stakeholders have identified benefits. If per-
mitted by law, multiple companies can also establish a syndicated procurement.
Collaborations across supply chains promise significant benefits simply by making
information and knowledge globally available and utilizing it.
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Security Perspective. Such collaborations are highly relevant for two reasons. First,
they are crucial for the success of an evolved industrial landscape as they promise
significant advances in the IIoT (cf. Section 1.2.1). However, stakeholders have sig-
nificant security and privacy needs when dealing with collaborations across supply
chains. Such that most potential following globally-shared information will remain
untapped without secure and scalable realizations. Second, due to the flexibility
of collaborating entities, questions of trust and accountability are especially chal-
lenging. Nowadays, long-lasting business relationships do not call for sophisticated
and revisited concepts as signed contracts regulate most rights and duties anyway.
However, when dealing with dynamic and short-lived business relationships, lengthy
contract negotiations are infeasible. Instead, the industrial landscape requires tech-
nical means to address the concerns of involved stakeholders. In particular, as-
pects of accountability and reliability require careful consideration, especially when
collaborating with anonymous entities. Here, security measures must ensure that
collaborations do not negatively affect (participating) honest parties.

After this general overview of industrial collaborations in an (evolved) industrial
landscape, we focus on representative real-world use cases in the following.

3.2 Representative Use Cases for Collaborations

To illustrate the aforementioned types of industrial collaborations, we now introduce
selected use cases that originate from the Cluster of Excellence “Internet of Produc-
tion”. They are representative for our research in the IIoT as they cover all four
types of collaborations. In particular, in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, we detail two use
cases with collaborations along supply chains that cover Types 1 and 3 . As such,
we also consider them representative for Type 2 (as we have argued in Section 3.1).
In Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, we then focus on two use cases that benefit from col-
laborations across supply chains (Type 4 ). This way, we provide a comprehensive
foundation for the presentation of our contributions in Chapter 4.

3.2.1 Product Composition and Production Properties

Our first use case represents manufacturing processes that benefit from information
about previous production steps. For example, companies could alter their produc-
tion processes based on information received from their suppliers. Moreover, they
could consider substituting or combining certain parts or components to react to
varying qualities of intermediate products. Such information could even be passed
over multiple hops, e.g., to allow customers to better estimate the product’s lifetime.
Overall, the application of product and process information along supply chains of-
fers various advantages. In case the received information is reliable and does not
reveal sensitive information, companies could broadly apply and utilize it. In the
following, we illustrate this use case at the example of two specific applications.
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Fine-blanking Production Line

Molding Rolling Decoiler Leveler Lubricator Press Finishing

Figure 3.1 Fine-blanked products are greatly influenced by the different production steps.

Fine-Blanking Production Line

Our first application of this use case in industry is a fine-blanking production
line. Fine blanking is a precision forming process that is applied to manufacture
large batches of identical workpieces, e.g., for aerospace and automotive produc-
tion [KK09,GHW+19], because it offers an excellent quality of the sheared surface
and geometric accuracy [ZZZ19]. Maintaining an identical product quality is chal-
lenging even with a static production line setup [VTF+18]. In Figure 3.1, we illus-
trate the components of a fine-blanking line and its previous production steps, such
as molding and rolling the input metal coil. The complex interplay of the decoiler,
leveler, lubricator, and press reacts quickly to fluctuating material properties (e.g.,
as observed in coils), changing environmental conditions, or alternating behavior of
components in a fine-blanking line [VTF+18]. Thus, detailed information on the
supplied material and its production processes, even over multiple hops, is highly
relevant, e.g., to adjust the parametrization of local production lines accordingly.

In an evolved industrial landscape, manufacturers might even benefit from collab-
orations across supply chains, i.e., Type 4 . Thus, operators of fine-blanking lines
could profit from directly exchanging process know-how to reduce scrap. At the
same time, they could share the properties of fine-blanked components with their
customers along the supply chain to inform them about minor quality deviations,
which could potentially influence the customers’ processes. Exchanging information
along the supply chain could improve fault detection in case of failures because ad-
ditional information to pinpoint the root cause would be available. Accordingly, all
components have to be traceable and must allow for definite linking between analog
products and digital information.

Assembly of an Electric Vehicle

Looking at another application of this use case, we consider the assembly of an ur-
ban electric vehicle. In this competitive industry sector, many changes to the design
and production processes of traditional vehicles were needed to ensure profitability.
Given that the costs for the electric battery make up a large fraction of the overall
production, the assembly of such low-cost electric vehicles requires a critical anal-
ysis of the supply chains of all remaining components. For a visualization of the
entire supply chain in all its complexity with every involved component, we refer
to our previous paper [BPM+21, Figures 6 and 7]. Since such an electric vehicle
consists of 90 pre-assembled components with varying complexity, the number of
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previous production steps and involved stakeholders (suppliers) differ significantly
across components. Hence, an electric vehicle sources a large network of suppliers.

Due to large numbers of involved suppliers (also over multiple hops), the assem-
bly of electric vehicles depends on extensive information flows to ensure that all
safety and quality requirements are fulfilled. With so many involved stakeholders,
all collaborations in this setting need to facilitate accountability. Otherwise, pre-
cise attributions of responsibilities, liabilities, and contact persons are impossible to
implement, which, in turn, impairs the strictly-needed industrial collaborations.

With their large networks of suppliers and several previous production steps, the out-
lined applications of this use case concern multiple stakeholders and further demon-
strate the complexity of products and production processes in the IIoT. These
applications are representative for collaborations along supply chains and focus on
Types 1 and 3 . To also consider more specialized production processes in the
IIoT, we also select a use case on the operation and procurement of machine tools.

3.2.2 Operation and Procurement of Machine Tools

Machine tools are known for their challenging configuration, their regular mainte-
nance schedules, and the complexity of running a stable production process. Due
to these aspects, we consider machine tools as part of our second representative
use case. In particular, milling machines are a prominent machine tool example.
Given their complexity and variety, they are an important research area for engi-
neers. However, we leave corresponding (technical) challenges for related and future
work. Instead, in this dissertation, we look into their operation and procurement
as industrial collaborations are likely to significantly impact both tasks. While the
former task can benefit from sourcing information from suppliers and maintenance
providers (e.g., to improve PPC, both on the shopfloor and within their network of
suppliers), the latter is a prime application to further digitalize and automate busi-
ness processes along supply chains, for example, by privacy-preservingly comparing
whether the buyer’s and seller’s price expectations match.

Operating Connected Job Shops in Discrete Manufacturing

Discrete manufacturing outputs distinct products, i.e., products are manufactured
separately. Consequently, ensuring consistent quality is important as defective in-
termediate products can have a cascading impact, both locally and globally. Apart
from subsequent production or assembly steps, out-of-tolerance products greatly in-
fluence customers and suppliers because they might have to adjust their production
processes and schedules accordingly. Unfortunately, without in-depth details, identi-
fying and tracking down the root causes of inconsistent product qualities or impacted
product lifetimes is tedious, time-consuming, and oftentimes also difficult. A larger
information source (potentially even from collaborations across supply chains), in-
cluding additional information, such as the machining tool condition and history, the
processed workpiece material, and known deviations of the machine tool, promises
to ease this task. Hence, this application benefits from information flows.
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Connected job shops are embedded in global supply chain networks. For example, a
manufacturer of milling machines integrates various received parts (drive and guide
components, bearings, and milling spindle) of its supplier. Likewise, it contracts
maintenance providers to replenish required tools, such as milling cutters, to both
itself and its customers. Information flows among all involved stakeholders could
positively impact the estimated product lifetimes (and guarantees), the load within
production schedules, and the efficiency during product development. Even more,
manufacturers could better react toward change requests as additional historical
knowledge is available in a processable form. Such an evolution would most likely
contribute to the continued success and prevalence of digital factories. First, MaaS
business models could eliminate market barriers because their availability reduces
the costs to build on machine tools for production. Second, traditional shopfloors
and modern line-less mobile assembly systems (LMASs) [BMW+21,KWBK+23] (as
popular in production sites of electric vehicles) can swiftly react to schedule changes.

Procurement with Machine Tool Suppliers

In addition to the operation of machine tools, their procurement is another important
application. Especially when looking for new products or variants, manufacturers
have the incentive to look for new suppliers because (a) they could offer lower costs
and/or better quality in comparison to their existing suppliers or (b) their existing
network of suppliers might not be able to supply the requested item at all. How-
ever, without any contractual relationship, both parties have to exchange sensitive
information that could reveal details of their products, production schedules, and
new developments. This issue is particularly critical when ordering machine tools as
they are highly individualized for the model (for example, in the automotive domain)
and, thus, might reveal sensitive information on technological advances [Xu17].

While the manufacturer (buyer) does not want to disclose anything that might reveal
aspects of her future model(s) or technological advances that are incorporated in the
machine tool, the supplier (seller) does not want to reveal her entire product catalog
and capabilities. Without secure collaborations, this situation leads to a dilemma:
The more accurate the information, the better the offer; however, at the same time,
the more accurate the information, the more sensitive details are being exchanged.
The outcome of this dilemma is twofold. Either buyers do not contact potential
suppliers at all, or they only contact a few suppliers with existing trust relationships
or contracts. This pre-selection severely restricts the market and excludes a number
of potentially more suitable suppliers, greatly impacting their businesses.

To elaborate, manufacturers tend to establishing close partnerships with only a few
trusted suppliers (single sourcing) [YTR20], which leads to a strong increase in de-
pendency [Ind08]. Even more, such a strategy severely impacts future adjustments in
terms of quality, functionality, innovation, and costs [Ind08]. Contrarily, other buy-
ers risk the “leaking” (disclosing) of information by diversifying broadly. To balance
those two extrema, many manufacturers rely on indirect methods, such as signing
non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) early on [WR17]. However, such non-technical
approaches do not ensure confidentially with malicious-but-cautious stakeholders (cf.
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Figure 3.2 Benchmarks capture complex processes and their operation in meaningful KPIs.

Section 2.1.2.1). Thus, technical means that evolve procurement processes would be
highly beneficial as machine tools with their sensitive information exemplify.

In the context of machine tools, this use case shows the benefits collaborations along
the supply chain and with maintenance providers can have (Types 1 – 3 ). However,
they also stress the confidentiality concerns (and needs) stakeholders might have in
an evolved industrial landscape. Moving toward collaborations across supply chains
and their needs, we next look at the use case of company benchmarking.

3.2.3 Internal and External Company Benchmarking

As a first use case that covers collaborations across supply chains (Type 4 ), we
consider company benchmarking. We distinguish two types of benchmarks with
varying stakeholders: internal (measuring departments of a single company) and
external benchmarking (comparing multiple companies) [Koz04]. While benchmarks
could reveal sensitive information to “competitors” (regardless of being internal or
external), they lack any direct influences on processes or production schedules. Thus,
this use case is limited in its invasiveness and a good first step to pursue.

Benchmarking Operations in the Injection Molding Industry

Our first example covers an external benchmark from 2014 that focuses on the in-
jection molding industry, i.e., it measures the efficiency of the injection molding
department. Injection molding is widely applicable in different industries and do-
mains and allows for the processing of complex part geometries without subsequent
rework. As we detail in Figure 3.2a, it is a highly-complex discontinuous process and
consists of various production steps. The raw plastic material is plasticized by heat
and friction and then injected into the mold, which is the negative of the plastic part
to be produced. After a pre-defined cooling time, the final part can be ejected from
the mold [KIL09]. Accordingly, the real-world benchmark covers an organizational
and technological perspective, as we illustrate in Figure 3.2b. While organizational
key performance indicators (KPIs) capture the financial status of a company as well
as the satisfaction of customers and employees, technological KPIs benchmark the
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efficiency of manufacturing processes (such as the productivity of machines), means
of production, and range of the manufactured products.

Given the lack of secure industrial collaborations, it relied on extensive manual labor
by the analyst (operator of the benchmark). In addition to sharing questionnaires
with queries to the participants, the analyst has to digitize the participants’ an-
swers. The analyst then inputs this digitized information into the self-developed
benchmarking algorithm to output the KPIs, which are subsequently shared with
the respective participant. Thereby, the analyst is a valuable target as all sensitive
information is retrievable from a single point. For example, KPIs representing pro-
cess information (e.g., quality of the manufacturing processes) can be sensitive as
competitors could derive or estimate the participant’s status and ongoing evolution.

In addition to the questionnaire, which contained 423 distinct questions and collected
a total of 674 inputs per participant to eventually compute 48 KPIs, the complexity
of the benchmarking algorithm (more than 2700 computations per participant) is
also significant. Thus, we also have to note the analyst’s effort. Given that the
algorithm constitutes the analyst’s intellectual property and competitive advantage,
this application demands confidentiality of the algorithm in addition to ensuring the
participants’ privacy. Accordingly, operations with paper-based questionnaires and
an analyst with access to all confidential information are not timely for the IIoT.

Measuring the Efficiency of Global Production Networks

In addition to injection molding, we also consider a second benchmarking appli-
cation that measures the performance of production sites in globalized production
networks [Rit18]. This diversity allows us to study the use case in a different setting
and with another kind of algorithm. In this context, benchmarking the performance
of individual production sites is particularly interesting to compare the efficiency of
companies or locations within a single company. For example, a KPI can express
the unit costs of a product at a specific location for this purpose. By breaking down
the unit product costs, companies can then identify the main drivers, such as the
degree of automation, the wage level, or even the characteristics of the machine park.
While production networks can also be measured as part of an internal benchmark,
we focus on external benchmarks due to their stricter confidentiality needs.

Distributing production sites and supply chains can yield significant advantages as
such an organization allows stakeholders to optimally exploit each location’s geo-
graphic, regulatory, and technological conditions [VMPL21]. However, a competitive
advantage is only present if the assumed-to-be-beneficial performance is verified reg-
ularly. To assess their performance, companies compare their inventory, efficiency,
and equipment across different days, products, and orders in such benchmarks. Pre-
vious work [EGBH15,HHF+20] has identified the product portfolio’s complexity as a
major driver of costs, which can also be traced back to the need to interrupt produc-
tion sequences with setup processes. This need results in reduced machine utilization
and drives up unit costs. By nature, this information is highly sensitive, and thus,
it must be kept confidential. Otherwise, competitors could draw conclusions about
the company’s corporate strategy and relationships [KOWFC10].
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Figure 3.3 Injection molding is a discontinuous process that is influenced by various parameters.

To summarize, this use case is a good first step to demonstrate and promote secure
collaborations across supply chains in an evolved industrial landscape. Given its
diverse security needs, it allows to effectively stress the benefits and the justified de-
ployment of technical designs to various stakeholders. Still, company benchmarking
is not too invasive to scare conservative stakeholders away. Moving on, we broaden
the scope (and safety implications) of collaborations across supply chains by looking
at the use case of sharing sensitive business parameters in the following.

3.2.4 Sharing and Exchanging Production Parameters

Finally, our fourth use case covers the sharing and exchanging of product and process
details among manufacturers across supply chains. Once such collaborations are
available privacy-preservingly, companies could adapt their operations according to
global knowledge to reduce costs, improve product quality, reduce wear, and operate
more sustainably. Especially for manufacturers with production lines that are costly
and time-consuming to set up, such as injection molding, the expected benefits are
significant. In addition to this first application, we further look at the potential for
machine tools in connected job shops as part of our second application.

Commissioning and Configuring Injection Molding Production Lines

As outlined in Section 3.2.3, injection molding is a discontinuous production process.
In Figure 3.3, we illustrate an injection molding machine with the injection unit and
the clamping unit to toggle the pressure in the mold cavity. Polymer granulate is
fed into a barrel that is heated using heater bands from the outside of the barrel. A
rotating screw within and a translational drawback motion create friction through
the interplay of granulate, melt, screw, and barrel surfaces. Friction and heat cause
the material to plasticize along the axial transport to the screw’s tip, which fills the
anteroom with melted granulate. Eventually, the machine injects the accumulated
melted polymer under high pressure into the cavity of an actively-cooled mold. Once
the cavity is filled, the machine must press material into the cavity to compensate
for volumetric shrinkage, which occurs during the cooling process. This step is also
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known as the pressure-defined packing phase. Finally, the machine can eject the
solidified workpiece [OTG07], which concludes the injection molding process.

This complex process features various production parameters that require adjust-
ments according to the respective machine and cavity, the inserted granulate, and
environmental conditions, among others. Hence, when commissioning new produc-
tion lines (or configuring for different products), a lot of scrap is being produced
simply by grid testing different configuration parameters. Here, the clever utiliza-
tion of experience from other stakeholders could likely help to accelerate this costly
and time-consuming task. However, given the sensitivity of the relevant production
parameters, they may not be publicly available, i.e., suitable designs must account
for such privacy needs when establishing corresponding information flows.

Apart from injection molding, including high-pressure die casting [PGH+19], with
its trial-and-error configuration approach, other processes with the need for man-
ual tuning could benefit as well. In the context of this dissertation, fine-blanking
lines [PHS+19] and machine tools, which we briefly discuss next, come to mind.

Operating Connected Job Shops in Discrete Manufacturing

Applying the use case of exchanging production parameters across supply chains is
also reasonable for machine tools. For subtractive manufacturing (e.g., turning and
milling), the workpiece quality and productivity of the machine greatly depend on
the choice of configured cutting parameters, such as cutting speed, feed rate, and
cutting depths. Without the utilization of global knowledge, these parameters are
usually determined based on experience or manufacturer-specific recommendations.
Both approaches are time-consuming tasks as the operator explores and fine-tunes
the parameters’ performance by repeatedly manufacturing workpieces.

Tapping into globally-available experience is a promising approach to obtaining op-
timal cutting parameters for certain requirements, such as roughness and tool life-
time [MST+14]. Enriching this utilization with a model-based approach and real-
time process data even allows for estimating achievable optimizations of the configu-
ration parameters [BWW19]. To conclude, connected job shops with machine tools
are complex setups that depend on highly-accurate machining. However, trial-and-
error approaches for optimizing cutting parameters are costly and time-consuming
in this application as well. Thus, sourcing information from manufacturers across
supply chains would constitute a valuable addition as accurately modeling machine
tools is difficult and not always feasible [PBL+20].

Securely realizing collaborations across supply chains (Type 4 ) would allow stake-
holders to operate their machines more efficiently while remaining in control of all
processes. With increasingly-available knowledge, the usefulness of exchanged infor-
mation will likely further increase over time. Even though the benefits are manifold,
the acceptance of such collaborations still depends on their security guarantees.

This overview of our use cases concludes this dissertation’s presentation of funda-
mental background information. With our use cases in mind, in the next chapter,
we detail our designs and contributions for collaborations along supply chains.



4
Collaborations Along Supply Chains

In this chapter, we look at (secure) industrial collaborations along supply chains.
In particular, we consider two different settings. As part of our first contribution,
in Section 4.1, we primarily focus on information flows that follow from established
business relations, i.e., the collaborating entities know each other, at least locally.
Accordingly, we also look at improvements for current best practices that follow from
secured industrial collaborations. Second, in Section 4.2, we abandon this premise
and specifically study the challenge of finding and bootstrapping new suppliers for
business relationships along the supply chain as part of the procurement process. In
this second contribution, we explicitly consider the confidentiality needs in settings
with unknown, most likely untrusted entities. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to improve the privacy guarantees of this essential task.

4.1 A Processing Pipeline for Reliable Information

In our first contribution, we focus on existing business relationships along the supply
chain. As we have outlined in Section 2.1.2.2, corresponding information flows are
beneficial for various goals (cf. Section 1.1). However, given the sensitivity of the pro-
cessed and shared information, we have to carefully consider the trade-off between
transparency and confidentiality when implementing collaborations and information
flows along supply chains. Moreover, as several benefits are only achievable when
adapting local production processes and schedules, the reliability of received infor-
mation is of utmost importance for all involved stakeholders.

Moving on, in Section 4.1.1, we first introduce the flow of sensed and processed
information along supply chains. Subsequently, we cover the challenges of reliable
sensing (Section 4.1.2) and privacy-preserving information sharing (Section 4.1.3).
We refer to the combination of both aspects as our processing pipeline. Finally, in
Section 4.1.4, we conclude the presentation of our first contribution (said pipeline).
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4.1.1 Concept of our Sensing and Information-Sharing Pipeline

As a foundation for our work, in Section 4.1.1.1, we first give a broad overview of
digitalized supply chains, their logical actors, and common use cases that utilize
supply chain information. These details are essential to understand the reliability
and confidentiality needs of involved stakeholders. Subsequently, in Section 4.1.1.2,
we present related work to capture previous efforts concerning information sharing
in supply chains. We conclude this subsection with a high-level introduction of our
processing pipeline in Section 4.1.1.3. Afterward, we discuss our designs to realize
reliable sensing and privacy-preserving information sharing in supply chains.

4.1.1.1 Information Processing in Supply Chains

In the following, we briefly recap our previous introduction to supply chains from
Section 2.1. We further augment this presentation with details that are relevant
when focusing on supply chains from an information-processing perspective.

Scenario Overview

When looking at supply chains from an information-processing angle, supply chains
consist of a physical dimension (the flow of shipments, parcels, products, and paper-
based documentation) and a digital one, which solely covers the exchange of infor-
mation along the supply chain. Accordingly, we consider monetary flows as out of
scope for our work. The digital dimension covers process, product, logistics, and
scheduling (e.g., for PPC) information alike. All information is usually (i) acquired
or sensed, (ii) transmitted or forwarded, (iii) processed, and (iv) eventually persisted
somewhere. Depending on the usefulness and established information flows, (v) per-
sisted information might be queried by various stakeholders. Hence, it is accessed
to share it along, both upstream and downstream, the supply chain. In this scheme,
updating past or outdated information constitutes a specific processing operation.

Involved Stakeholders. Most importantly, supply chains are usually composed of
multiple stakeholders that are related to the product lifecycle (cf. Figure 1.1). They
(can) range from excavation companies, over refining companies, suppliers, and man-
ufacturers to customers and consumers. Moreover, distributors, retailers, commodity
corporations, and many other entities can be part of a supply chain network. In light
of developments toward a more sustainable IIoT, additional entities, such as recy-
cling companies, are likely to become relevant. In addition to these product-specific
stakeholders, the physical dimension also introduces logistics-related stakeholders,
such as shipping companies, customs authorities, and warehousing services, as well
as sales-oriented stakeholders, e.g., distributors, retailers, and customers. In digital-
ized supply chains, all of them are involved in the acquiring or sensing, forwarding,
processing, persisting, and sharing of information. While the “simple” acquiring of
information (i.e., accessing and sharing persisted information) is the most prevalent
information flow along supply chains, our following descriptions specifically focus on
information flows that start with a sensing step because this step raises several issues
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Figure 4.1 We identify up to three logical actors for the sensing perspective in supply chains.
Depending on the setting, some information-processing activities are optional (dashed boxes).

related to the authenticity of information. Depending on their information needs and
use cases (see at the end of this subsubsection), a multitude of (sensed) information
can be demanded and provided (shared) by individual stakeholders. Especially with
indirect business relationships, i.e., over multiple hops, pre- and succeeding stake-
holders might not be trusted or even known. Consequently, in such settings and
when dealing with sensitive information, stakeholders require secure collaborations
to ensure privacy-preserving and reliable information flows along supply chains.

Sensing in Supply Chains: Logical Actors in Information Flows

From an information-flow perspective, we deal with three conceptual actors, namely,
sensing, requesting, and accessing parties, who are involved in the lifecycle of pro-
cessed information along supply chains, as we illustrate along with their relations in
Figure 4.1. Stakeholders along the supply chain can take the roles of multiple logical
actors simultaneously, i.e., the logical mapping depends on the information flow.

First, a sensing party owns and deploys the sensors in use, either to capture infor-
mation during the transit of products or to locally record information on products
and production processes. It also makes sure to forward the sensed information to
the requesting party. The sensing party is usually a shipment provider, but for ship-
ments with sensitive, expensive, or fragile cargo, a customer might also request the
inclusion of its own sensors. Likewise, warehousing departments can act as sensing
parties when utilizing smart readers to process incoming or outgoing shipments.

Second, requesting parties are the intended, original recipients of sensed information
that is forwarded by sensing parties. Requesting parties are, for example, direct cus-
tomers who request (product or production) details on their purchase or the transit
of their goods. The requesting party may also be the sensing party (for documenta-
tion or benchmarking purposes). Still, sensed information is usually initially meant
for and requested by a single party only. However, if shipment providers group cargo
by different customers in a single container, all customers might be interested, for
example, in maintaining the cold chain. Looking at the availability of sensed infor-
mation, after processing, the requesting party is responsible for long-term storage.

Third, additional accessing parties might be interested in (sensed) information (at
a later point in time). Accessing parties can be virtually any stakeholders that
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are concerned with the supply chain, from production companies, over suppliers,
retailers, and governmental agencies (e.g., customs authorities), to end customers.
Specifically, the requesting party initially shares the sensed information, and if no
direct business relationship between the accessing and requesting party exists, in-
formation must pass multiple hops. In exceptional situations, e.g., following an
accident, sensed information might only become relevant after years. Decoupled
from the sensing, acquiring information is a broad step: Accessing parties can also
directly retrieve information or processed derivations from other accessing parties,
creating intransparent and long-lasting information flows. Such information flows
entail confidentiality concerns because shared information can be highly sensitive.

(Long-Term) Use Cases of Information in Supply Chains

As we detail in our survey on information flows in supply chains [PMK+24], various
use cases source information (flows) to improve the supply chain performance and
its management. In addition to the collaborative planning, the design of supply
chains, the handling of shipments as part of critical infrastructures, and providing
digital product information (together with shipped physical products), stakeholders
are primarily concerned with the use cases of tracking and tracing in supply chains.
Especially in light of dynamic and short-lived business relationships (cf. Section 1.1),
the importance of these use cases increases further to ensure the accountability of in-
volved stakeholders. While tracking primarily entails updates regarding the location
of shipments and condition monitoring during transit, multi-hop tracing is essential
when dealing with (origin) certification, production issues, or faulty products.

Given the multitude of tracking and tracing definitions, we now introduce these
terms in more detail. In this dissertation, we follow the elaborate presentation
of our survey [PMK+24], which slightly differs from the definitions in our previous
work [PBM+20,BPM+21]. The differences are as follows: (i) tracking (→) [PBM+20,
BPM+21] referred to following product flows downstream, (ii) tracing (←) [PBM+20,
BPM+21] referred to following product flows upstream. Now, (iii) tracing (→ and
←) [PMK+24] in this dissertation is bidirectional and encompasses both previous
definitions, i.e., following product flows downstream and upstream. We distinguish
these scenarios with the terms “handling faults” and “sourcing faults”. In contrast
to our previous definition, (iv) in this dissertation, tracking [PMK+24] does not
correspond to following the product flow but is instead linked to a specific product.

Tracking Use Case: Sensing Information. Stakeholders in a supply chain are in-
terested in information about upstream and downstream activities [GKHD20]. Ac-
curate tracking information is of utmost importance for the management of supply
chains, for example, to improve delivery date predictions and time slot manage-
ment [PWB+19,BHFL20]. Given that various independent parties are involved in
the production and shipment of ordered goods, uncertainties regarding compliance
with (delivery) schedules and shipment environments arise. Accordingly, concerning
the use case of tracking, companies are interested in two kinds of (sensed) informa-
tion: (i) tracking data, i.e., where the shipment is, and (ii) monitoring data, i.e.,
what condition the shipment is in.
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Tracing Use Case: Sharing Information. In contrast to tracking, the use case of
tracing captures multiple dimensions. In particular, when handling faults, informa-
tion flows downstream; when sourcing faults, information flows upstream. Moreover,
as part of validating products and goods, information might flow in both directions
of the supply chain. We now look into the different dimensions in more detail.

Handling Faults (→). Tracing individual components downstream is highly relevant
when identifying issues with products after the fact. Recalls of faulty or danger-
ous products, including medical products [ODJ+22], as well as tampered or spoiled
food products are prime examples [GKHD20]. Generally, the ability to identify sub-
sequent products is beneficial for quality assurance as companies can recall those
products that are potentially affected by a faulty production charge of a specific
product. Secure multi-hop information sharing promises to reduce follow-up costs
and latencies until taken (safety) measures show their effect.

Sourcing Faults (←). The ability to identify the root cause of a problem [AB20] as
well as potentially affected subsequent products is relevant for several scenarios. To
this end, the physical flow of a product or component is traced upstream through
the supply chain [RHS23]. Here, quality assurance [BOS+21] and minimizing harm
to customers and other businesses are key examples. Given the upstream branching
of (complex) supply chain networks, the revelation of full supply chain structures
and a dedicated inspection of specific production paths is crucial in this context.
Sourcing faults upstream and then handling faults downstream promises benefits to
various stakeholders and customers in the supply chain network.

Validation (↔). As requested by customers or mandated by law (e.g., the supply
chain act [Bun21]), stakeholders need to abide by regulations and contracts regard-
ing their processed or shipped goods, for example, to prove that their products
are ethically and sustainably sourced [SAC19]. Particularly, sales-related stake-
holders are interested in the product’s origin. In the context of pharmaceutical
products [Dei05,GABAS22] or art [ReZIB21], genuine products are crucial to avoid
dealing with counterfeit products. Thus, complete, unmodified, and accurate his-
torical information about the activities and production processes in supply chains is
needed. Consequently, supply chains must support the reliable tracing of products.

Overall, tracing allows for advanced multi-hop product analyses as well as sophisti-
cated quality control [MKJ18,AB20]. Identifying production issues and determining
affected products positively affects the trust of customers and business partners,
allows for improved lifetime estimates, constrains the need for maintenance down-
times, and further reduces costs resulting from undetected product issues. In the
context of this dissertation, we thus specifically consider scenarios where tracking
and tracing information is shared over multiple hops. Accordingly, we also cover
information flows where receiving or sharing stakeholders are not known or trusted.
Therefore, we have to address and secure collaborations in complex trust relation-
ships. Moreover, defunct or merged companies complicate information flows over
multiple hops. Finally, the sensitivity of shared information and the side effect of
tracking and tracing to reveal supply chain structures mandate appropriate access
control mechanisms. Otherwise, unintended information revelation or leaks might
negatively impact the competitiveness of companies [SS02].
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4.1.1.2 Related Work

The ongoing transition to digitalized supply chains with deepened information flows
has sparked various research activities. However, due to the opaque structure of
business relationships, (legal) requirements, and the handling of sensitive informa-
tion, impacting the evolution of supply chains and their well-established practices
on a large scale is a challenging endeavor. Consequently, to shape the industrial
landscape, new approaches need to securely realize reliable information flows. The
expected benefits motivate us to look into current trends and developments concern-
ing information processing in supply chains, which we summarize in the following.

Research in Digitalized Supply Chains. Traditionally, companies mainly consid-
ered their local perspective and restricted any information sharing along the supply
chain [SS02]. As a result, issues such as the bullwhip effect [MCdD07] surfaced.
Generally, digitalized supply chains can help to improve the transparency between
two parties using automated information flows. Improving the transparency of ac-
tivities, e.g., through secure collaborations along supply chains, promises various
benefits [LEG99,SS02]. While Attaran et al. [AA07] present a general evaluation of
different viable collaboration models, Flynn et al. [FHZ10] study the performance of
supply chain collaboration in single-hop collaborations, i.e., they neglect the poten-
tial of multi-hop transparency. However, the digitalization of supply chains is not
restricted to sharing information. Instead, sensing and monitoring shipments, sched-
ules, products, and processes are seen as potent enhancements to enable fine-granular
adjustments of the PPC and logistics operations at various stakeholders [PHS+19].

Still, business-oriented research in the context of supply chains and their manage-
ment considers a multitude of research directions [CDPS+18,SN19,FK21]. The clos-
est overlap with computer science concerns the processing of information [PMK+24].
Most prominently, related work puts great emphasis on tracing [GKHD20]. How-
ever, so far, only a few approaches [MSBAU22a] even consider the security of in-
formation flows over multiple hops. Even sophisticated solutions, such as DECOU-
PLES [MEE19], require the participation of stakeholders when tracing products.
Recent work [KL18b,WVK18] proposed to realize multi-hop tracing in supply chains
with smart contracts. More generally, we refer to our previous work for a large-scale
survey of proposed approaches in the area [BPM+21].

We particularly notice the prevalence of blockchain-based approaches [BPM+21],
which is considered to be a key technology for the evolution of information flows in
supply chains [GKHD20]. Thus, we now look into blockchain-backed approaches.

Supply Chains and Blockchain Technology. Blockchain technology appears to be
a natural fit for supply chains as it offers verifiable and tamperproof storage without
requiring a trusted third party [HP17,KHD17]. In this regard, Wüst et al. [WG18]
provide guidelines on whether blockchain technology is appropriate for a specific sce-
nario, and they consider supply chains as one of their scenarios. Achieving that no
single entity controls all information is strongly desirable in a setting with distrust-
ful parties as prevalent in complex supply chain networks. Blockchains can ease the
recording of trade events as well as help to improve (global) verifiability and account-
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ability [DDJ+20]. Other directions look into asset recording, e.g., to identify coun-
terfeit products [For23], to enable (origin) certification [MDKJ19], or to promote fair
trade [AM16]. These improvements are especially desirable for food supply chains,
and they even provide interfaces for governmental oversight [MKJ18,MDKJ19].

Overall, these approaches have in common that they are usually challenged by two
aspects. First, all actors must be known in advance to allow for appropriate access
control. Second, even though blockchain-based approaches promise tamperproof-
ness and accountability, they are also susceptible to pointlessly storing irrelevant
data (the issue of “garbage-in, garbage-out” [PFCN22]). Still sourcing blockchain
technology, other domains look into the improved intersection of the digital and
physical world [DJP+19,PV20]. In this context, hardware-based security concepts
have not yet been explored, but research at the intersection of blockchain technology
and confidential computing is ongoing to extend the applications of blockchains.

Blockchain Technology and Confidential Computing. Microsoft proposed the
TEE-backed Confidential Consortium Framework [RAA+19] that realizes a repli-
cated ledger inside a TEE. Other approaches explore TEEs for various blockchain
applications [TLK+18, CZK+19,MWS+19]. Today, the first real-world blockchain
deployments secure their operation using TEEs [Mob17]. Apart from this intersec-
tion, confidential computing is an evolving research area that also focuses on the IoT.
Thus, it is also of interest when securing collaborations in the IIoT (cf. Section 2.4).

Confidential Computing. As we have indicated in Section 2.3.2, various research
projects and commercial products are available [MGDC+17, SMS+22]. While re-
search attempts to secure the sensing of information without confidential computing
in medical environments [LSLN+16], two TEE variants might be particularly appro-
priate for this task in the IIoT: (i) the lightweight TEE Sancus [NBM+17] and (ii) the
commercial TrustZone [PS19], Other embedded security architectures [KSSV14,
NER+19] might be equally suitable if they feature isolation and attestation.

Takeaway. Various researchers tackle challenges related to the processing and shar-
ing of information along supply chains. Especially blockchain technology is fre-
quently applied to establish and improve respective information flows, especially due
to its decentralized nature. However, the digitalization of all aspects of supply chains
is an ongoing research area, and uncertainties regarding privacy-preserving informa-
tion sharing remain. Even though the benefits of transparency are well understood,
research still insufficiently studies the impact of information sharing over multiple
hops. Likewise, concerns regarding the confidentiality of sensitive information or
the use of novel technologies seem apparent, as proposed approaches rarely end up
in large-scale real-world deployments. Most notably, we believe that fine-granular
access control and technical guarantees are crucial to overcoming these concerns.

Concerning the sensing of information, prior work [WG18] raised concerns about
the insecure and unreliable sensing (manipulation of sensors) and forwarding of in-
formation in connection with supply chains and blockchain technology. This issue
persists for all sorts of information along supply chains that is acquired after being
processed and shared (multiple times) because the original source, i.e., sensed infor-
mation, might have already been inauthentic and thus unreliable. Simply deploying
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Figure 4.2 Our processing pipeline for reliable information consists of two concepts. While
the former ensures reliable sensing, the latter enables privacy-preserving information sharing.

IoT sensors is insufficient, especially in settings with business-oriented, mutually-
distrustful stakeholders who might even have a (monetary) incentive to misbehave.

To the best of our knowledge, no prior work studied and resolved this matter using
specially-secured sensors, i.e., confidential computing-backed hardware. Paired with
the reliability issues following the widely-suggested use of blockchains (garbage-in,
garbage-out), we identify the need for approaches that secure all steps of the infor-
mation processing, from sensing to persisting (and sharing), in the IIoT.

4.1.1.3 Overview of our Processing Pipeline

We propose a processing pipeline for reliable information in supply chains. As we
illustrate in Figure 4.2, we separate it into two crucial challenges. First, with our
“Secure and Reliable (End-to-End) Sensing”design, we focus on the sensing part. In
particular, we utilize confidential computing (cf. Section 2.3.2) and trusted sensors
(sensors that are secured using confidential computing). Second, our “Long-Term
Private (Multi-Hop) Information Sharing” design ensures privacy-preserving infor-
mation sharing along the supply chain. Inspired by related work, we ensure long-term
verifiability of information by relying on blockchain technology (cf. Section 2.3.3).
In the following, we present both designs in detail. The order of our presentation
follows the flow of information, i.e., from sensing to persisting (and sharing).

4.1.2 Secure and Reliable (End-to-End) Sensing

In the IIoT, crucial information about shipments, processes, and products is sensed,
forwarded, and processed by potentially-untrusted stakeholders. However, without
reliable sensing (even in such remote environments), companies cannot utilize the
information to the fullest extent. Accordingly, in this section, we introduce our
design to enable reliable sensing in the IIoT. We make sure to propose a (i) cost-effi-
cient, (ii) easily deployable, and (iii) maintainable design that guarantees authentic,
untampered, and verifiable information. In particular, technical means ensure that
companies can be held accountable (for their actions and forwarded information).

We refer to this part of our contribution as reliable end-to-end (E2E) sensing.
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In the following, in Section 4.1.2.1, we first discuss the scenario and the research
gap in more detail. After detailing the application of sensing in Section 4.1.2.2,
we derive our design goals in Section 4.1.2.3. Subsequently, in Section 4.1.2.4, we
briefly introduce the technical foundation of our design. Then, we present our design
in Section 4.1.2.5 and evaluate it in Section 4.1.2.6. Finally, in Section 4.1.2.7, we
conclude the presentation of the sensing part of our information-processing pipeline.

4.1.2.1 Scenario Overview: Supply Chain Tracking and Monitoring

In light of our focus on sensing, we now extend our high-level scenario from Sec-
tion 4.1.1.1. This level of detail allows us to accurately outline the research gap.

Scenario. As we have introduced (cf. Section 4.1.1.1), various stakeholders sense, for-
ward, and process information along the supply chain. Additionally, manufacturers
may locally record information on products and production processes for subsequent
sharing with other stakeholders along the supply chain (both upstream and down-
stream). For a visualization of different shipment steps, i.e., tracking the shipment
and monitoring its condition, we refer to our previous paper [PAM+20, Figure 1].
Accordingly, information frequently passes several (untrusted) entities before it is
eventually processed, persisted, or utilized. Unfortunately, any entity with access
to the taken communication path can compromise sensed (and shared) information.
Consequently, given the lack of trust, companies require a technical approach that
ensures the availability of authentic and untampered information.

Depending on the product or good, stakeholders are interested in different informa-
tion. For example, in food supply chains, monitoring the upholding of a cold chain
depends on temperature sensors. Additionally, humidity sensors can sense another
angle of relevance. Other sensors can record any opening or closing of shipment
containers or crates to verify that shipments have not been tampered with during
transit. In general, the availability of various low-cost sensors allows companies to
tune the monitoring granularity according to use case-specific needs.

Research Gap. Today’s supply chains lack technical solutions that provide recipients
of shipments and products with the means to rely on sensed information. However,
numerous threats during the sensing, forwarding, and processing of information arise
due to the large number of actors with potentially non-existing or low-trust rela-
tionships. As a result, stakeholders might apply inefficient processes instead (e.g.,
paper-based reports), decide to not collect desired information, or refrain from trust-
ing received information. Thus, we identify the need to provide stakeholders with a
secure E2E sensing design to allow them to reliably (trustworthy and timely) detect
undesirable delivery statuses or environmental conditions of their shipments and
other issues, even when untrusted stakeholders reported otherwise. Such a design
then allows companies to attribute issues such as temporarily-interrupted cold chains
beyond doubt. When pairing such a design with our privacy-preserving information
sharing (cf. Section 4.1.3), we can also enable sophisticated long-term verifiability
and accountability, e.g., to unequivocally assign blame in case of disputes.
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4.1.2.2 Prevalent Sensing Applications in Supply Chains

Based on the EPCIS standard [GS116,BWK17], we can identify a number of relevant
sensing applications in supply chains. These applications all belong to the tracking
use case that we introduced before (cf. Section 4.1.1.1). The corresponding EPCIS
data model captures the dimensions of what, when, where, and why [GS116]; with
the latter being irrelevant in our scenario. The upcoming successor, which has been
designed for state-of-the-art supply chain data interoperability, further includes the
dimension “how” [GS121]. This dimension matches the previously-outlined research
gap of providing companies with trustworthy and verifiable information.

Sensing Applications

When dissecting the different types of sensing in supply chains, we identify five
general applications with increasing (technical) complexity. These applications are
not limited to a single granularity (e.g., shipments only). Instead, they can be
applied on a shipment, parcel, or product level. By default, measurements include
the dimensions what (i.e., the focus of the measurement) and when (i.e., timing
information). Thus, in the following, we focus on the dimensions where and how.

Status Tracking. To track the status of a physical flow, requesting parties are inter-
ested in updates. For example, when handling a parcel, such as moving it from a
container to a warehouse or changing the mode of transportation (e.g., from truck
to aircraft), this information, as well as its location (where), must be recorded.
This tracking can be achieved with stationary RFID readers or BLE beacons (how).
Generally, this application is well-known from tracking consumer parcels.

Location Tracking. If requesting parties also want to know about the approximate
locations of physical flows, they demand a periodical or real-time update of the re-
spective locations. Thus, location sensors (how) must reliably sense this information
(where). In the context of consumer parcels, this sensed location data is frequently
available nowadays as part of tracking updates during last-mile deliveries.

Integrity Monitoring. Apart from these tracking applications, companies might also
be interested in the (physical) integrity of their shipments (where). For example,
when dealing with pharmaceuticals, detailed documentation might even be required
by law [Foo18]. Potential violations can result not only in monetary damages but
also in harm to humans (e.g., food poisoning). Thus, precisely capturing such data
and maintaining access logs are important aspects. Correspondingly, sensing parties
can deploy digitally-secured (smart) locks and other surveillance sensors (how).

Condition Monitoring. Extending the previous application to continual or real-time
monitoring (where) can also be relevant. For example, compliance with temperature
ranges is crucial in cold chains, e.g., to identify spoiled goods. Likewise, manufac-
turers might define constraints for shipment environment conditions (e.g., humidity
or impacts). Thus, deployed sensors must reliably provide this information (how).
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Sensing Application Sensor Payload
Measurement
Frequency

Time Criticality

Status Tracking Smart Reader <1–<100KiB Triggered Minutes
Location Tracking e.g., GPS <1KiB <1 records/min Minutes
Integrity Monitoring Smart Lock <1KiB Triggered Hours
Condition Monitoring Various <1–<10KiB <6 records/min Hours
Visual Monitoring Camera >10KiB Variable Variable

Table 4.1 The sensing applications feature different sensing equipment and technical needs.

Visual Monitoring. When considering very valuable products or livestock, video-based
monitoring (where and how) is an application as well. Depending on the setting,
the corresponding image or video feed might only be transmitted after specific trig-
gers, e.g., opening after unlocking a smart lock or when exceeding a specific noise
threshold. Thus, the exact needs vary significantly in light of the specific goal.

Stakeholders commonly rely on a combination of these applications. Depending on
the exact setting, several types of sensors with different densities must be deployed:
Location, temperature, humidity, air pressure (altitude), light, shock (impact), ac-
celeration, tilt, or weight sensors, as well as smart locks and scanners.

Technical View on Sensing Applications in the Industrial Landscape

Due to the associated computational burden of these sensing applications, we now
consider payload sizes and sensing frequencies (i.e., the processing bandwidth). La-
tency is of interest to guarantee a timely handling of status information or condition
changes. We provide a summary of relevant parameters in Table 4.1.

Overall, most applications have moderate needs when sensing relevant information.
The exact payload size depends on the sensor in use, as well as the size of added
context information. For status tracking, payload sizes can range from as little
as 96 bit for the most common type of RFID tags to as high as 100KiB or more
for extremely-specialized RFID tags with extended user data [WNYD09,CAP+13].
Similarly, location tracking and integrity monitoring can be realized with less than
1KiB, most of the time. Different sensor types introduce varying payload sizes for
condition monitoring, with simple measurements taking up only several bytes. In
contrast, visual imagery monitoring or video feeds may lead to more excessive needs
(far greater than tens of kilobytes), depending on the desired image quality and
resolution, as well as the availability of potent compression methods.

The individual sensing frequency for condition monitoring can be comparably high
(i.e., several measurements per minute). However, corresponding latency require-
ments are usually not demanding because condition monitoring is intended to serve
as an authoritative reference, i.e., companies usually do not act upon updates during
the transit of a shipment. Essentially, while the information gathered by status and
location tracking may be needed within minutes of gathering, integrity and condition
monitoring is likely to produce sensed data that tolerates (processing) delays of a
few hours. Data aggregation at the source could help to lower the amount of data
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to transmit, especially if requesting parties are only interested in outliers. Thus, in
practice, the continual transmission of large payloads is unlikely in most settings.

Misbehavior: Threats to the Credibility and Reliability of Sensed Information

With multiple supply chain actors involved, we need to consider several types of
misbehavior, as misbehaving actors could try to deceive requesting or accessing
parties. Essentially, all misbehavior builds on one or multiple of the following actions.

Data Tampering. Dishonest parties might have an incentive to directly manipulate
data during transmission for various reasons. Shipment providers could, for example,
try to cover up deficiencies concerning the shipment’s treatment. This desire may
emerge in cases of accidents that should not reflect negatively on the company’s
reputation or in cases where requesting parties try to deceive accessing parties.

Data Hiding. If direct data tampering is not possible, simply hiding the existence
of data or of a specific range of data may be equally desirable. The lack of data
may not be surprising to the victim (honest actor) and could easily be blamed on
unreliable technology or environmental events such as power outages.

Data Injection. A malicious party could also attempt to insert forged information, i.e.,
data that originates from unauthentic and unrelated sources (sensors) or is made up
entirely. Similar to the previous misbehavior, such actions could be useful to deceive
actors and convince them to accept the present shipment conditions.

With these sensing applications and threats of misbehavior in mind, we derive a set
of corresponding general design goals in the following.

4.1.2.3 Design Goals for Secure and Reliable E2E Supply Chain Sensing

Establishing secure and reliable E2E sensing for real-world deployments depends on
various properties. In the following, we introduce five indispensable aspects.

G-S1: Tamperproofness. Sensor data must be verifiably untampered when being
assessed by the requesting or an accessing party at any point in time. This property
is vital to ensure that sensor data can be relied upon by all parties.

G-S2: Authenticity. The design must ensure that sensed data verifiably originates
from (the claimed) authentic sensors. Thereby, malicious actors are prevented from
(retroactively) forging data. This goal covers both sensing and requesting parties.

G-S3: Completeness. To truly enable E2E-secured sensing, recipients (i.e., the re-
questing and all accessing parties) must be able to verify that the data they receive
is complete while being able to unequivocally blame parties who are responsible for
forwarding or sharing incomplete data. Apart from checking for the data complete-
ness from a single sensor, recipients need to confirm that the measurements of all
relevant (i.e., deployed and expected) sensors are available.
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G-S4: Latency Agnosticism. Any solution must be agnostic to any network la-
tencies or network disruptions (offline periods) experienced by the sensing nodes
while generally supporting a wide range of applications, from frequent live updates
to infrequent batch uploads.

G-S5: Affordability. Finally, given the overhead of any technical solution, both the
(one-time) costs for additional hardware or hardware upgrades and the associated
operating costs should be kept to a minimum. Consequently, new designs should be
careful to (i) avoid performing computation-intensive tasks and (ii) not introduce
excessive duty cycles during (regular) operation. Otherwise, real-world deployments
are unrealistic on low-cost IoT devices, preventing widespread adoption in industry.

When a design fulfills the goals G-S1 to G-S3, it also adds accountability to scenar-
ios with untrusted actors as all information is complete and verifiably attributable
to the sensing party. In connection with a design that offers (secure) long-term stor-
age of (sensed) information, e.g., a blockchain recording all sensed information or
PrivAccIChain (cf. Section 4.1.3), the outlined guarantees even hold long-term.

4.1.2.4 Preliminaries: Lightweight Confidential Computing for the IIoT

We utilize a specific confidential computing architecture in our reliable sensing de-
sign. The relevant details exceed our previous introduction of confidential computing
in Section 2.3.2. Thus, we now briefly highlight its most important features.

Sancus. Sancus is especially suited for IoT and IIoT deployments as it is built on
the MSP-430 [NBM+17], a 16-bit processor family. Its computational resources are
sufficient for basic IoT applications (Sancus runs at a speed of 20MHz and provides
65 kB for code and data). The availability of memory-mapped input/output (MMIO)
modules in the MSP-430 permits attaching sensors to the device. Sancus can then
assign these MMIOs to a specific protected module that guarantees isolated sensor
access [NMP17], i.e., its design ensures that the TEE has a secure, exclusive channel
to the sensor readings. Like other variants, Sancus also supports secure communica-
tion channels (within the TEE). Consequently, it can guarantee a secure forwarding
of sensed information to remote parties for persisting and further processing.

In the following, we refer to sensors that are backed by confidential computing (either
using the Sancus security architecture or ARM TrustZone) as trusted sensors as
their hardware is able to guarantee that their sensed information is (i) authentic,
(ii) untampered, and (iii) verifiable.

4.1.2.5 Reliable End-To-End Sensing in Supply Chains

Now, we present our design to improve the reliability of sensed information along sup-
ply chains using technical means. In particular, we rely on confidential computing to
establish authentic and verifiable information flows of sensed data, essentially estab-
lishing a notion of end-to-end-secured sensing. After giving a brief design overview,
we discuss the different components that are involved in our design in more detail.
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Attestation and Processing in Secure Enclaves
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Figure 4.3 Between sensor and server, information flows through a secure channel. TEE-
enabled hardware enables attestation processes and thus also allows checking for completeness
of data. Depending on the setting, on-path nodes with (computational bridge) or without
(transmission gateway) TEE support may be deployed. The trusted server prepares the sensed
information for reliable long-term storage by creating a digital signature. A cryptographic
fingerprint of the sensed information ensures integrity and is persisted on an immutable ledger.

Design Overview: Securing Information from Sensor to Storage

In Figure 4.3, we illustrate the information flow from the sensor (left) over the
processing (center) to the storage (right). We follow this order when discussing our
design, which builds on confidential computing to provide technical guarantees about
sensed information. Our work relies on trusted sensors that reliably sense all inter-
actions with or conditions of shipments along the supply chain, even in untrusted
environments. These sensors forward sensed information either directly to a trusted
server that also operates within a TEE or to a transmission gateway that eventually
relays the sensed information to a trusted server as well. The gateway may even be
untrusted as it does not perform any cryptographic operations. If information should
be altered or filtered in any way before it reaches the trusted server, TEE-backed
computational bridges may be deployed on path. The secure channel enables the
trusted server to attest the authenticity (G-S2) and completeness (G-S3) of sensed
information. The trusted server further creates a digital signature to establish verifi-
ability and persists all information at a storage provider. Persisting a cryptographic
fingerprint of the sensed information on an immutable ledger, which can be based
on blockchain technology, provides (long-term) tamperproofness (G-S1). Moreover,
these fingerprints also act as proof of existence (for sensed information).

With this design, we (i) ensure that sensed information originates from trusted sen-
sors, (ii) all information is initially protected through TEEs and secure channels
between them, and (iii) cryptographic fingerprints persisted on an immutable ledger
enable verifiability and tamperproofness. Information only leaves the protected com-
puting environments after the trusted server has created corresponding digital sig-
natures. Thereby, we can provide verifiable E2E guarantees from the source (sensor)
to the tamperproof storage (immutable ledger) where cryptographic fingerprints of
the information are persisted. Thus, respectively-sensed information is reliable.
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Processing Steps within our End-To-End Sensing

As outlined, information flows across different components in our reliable E2E sens-
ing design. We thus discuss their responsibilities and duties in the following.

Trusted Sensors. All sensor data is protected from tampering (G-S1) through TEE-
enabled microcontrollers with protected MMIO modules, e.g., as offered by Sancus.
RFID readers, state-logging locks, IoT sensors such as temperature or humidity
sensors, or cameras are sensor types that are suitable for deployment and use in
supply chains. To ensure authenticity (G-S2), the TEE of the trusted sensor also
establishes an attested connection (secure channel) to the TEE of the trusted server.

Transmission Gateway. As an optional component, our design supports the integra-
tion of an (untrusted) transmission gateway that gathers sensed information from
multiple sensors, batches it, and forwards it to the trusted server. As such, it can
relieve the sensors from energy-intensive tasks and reduce the hardware costs of the
deployed trusted sensors. For condition or visual monitoring, the gateway can also
buffer messages to cope with offline phases during transit, thereby addressing G-S4.

The requirements of a TEE-enabled computational bridge are identical to the re-
quirements of a trusted server. Thus, we omit its detailed description.

Trusted Server. Each company operates its own TEE-enabled trusted server, e.g.,
based on Intel SGX, that directly receives the sensed information via an attested
and encrypted connection. Hence, we introduce technical guarantees that sensed
information is authentic (G-S2) and complete (G-S3), even if it originated from an
untrusted environment, as all information is processed inside TEEs. The attestation
also facilitates the detection of inconsistencies, such as incomplete series of measure-
ments. The trusted server’s main task is to transform and persist attested sensor
readings in a way that they remain verifiable in the future. To this end, it creates a
digital signature of sensed information, persists all data at a storage provider, and
records a corresponding cryptographic fingerprint on an immutable ledger.

Storage and Immutable Ledger. The sensed (and persisted) information remains
verifiable after sharing as accessing parties can simply compare its fingerprint to the
cryptographic fingerprint persisted on the immutable ledger. Related work [ZNP15]
showed that cryptographic fingerprints offer reliable accountability. We hold com-
panies responsible for ensuring reliable data retention. Given that we only publish
fingerprints on the ledger, higher sensing frequencies and larger information volumes
do not overload the immutable ledger. Moreover, by relying on a dedicated storage
provider, we do not require any (public) availability of sensed information by default.

The persisting concludes the initial reliable and E2E-secured information flow, and
any recorded information can be shared on demand. We further refer to our previ-
ous paper [PAB+24] for detailed explanations of why the different components of our
design are needed and how to implement the relevant operations, messages, and com-
putational operations, i.e., it also covers the computational complexity and security
guarantees of simpler designs. As we later discuss in Section 4.1.4.2, once the infor-
mation leaves the trusted server, we can also integrate more sophisticated (storage)
designs to better cater to the needs of sophisticated industrial collaborations.
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4.1.2.6 Feasibility Study of our Reliable E2E Sensing

We have to study the feasibility of our design from three dimensions. First, our
processing pipeline for reliable sensing in supply chains must handle all kinds of
sensing applications, irrespective of the exact domain, shipment, or product. Second,
in addition to the technical foundation (G-S1–G-S4), we also need to consider the
costs and overheads of widely deploying such a design (G-S5). Third, our work must
be robust against various attacks. Accordingly, we discuss its security (guarantees).

Satisfying the Performance and Scalability Requirements

Apart from the trusted sensors, all components of our design are logical entities only,
i.e., we can easily scale their computational resources using common approaches. The
overall performance of our reliable information-processing pipeline thus depends on
the processing requirements and the data throughput on low-end sensing hardware.

Sensing Equipment. Depending on the sensing applications, we can scale the com-
putational resources of the trusted sensor as needed: We distinguish between 16-bit
trusted sensors, such as Sancus processors running at 8MHz, and more powerful 32-
bit sensors based, for example, on ARM Cortex processors with TrustZone. We can
further support lightweight sensors with a computational or transmission gateway to
offload computationally-intensive operations or resource-consuming communication.

Gateway Equipment. Transmission gateways may be particularly useful in scenarios
with longer offline phases, addressing the goal of latency agnosticism (G-S4). In
such deployments, the gateway’s computing resources are secondary as it primarily
requires sufficient storage to buffer sensed information until a network connection
is restored, which may take up to weeks when considering long-distance shipments.
In other cases, significantly fewer (storage) resources are needed. The exact choice
depends on the number of sensors, the data size, and the sampling rate of forwarding
sensors. Considering the previously-discussed applications, each application would
only require a data storage ranging from 1KiB · 60 · 24 = 1440KiB ≈ 2MiB per day
for small sensing applications like location tracking and up to 10KiB · 6 · 60 · 24 =
86 400KiB ≈ 100MiB per day for the larger applications. For visual monitoring of
shipments, the requirements can become arbitrarily large, which is why they must
be discussed on a per-case basis. Overall, we conclude that companies can easily
scale their gateways upfront while serving multiple (trusted) sensors at a time.

Cloud Resources: Trusted Server and Storage Provider. Before we look into the
specific computational needs, we ascertain that components in the cloud (including
our trusted server and storage) allow for horizontal scalability: Despite conceptually
being a single entity, arbitrarily many servers can cover the duties of a trusted
server to match the required performance capabilities. Likewise, database systems
supporting vertical and horizontal scalability are readily available [RB16]. Thus,
these components allow for horizontal scalability and do not constitute a bottleneck.

When looking at the computational needs following the information flow from sensor
(here: Sancus) to server, we observe that setting up our reliable sensing introduces a
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computational overhead of 130ms. Moreover, we measure the time for sensing and
processing, i.e., the sensor sends the measurement to the server, which re-encrypts
it, computes a fingerprint, and signs the processed information. Our evaluation over
100 runs shows that even large payloads of up to 10KiB can be processed roughly
6 times a minute, where the sensor consumes the majority of computation time,
and our Intel SGX-based trusted server only takes between 55 and 150ms. Only
sensing applications with larger payloads, such as high-resolution visual monitoring
or specialized RFID tags with large unique identifiers of up to 100KiB, demand
more powerful microcontrollers like ARM Cortex-based devices.

For more details on these measurements, we refer to our previous paper [PAB+24].
The corresponding evaluation artifacts are publicly available [SrcC21,SrcC24a].

Immutable Ledger. Our design utilizes an immutable ledger to allow for long-term
information integrity and consistency. Accordingly, storing cryptographic finger-
prints of the sensed information and its digital signatures (generated by the trusted
server) is sufficient for regular operation. Such a fingerprint can have a size of
only 124B [BPM+21]. However, larger fingerprints (longer hashes) are possible for
even stronger security guarantees. As we detail in our previous work [BPM+21],
the performance of typical blockchains, such as Quorum [CON20], is sufficient for
our purpose. On a generic server with two XeonSilver 4116 CPUs and 196GB
of RAM, preparing a corresponding transaction that persists the fingerprint takes
5.50ms. We measure a throughput of 741TX/s at the ledger, which conforms with
previous performance evaluations [BSKC18]. We can further improve the ledger’s
throughput by recording multiple fingerprints in a single transaction, relying on
sidechains or sharding, or utilizing meta-fingerprints that cover multiple measure-
ments [BCD+14,ZMR18,BPM+21]. Therefore, we conclude that the ledger’s perfor-
mance is negligible when being utilized for our information-processing pipeline.

This performance analysis expresses the feasibility and scalability of our E2E sensing:
computationally, corresponding solutions are suitable for real-world deployments.

Cost Analysis of Equipping (Existing) Supply Chains

We intended that our design primarily sources cheap TEE-backed hardware to re-
main affordable (G-S5) and, thus, widely deployable in today’s industrial landscape.

A single standard shipping container usually contains several crates that ship mul-
tiple goods. Depending on the setting, trusted sensors can be installed in crates or
containers. When considering our sensing applications (Table 4.1), most likely, less
than five sensors are needed per crate, which can be attached to a single Sancus
processor in most cases. Realistically, corresponding off-the-shelf IoT sensors are
purchasable for approximately 10e per crate. For more demanding applications,
slightly more expensive sensors might be required. While Sancus is not commer-
cially available (expected to be around tens of euros [PAB+24]), TrustZone-enabled
ARM microcontrollers are available for under 100e. Since TEEs do not impose
specific hardware requirements on the sensors, existing sensors can likely remain in
use when upgrading to our reliable sensing. The same holds for recent IoT devices,
as many recently-purchased microcontrollers readily provide TrustZone [PS19].
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A TEE-enabled computation gateway (which is essentially a mobile trusted server)
could cover additional tasks, such as location tracking or scanning RFID tags when
crates enter or leave the device’s proximity. The price of such a gateway greatly de-
pends on the communication medium in use (e.g., satellite communication vs. GSM
or Wi-Fi). With ARM TrustZone, the total price of a container’s hardware could ac-
cumulate to around 300e. In extremely resource-consuming settings, computation
gateways with Intel SGX might further increase the overall hardware costs.

Looking at the remaining components, on the one hand, we note that TEE-enabled
cloud servers are commercially available at marginally-higher prices than common
cloud infrastructures [Int23]. Moreover, a single server can simultaneously han-
dle several shipments, trusted sensors, and gateways. Thus, they entail little cost
overhead. On the other hand, the costs associated with the immutable ledger are
difficult to express as several stakeholders are involved in its operation. Potentially,
the trusted server could even handle this aspect using its unprotected (non-TEE)
computing capabilities. Given the moderate throughput requirements of our reliable
sensing (see above), we expect marginal cost overhead from the immutable ledger.

Following these observations, we conclude that both deployment costs and op-
erational expenses (including expenses for required communication channels) are
manageable, especially given the expected reliability benefits, and thus, our design
demonstrates an affordable concept (G-S5).

Security Discussion

We reasonably assume the security of the concept of confidential computing (G-S1)
and, thus, consider corresponding software vulnerabilities (e.g., [VBOM+19]) as or-
thogonal aspects of our security analysis. Likewise, we refer to prior work on how to
(i) seamlessly reuse sensors [YMB+15,ADY+19], (ii) securely integrate lightweight
processors without TEEs [MMH+15], or (iii) manage the deployment, storage, man-
agement, and revocation of key material in our setting [VBMP17].

Our design’s security largely follows previous work [NMP17] that aims for strong
security guarantees in heterogeneous TEE deployments. We introduce a new notion
of E2E-secured sensing by persisting pointers (cryptographic fingerprints) to all rel-
evant activity on an immutable ledger. Due to the combination of trusted sensors
and TEEs and attestation, we know that fingerprints recorded on the immutable
ledger originate from physical events that have been sensed. Since successful re-
mote attestation uniquely binds the execution of an enclave to a trusted sensor,
the authenticity of respective measurements is also guaranteed (G-S2). When in-
formation flows through our processing pipeline, it is only processed using TEEs,
which also allows the components to determine the completeness of sensed informa-
tion (G-S3). Moreover, before any information eventually leaves attested TEEs, the
trusted server creates a digital signature to ensure the verifiability of the sensed and
processed information. By immutably persisting fingerprints of the sensed informa-
tion (contributing to G-S1), we then establish long-term verifiability.

Misbehaving Actors. In the following, we discuss security threats that might po-
tentially follow from misbehaving actors (cf. Section 4.1.2.2) in real-world settings.
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Measurement Manipulation. In our setting, data tampering corresponds to the manip-
ulation of sensor measurements, e.g., to cover up issues. The utilization of trusted
sensors with support for remote attestation enables unequivocal detection of such
software manipulations. Additionally, the persisted fingerprints on the immutable
ledger ensure that any manipulation of sensed information is detectable as well.

Measurement Withholding. Companies could attempt to hide data, given that direct
data tampering (manipulation) is not possible. To this end, they could either with-
hold or delete measurements. Since each trusted sensor numbers its measurements,
such withholding attacks are generally apparent from a gap in numberings.

Retroactive Data Removal and Manipulation. In addition to measurements being hid-
den, we also need to consider the threat of hiding the existence of sensors and their
measurements. Again, the fingerprints stored on the immutable ledger serve as
proofs of existence and integrity protection that reveal the deletion or manipulation
of information, thus providing tamperproofness (G-S1) and completeness (G-S3).

Data Forging and Replaying. Finally, misbehaving parties could attempt to insert
forged information, i.e., submit measurements that originate from unauthentic and
unrelated sensors or are made up entirely (data injection). First, as our design builds
on digital signatures, the origin and authenticity (G-S2) of sensed information are
ensured. At the same time, a unique numbering of attested measurements per sensor
prevents replay attacks, as duplicates would be apparent. Second, TEEs prevent
data forging attacks as they ensure that signatures originating from a sensor can be
solely created for measurements that also originate from the respective sensor.

This security discussion underlines the appropriateness of our design and stresses the
suitability of confidential computing and blockchain technology for reliable sensing
in supply chains. In addition to these threats to our conceptual design, we further
need to discuss attacks on the boundaries of our E2E-secured sensing.

Open Physical Attack Vectors of our Reliable Sensing. To fully assess our de-
sign’s feasibility for real-world deployments, we also have to consider attacks at the
foundation of our (technical) reliability and E2E guarantees.

Direct Physical Attacks. Unfortunately, no technical solution can prevent direct physi-
cal tampering with the utilized sensors (regardless of being trusted or not). However,
by deploying sensors with tamperproof physical isolation of the digital components
or by physically hardening their equipment [AK97,KJJ99], actors can react to this
kind of threat. We see these mitigations as possible but non-trivial future work.

Sensor Registration Manipulation. Apart from physical tampering, misbehaving ship-
ment providers could also register multiple sensor sets per shipment and ensure that
even if some sensors record issues with the shipment, carefully-placed backup sen-
sors report the intended measurements (e.g., by shielding them from environmental
conditions). Before handing over the shipment, the shipment provider could then
remove the faulty sensors to only report the shielded sensors’ measurements. Sim-
ilarly, shipment providers could place sensors in a manipulated environment that
differs from the intended one. To mitigate both issues, aligned with ongoing efforts
in the IoT [BEM22], we suggest that future work investigates how to verify shipment
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sensors by aggregating environmental conditions of nearby sensors or different sensor
types and how to perform semantic checks on such data. A related approach could
be examining reported information using measurements from geographically-nearby
shipments or past shipments on the same route.

Linking of Product and Measurement. Our design is further challenged by the lack
of solutions that can reliably interconnect and link the physical and the digital
world [WG18]. Here, recent advances promise to strengthen the linking through var-
ious means [VKW+16,PAAD18,IBM23]. Modern marking approaches like molecular
fingerprinting [SCC+17,CPR20] are one example that can help to uniquely identify
a shipment. Actors along the supply chain can then rely on this additional meta-
data to verify the binding between shipped products and reported measurements.
Given the magnitude of this mitigation strategy, we leave corresponding feasibility
and affordability evaluations to determine its large-scale suitability for future work.

Overall, we argue that any real-world deployment would inherently require human
decision-makers in the loop to make judgments and decisions based on the output of
the technical domain. This addition is not only necessary to handle any misbehavior
but also to accommodate potential technical failures of the E2E-secured sensing.

4.1.2.7 Conclusion

This section concludes the presentation of the first part of our processing pipeline
for reliable information along supply chains. In particular, we have presented the
notion and concept of reliable end-to-end (E2E) sensing, which we derived from five
general design goals. Corresponding designs are well-suited for environments, such
as the industrial landscape and supply chains in particular, where stakeholders do
not trust each other and any sensed information. By providing technical guarantees
through the use of confidential computing (especially trusted sensors) and blockchain
technology, we are able to address these concerns, even in flexible and highly-dynamic
environments. Overall, we have discussed the feasibility of this approach in terms of
performance, costs, and security. We look forward to evolutions of our work and first
real-world deployments, which highlight the benefits for participating stakeholders.

4.1.3 Long-Term Private (Multi-Hop) Information Sharing

After our focus on the authenticity and reliability of sensed information along supply
chains, we now broaden our view on information sharing in supply chains. Depending
on the setting, shared information covers various aspects, such as product or process
details, tracking or tracing data, and origin information, among others. Combining
an approach that ensures authenticity and correctness of shared information, even in
scenarios with short-lived and indirect (over multiple hops) business relationships,
with reliable sensing promises to improve the usefulness of shared information. It
can further ease the application of (federated) process mining that covers multiple
supply chain actors [vdA21]. To date, information is only rarely shared over multiple
hops of a supply chain due to its sensitive nature, i.e., (valuable) information is only
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available (and retained) locally [DDJ+20]. Consequently, exhaustive information
that captures the entire supply chain of a product and its origin is often missing.

To establish accountable-yet-confidential information flows along supply chains, we
thus present a design that supports information sharing in a privacy-preserving and
accountable manner. We refer to our design as PrivAccIChain (reads: privacy chain),
which corresponds to Privacy-preserving and Accountable multi-hop Information-
sharing platform for supply Chains. In light of an evolving industrial landscape,
we particularly consider dynamic and short-lived business relations. That is, (a) we
realize multi-hop sharing that is independent of the participation of specific compa-
nies, and (b) we utilize the technical building block of attribute-based encryption
(ABE) to implement proper access control even in opaque supply chains. Thereby,
we ensure the confidentiality of sensitive information while enforcing its availability.

We refer to this part of our contribution as privacy-preserving information sharing.

In the following, in Section 4.1.3.1, we first discuss the scenario and the research gap
in more detail. Afterward, we derive design goals in Section 4.1.3.2. Subsequently,
in Section 4.1.3.3, we briefly introduce the concept of ABE before presenting our de-
sign PrivAccIChain, in Section 4.1.3.4. Our evaluation covers four subsubsections:
In Section 4.1.3.5, we first discuss the performance of the utilized building blocks.
We continue with an evaluation of our design that covers two real-world scenarios,
namely, the production of fine-blanked components and the assembly of an electric
vehicle, in Sections 4.1.3.6 and 4.1.3.7, respectively. Then, in Section 4.1.3.8, we dis-
cuss the security of PrivAccIChain, which also concludes our evaluation. Finally, in
Section 4.1.3.9, we conclude the sharing part of our information-processing pipeline.

4.1.3.1 Information Sharing in Supply Chains

As a foundation for our design that facilitates information sharing in supply chains,
we now extend our high-level scenario from Section 4.1.1.1. In particular, we discuss
how to model supply chains and outline the implications of low-trust relationships.

Representing Supply Chains as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs)

As we have discussed (cf. Figure 2.1 and Section 4.1.1.1), supply chains consist of
multiple actors that fulfill various tasks in a product’s lifecycle. While the business
relationships of these actors are bidirectional (i.e., goods flow in one direction and
payments in the other direction), product flows are always unidirectional. Hence, we
can always model them as acyclic processes. Accordingly, we can transform a supply
chain (network) into a DAG that represents the flow of products (including their
composition) linearly over time. Nodes without incoming edges usually represent
actors that excavate natural resources. Intermediate nodes process incoming goods
(they can also merge several goods into a single product) and supply manufactured
products to their customers. The last node without an outgoing edge captures the
last user/consumer of a product. Edges denote a change in ownership. As such,
they usually also capture some sort of shipment from one stakeholder to another.
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In intermediate nodes, different product flows involving various stakeholders are
combined by production processes, indicating a composition of intermediate prod-
ucts or parts. In theory, this linkage allows involved companies to determine products
that utilize certain subcomponents as well as to identify those components that are
used by a composed product by traversing the DAG for information retrieval. Ac-
cordingly, the DAG illustrates ownership transfers as edges. Hereby, we represent
logistics-related services as separate production processes, i.e., we model each prod-
uct flow with only two different actions: namely, a produce step (a node in the DAG)
and a trade step (an edge in the DAG). In our design (cf. Section 4.1.3.4), these two
actions also create the foundation for our proposed data record structure.

The Implications of Low-Trust Relationships for Information Sharing

Modern, digitalized supply chains frequently establish information flows among di-
rect business partners. However, we rarely observe any information sharing over
multiple hops, i.e., indirect business partners, due to fears of leaking data and losing
control over sensitive information, which would affect their businesses. However,
common supply chain use cases (cf. Section 4.1.1.1) mandate the sharing of infor-
mation over multiple hops, for instance, to globally distribute tracking and tracing
information [GKHD20]. This dilemma contributes to companies limiting their infor-
mation sharing to long-term business relationships with well-established trust [SS02],
which is incompatible with the evolving industrial landscape (cf. Section 1.1).

In light of the evolving industrial landscape and the IIoT, in our research, we thus
explicitly consider information sharing in settings with short-term business relation-
ships. In particular, the lack of long-term trust must be addressed. In such low-trust
environments, traditional approaches are unsuitable as they require mutual trust,
which is unrealistic in such flexible supply chain networks. Furthermore, correspond-
ing designs must especially prevent unintended (horizontal) information spills across
supply chains. To offer significant benefits through multi-hop information sharing in
combination with low-trust business relationships that do not negatively impact the
companies’ competitiveness are needed. Apart from the best practice of restricting
the revelation of information to a minimum (as required for the respective use case),
sharing stakeholders should remain in control of granting access to their information.

4.1.3.2 Design Goals for Privacy-Preserving Multi-Hop Information Sharing

Any approach that intends to improve information sharing along supply chains
must satisfy various aspects that directly follow from (i) the outlined use cases (cf.
Section 4.1.1.1), (ii) the stakeholders’ concerns regarding information sharing, and
(iii) dynamic supply chain structures. As a prerequisite, we mandate that suitable
approaches are able to model entire supply chains, products, and business relation-
ships. Moreover, in light of an increase in (short-lived) low-trust relationships in
the IIoT, information sharing should not build on established trust relationships.
Otherwise, corresponding approaches cannot provide extensive benefits in dynamic
supply chain networks. Finally, novel approaches must break today’s multi-hop bar-
riers to (better) support global use cases and industrial collaborations, as we have
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outlined before (cf. Section 4.1.1.1). Tracing use cases to handle (→) and source (←)
faults are of particular interest. Consequently, new approaches should reliably, i.e.,
privacy-preservingly and securely, enable multi-hop information flows along supply
chains. Based on these expectations, we derive six indispensable design goals.

G-P1: Accountability. Designs for information sharing in supply chains are only
trustworthy and reliable, especially for long-term use, if they record information in a
persistent and tamperproof manner while attributing the ownership. Given the global
nature of supply chains, suitable designs need to particularly consider the prevalence
of indirect (multi-hop) business relations. Then, designs can potentially establish
global accountability for shared information as long as they provide guarantees on the
existence and availability of historical information, protection against manipulation
(integrity), and mechanisms to prevent the spreading of misinformation. Further, we
explicitly demand that involved parties can be held responsible in cases of identified
misconduct, even in the absence of deliberately-trusted parties.

G-P2: Verifiability. As a precondition to achieve accountability (G-P1), shared
information must be verifiable retrospectively by all involved parties. Consequently,
it must also remain available and untampered for later use or incident investigations.
In particular, supply chain actors do not only want to detect manipulations but also
want to identify cheating or misbehaving parties to hold them accountable. In the
long run, sophisticated designs could even realize a reliable reputation system based
on shared information and discovered disputes.

G-P3: Privacy Preservation. While this goal opposes the transparency implied by
G-P1 and G-P2, the acceptance of new designs depends on their ability to ensure
that business secrets remain private whenever possible as companies are generally
cautious when providing (sensitive) information. Thus, privacy preservation is a
central design goal. Accordingly, suitable privacy-preserving mechanisms, such as
encryption and (fine-granular) access control, are needed. Otherwise, stakeholders
are likely to isolate their information, i.e., preventing multi-hop information flows.

Every proposed approach must be able to balance the trade-off between transparency
(accountability and verifiability over multiple hops) and confidentiality (privacy
preservation) as needed to ensure its usefulness while maintaining its acceptance.

G-P4: Security. We assess security as equally important because it ensures the tech-
nical guarantees for privacy preservation (G-P3). In particular, companies should
require as little trust as necessary in the design and other stakeholders when par-
ticipating. Businesses need to be able to rely on the enforcement of the demanded
confidentiality regarding both malicious insiders and external attackers. That is,
suitable designs must provide appropriate security features that prevent unintended
extraction or manipulation. We expect that the complexity of supply chains and
their corresponding use cases also negatively influence the complexity of proposed
approaches. Hence, security must be carefully addressed in every setting.

G-P5: Scalability. Even today, supply chains, their actors, and associated product
flows are complex environments with the need for a multitude of information flows
and constantly-increasing amounts of sensed, processed, and shared information.
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The situation only amplifies with an evolved industrial landscape that increasingly
features short-lived business relations. Accordingly, designs need to account for a
tremendous amount of shared information in terms of volume, velocity, and variety.
This goal is not limited to processing overhead but also takes storage requirements
and availability needs (whether a party must interact/participate within a specific
time frame) into account. Thus, they also affect the affordability of newly-proposed
approaches. Ideally, the designs’ performance is independent of the number of partic-
ipants to allow for virtually-unlimited and arbitrarily-complex supply chains. Con-
sequently, this goal greatly contributes to any design’s overall feasibility.

G-P6: Autonomy. Lastly, approaches for the holistic sharing of information in
supply chains must remain autonomous, i.e., manual interaction should only occur
following exceptional events, for example, to resolve claims concerning misbehavior.
Today, sophisticated use cases, such as tracing or multi-hop information sharing,
incur significant manual effort, preventing their widespread adoption. We can only
ensure reasonable scalability (G-P5) in evolved supply chains by reducing the ne-
cessity for such manual interactions (even in the presence of accountability and ver-
ifiability). Furthermore, designs should not depend on the participation of actors or
their availability, as their presence is not guaranteed in volatile supply chains. Solely
with sufficient autonomy, designs might be suitable for real-world deployments.

These goals express the functional requirements for privacy-preserving multi-hop
information sharing in supply chains. When pairing such a design with an approach
that ensures reliable sensing (cf. Section 4.1.2), and thus authenticity and correctness
of information, the usefulness of shared information improves even further.

4.1.3.3 Preliminaries: Access Policies for Settings with Multiple Recipients

The complexity and opaqueness of supply chains challenge the traditional approach
of encrypting information for specific recipients, especially if recipients are not known
upfront (i.e., when encrypting the information). Therefore, we utilize a more gen-
eral approach called attribute-based encryption that detaches decryption capabilities
from a specific individual while offering fine-grained access control.

Attribute-Based Encryptions (ABEs). This novel form of public-key encryption
shifts access control from who may decrypt data items to which properties or at-
tributes are required for legitimate data access [BSW07]. To this end, formulas define
cryptographically-enforced access policies, and all entities that satisfy a formula can
gain access to the encrypted information. Consequently, in contrast to traditional
public-key cryptography, encrypted ciphertexts are not bound to the recipients of
information.

Several variants and implementations with slightly-different features are available
to choose from [ZDX+21, MSBAU22b]. For our setting, we use ciphertext-policy
attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE), which links ciphertexts to a logical formula
of attributes [BSW07]. It supports efficient one-to-many settings, even if recipients
are unknown at the time of encryption. A party can only decrypt the ciphertext if
it satisfies the linked formula with attributes in its possession. For example, policy
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A ∧ B is only satisfied if the party has access to both attributes A and B. Even
two colluding parties with only attribute A respectively B in their possession cannot
decrypt the corresponding ciphertext, i.e., entities cannot join their attributes to
satisfy additional policies. While a central authority traditionally assigns attributes,
the control over attributes can also be distributed to multiple authorities, each re-
sponsible for a set of attributes without a central coordinator [LW11].

ABE has been applied to and proposed for various applications, such as broadcast
encryption [BSW07], cloud storage [KL10], or mobile cloud computing [KKKM13].
Other applications cover, for example, sophisticated privacy protection in social
networks [JMB11]. Similarly, in the context of the IoT, Zhang et al. [ZZD18] apply
ABE to address potential data security concerns in smart health applications.

4.1.3.4 PrivAccIChain: Multi-Hop Information Sharing in Supply Chains

We now present PrivAccIChain, our design to realize transparent multi-hop yet
privacy-preserving information sharing. We particularly account for settings with-
out established trust. Accordingly, PrivAccIChain also supports fine-granular access
control and provides long-term accountability and verifiability. In addition to the
basic ability to share information with (indirect) business partners, our design ex-
plicitly considers the use case of tracing (→ and ←). After giving a brief design
overview, we discuss the different components that are involved in our design as well
as the process of providing, retrieving, and updating information in more detail.

We refer to our previous paper [BPM+21] for all implementational details of Priv-
AccIChain. In this dissertation, we focus on the concept and our design decisions.

Design Overview: Sharing Information in Low-Trust Environments

The privacy and reliability guarantees of PrivAccIChain build on three technologies:
(i) AES to securely encrypt sensitive information, (ii) attribute-based encryption
to fine-granularly protect AES keys with a many-to-many encryption scheme, and
(iii) blockchain technology to reliably record all actions persistently in a distributed
way. In the context of secure collaborations along supply chains, we can always asso-
ciate information sharing with the flow of physical products or goods. Accordingly,
pointers between different information records correspond to nodes and edges in a
DAG that expresses the product flow, i.e., products are either consumed (combined)
or exchanged among supply chain actors. Following this design decision, we only
have to support two actions: (a) a produce operation, which combines (intermediate)
goods into a newly-manufactured or assembled part, and (b) a trade operation, which
tracks whenever an item is physically handed over to another supplier, the contrac-
tor, or a customer. To improve the scalability of our design while still supporting
fine-granular product flows and produce operations, we also allow for a batching of
goods along (selected) edges. PrivAccIChain further provides an update mechanism
for recorded information while maintaining a (verifiable) versioning system.

Shareable information originates from actors in the supply chain (here: manufac-
turer). PrivAccIChain acknowledges that excessive point-to-point communication
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Figure 4.4 Our design operates as follows. 1 Companies retrieve a list of available attributes
to configure suitable ABE policies for shared information, i.e., the attributes allow for fine-
granular access control. 2 They further persist shareable information at a dedicated storage
before 3 provides a record that utilizes ABE and captures their interaction with a supply chain
to the information coordinator. After processing (and persisting) the received record, 4 the
coordinator stores a cryptographic fingerprint of the record on the immutable ledger. Finally,
to have a proof of existence of the shared information, 5 the sharing company verifies the
fingerprint on the immutable ledge with a fingerprint of the provided record. Third parties can
then query the information coordinator for shared information, which they can decrypt if their
attributes satisfy the configured ABE policy. A detached judge is supposed to resolve conflicts.

would be detrimental to the design’s scalability (G-P5) and would also make the
communicating entities increasingly dependent on each other (G-P6). To over-
come both issues, PrivAccIChain relieves information-sharing manufacturers from
the need of handling information flows and long-term storage themselves by securely
outsourcing all information to a logically-centralized information coordinator. In
Figure 4.4, we provide an overview of PrivAccIChain, which operates as follows.
First, 1 , access guards enable manufacturers to encrypt their information with
ABE policies to preserve confidentiality. In particular, we rely on a hybrid encryp-
tion scheme [BPM+21, Figure 3], i.e., to improve the performance and reduce the
overhead introduced by ABE, we AES-encrypt the information and only secure the
AES key using ABE. For improved scalability (G-P5), 2 PrivAccIChain optionally
relies on external storage to outsource significant volumes of product and process
information. 3 the manufacturer prepares an information record for processing
by the information coordinator. This signed record contains payload information,
optionally a link to a storage location, and additional details to support tracing
operations. Initially, processed records only include upstream tracing information
(incoming edges) that is eventually augmented with downstream tracing information
(outgoing edges) once the flow of the recorded product continues.

The information coordinator only holds and processes encrypted information and
conceptually acts as a single point of contact that handles all provision, retrieval,
and update requests by the different supply chain actors. Additionally, a subset of
PrivAccIChain participants, and optionally external contractors, jointly maintain
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an immutable ledger where the information coordinator stores cryptographic finger-
prints of information records (following 4 ) to facilitate their verifiability (G-P2)
and thereby provide (long-term) accountability (G-P1). Subsequently, 5 the man-
ufacturer verifies the correctness of the fingerprint, which also serves as proof of
existence of the provided information record. Finally, a detached judge impartially
manages disputes, e.g., for exceptional cases that require manual investigation.

Using assigned ABE attributes, information-retrieving parties can then query the in-
formation coordinator, which also implements a form of access control before sharing
records. Moreover, they can only decrypt the record if they satisfy the corresponding
ABE formula. In general, retrieving parties only have to interact with the informa-
tion coordinator, i.e., no direct interaction is needed with the sharing manufacturer,
which promises accountability (G-P1), verifiability (G-P2), scalability (G-P5) and
autonomy (G-P6), especially for information flows over multiple hops, even if in-
volved companies are defunct or non-compliant. Likewise, when tracing products,
the tracing party only has to interact with the information coordinator.

In conclusion, our conceptually-centralized information coordinator enables privacy-
preserving multi-hop information sharing along supply chains. While the use of ABE
in PrivAccIChain ensures confidentiality, the persisted fingerprints on the immutable
ledger contribute to the accountability and verifiability of processed information.

Components and Actors in PrivAccIChain

For an understanding of the responsibilities and duties of the different components
in PrivAccIChain (cf. Figure 4.4), we now elaborate on their roles.

Manufacturer. For simplicity, we refer to participating supply chain actors as man-
ufacturers, which includes both reading and writing parties. In the context of shar-
ing and retrieving information, manufacturers only interact with the information
coordinator to avoid costly point-to-point communication among multiple parties
along the same supply chain. To ensure confidentiality (G-P3), prior to submitting
(symmetrically-encrypted) information records to the information coordinator, they
have to encrypt the symmetric AES key via ABE, which provides fine-granular ac-
cess capabilities. Once the information coordinator confirms the reception of the
record, the submitting manufacturer should check that the matching fingerprint is
recorded on the immutable ledger. The persisted fingerprint then serves as proof of
existence to ensure long-term verifiability (G-P2) and accountability (G-P1).

Information Coordinator. As a conceptually-centralized entity, the information co-
ordinator handles all information records submitted by the manufacturers. It is
responsible for (i) handling all trade and produce operations in the supply chain,
(ii) submitting fingerprints of received records to the immutable ledger, and (iii) serv-
ing as an endpoint for queries by manufacturers. Despite this central component,
PrivAccIChain is designed to identify misbehaving parties among both the manu-
facturer and the information coordinator. Through the records on the immutable
ledger, manufacturers can prove that they submitted correct data to the informa-
tion coordinator. Likewise, manufacturers can detect a misbehaving manufacturer
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as it leads to missing or incorrect data on the ledger. We rely on this component to
enable use cases, such as tracing and multi-hop information sharing, even in supply
chains with dynamic and short-lived business relationships. Accordingly, its scala-
bility (G-P5) is essential. Therefore, we support request batching, i.e., sharing or
querying for multiple records at once. We further account for this fact by allow-
ing for a distributed realization of the information coordinator, e.g., by partitioning
specific subtrees of supply chains to different coordinators. Thus, in practice, the
information coordinators are likely to be operated by an independent consortium to
avoid immediate conflicts of interest and to avoid a single point of failure.

Access Guards. To prevent data leaks, we separate the information-handling com-
ponent (information coordinator) from the component that enables fine-granular ac-
cess control. In particular, we rely on multiple parties that serve as access guards to
distribute attributes to manufacturers. This design decision prevents a single party
from controlling all decryption capabilities, as each access guard only manages a
subset of the attributes. Thus, this design choice is crucial to ensure privacy preser-
vation (G-P3). These attributes are essential when utilizing ABE and fine-granular
access policies (formulas), which are configurable for use case-specific needs. Access
guards can be operated by manufacturers, but they can also be run by external
parties, e.g., trade associations or governments. Overall, PrivAccIChain supports
arbitrary many access guards, which are deployable for the desired level of security.

Immutable Ledger. As in our reliable sensing design (cf. Section 4.1.2), PrivAccI-
Chain utilizes an immutable ledger to allow for long-term verifiability (G-P2) and
accountability (G-P1). The ledger stores cryptographic fingerprints of all infor-
mation records that have been processed by the information coordinator. Since it
only stores cryptographic fingerprints, the ledger does not introduce any privacy
issues. Given the ledger’s tamperproofness, these fingerprints can serve as proof of
existence. Moreover, incorrect or missing fingerprints allow the manufacturers to
prove misconduct by the information coordinator. Furthermore, once a fingerprint
has been persisted, manufacturers cannot collude with the information coordinator
anymore as the fingerprint has already been persisted on the ledger (G-P4).

Storage. PrivAccIChain supports external storage, e.g., cloud storage, to outsource
(encrypted) information for future use and verification. Thereby, we significantly
improve its scalability (G-P5) over an approach that retains all information at the
information coordinators. When using an external storage, the manufacturer only
provides the information coordinator with an (encrypted) pointer to the information.
Thus, we massively increase the flexibility of PrivAccIChain by allowing manufac-
turers to either store information directly with the information coordinator or with
(third-party) storage providers. Certainly, this outsourcing of information might im-
pede the overall autonomy (G-P6) as companies have to be complaint and further
impairs the verifiability (G-P2) because the information coordinator does not verify
linked information at the storage. To still ensure the intended reliability, we consider
the manufacturer to be responsible for maintaining the required availability, i.e., if
critically needed information is missing or inaccessible, we deem it the owner’s fault.

Detached Judge. Finally, PrivAccIChain assigns a detached judge for on-demand
dispute resolution for situations where information is (i) missing (or unavailable),
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(ii) (purposely) incorrect, or (iii) not decryptable. Determining which entity misbe-
haves can be a complex and non-trivial task as it might depend on use case-specific
agreements that are not captured by PrivAccIChain. As this extension is optional
and for conflict resolution only, it does not impact our design’s autonomy (G-P6).

To conclude, these six logical components are sufficient to privacy-preservingly en-
able accountable multi-hop information sharing along supply chains. We refer to our
previous paper [BPM+21, Section 5] for a more elaborate discussion on this matter.

Accountable and Verifiable Information Provision, Updates, and Retrieval

To replicate the DAG structure of relationships in the supply chain network, in
PrivAccIChain, we rely on doubly-linked information records, i.e., each processed
record points to the preceding and succeeding trade or produce step. We refer
to our previous work [BPM+21, Figure 3] for a detailed visualization of this data
structure, which emphasizes the double-linked record structure.

The information sharing (provision) works as follows. First, a manufacturer sub-
mits a produce operation which also contains upstream tracing (←) information,
i.e., references to a set of consumed products (records). PrivAccIChain allows both
the payload and tracing information to be encrypted via AES to enforce a desired
data privacy policy. The corresponding AES encryption is protected with an ABE
policy that only grants access to specific manufacturers. For improved flexibility,
PrivAccIChain also supports the selective encryption of nested objects with (op-
tionally) different policies in the payload. As a next step, the manufacturer updates
the downstream tracing (→) information of records referenced by the previously-
submitted upstream tracing information. In contrast to produce records with their
production details, trade records capture changes in ownership. Updates retain the
history of the record to ensure the verifiability and accountability of all processed
information, i.e., the information coordinator only persists the changes with respect
to the previous version to minimize the storage overhead.

For (multi-hop) information retrieval, manufacturers have to only interact with the
information coordinator. In particular, they query for a produce or trade record,
decrypt its tracing references, and then receive the referenced records iteratively.
In scenarios where tracing references are not encrypted (i.e., leaking the supply
chain structure to the information coordinator), the information coordinator can
independently trace products to improve performance. Furthermore, PrivAccIChain
supports batch requests of multiple records at once to enable faster traversal through
the DAG. As the records also include a digital signature, manufacturers can quickly
verify them without involving other components or the immutable ledger. If desired
or required, they can further compute a cryptographic fingerprint (at a later point)
and compare it to the fingerprint that is persisted on the ledger.

4.1.3.5 Implementation of PrivAccIChain and Building Block Evaluation

To assess whether our design, PrivAccIChain, is suitable for real-world deployments,
we created an implementation, which we briefly introduce in the following. Subse-
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quently, we discuss the scalability (G-P5) of the utilized technical building blocks.
Given the size of (modern) supply chain networks with several actors, their per-
formance is critical when dealing with large-scale deployments. After that, in Sec-
tions 4.1.3.6 and 4.1.3.7, we evaluate PrivAccIChain with two real-world examples.

Implementation and Experimental Setup

We implemented Python-based prototypes of PrivAccIChain’s main components,
i.e., for the manufacturers, the information coordinator, and the access guards. For
the immutable ledger, we utilize Quorum [JPM16], an Ethereum [Woo14] fork, which
supports more than 2000TX/s (transactions per second) [BSKC18]. In contrast to
Ethereum, we use the Raft [Con23] consensus algorithm, which follows the proof-
of-authority concept [DAAL+17] to ensure the quick processing of transactions.
We refrain from evaluating deployments that rely on external storage as (i) their
performance is beyond the scope of our design, and (ii) manufacturers can select
them based on their needs. We further implement our hybrid encryption scheme
with the help of Charm [AGM+13], which includes implementations of AES and
ABE [LW11]. We derive digital signatures, i.e., for queries and fingerprints, with
the eth-account Python library [Eth18]. The information coordinator runs Mon-
goDB [Mon09], which serves as the database backend, while Apache 2.2 [The20]
handles all requests issued by the manufacturers to forward them to our implemen-
tation via ModWSGI [Dum07].

Our implementation of PrivAccIChain and an exemplary supply chain model (cf.
Section 4.1.3.6) are publicly available [SrcC24b]. Due to its sensitivity, we may not
share our real-world model, which is based on an electric vehicle (cf. Section 4.1.3.7).

We conduct our measurements on a server with two Intel XeonSilver 4116 CPUs, i.e.,
12 cores and 24 threads each, as well as a total of 196GB RAM. All components
run on the same server to demonstrate PrivAccIChain’s moderate computational
footprint. In practice, they are distributed over several entities. We repeat each
measurement 30 times and report 99% confidence intervals over these runs.

ABE Performance

In PrivAccIChain, we utilize ABE to realize fine-granular access control and con-
fidentiality (G-P3). Accordingly, sufficient encryption and decryption performance
are relevant for preparing, processing, and retrieving information records.

As we show in previous evaluations [BPM+21, Figure 8], the ABE performance
is suitable for our setting and large-scale deployments. The (non-repetitive) ABE
bootstrapping of key material, which mainly affects the distributed access guards in
PrivAccIChain, is negligible. We further looked into the performance of encryption
and decryption operations as part of PrivAccIChain’s hybrid encryption scheme.
To this end, we considered ABE policies with conjunctions and disjunctions, var-
ied the policy length, and further included payloads of different sizes. With our
ABE scheme [LW11], the number of access guards and the total number of avail-
able attributes do not influence the performance. Thus, we excluded them from our
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building block evaluation. We observed that the number of used ABE attributes
linearly influences the cryptographic operations, with the decryption runtime out-
performing the encryption runtime. Moreover, disjunct policies are more performant
than conjunct policies, which fits well to our setting with many actors. Finally, the
AES-based operations on the payload are independent of the underlying ABE policy.

Immutable Ledger

Apart from the ABE performance, we looked at the immutable ledger [BPM+21]. In
this context, we also considered design alternatives to the basic approach of issuing
a dedicated transaction per fingerprint: We highlighted the potential of bundling
multiple fingerprints in a single transaction, optimizing the transactions by remov-
ing redundant information, and persisting meta-fingerprints. Moreover, we discussed
special concepts for the ledger, such as sharding [CDE+12]. We concluded that the
ledger performance greatly depends on the underlying concrete blockchain imple-
mentation and its consensus mechanism. Accordingly, we argued that deployments
can be scaled to their respective performance needs at moderate costs (e.g., slightly-
increased verification overhead) without impacting the operation of PrivAccIChain.

Finally, the performance of databases is essential when assessing the scalability of
PrivAccIChain. Since our design does not introduce specifically-challenging opera-
tions, we simply refer to the well-established concepts of scaling up and scaling out
(the information coordinator is only conceptually a single entity in PrivAccIChain).

Hence, we conclude that the performance of the building blocks is sufficient for large-
scale deployments. Therefore, we now focus on the entire design and its interplay.

4.1.3.6 Performance Evaluation of our Fine-Blanking Line Application

We evaluate PrivAccIChain in two different real-world settings. As our first appli-
cation, we consider a fine-blanking line, including pre- and post-processing steps.

Supply Chain Model

As we visualize in Figure 4.5, we model a supply chain involving a fine-blanking
line (cf. Section 3.2.1). During the production of a fine-blanked part, the following
individual steps are involved: supplying the metal (including the processing steps
of molding and rolling), operating the different parts of the fine-blanking line (i.e.,
coil, leveler, lubricator, and press), and several grinding, cutting, and hardening
operations. Each of these steps has operating resources, tools, and a (machine)
supplier, whose individual supply chains need to be taken into account. In line with
an evolving industrial landscape, we further model a fine-granular separation of all
processing steps (even within the fine-blanking line). Today, the separation usually
comprises several pre-processing steps (e.g., molding and rolling) and subsequent
assembly steps. Additionally, we assume a final product, as present in a medium-
sized automobile, that combines 100 fine-blanked parts. We model the worst case
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Figure 4.5 Each processing step depends on various supply chains, e.g., to utilize tools or ma-
terial. We exemplarily illustrate a subset of the (layered) dependencies for the press production
step. All other production steps would showcase similar dependencies, indicated by“. . . ”.

in terms of required processing steps for PrivAccIChain by incorporating that each
fine-blanked part originates from an isolated supply chain. Thus, the resulting model
for our first evaluation represents a realistic (future) supply chain structure in terms
of branching, depth, and total production steps.

Overall, with our final product that consists of 100 fine-blanked parts, we end up
with a total of 410 001 nodes and 410 000 edges in the corresponding DAG, which
also represents the tree-like supply chain structure in this scenario.

Performance Measurements

Based on this supply chain model, we evaluate the real-world performance of the
record creation and updating in PrivAccIChain. Subsequently, we study the use
case of tracing, covering both the handling (→) and sourcing (←) of faults.

Produce, Trade, and Update Records. First, we measure the performance of in-
dividual produce and trade operations and record updates. We include an encrypted
produce payload of 1KiB and sign each operation as intended. We limit our mea-
surement to the manufacturer and information coordinator and refer to our building
block evaluation (Section 4.1.3.5) for the immutable ledger performance.

Using 20 client processes, our measurements of the internal DAG construction show
that a single produce operation takes 85.48 ± 0.31ms. Similarly, a single trade oper-
ation is processed in 83.92 ± 0.14ms. For both operations, encrypting the payload
takes more than 70% of the time, while the information coordinator’s average run-
time does not exceed 4.5ms. The time for a single update, i.e., providing tracking
information, averages at 55.69 ± 0.10ms. During our measurements, neither the in-
formation coordinator nor the underlying database operated at maximum capacity.

Tracing. Now, we analyze the performance of sourcing (←) and handling (→) a
product in our supply chain model. To this end, we first performed a complete trace
originating from the final product (←), resulting in 204 800 individual product flow
paths consisting of 820 001 produce and trade records. Since the runtime is driven by
the cryptographic operations on the client, making the task embarrassingly parallel,
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we can achieve a nearly-linear speedup by using multiple processes. For example, 30
client processes complete the tracing on encrypted data in 2553.41 ± 19.35 s, with
still more than 80% of the time spent on decryption. Alternatively, manufacturers
could only encrypt payloads and not the tracing references to reduce the complexity,
which we study in Section 4.1.3.7 along with a scenario where the tracing information
of several records that are intended for the same recipient is encrypted with the
same key. Regardless, performing a complete trace is a rare event as it is only of
interest in exceptional cases, e.g., for in-depth investigations of plane crashes or
severe malfunctions in cars. In contrast, handling faults (→), i.e., tracing an initial
resource to the final product, took 35 requests in 3.67 ± 0.13 s using a single process.

Following this first application, we observe a reasonable performance of PrivAccI-
Chain. Given that the client (manufacturer) deals with the (parallelizable) cryp-
tographic operations, our design’s scalability is adequate, and PrivAccIChain can
easily scale to large-scale settings. In the following, we validate these findings with
a second application covering the supply chain of an electric vehicle.

4.1.3.7 Performance Evaluation of our Electric Vehicle Application

Our second real-world application corresponds to the assembly of an urban elec-
tric vehicle (cf. Section 3.2.1) and its supply chain. As for our first evaluation, we
study the performance of the record creation and updating as well as the retrieval
performance. That is, we measure the runtime needed to complete upstream and
downstream traces in the context of handling (→) and sourcing (←) of faults. Af-
terward, we briefly discuss the performance of PrivAccIChain.

Supply Chain Models

To conduct a realistic evaluation, we rely on a real-world supply chain that covers
the complete product composition of an electric vehicle, which consists of more
than 90 pre-assembled components, such as the body, front doors, the rear axle,
the battery, and the engine. We refer to our previous paper [BPM+21, Figures 6
and 7] for a visualization of the entire supply chain and the vehicle’s composition.
For our evaluation, we consider two models with different complexity. In our base
model, we represent each component of the vehicle as an individual product of the
product flow DAG, which corresponds to the creation of a produce record. Hereby,
we deviate from the real structure and assume that each production step is executed
by a unique company, such that we include ownership transfers represented by trade
records between each production step. Therefore, our evaluation again covers the
worst case in terms of the required processing steps for PrivAccIChain.

In contrast to the fine-blanking application, the resulting DAG structure is broader
and features a more irregular branching behavior. Moreover, it comprises only 10
instead of 17 levels. Despite this difference, we assess this model as realistic as well
because the source nodes on long paths correspond to basic components, such as
screws, nuts, or rivets—the so-called “c-parts”. Overall, for this base model, we
obtain a DAG with 2222 nodes and 2221 edges. However, in the base model, we also
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Figure 4.6 Operation runtimes of our electric vehicle application for record provision, updates,
and retrieval for three encryption settings. The cryptographic operations performed by the
manufacturers dominate the processing of each operation. Retrieving multiple records in a
bundle provides a tunable trade-off between record retrieval latency and record throughput.

identified source nodes with a path length of three or four that represent different
pre-assembled components, such as electronic control units produced by external
suppliers. Thus, to further decompose them, we derived a second, extended model
to also cover the production steps of these pre-assembled components. To this end,
we append seven full ternary DAGs of depth three to each source on these two levels.
This addition results in 280 additional nodes for each source node. The resulting
extended model consists of 133 822 nodes and 133 821 edges overall. Consequently,
it is comparable in scale to our previous evaluation of a fine-blanking line.

Record Creation, Updates, and Retrieval

First, we again look at the processing of new or updated produce records with a
payload size of 1KiB. In contrast to our initial evaluation, we now consider three
settings to study the trade-off between confidentiality and performance: (i) utilizing
no encryption for the record’s payload and the tracing references (as a baseline),
(ii) applying record encryption for the payload and the tracing references while
reusing AES keys along the supply chain, which allows manufacturers to cache the
resulting ABE-encrypted keys for increased performance, and (iii) applying encryp-
tion with unique AES keys for each record and record field, i.e., we encrypt the
tracing references and payload with unique AES keys per record. Consequently, we
compare an (insecure) baseline scenario with an optimized but realistic encryption
configuration and a worst-case scenario. To increase the load on the information co-
ordinator, we parallelize the creation and updating operations by using 20 processes.
Next, we discuss the corresponding results, which we also summarize in Figure 4.6.

Record Creation and Updates. Our measurements indicate that the performance
of produce and trade records is comparable across all three settings. The higher
deviation for produce records follows from varying branching conditions in the eval-
uated DAG that affect the included tracing references. When reusing AES keys, we
achieve a speedup of more than 50% in comparison to our worst-case setting while
still encrypting the records. For both settings that involve encryption, the informa-
tion coordinator takes less than 5ms on average to process requests, which underlines
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that the primary load is on the manufacturers, indicating the absence of scalability
issues (cf. G-P5). This observation is further backed by the record creation times
of unencrypted records, which take around 15ms on average. We further measure
the time required to update records. Overall, we measure an average update time of
55.88 ± 0.12ms in our worst-case setting (more than 800 000 updated records). With
reused AES keys, an update takes only 30.67 ± 0.07ms, which is further reduced to
17.24 ± 0.05ms in our baseline setting. Thus, the handling of updates is slightly
slower than the creation of records because the information coordinator has to load
and process the previous state to maintain a consistent version history.

The total construction time of the complete DAG is irrelevant to assess the perfor-
mance because, in real deployments, the respective operations would not be executed
without delay, nor would they be triggered by a single entity as each actor inter-
acts with the information coordinator individually after processing (and shipping)
products. Hence, only the performance of the information coordinator is of interest.

Record Retrieval. In addition to providing information, manufacturers also want
to retrieve records to access shared information. Instead of issuing a single query
for each record, manufacturers batch their requests in a single query. While this
design increases the complexity of this query, it reduces the overhead in terms of
request signatures and round trip times, such that we expect a significant perfor-
mance benefit for the effective retrieval time per record. In Figure 4.6, we compare
the retrieval times of single record queries and batched queries that request 100
requested records per query for all encryption settings. Requesting a single record
takes 75.93 ± 6.98 with unique AES keys, 39.16 ± 2.62 with reused AES keys, and
17.01 ± 0.34 for unencrypted records. Batching significantly improves the effective
retrieval time per queried record: For batches of 100 records, we measure per-record
averages of 41.27 ± 0.69, 16.52 ± 0.22, and 0.53 ± 0.06, respectively, for the three
encryption settings. Especially unencrypted records profit from bundling. Since our
measured retrieval times do not exceed 85ms, we generally assess PrivAccIChain’s
performance in this regard as performant and real-world applicable.

Tracing

As for our first application, we now look at the use case of tracing to further study the
performance in supply chains with multi-hop information retrieval. A complete trace
(upstream ←) that originates from the final product consists of 2222 produce and
2221 trade records for our base model. For the extended model, the corresponding
full trace to source faults consists of 133 822 produce and 133 821 trade records. In
the other direction (downstream →), we identify the longest path with 10 levels in
our DAG. We consider this worst-case situation when measuring the performance
of handling faults, i.e., we provide an upper bound.

Sourcing Faults (←). We parallelize the tracing with 30 client processes for our set-
tings with encryption to parallelize the decryption of records. For our unencrypted
baseline setting, we trace using 10 threads and a single process because the resulting
synchronization overhead of several processes degrades the overall performance. In
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Figure 4.7 Similar to record provision and retrieval, the tracing duration is dominated by the
required decryption operations at the manufacturer. As the longest path is identical for both
models of our electric vehicle application, the worst-case runtime to handle faults is identical.

all settings, we further batch up to 500 records in a single request. For both mod-
els, we visualize the sourcing of faults in Figure 4.7; however, we illustrate them
with different scales for improved readability. With the base model, we measure
37.69 ± 9.14 s for uniquely-encrypted records, 22.00 ± 5.66 s for records encrypted
with reused AES keys, and 5.01 ± 0.62 s for unencrypted records. For the extended
model, a full trace takes 809.89 ± 12.19 s with unique AES keys, 333.15 ± 5.30 s for
reused AES keys, and 63.54 ± 3.91 s for unencrypted tracing references.

As full traces in supply chains are rare events, e.g., in case of accidents or food poi-
soning, the measured performance is reasonable even in the worst-case setting with
unique encryption keys for each record. Since the retrieval of all records from the
information coordinator is concluded after a minute or less (most time is needed for
cryptographic operations at the manufacturer), increasing the manufacturer’s com-
putational resources is sufficient to speed up the tracing. Parallelizing the sourcing of
faults further increases the performance as subgraphs are traversable independently,
allowing for distributed and horizontally-scalable tracing implementations.

Handling Faults (→). In the context of handling faults, we trace the longest path
of the DAG as an upper bound. As we illustrate in Figure 4.7, the corresponding
tracing runtime is negligible as we measure only 2.47 ± 0.07 s with unique AES keys,
1.19 ± 0.04 s with reused AES keys, and 0.36 ± 0.01 s with unencrypted tracing ref-
erences. When handling faults, every record query can only request a single record.
Hence, we cannot benefit from batching, regardless of the respective DAG.

While tracing is somewhat constrained by the manufacturer-driven querying (and
the need to decrypt tracing references), our design ensures that the information
coordinator remains oblivious of the tracing references (when using encryption).
Although we consider these references to be sensitive, in scenarios with established
trust, coordinator-driven tracing constitutes a reasonable alternative as it allows
for significant performance improvements. The information coordinator can simply
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Figure 4.8 The runtimes (including tracing) for the three encryption settings of our fine-
blanking line application are comparable to the performance of our electric vehicle application.

perform the complete trace independently, as no time-consuming round-trips to the
querying manufacturer are needed to decrypt encrypted tracing references.

Evaluation Discussion

For this evaluation, we considered two models of different scale with different encryp-
tion settings to provide insights into the performance implications of strict confiden-
tiality needs. Despite the significantly-different impact of the encryption settings,
we assess the performance for these operations as appropriate, as all operations take
less than 100ms on average, with the majority of computations and runtime spent
by querying clients. A comparison to our application of a fine blanking production
line confirms these findings across all encryption settings (Figure 4.8). The over-
head of applying cryptographic operations is mostly limited to the manufacturers.
Therefore, we conclude that PrivAccIChain scales well with an increasing number
of operations and manufacturers. Given that the use and level of encryption are
configurable on a per-record basis, PrivAccIChain achieves a tunable trade-off be-
tween privacy and performance while supporting multi-hop information sharing. As
individual operations are in the orders of milliseconds, PrivAccIChain is well-suited
for real-world use. In real-world deployments, production and shipping steps real-
istically take hours, days, or even weeks, in contrast to our evaluation, where we
trigger them instantaneously when processing all produce and trade records that
belong to our DAG, which represents the entire supply chain (network).

We further ascertain that the underlying supply chain structure, i.e., the branching
behavior and depth of the DAG, does not have a major impact on the tracing perfor-
mance at larger scales. Compared to our fine blanking application that considered
longer paths, yet sparser branching behavior, we observe linear scaling regarding the
tracing durations. Hence, we conclude that for supply chains with n nodes, which
exceeds the number of utilized processes p by several magnitudes (i.e., n≫ p), only
n has a significant impact on the tracing duration. Finally, we refer to our previous
paper [BPM+21] for a comparison of PrivAccIChain to ProductChain [MKJ18], an-
other state-of-the-art approach in the area. There, we have shown that our results
align with other designs for tracing in supply chains. However, in contrast to our
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work, ProductChain assumes trustworthy manufacturers, and therefore, it is not
applicable to our considered scenario with low-trust supply chain environments.

After the (computational) performance, we now discuss PrivAccIChain’s security.

4.1.3.8 Discussing the Security of PrivAccIChain

In addition to the performance evaluation, we further have to discuss PrivAccI-
Chain’s security to holistically assess its real-world feasibility. We utilize several
established cryptographic and technological concepts, such as attribute-based en-
cryption, symmetric encryption, or blockchain technology. Thus, we rely on the
individual security of these concepts as well as their respective implementations,
namely AES [DBN+01], the utilized CP-ABE scheme [LW11], and Quorum [JPM16],
as well as all utilized libraries, e.g., the Charm cryptography framework [AGM+13].
We further exclude external factors, such as long-term power outages, as out of
scope. Accordingly, we now focus on different attack vectors against our design
while considering malicious-but-cautious entities (cf. Section 2.1.2.1).

Attack Vector Analysis

In the following, we consider and discuss various attacks with differing likelihood
and severity. We order our presentation according to their decreasing severity.

Entity Collusion. Entity collusion refers to attempts of multiple entities within our
architecture to gain access to information in violation of established access policies.
Since information is stored in (encrypted) records on the side of the information co-
ordinator, the information coordinator has to be involved in the collusion to provide
the records. Encrypted records are only decryptable if the required ABE attributes
are available. Based on this requirement, we identify two potential scenarios.

First, a manufacturer satisfies the ABE policy. Then, it legitimately has access to
all attributes that are required for decryption, i.e., no illegitimate access occurs.
Due to the collusion resistance of the underlying ABE scheme, joining attributes
of different manufacturers will not lead to increased decryption capabilities, i.e.,
the information remains encrypted [LW11]. Second, the issuing access guards could
collude to obtain additional decryption capabilities. In contrast to a collusion of
multiple manufacturers, PrivAccIChain cannot prevent this type of attack. However,
PrivAccIChain allows for a tunable collusion resistance because the issuing of ABE
attributes can be distributed over multiple access guards. Moreover, appropriate
ABE policy design promises to further reduce the threat of this attack vector, i.e.,
attributes that satisfy a policy should be distributed over multiple access guards.

Intentional Data Distribution. Besides the collusion of multiple entities, records
could be shared with unauthorized parties on purpose. If encrypted records are dis-
tributed, no information is leaked as sensitive information simply remains encrypted.
In contrast, if a manufacturer with legitimate access decrypts the information, this
information is not processed and secured by our design anymore. Thus, PrivAccI-
Chain cannot prevent its (unauthorized) distribution. Here, we recommend using
access logs at the information coordinator to identify misbehaving parties.
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Record Tampering. Manufacturers have to trust the information coordinator to
store their records persistently. Thus, the availability and correctness of these records
depend on the information coordinator’s compliance. Hence, unintentional data loss
as well as intentional manipulation or deletion of records are also attack vectors.
Backup and replication strategies promise to mitigate the risk of (unintentional) data
loss. Similarly, the fingerprints on the immutable ledger ensure that manufacturers
can prove intentional manipulations and deletion of records. Thus, we conclude that
PrivAccIChain supports sufficient mechanisms to counter record tampering.

Illegitimate Behavior. Our design assumes that the majority of entities behaves
as intended, i.e., they are not colluding to manipulate, delete, or distribute data.
Consequently, majoritarian illegitimate behavior can impact PrivAccIChain.

By distributing the control over ABE attributes to multiple access guards, encrypt-
ing records, storing proofs of existence (fingerprints) on the immutable ledger, and
allowing multiple instances of the information coordinator, PrivAccIChain provides
several countermeasures against entity misbehavior and collusion. The level of re-
silience against illegitimate behavior is tunable at the cost of increased complexity
and decreased performance. However, PrivAccIChain is prone to access guards col-
luding, for example, with the information coordinator, i.e., where a majority of
central components colludes or misbehaves. In such a case, the confidentiality of
records is not technically guaranteed anymore. While this attack vector could pose
a significant threat, we rate its likelihood as very low because manufacturers will
simply cease to rely on the respective (compromised) instance of PrivAccIChain.

Information Fraud. While PrivAccIChain protects against record manipulation
and deletion, it cannot guarantee the correctness of provided information. Thus,
manufacturers could insert fraudulent information, e.g., manipulated information
or random data. To account for this attack, PrivAccIChain features a detached
judge for on-demand conflict resolution, for example, to express financial penal-
ties. Our reliable sensing (cf. Section 4.1.2) or integrated reputation systems (cf.
TrustChain [MDKJ19]) could provide additional resilience in this regard.

Request Pattern Analyses. In addition to illegitimate and direct access to informa-
tion, attackers could be interested in business relationships and frequent interactions,
for example, when eavesdropping the interactions with the information coordinator.
Although PrivAccIChain allows for record encryption, request and communication
patterns (e.g., request frequencies and volume) are still eavesdroppable. Moreover,
the information coordinator has access to these patterns by design. To counter such
passive attacks, manufacturers can manage multiple accounts to appear as if differ-
ent manufacturers are interacting with PrivAccIChain. Alternatively, obfuscation
strategies, e.g., the use of dummy records or mix networks, could be appropriate
countermeasures that do not excessively burden the information coordinator. Thus,
corresponding mitigation strategies are conceptually available if needed.

Key Leakage. PrivAccIChain relies on AES and ABE to ensure confidentiality, i.e.,
records are not encrypted individually for each recipient. In addition to reducing the
overhead, this design also ensures that single manufacturers cannot be excluded from
access to information (if they satisfy the embedded ABE policy). Given that ABE
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attributes are bound to individual manufacturers, a collusion of multiple entities
will not lead to elevated access either [LW11]. Thus, only a single leak by one party
with all required ABE attributes would provide decryption capabilities. However,
the information coordinator does not return any records to unauthorized parties.
Thus, even in this case, the implications of key leakage attacks are limited.

Similarly, compromised access guards are only a minor threat because ABE policies
should be designed in a way that they require attributes by n different access guards.
Consequently, no single party is responsible for all attributes. Additionally, all en-
tities authenticate themselves using certificates. If the corresponding key material
is compromised, an attacker could impersonate another entity. However, only with
simultaneous access to the relevant ABE attributes, the attacker would be able to
decrypt retrieved records. With the help of request origin determination or request
logs, such an attack should be detectable to allow for certificate revocation.

Altogether, key leakage represents a significant attack vector with only limited sever-
ity due to our multi-layered and decentralized access control scheme. The implemen-
tation of advanced mechanisms, such as time-interval attributes [LYZL18], could
further reduce the implications of key leakage attacks.

Denial-of-Service Attacks. Apart from specialized attacks, denial-of-service attacks
could (also) impair the availability of PrivAccIChain. We consider corresponding
mitigation strategies as out of scope and refer to appropriate countermeasures in
both past [FS00,MR04] and current research [RKKV17]. Resource accounting as well
as pattern and anomaly detection represent preventive and reactive methods. Due
to our distributed design and the processing of usually time-uncritical information,
corresponding attacks only pose a minor threat to PrivAccIChain.

Data Leakage. Similar to the intentional distribution, records could be revealed
following an unintended distribution or as a result of compromised entities. Although
we assess the likelihood of external attacks as higher than for intentional distribution,
external attacks usually do not reveal the required decryption keys. Hence, attackers
can only gain limited access to valuable information (if decrypted at all).

Conclusion of our Security Discussion

Concerning the security guarantees of PrivAccIChain, we presented nine groups of
attack vectors and analyzed their severity as well as their respective likelihoods, as
we summarize in Table 4.2. We have further outlined several implemented as well
as optional countermeasures. Overall, we consider information fraud as the most
likely attack with potentially far-reaching implications since manufacturers could
expect competitive advantages by providing fraudulent information. As part of our
information-processing pipeline, we intend to mitigate this threat by establishing
the notion and concept of reliable, i.e., E2E-secured, sensing (cf. Section 4.1.2).
Due to the tunable resilience against entity collusion in PrivAccIChain by utilizing
multiple access guards, we assess the remaining attack vectors as unlikely and rather
uncritical. Thus, we conclude that it provides appropriate security capabilities and
guarantees as well as a tunable trade-off between accountability (transparency) and
confidentiality (privacy) for information sharing along supply chains.
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Attack Severity Likelihood Countermeasures

Entity Collusion Multiple Information Coordinator Instances, Mul-
tiple Access Guards, External Supervision

Intentional Data Distribution Request Logging, Financial Penalties
Record Tampering Backup Strategies, Multiple Information Coordi-

nator Instances, Fingerprints, Proof of Existence
Illegitimate Behavior Multiple Access Guards, Multiple Information Co-

ordinator Instances
Information Fraud Record Fingerprints, Financial Penalties, Reputa-

tion System, IoT Sensor Data
Request Pattern Analyses Multiple Accounts, Active Obfuscation
Key Leakage Layered Access Control, Time-Interval Attributes
Denial-of-Service Attacks Preemptive and Reactive Avoidance
Data Leakage Data Record Payload Encryption

Table 4.2 Summary of potential attack vectors against PrivAccIChain. For each attack,
we state the estimated likelihood and severity in case of a successful attack as well as all
implemented and optional (highlighted in italics) countermeasures. We rate the likelihood and
severity from low , over medium-low , medium , and medium-high , to high .

4.1.3.9 Conclusion

This section concludes the second part of our processing pipeline for reliable informa-
tion along supply chains. We have discussed PrivAccIChain, a design that establishes
accountable-yet-confidential information flows along supply chains. PrivAccIChain
particularly considers environments with flexible and highly-dynamic business rela-
tionships through its use of ABE policies. Moreover, the (encrypted) tracing ref-
erences in the information records account for multi-hop information sharing and
further allow for efficient traversal of the supply chain. The traversal is especially
beneficial for the use case of tracing, both downstream (→) and upstream (←).
Based on our evaluation of two real-world applications, we conclude that PrivAccI-
Chain’s performance is satisfactory for large-scale deployments. With the presented
flexibility of PrivAccIChain, i.e., its customizability regarding accountability, veri-
fiability, and confidentiality (privacy) at the expense of computational complexity
and storage requirements, we provide a tunable and powerful design. Finally, cor-
responding deployments could even support new businesses in bootstrapping their
operations as PrivAccIChain provides desired accountability for them by default.

4.1.4 Takeaways and Future Research

In the following, we briefly conclude the presentation of our first contribution, which
addresses the need for reliable information, its processing, and sharing along supply
chains. In particular, we have demonstrated two (independent) parts that jointly
tackle this challenge, from the “edge”, where information is being sensed, to the
long-term use, where information is being persisted and shared (cf. Figure 4.2). We
wrap up by discussing the suitability of our selected building blocks in Section 4.1.4.1.
Subsequently, in Section 4.1.4.2, we briefly highlight the universality of our presented
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pipeline for applications that exceed the processing of information along supply
chains. Finally, in Section 4.1.4.3, we discuss potential next steps and future work.

4.1.4.1 Suitability of Selected Technical Building Blocks

Concerning the reliable sensing part, we conclude that our selected building blocks
are largely without promising alternatives: Confidential computing and the idea of
trusted sensors are exceptionally well-suited to improve the authenticity and relia-
bility of sensed information as confidential computing has been proposed to protect
sensitive information during processing (in untrusted environments). Our concept
further relies on an immutable ledger to ensure long-term information integrity and
consistency. While we have evaluated the performance of a blockchain, i.e., Quorum,
in practice, any type of tamperproof storage could be utilized, such as approaches
that realize database functionality inside of TEEs [RAA+19,PIZ+20]. Alternatively,
all stakeholders could also agree to rely on a trusted third party instead. These
changes to the long-term storage do not impact the security guarantees of our E2E-
secured sensing, as sensed information only leaves the protected computing environ-
ment after it has been attested and signed by the trusted server.

When looking at privacy-preserving information sharing, we are confident to have
selected tunable and performant technical building blocks, i.e., they allow for deploy-
ments of PrivAccIChain that are configurable according to use case-specific needs.
As we have outlined in our previous work [BPM+21], several approaches rely on
blockchain technology to improve the exchange of information in environments that
deal with supply chains. However, many of these works utilize a blockchain as a
central entity and require all information to be stored on-chain. To address this
bottleneck, in PrivAccIChain, the immutable ledger (again, it can be any type of
tamperproof storage) is only a supporting component. Thereby, we ensure the de-
sign’s scalability in large-scale and highly-dynamic environments. The application
of ABE as a generalization of traditional public-key cryptography further accounts
for opaque information-sharing scenarios that cover both varying business partners
and indirect business relationships. Without this modern concept, ensuring con-
fidentiality would be cumbersome and computationally costly as many recipients
(especially downstream) are not necessarily known when provisioning information
records. The uncertainty of recipients further significantly impairs the application
of other building blocks, such as data usage control or secret sharing.

When combining this discussion with our evaluation, we conclude that our selected
building blocks are well-suited to explore the evolution of information sharing along
supply chains in the IIoT. Moving on, we look at applications beyond this scope.

4.1.4.2 Universality of our Processing Pipeline for Reliable Information

While we envision deployments featuring our full processing pipeline (from trusted
sensor to PrivAccIChain) for the most extensive benefits, the individual parts are
also ready for individual use. Thus, supply chains can apply our design(s) as needed.
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While we motivate our reliable E2E-secured sensing with supply chains, our work is
also relevant for other applications. In particular, we can easily translate the foun-
dation of our work to settings where mutually-distrustful parties sense information
in (remote) environments, e.g., to reliably handle shared inventory management,
rental or parking services, digitized construction sites, and smart manufacturing.
Especially the latter demands accurate processing of usage and state information
due to the emergence of digital factories (cf. Section 1.1), where manufacturing
equipment and raw material are shared among companies. For example, accurate
monitoring of tool wear can be crucial to avoid significant damages (and, in turn,
costs) to production lines. Consequently, we argue that our work can also impact
applications that exceed the discussed tracking and monitoring in supply chains.

Likewise, we have designed PrivAccIChain with supply chains in mind. Even though
we specifically focused on the use case of tracing, PrivAccIChain is beneficial for var-
ious types of information sharing along supply chains. From a security perspective,
companies could even rely on carefully-designed ABE policies to realize information
sharing across supply chains. Thus, we conclude that PrivAccIChain is a powerful
concept to facilitate vastly different types of privacy-preserving information sharing.

Finally, we would like to point out that our processing pipeline is only able to provide
a solid and secure foundation for reliable information based on technical building
blocks. Thus, to resolve situations with deliberate misbehavior, technical failures,
or legal questions, our designs still inherently require human decision-makers in the
loop to make judgments and decisions based on the output of the technical domain.

4.1.4.3 Future Work and Next Steps

To further improve our contribution and its long-term implications, we discuss po-
tential next research directions and steps based on three conceptual groups.

First, a number of minor improvements, closely related to our work, are likely to
ease the deployability of our processing pipeline. First, large-scale deployment of
our reliable sensing design could help to convince stakeholders that relying on confi-
dential computing for their sensing activities entails significant benefits. Besides, to
consider all types of logical actors (cf. Section 4.1.1.1), exploring in detail whether
appropriately-designed ABE policies in PrivAccIChain address all needs for (govern-
mental) oversight or public verifiability, e.g., as required and desired in food chains,
would be supportive as well. Moreover, guiding stakeholders in setting up our pro-
cessing pipeline for real-world use in, for example, key management, remote attesta-
tion, ABE policy design, or other parameters, such as rate-limiting parameters when
interacting with the information coordinator, could further boost their willingness
to deploy and rely on it. Finally, when having their confidentiality concerns in mind,
extending PrivAccIChain with a time-based ABE scheme could satisfy their privacy
needs in settings where (long-term) transparency is considered to be less important.

Second, we identify two conceptual improvements that potentially significantly im-
pact our contribution. On the one hand, future work could combine the concepts of
PrivAccIChain and CCChain [WMP+22] to reduce the overhead of enabling long-
term information sharing by only publishing proofs. When evolving our processing
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pipeline in such a way, research should consider all stakeholders, including businesses,
consumers, and governments. On the other hand, the development of reputation and
rating systems that source reliable (and verifiable) information from our processing
pipeline could reshape business relationships in industry [BPT+23]. For example,
with reliable ratings, which would be based on technical guarantees, the dynamic
selection of suppliers could gain further traction in the evolved industrial landscape.

Third, our work would further benefit from progress in orthogonal research direc-
tions. In particular, as pointed out by related work (cf. Section 4.1.1.2), we expect
that significant effort is required in the future to develop reliable solutions for scenar-
ios where an embedding or attachment of trust anchors to a product is impossible or
infeasible (e.g., for cost or practicality reasons). Our work depends on such concepts
to match physical products with their digital information in our processing pipeline.
Additionally, given the focus of this dissertation on the information security perspec-
tive, we have neglected the economic implications of our contribution. Primarily,
PrivAccIChain is of interest here because it could enable attribute commercializa-
tion, for example, to develop new business models: Companies could sell access rights
to specific (sensitive) information when designing ABE policies in a skilled manner,
effectively establishing data markets. Finally, we look forward to seeing real-world
deployments that pick up our ideas despite the multitude of adoption challenges. For
an overview of these challenges, we refer to Gonczol et al. [GKHD20], who compiled
an extensive list based on related work of both academia and industry.

This subsection concludes the presentation of our first contribution, which focused
on existing business relationships. Specifically, we have exemplified a powerful pro-
cessing pipeline to implement secure collaborations, i.e., reliable information sensing
and sharing, along supply chains, even in opaque supply chain networks. We now
shift to our second contribution, which explicitly considers the confidentiality needs
in settings that involve unknown, most likely untrusted entities along supply chains.

4.2 Finding New Suppliers with Privacy-Preserving
Purchase Inquiries

In our second contribution, we look at secure collaborations that address the chal-
lenge of finding new suppliers, as prevalent in procurement processes. Effectively,
this practice frequently depends on establishing new business relationships along the
supply chain among mutually-distrusting companies. In this setting, the evolution
toward dynamic business relationships (cf. Section 1.1) is likely to only succeed if
technical approaches securely support companies in the establishment of new (trust)
relations by providing reliable guarantees. Ideally, corresponding approaches barely
introduce any overhead for the involved parties. In the following, we specifically fo-
cus on the potential of sourcing goods across the complete industrial landscape, i.e.,
to also consider suppliers without an established relationship, as the fear of disclosing
sensitive information during procurement pushes companies to their fixed networks
of suppliers [DGP03]. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to tackle the
confidentiality concerns of this essential task by introducing technical guarantees.
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First, in Section 4.2.1, we describe these privacy challenges in detail. Afterward,
in Section 4.2.2, we detail our designs for two-way privacy in the early stages of
procurement. We refer to this step of procurement as “purchase inquiry”. Finally,
in Section 4.2.3, we conclude the presentation of our second contribution.

4.2.1 Challenges in Bootstrapping Collaborations

Companies and production processes in an evolved industrial landscape are also
driven by customer requests or small-batch production (cf. Section 1.1). A necessity
for any production is the availability of parts and components. Likewise, swiftly
reacting to new circumstances and customer requests can only succeed if companies
have sufficiently large networks of suppliers [SGM06, SOM14]. Given the diversity
of requests in small-batch production, companies likely have to flexibly source parts
from different suppliers. Therefore, they have to repeatedly discover suitable busi-
ness partners, a process that many stakeholders consider to be very privacy-invasive.

As a foundation for our second contribution, in Section 4.2.1.1, we thus introduce
purchase inquiries and refer to the privacy needs that we have already outlined in
Section 3.2.2. This introduction is essential to understand the confidentiality needs
of involved stakeholders. Subsequently, based on this information, we derive general
design goals (Section 4.2.1.2) that promise to mitigate this situation. Afterward, in
Section 4.2.1.3, we discuss related work and highlight that related work has mostly
overlooked this research direction so far. Based on this foundation, we then detail
our designs that tackle this overlooked yet crucial aspect of procurement.

4.2.1.1 Purchase Inquiries

With our focus on the IIoT in this dissertation, we particularly discuss procurement
and purchase inquiries from a perspective of business-to-business markets. As part
of the procurement process [NS91,WR17], interested companies, so-called buyers,
contact potential suppliers (sellers) and inquire about specific components, parts,
or products [CRZ20]. While we refer to this step as a purchase inquiry, it is also
known as “request for quotation” [Elg12,CRZ20]. The primary goal of this step is to
find a supplier who can satisfy the requested order. Additionally, relevant supplier
evaluation criteria include, e.g., timeliness, quality, sustainability, or price [CRZ20,
PMK+21]. Most notably, a purchase inquiry is only a single step in the process of
identifying, managing, and integrating suppliers. For an in-depth introduction to
the prevalent steps of today’s well-established procurement processes in business-to-
business markets, we refer to our summary in previous work [PDF+23, Appendix A].

During procurement, a buyer commonly has to consider (and contact) various sup-
pliers, as we illustrate in Figure 4.9. For instance, she is interested in a specific
product, e.g., a robotic arm, and contacts her network of suppliers (i.e., suppliers
the buyer has worked with in the past). To this end, she has to provide them with
detailed specifications about the robotic arm, such as rotation angle, lifting capacity,
and supported communication protocols. After their replies, which indicate whether
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Figure 4.9 Traditionally, buyers tend to reuse their existing business networks when looking
for suitable suppliers. Due to privacy concerns (the need to share information upfront), other,
potentially superior suppliers are excluded, which diminishes the result and value of the inquiry.

they are able to deliver the requested product, the buyer might be able to select a
suitable supplier. However, due to the focus on (trusted) suppliers, several other
potentially superior suppliers are left out. Related work confirms that finding suit-
able suppliers is a major issue [HP01]. Centralized platforms promise to mitigate
this situation by simplifying this matching [HP01]. However, they learn all details,
which constitutes a significant breach of privacy. Even without such platforms, buy-
ers have privacy concerns, i.e., they want to avoid sharing sensitive information with
companies without a previous relationship [Age01,AN07,NN17]. Furthermore, they
might not even be aware of their existence or supported capabilities. Thereby, when
making such decisions, buyers currently have a limited view of all available options.

Likewise, potential sellers are also dissatisfied with sharing sensitive information
upfront. As their counterpart, they have to openly share details on their capabilities,
their delivery times, and price expectations even if no trust relationship has been
established. This knowledge could potentially benefit their competitors to outmatch
their offers. Therefore, privacy in purchase inquiries is a two-way street [AN07] and
should be treated accordingly. Otherwise, the risk-free establishment of relationships
with the goal of selecting the most suitable supplier(s) will not succeed.

Zeng et al. [ZWD+12] outline the different types of (sensitive) information in detail
and hence confirm the need for corresponding approaches. To overcome the issue
of neglecting many suitable business partners, privacy preservation during procure-
ment is thus a crucial aspect. A corresponding solution should mitigate this issue,
address any concerns, and improve today’s established “buyer-seller” matchmaking.
Apart from an improved matching, further benefits could follow from the handling
of specialized products [FR01] and the ability to swiftly react to customer requests.

In Section 3.2.2, as part of our introduction of procurement in the context of ma-
chine tool suppliers, we have already outlined the most important privacy aspects.
To summarize, the process of requesting offers is characterized by the distrust of the
involved parties. To receive a useful offer, both companies have to exchange sen-
sitive information, which they prefer not to disclose, especially when dealing with
untrusted parties. Consequently, we argue that technical means are needed to suffi-
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ciently address the stakeholders’ confidentiality needs. Ultimately, such approaches
would contribute to fairer and industry-wide competition while allowing companies
to also focus on less tangible goals, such as sustainability (cf. Figure 1.1). Thus,
overall, the benefits exceed far beyond the directly-involved buyers and sellers.

4.2.1.2 Design Goals for Improved Privacy during Procurement

Based on our considered scenario, we now derive a set of five distinct, general de-
sign goals, which must be addressed by any approach that improves the privacy of
purchase inquiries. We argue that they are independent of the domains in which the
inquiries take place. These goals summarize the needs of the individual parties (G-I1
and G-I2) as well as universal conceptual design goals (G-I3, G-I4, and G-I5).

G-I1: Buyer Privacy. Companies are interested in keeping sensitive information on
their business practices and orders private [AN07,NN17], especially in light of un-
trusted third parties. Consequently, they are only willing to reveal this information
to their suppliers, i.e., in our scenario, the deliberately-selected seller. They want to
avoid sharing anything upfront with other parties, especially if no business relation-
ship is established after all. This information is not limited to the requested product
or its specification but also includes other sensitive criteria (e.g., their price expecta-
tions). Likewise, buyers cannot tolerate any linking of their queries. Overall, buyers
are concerned with leaking valuable data, fearing a loss of their competitiveness.

G-I2: Seller Privacy. Even though buyers are more likely to share information up-
front (cf. G-I1), sellers also have an interest in confidentiality. Today, their privacy
is at stake in two ways [AN07]. First, sellers reply to purchase inquiry requests with
specific offers. Apart from the effort invested in this possibly unrewarding task (if
no sale is closed), made offers reveal a variety of sensitive details. For example, they
contain the company’s production capabilities, its declared price, and potentially
additional insights into available production resources or schedules. Thus, competi-
tors might be able to derive the sellers’ profit margins or other valuable details,
eventually providing them with means to undercut offers. Second, currently, sellers
might resort to publicly announcing their catalog (e.g., as known from consumer
mail-ordering businesses) to attract business, i.e., their privacy is similarly affected.

G-I3: Protocol Resistance. Improved privacy during procurement further demands
secure approaches, i.e., colluding parties should not be able to extract any additional
information, especially about third parties. Similarly, the result of any privacy-
preserving purchase inquiry must be sound, i.e., no manipulation must be possible
at any time. This goal primarily concerns the comparison of price expectations,
as otherwise, sellers could pretend to provide goods at every price to extract the
requesting buyer’s price limit. Furthermore, falsely-advertised products by a seller
would be immediately noticeable to the buyer as the subsequent negotiation would
fail right away (the“matched” seller cannot provide said products). Regardless, such
unsound results would also diminish the value of and the trust in the protocol, i.e.,
sensible approaches should prevent such attacks to ensure technology acceptance.
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G-I4: Applicability. Given our focus on real-world settings, any approach must
satisfy the constraints of real-world applications. Namely, this goal covers both
performance and scalability, where scalability refers to the number of products that
are globally comparable and the number of contactable sellers in a specific period.
Solutions not fulfilling these goals might only be able to improve the companies’
privacy while failing to significantly improve the status quo.

Since purchases are started well in advance (usually providing several weeks of
buffer), mainly due to the manual effort that is needed and to account for delivery
delays, having an (automated) protocol run conclude within a single day constitutes
a reasonable upper bound. If conducting a privacy-preserving purchase inquiry is
not feasible, the envisioned dynamic business relationships remain impractical as
they would incur significant overhead. Thus, to profit from all benefits, e.g., the
ability to react to customer change requests, improved product quality, and lower
costs, any proposed approach must scale to real-world needs. Thus, this goal is key
for any solution’s success and its technology acceptance (in industry).

G-I5: Ease of Use. To stress parts of the previous goal (G-I4), we explicitly model
the ease of use as a distinct goal. In particular, we demand the independence of
the involved parties, i.e., a purchase inquiry should not be bound to a fixed set of
potential sellers. Instead, buyers should be able to contact sellers on demand and
as needed, e.g., if no satisfying match has been made or the subsequent negotia-
tions cannot be concluded. On a related note, to ease real-world deployment and
since companies are reserved to use centralized services to manage their purchase
inquiries [CGJ+09], newly-proposed designs should avoid them. All in all, this ad-
dition aligns nicely with G-I3, which mandates preventing all sorts of information
leaks, because it effectively limits the number of involved stakeholders in a single
protocol run to a minimum, i.e., by excluding uninvolved parties. Moreover, a direct
bilateral protocol between a buyer and a single seller most likely reduces the load
on the sellers (cf. G-I4) as they are only contacted if needed. Consequently, we
argue that approaches to improve the privacy in purchase inquiries should avoid a
trusted third party (to limit the threat of data leaks) and should not make use of
multi-party computation (to improve the flexibility and to avoid round-based runs
with fixed sets of potential sellers), i.e., we call for flexible, bilateral approaches.

Non-Goals. For this contribution, we focus on approaches that allow buyers and sell-
ers to extend their established network of business relations in business-to-business
markets without fearing any leaks of sensitive information. In particular, we do not
want to replace procurement processes, contract negotiations, or approaches for bid-
ding on products or prices in any way. Consequently, fuzzy queries are uncalled-for
as buyers know the product properties that they inquire about. Instead, we intend
to augment these established approaches with an intermediate step to establish new
business relationships without the need to reveal sensitive information upfront.

4.2.1.3 Related Work

While research efforts from different domains, including business experts and com-
puter scientists, target the directions of electronic markets [KB06], auctions [NPS99,
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NT00,Bra06], and private e-tendering [PPW08], they neglect to significantly improve
the privacy during traditional procurement processes that are widely in use today.
Consequently, companies protect themselves by limiting their considered sellers in
practice [AN07] or requiring third parties to sign NDAs at an early stage of the
negotiations [WR17], which is a time-consuming and tedious task (cf. Section 3.2.2).

Basically, prior work focuses on approaches that also cover the conclusion of pur-
chases and sales, including agreeing on a fixed price. Thereby, they exceed our
scenario, where only a pre-selection (matching) is needed to allow companies to still
negotiate final prices. Furthermore, these works usually assume that one entity re-
veals what they are buying or selling, i.e., commonly, sellers have to reveal their
product catalogs or products. Thus, these scenarios all contradict our goal of not
sharing any information upfront as they only consider the privacy of one party.

In the area of advertising, related work [GCF11,HHHB11] only focuses on the pri-
vacy of ad receivers (cf. G-I1) as the second party, i.e., the ad provider, does not
demand specific privacy guarantees. Thus, these approaches violate the need for
seller privacy (G-I2). Regardless, they intuitively highlight similar privacy issues in
other settings. To conclude, all of them fail to protect the privacy of all involved
entities as they commonly focus on a single party only. Hence, they are not suitable.

Finally, initiatives such as the federated data infrastructure GAIA-X [BFRLG21]
and IDS [OAC+16,OJ19] aim at standardizing (industrial) data sharing. However,
they are broader in scope, impose significant technical and organizational require-
ments for participating, and so far have not specifically addressed purchase inquiries.
Simply applying other approaches for the matching and exchange of information to
our considered scenario is not feasible either because, for purchase inquiries, multiple
dimensions must be compared jointly (i.e., product(s) and price range(s)). Conse-
quently, we stress the research gap of offering privacy-preserving purchase inquiries
through technical and secure approaches that scale to industry needs.

4.2.2 Two-Way Privacy for Purchase Inquiries

For our second contribution, we select several building blocks from privacy-preserving
computation (cf. Section 2.3.1), i.e., PSI and HE, to propose multiple designs that
ensure two-way privacy for purchase inquiries. These designs differ in terms of their
confidentiality guarantees and the computational overhead they introduce for the in-
volved buyers and sellers. Hence, companies can choose a design according to their
use case-specific needs. Overall, we provide the evolving industrial landscape with
an important tool that promises the risk-free establishment of dynamic buyer-seller
relationships. In principle, buyers can reliably increase the number of considered
sellers as they do not have to fear any disadvantages from sharing sensitive infor-
mation upfront (with unsuitable or untrusted sellers). Our proposed designs have
in common that they are neatly integrateable into today’s well-established procure-
ment processes. Thus, the other stages of procurement processes remain unaltered,
eliminating any repercussions that follow from the use of privacy-preserving pur-
chase inquiries. Moreover, since they are oblivious of the handled products, their
deployment is independent of concrete domains, allowing for industry-wide use.
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In the following, in Section 4.2.2.1, we give an overview of our designs before de-
tailing their respective protocols in Section 4.2.2.2. Afterward, in Section 4.2.2.3,
we introduce our prototypical implementations. Since their feasibility for real-world
deployments is of utmost importance, we then proceed with an extensive evaluation
that covers four subsubsections: In Section 4.2.2.4, we first discuss the designs’ gen-
eral performance. Subsequently, in Section 4.2.2.5, we specifically look at real-world
use cases to underline our work’s feasibility. In addition to the performance, we need
to carefully assess the security and privacy guarantees of our designs to ensure that
our work improves the situation for companies in the IIoT. Thus, in Section 4.2.2.6,
we elaborate on these matters. Finally, we conclude our evaluation in Section 4.2.2.7.

4.2.2.1 Designs for Secure and Privacy-Preserving Bilateral Purchase Inquiries

We now propose our designs. As a foundation, we first introduce a semi-formal
definition of purchase inquiries along with the properties of each involved party.
Sourcing this notation, we then continue with a design overview.

Notation for Purchase Inquiries

While our definition focuses on a single Buyer B who considers n potential Sell-
ers S1, . . . , Sn, our proposed, bilateral protocols only handle a single seller Si at a
time. We can handle multiple independent buyers by parallelizing protocol runs
conveniently. Thus, corresponding designs scale to any real-world setting at hand.

Product Modeling. Every relevant product P is representable by a unique identifier.
To this end, for discretization, we define a global (domain-specific) modeling function
f : P −→ N,∀P ∈ P : f(P ) ∈ [0, . . . N ], where P matches all relevant products,
N ≥ |P| is a fixed integer and globally defined together with f for a specific domain.
In a query, buyers and sellers must use the same f to ensure interoperability.

Product-Price Mapping(s). First, we define a set X = f(P ) ×M, where M refers
to a price, e.g., in USD. A tuple in X semantically corresponds to (id , price). We
define a Buyer B’s query q as PB

q ⊂ X, and for every Seller Si, we define a set
containing all producible items in her product catalog c as P Si

c ⊂ X. As we require
specific price expectations per product, we further note that ∄ (id ,m1), (id ,m2) ∈
PB
q ∧ ∄ (id ,m1), (id ,m2) ∈ P Si

c where m1 ̸= m2. Buyers and sellers independently
populate their sets PB

q and P Si
c : For each product P with id , maxB

id defines the

maximum price a Buyer B is willing to pay for it, and minSi
id indicates the minimum

price expected by Seller Si. For eventual sales negotiations, the respective min and
max values are kept private.

Buyer. A Buyer B’s query q is expressed through the set PB
q , where to-be-queried

products are stored in direct connection with their envisioned maximum prices. We
further define a function gB that indicates whether Buyer B is interested (1 ≡ true)
in a specific product, i.e., gB : N −→ {0, 1},∀id ∈ f(P) : gB(id) = 1 ⇔ (id ,m) ∈
PB
q , else gB(id) = 0. For each query q, we further compute a specific price threshold
⊥B =

∑
id∈f(P) gB(id) ·maxB

id to fix the maximum costs.
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Seller. In addition to the product catalog c and the conceived minimum prices that
are expressed through P Si

c , we define a globally-defined price threshold ⊤ ̸∈ M. We
rely on ⊤ as a price placeholder for every product id that is not listed in the seller’s
product catalog c, i.e., (id ,⊤) ∈ X ⇎ ∃(id ,m) ∈ P Si

c .

Purchase Inquiry. We express a purchase inquiry PI between Buyer B and Seller
Si as PI i(P

B
q , P Si

c ). Further, PI ’s result is either: (i) In a more expressive (fine–
granular), yet more revealing PI , Buyer B obtains a result for each queried product
in her query q: ∀ (id , price) ∈ PB

q : (id , price, {0, 1}), or (ii) she only learns a single
result 1 or 0 (indicating a match or no match, respectively), stripping all details.

When summarizing this notation informally, we identify two key aspects. First,
Buyer B has a query q that contains different, parameterized products as well as
a maximum price for each of these products. Second, each Seller Si maintains a
product catalog c with producible items and corresponding minimum prices.

Design Overview

We name our designs according to their underlying concepts. First, we are proposing
a PSI-based design, called PPI, that utilizes two computational phases to process
a purchase inquiry. Second, our primary HE-based design, called HPI, builds on
computations on encrypted inputs. Third, based on HPI, we derive a design variant
that obliviously offloads parts of expensive HE computations to a cloud. Accordingly,
we refer to this cloud-tailored design as cHPI. Mixing or combining our designs as
part of a single purchase inquiry between buyer and seller is not possible. However,
a Buyer B can select different designs for different Sellers Si because our bilateral
realization ensures that individual runs are independent of each other.

We summarize the differences between our designs in more detail in Section 4.2.2.7,
but first, now in brief: Due to its simplicity and low-overhead building blocks, PPI
promises improved performance over HPI and cHPI at the expense of slightly weaker
privacy guarantees. In contrast, HPI and cHPI primarily differ in where they dis-
tribute the computational overhead of performing computations on HE ciphertexts.

Our designs to realize privacy-preserving purchase inquiries consist of four phases, as
we illustrate in Figure 4.10. Initially, 1 as part of a global setup, a global modeling
function f(P ) must be defined, which is later used to deterministically map products
to ids. Next, each buyer-seller pair (B, Si) bilaterally executes the protocol steps,
i.e., to consider multiple potential sellers, the buyer reruns the protocol multiple
times. In the first protocol step, 2 buyer and seller can individually pre-process
certain steps, such as preparing the query q or indexing the catalog c. The exact
opportunity for this pre-processing depends on the specific design in use.

Afterward, 3 we bilaterally conduct the privacy-preserving comparison phase to
obliviously identify matches (in terms of product(s) and price range(s)) between the
buyer’s query and the seller’s catalog. For our straightforward, PSI-based purchase
inquiry design (PPI), we utilize a two-phased approach: an independent matching
and a subsequent price comparison for each matched product. In the second phase,
we have to outsource the ORE-based price comparison to a third party to preserve
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Figure 4.10 Conceptually, our designs consist of phases to realize a privacy-preserving com-
parison of a buyer’s query and a seller’s catalog: They depend on a global modeling, allow for
pre-processing, and compute the comparison. Finally, after a successful match for a query (in
terms of product(s) and price range(s)), the traditional procurement process can continue.

privacy as ORE supports symmetric-key cryptography only. Thus, PPI partially
violates the ease of use goal (G-I5). In contrast, our HE-based approaches (HPI and
cHPI) directly return a single result for all queried products following the computa-
tion. The buyer repeats this phase for each potential seller. Eventually, she knows
which sellers are, in principle, able to satisfy her requested order within the expected
price range. These two aspects are the most important decision factors [XCK08].

Due to its more performant PSI-based building block, PPI outperforms our HE-
based designs HPI and cHPI (cf. Section 4.2.2.4). However, its superior flexibility
and performance come at the expense of slightly-weaker privacy guarantees due to
its straightforward design, as we detail in Section 4.2.2.6. To relieve the seller in
HPI from some computational load, we can offload parts of the (costly) computation
to an untrusted cloud, which is inspired by work that outsources vector multiplica-
tions [CG17]. Depending on the seller’s computing and networking resources, cHPI
can be a suitable alternative as it reduces her computational load at the expense
of greatly-increased network traffic. While such a design seems to contradict G-I5,
using HE ensures that the cloud learns nothing about the data it operates on nor
the final result. Consequently, cHPI does not require any trust in this third party.

Finally, 4 the buyer can contact any number of matched sellers to continue with
the final negotiations, i.e., to agree on a price, a delivery schedule, and other rel-
evant aspects. This final phase, after our privacy-preserving comparison, remains
unchanged regarding established procurement processes. Thereby, both buyers and
sellers keep the same flexibility as they are accustomed to today.
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Our designs generally ensure buyer and seller privacy (G-I1 and G-I2) by utilizing
building blocks from privacy-preserving computation (cf. Section 2.3.1). Moreover,
thanks to our modular phases, we can gradually adjust and tune specific parts of each
protocol if needed. As a protocol run only concerns the buyer and a specific seller,
we also account for protocol resistance (G-I3), unlinkability of buyer queries (G-I1),
and the desired ease of use (G-I5). Furthermore, with our non-invasive impact on
today’s procurement, our privacy-preserving purchase inquiries integrate neatly into
established businesses processes: We allow buyers to consider a larger set of potential
sellers and relieve sellers from the need to draft offers early on while removing the
need to disclose any sensitive information upfront for all parties. The exact contract
negotiations (with optional soft criteria) are part of subsequent procurement steps.

4.2.2.2 Specifics of the Protocol Phases

Now, we discuss the phases of our proposed designs in more detail. We follow the
logical flow from Figure 4.10 and include protocol-specific sequence charts.

Modeling of Product Configurations

In the first phase, we obtain a unique product identifier from a parameterized product
description. Subsequent phases only make use of these discrete product identifiers.
Rather than an algorithm that computes them from a given description, we present a
data governance process that leads to machine-comprehensible product descriptions
with unique identifiers—an approach widely used, e.g., in e-commerce in context with
the schema.org product description schema (cf. Section 4.2.2.3). This global and
deterministic approach also conveniently enables additions, refinements, updates,
and product deprecations. The input into this process captures all relevant product
information except for the price. The output is a graph-shaped representation in a
uniform terminology, where the graph’s root node carries the product’s identifier.

To ensure global access to the market for all procuring companies, product identi-
fiers, descriptions, and purchase inquiries need to be FAIR [WDA+16], i.e., findable,
accessible, interoperable, and reusable. While “I” and “R” directly apply in our sce-
nario, “F” and “A” are only desirable in some use cases, e.g., a seller maintaining a
public catalog. Technically, FAIR data is often implemented along with the princi-
ples for 5-star open data [5st12,HRS18] and linked data [BL06,HAPS13], with an
open license being an optional concept: uniform resource identifiers (URIs) are used
as globally unique identifiers of things (products, standards, etc.), and data is linked
to other data to provide context, e.g., “what standards does product P conform
with”, or “how is the ‘weight’ of a product defined”. 5-star data implementations
usually adopt the graph-based RDF [WLC14] data model, which natively uses URIs
for instances, e.g., products, as well as on the schema level, e.g., to define a property
weight, as we exemplarily illustrate for a product in Figure 4.11.

Schema terms are usually agreed upon by a larger community in the domain (often
moderated by a standardization body). Such a formalized schema is called ontology.
Thus, a product P is modeled as an RDF resource, i.e., a node in the graph that has
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Figure 4.11 With our modeling of product P , we are able to obtain a deterministic represen-
tation. Here, we exemplify such a product description, which is illustrated an RDF graph.

a description in terms of outgoing edges pointing to further nodes. Given a URI u(P )
of P , which is unique and discrete, f(u(P )) maps it to a positive integer, as required
by our designs. Henceforth, we abbreviate it as f(P ). As we lack a universal,
canonical definition of how to generate URIs for resources with RDF, future work
has to also agree on globally-defined data governance (or implementations).

Pre-Processing Opportunities

After the global definition of the modeling function f(P ) to discretize products
P , we now present our purchase inquiry protocols. Given that the pre-processing
opportunities vary between our designs, we now discuss them individually.

PPI: A Two-Phased Approach. We illustrate this design in Figure 4.12. 1 For the
initial comparison of PPI (the matching step), Seller Si can pre-generate the Bloom
filter (containing all offered products P Si

c ) that is used for the PSI. Using f(P ) and
RSA blinds [KLS+17], the potential seller inserts all computed product ids in the
Bloom filter. Buyers later receiving the Bloom filter cannot brute-force the inserted
products, as all inserted product ids are signed using the seller’s private key. While
this step is the most computationally-expensive task, it still is reasonable as the
seller only has to perform it once. PSIs that build on other technologies [MAL23],
e.g., HE or OTs, do not necessarily provide comparable pre-processing capabilities
for our design. If desired, Seller Si can create a new Bloom filter by re-generating
the RSA key to protect against buyers colluding to derive her producible items,
i.e., the respective ids, from P Si

c that match to her product catalog c. Otherwise,
multiple buyers could later merge their queries, as the seller RSA-signs the queried
ids according to the RSA-PSI protocol [KLS+17] using the same private key. This
pre-processing, including the RSA blinding, exploits the unmodified RSA-PSI pro-
tocol by Kiss et al. [KLS+17] for efficiency. We simply outsource this step from the
originally-proposed protocol sequence.

To prepare a specific query, Buyer B can also pre-process the (quick and inexpensive)
derivation of product ids in PB

q using f(P ) for the subsequent comparison.

HPI: An HE-Based Protocol. In Figure 4.13, we present this design’s sequence
chart. 1 Buyer B homomorphically encrypts the result of gB(id) for every product
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Figure 4.12 PPI consists of two consecutive computational phases. After identifying matches
of product ids with the contacted seller during the PSI-based matching phase, the buyer can
trigger the cloud (third-party) to obliviously conduct an ORE-based price comparison.

id to pre-process a query, creating CB for subsequent use in HPI. Additionally,
she can pre-compute the query-specific price threshold ⊥B and PHE-encrypt it. To
prevent correlation attacks among contacted sellers, she can prepare individual PHE
ciphertexts for each Seller Si. Alternatively, she can reuse them. 2 Each potential
seller Si can already blind her prices from P Si

c to compute MSi
for subsequent use

in HPI. However, this step is not computationally expensive as no encryption or
signing is required. After this pre-processing phase, using the modeling function
f(P ), the sets PB

q and P Si
c have been individually prepared for the purchase inquiry

PI i(P
B
q , P Si

c ) by Buyer B and Seller Si.

cHPI: A Cloud-Tailored Design Variant. As we detail in cHPI’s sequence chart in
Figure 4.14, the 1 pre-processing of cHPI is identical to the pre-processing of HPI.

Privacy-Preserving Comparison

Subsequently to the parties computing their query and product catalogs, the buyer
can initiate the inquiry with each seller, i.e., she can trigger respective protocol runs
for as many sellers as needed, e.g., until a suitable seller has been found.

PPI: A Two-Phased Approach. In Figure 4.12, we illustrate the two individual
steps of PPI, i.e., matching and comparison. 2 The matching step continues the
Bloom filter-based PSI protocol by Kiss et al. [KLS+17]. First, Buyer B blinds
her PB

q using the public RSA key of Seller Si and sends the blinded query to the
seller. Then, the seller signs these entries using her private RSA key before returning
the results to the buyer. Lastly, in the matching step, the buyer can remove the
respective blinds and check for containment in the Bloom filter, which concludes the
matching. For each product, the buyer learns whether the seller is able to produce it
or not. Now, 3 the buyer can gracefully terminate PPI, e.g., if the result indicates
no or only partial matches of the requested products.
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Figure 4.13 After the pre-processing in HPI, the seller homomorphically computes a blinded
result and returns it to the buyer for decryption. This result contains the inquiry’s outcome.

When continuing with the purchase inquiry, Buyer B can subsequently trigger the
comparison step of PPI. Initially, 4 Buyer B and Seller Si establish a shared key
k that is used to order-revealingly encrypt their price expectations. Using a crypto-
graphic, keyed hash function hk, they further obfuscate the matched product ids. In
line with our ease of use goal (G-I5), we consider involving a third party as disadvan-
tageous. Still, in PPI, using a random transaction identifier TID, the buyer must
task an independent third party in the cloud to compare the prices under ORE. To
this end, the cloud explicitly queries the (encrypted) prices from Seller Si. First, 5
the buyer transmits RB, a set containing the obfuscated ids and her ORE-encrypted
price expectations, to the cloud, which requests the seller’s price expectations. Sec-
ond, 6 the seller shares RSi

, which likewise contains the obfuscated ids and her
ORE-encrypted price expectations, with the cloud to allow for an ORE-based price
comparison. Finally, 7 Buyer B receives a result for each queried/matched product
from the cloud, revealing whether the price expectations overlap as well.

HPI: An HE-Based Protocol. We detail the steps of HPI in Figure 4.13. First,
3 Buyer B transmits a PHE-encrypted vector CB, containing encrypted zeros and
ones from gB(id) and her encrypted price threshold (⊥B), to Seller Si. Subsequently,
4 Seller Si can homomorphically compute the result of the purchase inquiry using
her blinded prices (MSi

), i.e., she multiplies CB with her product prices (as a scalar
product). Afterward, she blinds ⊥B and subtracts it from the scalar product to
obtain R’. 5 She blinds the intermediate result (R’) before 6 returning the blinded
result RSi

B to the buyer. Finally, 7 the buyer can decrypt the PHE ciphertext (RSi
B ).

If the result is smaller than 0, the seller can produce the queried items and offers
them in the desired price range. Otherwise, the contacted seller is not a match. In
contrast to the default behavior of PPI, in HPI, the buyer gains no knowledge about
individual product matches in her query PB

q , improving the seller’s privacy (G-I2).

cHPI: A Cloud-Tailored Design Variant. cHPI largely follows the same computa-
tional concept as HPI. The buyer sends her encrypted vector directly to the cloud,
and the seller shares her blinded prices with the cloud. For confidentiality, these in-
puts are blinded with a random vector that buyer and seller agreed upon. The cloud
then computes the (costly) scalar product before returning the result to the seller
(to allow for blinding, as in HPI). We proceed with a detailed discussion of cHPI
and illustrate the computation steps of this cloud-tailored variant in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14 In comparison to HPI, the seller offloads the computationally-expensive homomor-
phic computation to a cloud in cHPI, which significantly reduces her computational workload.

Following the pre-processing, 2 Buyer B and Seller Si agree on a random vector N
to blind their pre-processed values (CB and MSi

). Otherwise, the cloud would know
the seller’s prices as they are not encrypted in HPI due to the local computation (no
threat of information leakage). Afterward, Buyer B must share her encrypted inputs
with both 3 the cloud (CB, unblinded vector) to eventually allow for a removal of
the blinds from the cloud-computed result by the seller and 4 the seller (⟨CB ·N⟩,
blinded scalar product). 5 Using the seller’s blinded prices (⟨MSi

·N⟩), the cloud
can homomorphically compute the (computationally-expensive) scalar product, i.e.,
R’ (as in HPI). Then, 6 the cloud returns this result (R’) to the seller, who 7
removes the random vector N using the blinded scalar product ⟨CB ·N⟩. Finally, as
the only local computation step, the seller subtracts the blinded ⊥B to compute the
intermediate result R”. 8 She further blinds the result with s to obtain RSi

B , and

9 returns this single result to the buyer, who 10 can decrypt the result using her
private PHE key. In cHPI, the result’s semantics are identical to the ones in HPI.

After this phase, the purchase inquiry PI i is concluded, and the buyer is aware of
the result(s), i.e., whether her query (including the price thresholds) fits the sellers’
catalog and price expectations. The privacy-preserving comparison is oblivious in
our designs, i.e., no sensitive information is leaked or exchanged. In contrast to PPI,
where the buyer is aware of the matches for each product, in HPI and cHPI, the
buyer only learns whether a seller can produce all requested products within the
specified price range. We discuss the corresponding implications in Section 4.2.2.6.

Concluding the Purchase Inquiry

In the final phase, the buyer can contact one or multiple matched sellers to individ-
ually continue with the procurement process. In particular, they have to negotiate
contracts, i.e., agree on specific terms. The buyer is also able to include additional as-
pects, such as sustainability or reputation, into the decision-making when contacting
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matched sellers. The introduction of our privacy-preserving purchase inquiry does
not affect other steps of the procurement process. Thus, we consider the next steps
as out of scope and refer to related work (e.g., [BTHN96,BVC01]). The conducted
(privacy-preserving) comparison is an indicator that, in theory, an agreement can be
reached. By design, buyers and sellers can (still) freely negotiate prices and terms.

4.2.2.3 Real-World Realization

In the following, we present our Python-based prototypes. Our designs build on
well-known building blocks by linking their (secure) operations to preserve the par-
ticipants’ privacy. Overall, the seller and cloud components provide RESTful APIs
through Flask [Ron10] web servers that offer secure network connections. Further-
more, to manage all tasks, e.g., incoming queries, we utilize Celery [Sol09]. To ac-
count for numerous requests in parallel, we support a separation of frontend (API)
and backend (workers). Thus, companies can scale their resources as needed, e.g.,
by relying on cloud computing to offload computationally-expensive tasks.

Modeling of the Product Configuration. For our evaluation, we rely on a simple
discretization approach as modeling (cf. Section 4.2.2.5). For real-world use, we
would have to define a way of generating (“minting”) URIs to identify the things
described [SC08] (cf. Section 4.2.2.2). In this regard, market participants are free to
agree on either descriptive URIs (https://trusted-marketplace.com/machine-
tools/dmu-50-gen3) or non-descriptive URIs (https://vdma.org/id/23597656-
0e29-4a04-9f6f-0a8d856c3769), as long as it has been agreed upon how to retrieve
information about a thing, given its URI. For example, following pure linked data
best practices does not require directory services but requires URIs to be HTTP
URLs, from which RDF metadata is downloadable. While we consider the exact re-
alization as orthogonal research that is independent of our designs, a trusted party
(e.g., an industry association), could maintain these globally used URIs on behalf of
the products’ providers within an independent Internet domain to also ensure the
privacy of retrieving companies. The RDF data should use agreed-upon schemas.
Thus, we argue to prefer re-using existing schemas, e.g., ECLASS for product classes
and product properties [ECL07], for which an old, unofficial ontology exists [HR10],
and an official one is under development, or many advanced units of measurement
ontologies to choose from [KS19]. Despite being less widespread, unofficial ontolo-
gies also exist for describing standards [BGGN+20]. When ontologies for use with f
are missing, we recommended adapting existing ones, e.g., specializing the general,
domain-independent GoodRelations ontology for product descriptions in e-commerce
(now part of the search engine standard schema.org [Hep15]), or generalizing ontolo-
gies for specific machine tool applications, e.g., ExtruOnt [RDBI20].

PPI: A Two-Phased Approach. We rely on a Bloom filter-based PSI [KLS+17] for
the matching step as this variant promises to be very performant (resulting in fewer
round trips and the ability to pre-process the product catalog). We utilize a Python
library [Ben20], which is based on PyCryptodome [Eij14], and added (de)serialization
support. For the comparison, we use a Python library [Pat17], which implements
the ORE scheme by Chenette et al. [CLWW16].
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HPI and cHPI: Our HE-Based Protocols. The remaining designs build on PHE
(cf. Section 2.3.1). We rely on the Paillier cryptosystem [Pai99]. More specifically,
we use CSIRO Data61’s Python library [CSI14] for our implementation.

Our implementations of PPI, HPI, and cHPI are publicly available [SrcC23a].

4.2.2.4 Performance Evaluation

As we have detailed in Section 4.2.2.1, our designs fulfill the conceptual goals of buyer
privacy (G-I1), seller privacy (G-I2), and ease of use (G-I5). In the following, we now
take a look at the performance and scalability of our designs (G-I4). In particular,
we present our experimental setup and discuss our measurements of the respective
runtimes, memory usage, and network load. Finally, based on these results, we
compare the different designs with each other. After this synthetic evaluation, we
study our designs in light of two real-world applications in Section 4.2.2.5.

Experimental Setup

We utilized a single server (Intel Xeon E5-2630 with 32GB RAM) to host all involved
parties. We ran Docker containers [Mer14], and they communicated via the loopback
interface. We report on the arithmetic mean of 30 runs, calculate 99% confidence
intervals, and present all measurements in logarithmic scales. When evaluating PPI,
we configured an RSA key size of 2048 bit for the PSI, and the defined key size of the
hash function in ORE was 20 bit. For the Paillier cryptosystem, in HPI and cHPI,
we relied on a key size of 3072 bit to encrypt the PHE ciphertexts.

Performance Measurements

We measured the computation time, maximum RAM usage, and the size of outgoing
transmissions per party. As the number of products in the product catalog signif-
icantly influences the performance, we consider different, real-world-derived values
between 5000 and 1Mio. for our evaluation. Contrary, the query size only has neg-
ligible influence on the runtime during the PSI-based matching as the buyer has
to request an encryption for each product (in PPI) or no influence at all as every
product id has to be encrypted anyway (HPI and cHPI). Given that PB

q ≪ P Si
c and

real-world queries cover only a few products, we fix the query size at 10.

PPI: A Two-Phased Approach. As we present in Figure 4.15a, the runtime of PPI
increases linearly with the product catalog’s size due to the signed values used in the
Bloom filter-based PSI (cf. pre-processing opportunities in Section 4.2.2.2). Notably,
it is shaped by the seller’s pre-processing, i.e., the runtime is dominated by a phase
that is only needed before the first protocol run and can be omitted by subsequent
runs with different buyers. The remaining runtime splits between the PSI during
the matching step (negligible: 500ms with a product catalog of 1Mio. entries and 10
products in the query) and the ORE-based price comparison computed in the cloud,
which sequentially involves buyer and seller. In the latter step, the most workload
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Figure 4.15 The runtime of our designs scales linearly with the number of products in the
product catalog. PPI is faster than HPI and cHPI by one order of magnitude. While PPI
allows for significant seller pre-processing, HPI enables buyer pre-processing. cHPI reduces the
seller’s workload by one order of magnitude in comparison to the purely local HPI protocol.
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(c) Memory needs of cHPI

Figure 4.16 In PPI, the seller keeps the entire Bloom filter in memory, which conforms to the
linear increase of memory usage. HPI reveals comparable memory needs for buyers and sellers,
while the cloud in cHPI significantly reduces the seller’s memory usage when compared to HPI.

is on the seller (36 s with 1Mio. total products) as she has to hash all products with
the shared key k to identify the cloud-requested prices. In contrast, as part of the
price comparison, the cloud is only affected by the number of overall matches. For
example, with 10 matches, we measure 75ms of workload in the cloud.

The memory needs of PPI (Figure 4.16a) are low. While the cloud’s use is indepen-
dent of the catalog’s size (at most 35MB), the memory consumption at the buyer
correlates with the size of the Bloom filter (4MB with 1Mio. products). The seller’s
memory usage during the matching is only 0.5MB and increases linearly with the
catalog’s size during the price comparison (262MB with 1Mio. products). Most
memory is needed for the pre-processing (at most 1.9GB for 1Mio. products).

Similar observations also hold for the transmission sizes (Figure 4.17a). For a query
with 10 products (and in our setting 10 matches), buyer and cloud transmit 7.1 kB
and 1.2 kB, respectively. The size of the transmitted data by the seller increases
linearly but remains maintainable (only 4MB with 1Mio. products in the prod-
uct catalog). In general, with a total runtime of 59min (including the one-time
pre-processing), moderate RAM usage, and limited network transmissions even for
product catalogs with 1Mio. products, PPI is very suitable for real-world use. Sellers
using pre-processed catalogs or buyers aborting the protocol whenever the matching
step was unsatisfactory further reduce the overall resource needs of PPI.

HPI: An HE-Based Protocol. The runtime of HPI (Figure 4.15b) increases linearly
with the number of products. While it is dominated by the buyer’s pre-processing
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(c) Network load of cHPI

Figure 4.17 In PPI, the seller transfers the Bloom filter for the PSI-based matching, and buyer
and cloud correlate with the query size and the number of matches, respectively. In HPI, the
buyer has to upload the encrypted catalog and only receives a single result from the seller. In
contrast to HPI, the seller offloads the PHE-based computation to the cloud when using cHPI.

(8.8 h for 1Mio. products), the remaining privacy-preserving comparison, involving
both parties, is nearly 30 times faster (≈ 18min for 1Mio. products). Hence, HPI
primarily burdens the buyer. However, she can reuse every pre-processed query by
sending it to all considered sellers and thereby significantly reducing her load.

In HPI, the maximal memory usage (Figure 4.16b) correlates linearly with the num-
ber of products as the buyer and seller load all ciphertexts into memory for the
pre-processing and computation, respectively. The maximum lies at maintainable
1.1GB for 1Mio. products on the buyer’s and 1.9GB on the seller’s side. Still, to
reduce the memory usage resulting in a constant maximum, we could easily adjust
our implementation to process the products (computation) in smaller batches.

Concerning the network transmissions (Figure 4.17b), the buyer has to upload all
PHE ciphertexts. Thus, the amount scales linearly with the number of products
(1.85GB for 1Mio. products). In contrast, the seller only returns a single result,
i.e., we constantly measure only 2.1 kB. While the necessary resources are steep
in HPI, its needs are still maintainable for real-world deployments. Today’s non-
automated procurement usually takes several days up to weeks. Thus, introducing
a processing of 10 h for catalogs with 1Mio. products adds no significant overhead.
A RAM consumption of at most 1.9GB and network transmissions of 1.85GB do
not overload today’s infrastructures and the resources of companies either.

cHPI: A Cloud-Tailored Design Variant. In Figure 4.15c, we detail the overall
runtime of cHPI. We notice that the offloading takes most of the runtime (excluding
the buyer’s initial pre-processing) in cHPI. Notably, in comparison to HPI (Fig-
ure 4.15b), the seller’s workload is reduced by nearly one order of magnitude due to
the offloaded scalar product computation relieving many of her resources. Thus, the
offloading to the cloud significantly unburdens the seller as most workload is now
shifted to the cloud. In contrast, the buyer’s pre-processing remains identical as she
still has to encrypt the same number of PHE ciphertexts when using cHPI.

Concerning the RAM usage, the seller is also relieved in cHPI as she no longer has
to keep all ciphertexts in memory, as we detail in Figure 4.16c. Instead, the cloud
inherits this task, effectively reducing the seller’s needs when comparing HPI to
cHPI. As for HPI, we could also adjust our cHPI implementation to support batch
processing. Thus, we could end up with an upper bound for the cloud if needed.
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Finally, as we have expressed before (cf. design overview in Section 4.2.2.1), we
measure significant differences in network usage when comparing HPI to cHPI. As
we illustrate in Figure 4.17c, the seller has the burden of offloading her blinded prices
to the cloud when using cHPI, resulting in a transmission overhead when compared
to HPI. Thus, in cHPI, the seller’s network usage correlates with the number of
products. This observation also holds for the buyer in both HPI and cHPI. In
contrast, the cloud’s network usage is constant as the result is always a single PHE
ciphertext, which is irrespective of the number of products that were used as initial
input. This behavior matches the seller’s network usage in HPI. Depending on the
exact scenario, the significantly-reduced computational and memory needs at the
seller will outweigh the increased transmission overhead. Given that the overall
runtime is still suitable for real-world use, even with constrained network links, e.g.,
a product catalog with 1Mio. products incurs a seller upload of only 23MB, cHPI
is a promising design variant of HPI for real-world deployments.

Comparing the Performance of PPI to HPI and cHPI

The resource usage and distribution over all participants is crucial for real-world
use of our proposed designs. Hence, in the following, we look into their respective
differences. The main reason for PPI outperforming HPI and cHPI is the difference
in the computation. While the HE-based designs, HPI and cHPI, operate with
ciphertext of every product id , even if they are irrelevant to both buyer and seller.
In contrast, PPI only operates with product ids that are relevant for the current
purchase inquiry, i.e., the ids in PB

q and P Si
c . This conceptual difference follows from

the operation of the underlying building blocks (and their confidentiality guarantees).

Computation Time. Given that the total runtime scales with the product catalog’s
size, all parties can estimate their computation time properly before starting the
execution. While all designs are well feasible for all involved entities with a rea-
sonable product catalog size, we notice that PPI is one order of magnitude faster
than HPI and cHPI. This difference in runtime bases on the PHE-induced over-
head in HPI and cHPI, which enables very strong privacy in comparison to the
comparably-inexpensive PSI-based, Bloom filter-enabled matching in PPI. While
the overall runtime of cHPI is identical to HPI in our measurements, in practice, the
presented results would likely differ as the offloading in cHPI significantly increases
the transmission size of the seller when compared to HPI, with most companies
only having access to constraint network links. Irrespective of the overall runtime,
all protocols enable specific entities to pre-compute parts of the protocol and reuse
these parts over several runs. The quicker PPI protocol allows the seller to pre-
process their offers, which constitutes a one-time setup that is independent of the
number of buyer-triggered purchase inquiries. In contrast, in HPI and cHPI, the
buyer has the most workload when preparing her (reusable) query. As identifying
the “best-fitting” seller by contacting several sellers is a common application, this
reuse is highly beneficial.

RAM Usage. Our designs do not require excessive amounts of memory at any time
of the operation and are runnable on commodity hardware. Still, the memory usage
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and its distribution among the participants differ. In PPI, the memory usage is
driven by the Bloom filter as part of the PSI-based matching step. Consequently,
it barely requires memory at the buyer (4MB for 1Mio. products) or the cloud
(only around 200B per matched product), but mostly burdens the seller (with a
feasible RAM usage of 1GB during the pre-processing of a product catalog 1Mio.
products). In comparison, HPI distributes the memory usage over both parties, seller
and buyer (at most 1.9GB for 1Mio. products; with batching support). By design,
cHPI relieves the seller of excessive needs because costly computations are offloaded
to the cloud. Apart from that, both designs, HPI and cHPI, could be adapted to
process the computation in batches, thereby lowering the maximum memory usage.

Outgoing Transmissions. The measured transmission needs are well feasible with to-
day’s infrastructures. While, in PPI, the seller has to transmit most of the data (only
at most 4MB, even for 1Mio. products due to the efficient underlying Bloom fil-
ter), HPI and cHPI feature larger transmissions from the buyer to seller and cloud,
respectively. For example, with |X|=5000 products, we measure around 9MB of
data transmissions. This number increases to 1.85GB for |X|=1Mio. Moreover, in
cHPI, the seller needs to upload her blinded prices to the cloud, introducing notable
overhead for her (in comparison to HPI). Thus, network limitations affect HPI’s
runtime, and especially cHPI’s runtime, to a larger extent (in comparison to PPI).

Overall, we notice that HPI and cHPI require slightly more resources due to the
PHE-induced overhead in comparison to PPI. Later, in Section 4.2.2.6, we discuss the
privacy benefits of HPI and cHPI, which warrant the overhead for settings with the
need for strict confidentiality guarantees. Regardless, we conclude that the perfor-
mance is suitable for real-world deployments as our protocols can run on commodity
hardware in a reasonable time, even when working with large product catalogs.

4.2.2.5 A Real-World Setting for Purchase Inquiries

To verify the real-world feasibility of our designs, we studied two real-world applica-
tions, i.e., we relied on products from the domain of machine tools. In the following,
we first introduce our considered datasets before discussing the evaluation results.

Queries in the Domain of Machine Tools

For our real-world evaluation, we consider two distinct queries on machine tools
with an application in injection molding (cf. Section 3.2.2): Our queries exemplarily
describe properties (of products) and offers from sellers of (a) clamping units where
the material during the process is injected, i.e., the units determine the shape of
produced workpieces, which we refer to as tool query, and (b) machines to produce
such clamping units, which we label as machine tool query in the following.

A fundamental requirement for purchase inquiries is a unique product modeling
that allows both potential sellers and interested buyers to have an unambiguous
understanding of the product. Typically, a domain-specific set of parameters is used
to define the modeling function. For an illustration of the different parameters, we
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refer to our previous paper [PDF+23, Appendix C]. Exemplarily, we now present a
subset of the relevant parameters in the tool query : (i) The size factor describes the
maximum mounting length, which is crucial as machines are frequently limited in
their workspace. (ii) The shape complexity factor, the aspect ratio, and the filigree
factor identify the shape of the workpiece and, therefore, also of the mold. These
aspects often introduce constraints on the tooling of supplier’s machinery and thus
reduce the number of suitable suppliers. (iii) Tolerance and material factor label
the requirements concerning the surface quality of the product in question.

To combine the selected parameters into a modeling function that also unites value
ranges of specific parameters (keeping the product catalog small), we define a bin-
ning scheme for each relevant parameter. We appropriately configure the respective
parameter ranges and the bins’ granularity for the respective application. For ex-
ample, when querying for a tool, for the important size factor, we work with 5 bins,
each covering a distinct set of tool configurations. In contrast, other parameters are
only binary, e.g., indicating whether they feature dielectric operation. Finally, we
source this binning scheme to discretize the products into product ids.

With this approach, we end up with 38 880 possible configurations (based on 10
parameters, each with 2 to 5 bins) in our tool query and 944 784 unique product
configurations in our machine tool query. In the latter case, we express the different
products of the product catalog through 14 parameters.

Real-World Performance Measurements

With these applications, we are able to underline the real-world applicability of our
approaches. The products in the catalogs (38 880 and 944 784 modeled products)
match the values that we considered in our synthetic performance evaluation (cf.
Section 4.2.2.4). As our designs are oblivious to the exact numbers that they are
comparing, our measurements are in line with previous results.

Tool Query. For the first application, we report a total runtime of 2.3min± 0.7 s for
PPI and 21.6min±0.2min for HPI, respectively. For cHPI, we measure a runtime of
21.6min±5.2 s. Hence, offloading the computation of small real-world datasets does
not influence the overall performance significantly with unconstrained network links.
Again, PPI and our HE-based designs differ by one order of magnitude in runtime.
In real-world settings with constrained network links, the speedup of PPI will be
even higher due to the smaller total transmission size. Regardless, this application
underlines that the designs allow buyers to quickly query sellers for available tools.

Machine Tool Query. Our second application features a significantly-larger product
catalog. The overall runtime exhibits this aspect as well. PPI takes 57min± 15.5 s
to conclude its run, while HPI finishes after 525min ± 3min. With larger product
catalogs, the offloading and additional blinding in cHPI slightly prolong the overall
runtime of the design variant in comparison to HPI. Accordingly, we measure a
runtime of 530min ± 4min for cHPI. Given that the purchase of a new, complex
machine tool (choosing from more than 940k product variants) is not an everyday
query, which is usually planned well in advance, the real-world performance of our
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designs is feasible for industrial settings. Thus, we argue that we could easily support
even larger scenarios without limiting the value of our proposed purchase inquiries.

Conducting purchase inquiries is a critical task for many companies as they cannot
produce every required part or production resource themselves. Thus, they are
forced to trade. The presented performance of real-world applications underlines
that identifying a suitable supplier from the multitude of possible suppliers on a
global market is possible, even privacy-preservingly. Hence, in comparison to today’s
practices, buyers can easily consider a larger set of suppliers without risking the
disclosure of sensitive information. In subsequent steps of the procurement process,
companies can then also take other important factors, such as delivery times, into
account. Overall, our designs protect sensitive information from unsuitable suppliers,
i.e., effectively avoiding a competitive disadvantage for the inquiring company.

4.2.2.6 Security Discussion

After studying the performance of our designs for two-way privacy in purchase in-
quiries, we now discuss their security (guarantees). In this regard, we primarily con-
sider buyer and seller privacy (G-I1 and G-I2). Moreover, we look at the protocol
resistance (G-I3) of our designs to ensure their acceptance in real-world deployments.

As part of our security discussion, we consider malicious-but-cautious entities (cf.
Section 2.1.2.1). Due to the authenticated communication during purchase inquiries,
all participating companies are identifiable. In the following, we further detail that
they do not have any incentive to input incorrect information into our protocols.
We envision that a trusted industry association, such as the VDMA [VDM15],
operates—funded by membership fees—the third party as a public service when us-
ing PPI or cHPI. Naturally, our work bases on the security of the established secure
communication channels, the used (technical) building blocks, and properly-chosen
key lengths (ensuring an adequately-secure mode of operation).

Bilateral Protocols. All designs concern a single buyer-seller pair only: For security,
we utilize secure two-party building blocks from confidential computing (PSI or HE)
in our protocols. Given that all protocol runs (i) are independent of each other and
(ii) do not source third-party data, only the involved parties can potentially attack
the protocols with the goal of extracting information. Uninvolved parties, especially
other (uninvolved) buyers and sellers, cannot extract any information.

Information Leakage. Theoretic information leaks for participating parties are lim-
ited by design: First, a buyer could repeatedly send queries to a single seller to
brute-force her prices or re-construct her offered product catalog. Given that no
centralized third party is handling the purchase inquiries, sellers can freely decide
whether they want to apply some kind of rate limiting for any buyer to enforce their
privacy needs (G-I2). However, we assume that, in practice, no such action is needed
as the workload for buyers renders frequent requests unlikely (cf. Section 4.2.2.4).
Second, due to the weaker privacy guarantees in PPI (resulting from its two-phased
design), a buyer could fear that her requested products are leaked (partially) dur-
ing the comparison phase. However, we only work with granular capabilities, and
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thus no, detailed product information is revealed at any time. Next, we individually
discuss the respective implications of each design.

PPI: A Two-Phased Approach. We generally ensure buyer and seller privacy (G-I1 and
G-I2) in both phases. First, the matching step relies on PSI and only returns the
matches to the buyer, i.e., the seller cannot learn anything from this phase (ensuring
G-I1). In theory, the buyer could request every possible product to derive the seller’s
catalog. However, as the seller is involved in the preparation of the buyer’s query,
the seller can rate-limit the buyer if she seems to be requesting too many products.
For the same reason, buyers cannot brute-force products listed in Bloom filters that
index the seller’s product catalog. Thus, apart from sharing intermediate results on
matches with the buyer, we also address seller privacy (G-I2) in the matching step.

In the comparison step of PPI, we rely on a third party (cloud). The used ORE
ciphertexts are never shared with any other party except for the cloud, which only
operates on these ciphertexts. Thus, as intended (also a design goal of ORE), it
can only learn the ordering of any two ciphertexts without any knowledge of the
compared products. As buyers and sellers agree on a shared key k, the cloud cannot
analyze comparisons over time, limiting the cloud’s insights to a single query, i.e.,
the cloud cannot perform frequency analysis to, e.g., uncover frequently-requested
products. However, PPI can “leak” the matches (prior to the price comparison) to
the seller as the cloud only queries the prices for requested matches by default. At
the expense of moderate performance overhead, e.g., a runtime of 100 s to encrypt
1Mio. prices, we could require the seller to share ORE ciphertexts for all prices by
default, effectively preventing said intermediate information leaks. Thus, in PPI, we
can tune the fulfillment of G-I1 and G-I2 during the comparison.

HPI: An HE-Based Protocol. HPI is secure and ensures privacy by design [FG07]:
The buyer encrypts its data homomorphically (G-I1), and the contacted seller never
provides any information to others. Thus, no data, except for the final result, is
shared as all computations operate on PHE ciphertexts. The seller can, at no point,
decrypt the buyer’s data or the result. To ensure confidentiality (G-I2), the seller
blinds the result before returning it to the buyer (who learns a single result).

cHPI: A Cloud-Tailored Design Variant. Like HPI, cHPI is secure and preserves the
confidentiality of sensitive information by design as it still bases on PHE, i.e., only
the buyer can decrypt the ciphertexts. All remaining parties (seller and cloud)
directly operate on ciphertexts, i.e., they only compute data homomorphically.

Since we consider the third party (cloud) in cHPI to be untrusted, it must not have
access to any data in the clear or observe any insightful patterns. To ensure privacy
while offloading unencrypted inputs to the cloud, the seller must blind her price
expectations to still achieve seller privacy (G-I2). To this end, buyer and seller
jointly agree on a random vector N . Consequently, the cloud cannot conduct any
correlation attacks as the individual prices are obfuscated in a different way for each
protocol run and query. The buyer’s pre-processing capabilities are not limited in
any way by this step as the cloud still receives the unblinded PHE ciphertexts CB.
Using the scalar product ⟨N · CB⟩, the seller can eventually remove the random
vector N , i.e., she locally unblinds the cloud-computed result. As for HPI, the seller
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also blinds the result in cHPI to ensure confidentiality before returning the result to
the buyer. Thus, we still establish seller privacy (G-I2) when deploying cHPI.

Entity Misbehavior. Buyer and seller could still behave according to the protocol
while providing manipulated queries or product catalogs, respectively. First, in the-
ory, the buyer could send bogus queries. In this case, the protocols return matches
on products that the buyer is not interested in, i.e., the information has no added
value to him. In addition to his own resources, such misbehavior would, however,
also consume computational resources of the seller. Second, the seller could compile
a fake catalog to increase the probability of matches and, thereby, the likelihood of
subsequent negotiations. By inserting additional products, the seller might know
what products the buyer is interested in (if being contacted). However, as he cannot
produce them, no sale will be made (cf. G-I3), and his reputation will suffer. Higher
prices would even lower the probability, and getting the buyer to negotiate by spec-
ifying lower prices either leads to lower prices during the sale, i.e., no misbehavior,
or no sale at all (cf. G-I3). Thus, entity misbehavior leads to no benefits.

Collusion Attacks. Possible collusion among multiple parties of a bilateral purchase
inquiry could potentially increase the illegitimate information gain for misbehaving
parties. Thus, we now discuss the threat of multiple colluding parties. Due to the
lack of a third party, such attacks are not possible in HPI.

Buyer and Seller. Such collusions contradict our setting (cf. Section 4.2.1.1) as these
parties can exchange all sensitive information directly anyway. Besides, they cannot
gain any additional (third-party) data as our protocols are bilateral by design. Thus,
such collusions are irrelevant to assess the security of our designs.

Buyer and Third Party. In PPI, these parties can reveal the prices minSi
id of (matched)

products during the comparison step due to the buyer’s knowledge of the shared
key k, i.e., he knows Seller Si’s lowest selling price. Thus, the seller’s privacy (G-I2)
depends on a carefully-selected third party. Similarly, if a buyer is colluding with the
third party when using cHPI, they can jointly extract all price expectations of the
seller, e.g., to only offer the seller’s lowest selling prices in subsequent negotiations:
The third party has access to the blinded prices, and the buyer knows the random
vector N , which can be used to remove the applied blinds. Hence, cHPI cannot
tolerate such a collusion to ensure seller privacy (G-I2). However, when relying on
a trusted operator, we can effectively reduce the probability of such an attack.

Seller and Third Party. In PPI, such a collusion can reveal the pricesmaxB
id of matched

products during the comparison step due to the seller’s knowledge of k, i.e., he is
aware of Buyer B’s highest purchase price. Thus, a carefully-selected trusted third
party is recommended to ensure buyer privacy (G-I1). A collusion of the seller
and the third party in cHPI has no negative consequences for the buyer because
both parties operate with PHE ciphertexts anyway; and without the encryption key,
they cannot decrypt the ciphertexts. Thus, such collusions have no effect on buyer
privacy. If the seller trusts the third party, we could even refrain from blinding the
price expectation using N , reducing the overhead of the cloud offloading in cHPI.

To conclude, due to the shared key k in PPI, we cannot tolerate any collusion with
the third party as it would allow for leaks of the minimum, respectively maximum
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prices, slightly violating G-I1 and G-I2. Thus, for settings with strict privacy needs,
HPI or cHPI should be used instead. Regardless, we consider PPI to be resistant in
terms of G-I3 as such collusions do not influence the outcome of PPI’s computation.

Multiple Buyers. Such a collusion contradicts our defined attacker model as syndi-
cated procurements [OECD13a] are only permitted through a wholesaler, which in
turn equals a single buyer in our protocol use, i.e., our protocols are not affected by
any (buyer) collusion in this case.

Multiple Sellers. Just like a collusion of multiple buyers, a collusion of multiple
sellers contradicts our defined attacker model as cartels [OECD13b] are forbidden
by law. Consequently, they cannot legally use our protocols in practice to, e.g.,
globally drive up product prices. Hence, such (seller) collusion is out of scope.

Our security discussion underlines the privacy benefits of HPI. Likewise, cHPI al-
lows companies to realize secure (and privacy-preserving) purchase inquiries while
simultaneously reducing the required resources for participating sellers. Thus, it
serves as a suitable alternative for situations where (local) computing resources are
scarce, despite its disadvantages of networking overhead and additional operating
costs. However, even with the intuitive and more performant PPI, most information
is kept private by design as part of our purchase inquiries.

4.2.2.7 The Potential of Private Purchase Inquiries

Our evaluation underlines that our designs are suitable for our considered scenario
(cf. Section 4.2.1.1). With our HE-based protocols, HPI and cHPI, we are further
able to address all design goals (cf. Section 4.2.1.2) to enable privacy-preserving
purchase inquiries as part of the established procurement process in the industry.

While our protocols generally ensure buyer and seller privacy (G-I1 and G-I2; PPI
with minor deductions) by design (cf. Section 4.2.2.1), we demonstrate their real-
world feasibility (G-I4) using our machine tool applications (cf. Section 4.2.2.5).
These runs conclude within an appropriate time and reasonably consume resources
to be suitable for real-world use. During our security discussion (cf. Section 4.2.2.6),
we further looked at our protocols’ robustness (G-I3): Overall, we present secure
protocols as their security mainly builds on established building blocks with attested
security.

When considering both performance and security, we notice the trade-off between
no information leakage in HPI and cHPI at the expense of some computational
overhead when compared to PPI. More specifically, in settings where a two-phased
protocol with an ORE-based price comparison, which is conducted by a cloud ser-
vice, is acceptable, companies can benefit from the superior performance of PPI.
Its performance is superior to HPI (and cHPI) because the protocol only involves
the seller’s catalog P Si

c and not every product id . Thus, in practice, fewer product
ids are part of the pre-processing and the comparison. Apart from fewer compu-
tational resources, PPI also supports indicating matches for each queried product,
i.e., queries are answered with more granularity. However, adjusting the cloud’s
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protocol to only return a single result, as in HPI (cf. our introduced notation in
Section 4.2.2.1), is a simple, non-invasive adjustment. Thus, according to their indi-
vidual needs, companies can select a design with technical guarantees that provides
satisfactory and performant two-way privacy during procurement.

Our approaches further scale well with the number of potential sellers that should be
considered as the protocols runs are independent of each other, and buyers can easily
trigger as many purchase inquiries as computationally supported. Thus, due to this
flexibility, our proposed designs also fulfill the targeted goal of ease of use (G-I5).

4.2.3 Takeaways and Future Research

In this section, we have introduced our designs for two-way privacy as part of pur-
chase inquiries during procurement. With this contribution, we account for the trend
toward highly-dynamic supplier networks in the IIoT, which entails that the number
of business relationships among mutually-untrusted stakeholders increases. In par-
ticular, we provide companies with protocols that protect their sensitive information
during these early stages of procurement through technical building blocks. We now
conclude our presentation by first discussing the suitability of our selected build-
ing blocks in Section 4.2.3.1. Afterward, in Section 4.2.3.2, we briefly highlight the
conceptual implications of our privacy-preserving purchase inquiries on traditional
procurement processes. Finally, in Section 4.1.4.3, we outline potential future work.

4.2.3.1 Suitability of Selected Technical Building Blocks

Based on the derived design goals (Section 4.2.1.2), primarily G-I3 to G-I5, we follow
that the range of potential building blocks to choose from is already constrained.
The goal to bilaterally protect purchase inquiries, i.e., implementing independent
protocol runs, hinders the application of sophisticated secure multi-party computa-
tions. Thus, we resort to “simpler” designs using building blocks from the area of
privacy-preserving computation, such as HE and PSI. The application of the lat-
ter is restricted by its ability to “match” two dimensions (i.e., product(s) and price
range(s)) simultaneously. Thus, for PPI, we had to rely on a two-phased design,
which results in slightly-weaker confidentiality guarantees (due to the third-party-
based ORE comparison), as we have outlined in Section 4.2.2.6. In contrast, sourcing
HE to realize two-way privacy appears to be a straightforward candidate with strong
security guarantees if a suitable algorithm to conduct the comparison can be found
because the performance goal of concluding a purchase inquiry within several hours
(cf. G-I4) leaves room for demanding approaches. With HPI and cHPI, we even
derived underlying computations that allow us to resort to PHE, which reduces ci-
phertext sizes and the computational overhead of applying HE (when compared to
FHE). Our choice to study multiple designs that build on different building blocks
further allowed us to outline the performance and security implications of these con-
cepts. Overall, we are confident that our chosen building blocks are appropriate to
realize practical privacy-preserving purchase inquiries for the first time.
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Figure 4.18 We augment existing, established procurement processes [BKdL+18] with a step in
the supplier identification. Thereby, we can increase the set of considered suppliers in practice.

4.2.3.2 Implications for Purchase Inquiries

Procurement in business-to-business markets is a complex task with several steps,
as we illustrate in Figure 4.18. For a detailed description of these steps, we (again)
refer to our previous paper [PDF+23, Appendix C]. In the following, we instead
focus on the practical impact of conducting purchase inquiries privacy-preservingly.

When considering the sharing and revelation of (sensitive) information, the most
critical steps are at an early phase of the procurement process, mainly because it
also involves completely unknown, likely untrusted suppliers (sellers). Thus, buyers
cannot forecast how these potential sellers will process and handle their informa-
tion, i.e., they fear for their competitive advantage. Likewise, sellers are also not
interested in disclosing all of their capabilities, as they also fear damaging effects.
To account for this dilemma, we propose the introduction of a new intermediate
step—privacy-preserving purchase inquiries (cf. Figure 4.18)—that directly integrates
into existing procurement processes. Due to its non-invasive nature, it only slightly
affects the traditional steps (supplier identification and supplier pre-assessment) as
parts of these steps are now covered by our newly-added step. All remaining steps of
traditional procurement processes remain completely oblivious to this change, i.e.,
companies can, for the most part, stick to their established practices.

Our new privacy-preserving purchase inquiries step is highly beneficial for use in
real-world deployments in the IIoT, because it allows buyers to consider significantly
more sellers at the early phases of the procurement process (supplier identification
phase). Using technical means, we ensure that no sensitive information is leaked to
other parties and especially unsuitable sellers. Given the larger number of initially-
considered sellers (visualized at the bottom of Figure 4.18), buyers might be able to
source their sellers from a large(r) set of fitting suppliers. With today’s practices,
these suppliers might not have been considered at all (cf. Section 4.2.1.1).

4.2.3.3 Future Work and Next Steps

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first in the area to address confiden-
tiality issues during procurement. Consequently, we expect that research efforts in
this direction will significantly increase to holistically address this overlooked area.
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Research could build on our initial work to, for example, look into the possibility
of improving PPI by replacing our ORE-based price comparison with another se-
cure approach, e.g., secure multi-party computation or homomorphic encryption, to
address the slightly-impaired privacy guarantees in PPI. Despite this room for im-
provement, our work details how to offer two-way privacy for buyers and sellers while
outlining how to neatly integrate our designs as an immediate next step of procure-
ment. Detached from this purely-technical view, we identify some follow-up research
questions that would help to resolve potential reservations against the acceptance of
our novel privacy-preserving purchase inquiries. As a simpler direction, related work
should study the configuration of rate-limiting approaches to prevent (i) repetitive,
possibly-iterative purchase inquiries with a single seller or (ii) denial-of-service at-
tacks on sellers or groups of sellers. A more challenging aspect concerns the external
verifiability of conducted purchase inquiries, e.g., to prove to the government that a
number of offers have been requested. So far, we see a lack of real-world deployable
solutions that protect all confidential inputs while also allowing (external) parties
to verify the conducted computation. Even though our work on improving the find-
ing and bootstrapping of new suppliers for business relationships along the supply
chain as part of the procurement process would benefit from corresponding building
blocks, we consider this challenge to be an open and essential research direction
for the general area of privacy-preserving computation. Finally, to accurately study
the real-world implications of our work, we call for economic studies measuring the
(monetary) impact of our privacy-preserving purchase inquiries in industry. Like-
wise, we look forward to real-world acceptance studies to confirm the attested ease
of use of our designs. We are confident that once the evolution of this crucial aspect
picks up, further refined solutions, which improve the maturity of privacy-preserving
purchase inquiries in the IIoT, will emerge both in academia and industry.

This subsection concludes the presentation of our second contribution, which greatly
supports the risk-free establishment of dynamic buyer-seller relationships along sup-
ply chains. Our presented designs improve the status quo in today’s manual, privacy-
invasive procurement by offering two-way privacy for the involved companies. With
our practical, real-world feasible designs and our corresponding discussions, we make
an important step toward a secure, productive, and efficient industrial landscape:
We provide industry with means to utilize secure collaborations even in the context
of mutually-distrusting stakeholders. Overall, in this chapter, we have advanced two
types of collaborations along the supply chain. First, by enabling multi-hop and
privacy-preserving information flows that follow from established business relations
(Section 4.1), a second, by addressing the confidentiality concerns of companies at
the early stages of the procurement process. While we consider the expected ben-
efits and implications (of our work and collaborations along supply chains) for an
evolving IIoT to be significant, in the next chapter, we shift our focus to (secure)
collaborations across supply chains, an aspect that has rarely been studied so far.
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5
Collaborations Across Supply Chains

In this chapter, we look at (secure) industrial collaborations across supply chains.
As in the previous chapter, we again focus on two different settings. That is, for our
third contribution, in Section 5.1, we first study how to privacy-preservingly real-
ize real-world company benchmarks, primarily in settings with established business
relations. In this context, we specifically consider the sensitivity of the underlying
benchmarking algorithm, which has largely been overlooked in the past. Afterward,
for our fourth contribution, we shift to a setting with unknown, most likely untrusted
collaborators. In Section 5.2, we detail how to establish secure collaborations that
allow companies to privacy-preservingly exchange information across supply chains
(and domains), a feature that companies in the IIoT await eagerly. To address this
desire, we present an architecture that is oblivious of the processed information.

As we have discussed in Section 1.3, collaborations across supply chains differ from
collaborations along supply chains as (i) privacy concerns are prevalent and (ii) in-
formation flows are not yet widely established. With these challenges in mind, we
first look at a secure collaboration without direct implications on running processes
(the least invasive type of collaborations across supply chains). Specifically, our
third contribution covers privacy-preserving comparisons. In contrast, our fourth
contribution on privacy-preserving matchings entails more precarious consequences
as the retrieved/exchanged information is likely fed directly into running processes.

5.1 Privacy-Preserving Company Benchmarking

Due to the fundamental pursuit of monetary interests, businesses always try to im-
prove their processes (and products) while targeting a variety of goals (cf. Figure 1.1).
As a foundation for any changes, companies need to reliably identify potentials for
improvement. In this context, company benchmarks are a common industry practice
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Figure 5.1 Using the analyst’s algorithm and the companies’ inputs, the benchmarking service
computes all target KPIs, allowing companies to accurately assess their performance.

to reveal shortcomings with respect to business partners and competitors alike, i.e.,
corresponding comparisons are challenged by the sensitivity of sourced information.

In the following, in Section 5.1.1, we first introduce company benchmarking along
with its prevalent privacy challenges for the involved stakeholders. Afterward, in
Section 5.1.2, we present and evaluate our designs that address these privacy chal-
lenges while providing technical guarantees. Finally, we conclude the presentation of
our third contribution on privacy-preserving business comparisons in Section 5.1.3.

5.1.1 Privacy Issues in Company Benchmarking

As a foundation for our third contribution, in Section 5.1.1.1, we give a brief recap
of company benchmarking (cf. Section 3.2.3) and outline its impact on businesses in
the IIoT. Subsequently, in Section 5.1.1.2, we detail the algorithms that are being
sourced in real-world benchmarks. Based on these examples, we then derive general
design goals (Section 5.1.1.3) that capture the privacy challenges of company bench-
marks. Afterward, in Section 5.1.1.4, we discuss related work and highlight the lack
of approaches that also consider the confidentiality of the underlying benchmarking
algorithms. Moreover, we additionally present relevant privacy-enhancing concepts
(proxy re-encryption and k-anonymity) in Section 5.1.1.5. Based on this foundation,
we then detail our designs that preserve the privacy of all involved stakeholders.

5.1.1.1 Company Benchmarking in Industry

Company benchmarks usually focus on practices such as the company’s operations
and the management of a company or a department [MdRC12]. The main objectives
are to evaluate the company’s current market position in relation to a recognized
leader (or certain peer groups [Ker08]), as well as to adapt local processes to close
any gaps, e.g., by avoiding a waste of resources [Tei01,Koz04]. It provides compa-
nies with insights into the effectiveness of their current processes (qualitatively and
quantitatively). For example, Xerox, a manufacturer of photocopiers and document
management systems, improved its annual productivity gains from 3% to 5% to
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Dataset Inputs KPIs Max. Depth Avg. Depth Formulas Operations

IM 674 48 49 12 627 2704
PN 35 (n-dim) 14 12 6 14 100

Table 5.1 Overview of our real-world applications and their respective algorithm complexity.

10% [TZC87] after comparing its processes with L.L. Bean, a retailer of outdoor
sporting goods, and addressing the benchmark’s findings.

Benchmarks operate on key performance indicators (KPIs), allowing for quantitative
comparisons of products, services, or implemented practices [Ker08,HSF+09]. Nowa-
days, the sets of relevant KPIs frequently change. For instance, they increasingly
cover sustainability, which also allows for comparisons of environmental and social
aspects [Boo21]. In Figure 5.1a, we illustrate the process of benchmarking, including
the main actors: an analyst, the benchmarking service, and participating companies.
First, the analyst develops suitable algorithms to compute meaningful KPIs, which
are usually kept private due to their value and intellectual property [GPSPD06]. A
relatable example, which involves consumers, are credit scoring agencies, such as
Experian or Schufa, which largely depend on the confidentiality of their algorithms.
The benchmarking service collects the required inputs from participants (companies
in our setting) and computes the KPIs to compare them as part of the benchmark.
Eventually, the participants receive the general results and their own KPIs. By
studying the results, participating companies can then investigate their performance
in comparison to the average and “best in class”, as we illustrate in Figure 5.1b.

5.1.1.2 Real-World Applications of Company Benchmarking

In the following, we pick up our two real-world applications from Section 3.2.3 to
highlight the specifics of real-world benchmarks in more detail. Afterward, as a
foundation for deriving the design goals, we explicitly stress the complexity of the
underlying algorithms that are central to the respective benchmark.

Benchmarking Companies in Injection Molding (IM)

Our first benchmarking application covers injection molding. Accordingly, the un-
derlying algorithm and hence most of the resulting KPIs are highly specialized for
this domain. As we detail in Table 5.1, the complexity of this example is high, with
computations in up to 49 sequential operations, over 600 inputs, and more than 2700
operations, i.e., the analyst’s effort of crafting KPIs is significant. In addition to el-
ementary arithmetic, the KPI computation also sources exponentiation (xy), roots
( n
√
x), as well as absolute (|x|) and extrema values (min/max). In return, partici-

pants receive detailed results due to the large number of KPIs (Figure 3.2b highlights
some of them). As such, this use case is a representative real-world example, and it
is along the lines of the number of expected KPIs (cf. Section 5.1.1.4).

For an in-depth presentation of the setup and the company benchmark itself within
this application, we refer to our previous paper [PSF+20, Section 5.2].
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Figure 5.2 The complexity of our real-world benchmarks differs by orders of magnitude. Com-
puting a single KPI usually requires several inputs and depends on complex layered formulas.

Measuring the Efficiency of Global Production Networks (PN)

Our second application benchmarks the performance of production sites in globalized
production networks. In comparison to IM, the underlying algorithm of PN features
three interesting differences: (i) arrays as input values with variable length, which
might implicitly reveal sensitive company details, (ii) component-wise operations on
arrays, and (iii) summation (Σ) or extrema over arrays. Hence, despite its small
size, with 14 KPIs and 100 operations (cf. Table 5.1), it is of great relevance when
designing benchmarking systems due to the complex operations contained within.

The Complexity of Real-World Benchmarks

These real-world benchmarks stress the importance of ensuring the confidentiality of
benchmarking algorithms in real-world deployments because the derivation of mean-
ingful KPIs is a labor-intensive activity. To the best of our knowledge, related work
usually neglects this effort. The presented benchmarks show that KPI computations
can be very complex, i.e., a single KPI can be based on several formulas with depen-
dencies, diverse operations, and hundreds of inputs. Moreover, a single benchmark
may even consist of up to 200 KPIs [Ker08]. In Figure 5.2, we exemplarily illustrate
the layered structure and deeply-rooted formula dependencies for both applications.
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5.1.1.3 Design Goals for Practical yet Privacy-Preserving Benchmarks

Related work [Ker08, SMF18, BBS19] frequently outlined the need for confidential
KPIs in the past. However, the prevalence of closed benchmarking algorithms
stresses the need to also protect the computation of the compared KPIs as it
represents the analyst’s competitive advantage who invests significant effort to de-
rive meaningful KPIs [PSF+20]. In this context, we identify three crucial dimen-
sions when securing company benchmarks: (i) benchmarking frequency (one-time
vs. continuous benchmarking), (ii) openness of data (i.e., open vs. closed data), and
(iii) openness of the algorithm (i.e., open vs. closed benchmarking algorithms).

Traditionally, benchmarks utilize labor-intensive manual interviews [Koz04,PSF+20]
to collect the data that subsequently feeds the KPI computation, i.e., we can clas-
sify them as one-time benchmarks that source closed data and a closed algorithm.
Data-driven approaches increasingly evolve toward continuous benchmarks, which
might additionally rely on public (open) data and algorithms (e.g., governmental
applications). As such benchmarks (open data and open algorithms) do not re-
quire elaborate security mechanisms, they are comparably easy to realize. Contrary,
company benchmarks require strong security as they operate on sensitive (closed)
company inputs using valuable, use case-tailored, and complex (closed) algorithms.

With this background in mind, we now derive a set of five distinct, general design
goals to truly enable privacy-preserving company benchmarks in the IIoT.

G-B1: Company Privacy. Both the raw inputs required to calculate KPIs and
individual KPIs of companies have to be processed with care as they could reveal
critical information to competitors. Well aware of these risks, companies nowadays
are extremely reluctant to participate in centralized benchmarking systems that
require access to data in plain text [Hen20]. Hence, when fully considering these
confidentiality needs, companies are likely to increasingly participate in benchmarks.

G-B2: Complexity. Contrary to the common misconception of related work, real-
world benchmarks frequently build on complex and often hierarchical formulas to
compute meaningful KPIs. In practice, simpler KPIs could potentially prevent mean-
ingful comparisons among different companies [Par15]. Our two real-world applica-
tions (cf. Section 5.1.1.2) further underline the aspect of algorithm complexity.

G-B3: Algorithm Confidentiality. As we have presented in Section 5.1.1.2, the
derivation of impactful and commercially-attractive benchmarks is a costly and
time-consuming process [Par15]. Even for KPIs with seemingly simple calculations,
significant upfront effort by the analyst might be required to compose them in a
meaningful way. Consequently, these algorithms should be treated as sensitive in-
formation as they are the analysts’ intellectual property and competitive advantage.

G-B4: Exactness. Since KPIs can build on complex hierarchical computations, with
comparison results possibly influencing business decisions, ensuring the correctness
of the performed calculations is essential. Accordingly, this requirement forbids
distorting or abstracting values intentionally to protect the participants’ privacy.
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G-B5: Flexibility and Scalability. The participation of as many companies as pos-
sible is desirable to reach the full potential of company benchmarking [ABL+04].
Consequently, corresponding benchmarks should be easy to use for participating
companies, i.e., require only a limited setup and no explicitly-trained staff. Like-
wise, participants should need to upload their contributed values only once, without
the requirement to remain available long-term. Finally, to provide long-lasting flexi-
bility, algorithms should be updatable, including the possibility to introduce entirely
new functional building blocks, e.g., new mathematical operators. Likewise, com-
pany benchmarks need to scale independently of the number of participants as the
usefulness of benchmarks increases with every new participant [ABL+04], making it
pivotal to easily scale with the number of benchmarked companies in a single setup.

These design goals express several crucial aspects. First, after addressing the con-
fidentiality needs of companies (G-B1), an increasing number of participants will
also increase the usefulness of the benchmark due to its broader data basis, which
will also generate more revenue for the benchmarking service (and analyst). Second,
and on top of an increase in revenue, sufficiently-protected algorithms (G-B3) would
counteract potential losses of subsequent compensations through unauthorized and
unpaid reuse of algorithms. Hence, secure designs could additionally persuade an-
alysts to invest resources in deriving valuable algorithms and KPIs. Thus, overall,
real-world-applicable designs should carefully address these goals to ensure deploy-
ability and usability even for large-scale practical scenarios while allowing as many
participating companies as possible to benefit from privacy-preserving benchmarks.

5.1.1.4 Related Work

Traditional benchmarking services frequently utilize centralized designs that digi-
tize paper-based responses of participants before computing KPIs and comparing
them [PSF+20]. Apart from their labor-intensive realization, such benchmarking
services conceptually serve as a trusted third party as they have access to all sen-
sitive inputs. Such centralized designs protect the algorithm but fail to account for
the sensitive company inputs (G-B1), hindering real-world adoption and the will-
ingness of companies to participate [FPR04]. In contrast, local computations by
the participants, who only return the computed KPIs, protect sensitive inputs but
fail to account for the required algorithm confidentiality (G-B3). In a general di-
rection, advances in privacy-preserving data processing emerge in research [vdA21].
However, they frequently build upon disclosing the utilized algorithms as well.

For a detailed comparison of related work, separated into approaches with (i) client
computation, (ii) a trusted third party, (iii) secure multi-party computation, and
(iv) concepts utilizing multiple servers, we refer to our previous paper [PSF+20].
Here, we focus on ongoing developments in the areas of privacy-preserving compu-
tation and confidential computing and summarize prior benchmarking designs.

Software-Based Approaches. In related work, we discover several software-based
designs utilizing secure multi-party computation or homomorphic encryption. The
former approaches usually have two major drawbacks: (a) they are commonly
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round-based, i.e., all participants need to participate simultaneously [Ker08,BBS19],
and (b) the scalability is, at best, quadratic [Ker11,BBS19] in the number of partici-
pants. Hence, these designs contradict G-B5. Initial HE-based approaches [SMF18,
SKEEA18] come with a limited set of supported operations (violating G-B2) that
challenge the computation of complex operations directly on encrypted data. All
of these approaches do not consider the need for algorithm confidentiality (G-B3),
i.e., they only protect the comparison of KPIs (G-B1) but fail to account for the
sensitivity of the KPI computation (the analyst’s intellectual property).

As a related research direction, prior work [Ker07,HSF+09,Ker11,SSK+13] studied
the influence and composition of peer groups on the participants’ privacy. We con-
sider this line of research as orthogonal, and, in this dissertation, we focus on the
privacy-preserving computation of KPIs without leaking the algorithm instead.

Hardware-Based Approaches. In contrast to privacy-preserving computation, con-
fidential computing and corresponding hardware-based concepts only emerged after
the majority of software-based benchmarking services had already been proposed.
We were generally unable to discover benchmarking services that rely on TEEs. Irre-
spective of this focus, the range of applications that utilize TEEs to securely execute
programs is immense, with them also moving toward mobile devices, such as smart-
phones, these days. For example, TEEs are in use to securely execute user appli-
cations [BPH15], improve the security of docker containers [ATG+16], protect voice
assistants in the cloud [BFR+18], or run Tor in a shielded environment [KHH+18].

Detached from benchmarking services, the challenge of collecting data from different
sources to compute statistics, comparisons, or benchmarks has been studied from
different angles, mostly centering around differential privacy, secure multi-party com-
putation, and homomorphic encryption. In settings that primarily involve private
users, different approaches tackle the challenge of securely crowdsourcing statis-
tics from user devices [BOT13,EPK14], perform statistical queries over distributed
data [CRFG12,CAF13], or nudge users to more privacy-conscious behavior based on
comparisons [ZHHW15]. All these approaches have in common that they focus on
the confidentiality of user data using differential privacy to carefully distort aggregate
statistics. While this focus is a reasonable trade-off when considering private users,
company benchmarking involves complex and nested calculations of KPI (G-B2)
and demands a high level of correctness (G-B4), contradicting the design goals of
differential privacy, which mainly concentrates on hiding the data’s origin.

Research Gap. While various conceptual approaches in the area of company bench-
marking have been proposed, they all assume that KPIs are readily available for
(privacy-preserving) comparisons, neglecting the process of deriving them. How-
ever, such algorithms are extremely valuable, and ensuring their confidentiality is,
therefore, a key concern of the analyst. Unfortunately, related work fails to address
this need by solely focusing on the participants’ privacy (G-B1), disregarding G-B3.

Accordingly, in this dissertation, we holistically study the suitability and applicabil-
ity of hardware-based and software-based concepts for secure benchmarking services.
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5.1.1.5 Preliminaries: Privacy-Enhancing Concepts

In addition to the building blocks that we have already presented in Section 2.3, we
later source two additional privacy-enhancing concepts, namely, proxy re-encryption
and k-anonymity, in our designs. Therefore, we introduce them in the following.

Proxy Re-Encryption. The concept of proxy re-encryption specifies the ability of
a third party (the proxy) to re-encrypt ciphertexts for another recipient without
the need to decrypt the ciphertext [AFGH06], i.e., informally speaking, the under-
lying encryption key is substituted with another encryption key. Given the lack of
decryption capabilities, the proxy does not have to be a trusted third party.

k-Anonymity. Even if data is properly anonymized, i.e., all identifiers have been
stripped, unique values or value combinations might still allow (external) entities
to draw conclusions on the entity contributing these values [Swe02]. Likewise, side-
channel information such as timing information [PH10], i.e., at which point in time
data has been submitted, can aid in de-anonymizing entities. To prevent such in-
ference attacks, the concept of k-anonymity [Swe02] suggests skillfully creating an
anonymity set of size k. Hence, to apply k-anonymity to benchmarks, the KPIs of
at least k participants have to be aggregated before their (public) disclosure.

5.1.2 Designs for Privacy-Preserving Company Benchmarks

To extend related work with approaches that consider the need for confidentiality
of both the company’s sensitive data and the valuable algorithm, we propose two
reference designs for Privacy-preserving Company Benchmarking (PCB). Depending
on their underlying building blocks, we refer to them asHardware- or Software-based
PCB, i.e., HW-PCB and SW-PCB. The latter design SW-PCB is an evolution of
our initial PCB design, which we presented in detail in a previous paper [PSF+20].

In the following, we first provide a high-level overview of our designs’ processing
steps in Section 5.1.2.1. Subsequently, we detail HW-PCB and SW-PCB in Sec-
tions 5.1.2.2 and 5.1.2.3, respectively. In Section 5.1.2.4, we present our correspond-
ing implementations and synthetic measurements of their performance. Afterward,
in Section 5.1.2.5, we continue with our evaluation of two real-world applications,
namely, IM and PN, which we introduced in Section 5.1.1.2. Apart from the per-
formance, we carefully study the security and privacy guarantees of our designs to
ensure that they indeed enable privacy-preserving company benchmarks. Thus, in
Section 5.1.2.6, we discuss these aspects in detail. Finally, we conclude our evaluation
with a performance and suitability comparison of both designs in Section 5.1.2.7.

5.1.2.1 Design Overview: Company Privacy and Algorithm Confidentiality

The main difference between our designs lies in the underlying private computing
concept (hardware- vs. software-based), i.e., we either utilize TEEs (cf. Section 2.3.2)
or build on HE (cf. Section 2.3.1). While TEEs can retain inputs and computed KPIs
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Figure 5.3 Our hardware security-based approach HW-PCB (left) can be realized with a single
server. However, it requires a TEE. Contrary, our software security-based approach SW-PCB
(right) uses two non-colluding servers to ensure the confidentiality of inputs and the valuable
algorithm. Eventually, companies analyze and optionally address the results of the benchmark.

of each company within the protected enclave in HW-PCB, SW-PCB’s privacy proxy
only operates on homomorphically-encrypted data, and the statistics server only has
access to aggregates. Designing and evolving the actual benchmarking algorithms is
entirely independent of our designs, which focus on securing the operation of bench-
marking algorithms. Thus, the development of benchmarking algorithms remains
unchanged. Conceptually, the logical steps to compute a benchmark are identical
in our designs, and the overall steps are largely comparable. However, the individ-
ual realizations differ significantly. Thus, in this overview, we provide a high-level
description and present all the design-specific details in Sections 5.1.2.2 and 5.1.2.3,
respectively. We visualize both designs on a conceptual level in Figure 5.3.

In 1 , the participating companies share their inputs with the benchmarking service.
They can trigger this step at their own discretion and do not have to remain avail-
able while other companies participate in the benchmark (as expected in G-B5). In
HW-PCB, the companies send their sensitive data through a secure channel directly
into the TEE. In contrast, SW-PCB requires the participants to homomorphically
encrypt their inputs with their own public keys. Subsequently, in 2 , using the
analyst’s algorithms (G-B2), the KPIs are computed. While HW-PCB operates di-
rectly on plaintext data within the TEE, SW-PCB deals with HE ciphertexts: Thus,
in SW-PCB, depending on the operation, the computation is either A performed

(locally) on the privacy proxy if supported by the HE scheme or B it is offloaded
to the participant. We refer to offloading as the process where the participant re-
ceives the operation and ciphertext(s) from the privacy proxy to (i) decrypt the input
ciphertext(s), (ii) compute the operation on the decrypted plaintexts, (iii) homomor-
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phically encrypt the result, (iv) and return it to the privacy proxy. Thereby, we cir-
cumvent the restricted set of HE-supported computations on ciphertexts and enable
analysts to include arbitrary operations in the benchmarking algorithms (G-B5).

Steps 3 and 4 are only relevant for SW-PCB as HW-PCB directly operates on
plaintext data and KPIs within the protected enclave, i.e., no additional security
measures are needed. First, to enable their aggregation, the KPI ciphertexts have
to be re-encrypted with the statistics server’s key. Depending on the underlying HE
scheme, we can either 3’ utilize proxy re-encryption directly on the privacy proxy or

3 we have to offload the re-encryption to the company. In the predecessor of SW-
PCB, we only proposed the latter option [PSF+20], i.e., more operations had to be
offloaded to the participating companies. Second ( 4 ), the privacy proxy aggregates
the KPIs of k participants that are all encrypted with the statistics server’s key and
forwards these aggregates to the statistics server, which can decrypt them.

The remaining steps, 5 – 7 , are again conceptually identical for both designs. The
benchmarking service derives the KPI statistics ( 5 ) and shares them with the com-
panies ( 6 ). Finally, in 7 , companies analyze their results to derive management
decisions that they can act upon, e.g., to close possible gaps to a recognized leader.

Next, we look at the designs’ specifics and our prototypical implementations.

5.1.2.2 HW-PCB: Shielding the Computations

HW-PCB, our hardware-based design, utilizes TEEs to process the companies’ sen-
sitive inputs and KPIs while preserving confidentiality. This design builds on the
isolation property of TEEs together with memory encryption and storage sealing to
restrict the access to sensitive information to software within the enclave.

Setup. Since the enclave has access to company inputs as plaintext data, the setup
first needs to establish trust between the running enclave, the analyst, and par-
ticipating companies. This trust includes (a) the correct and benign functionality
of code running inside the enclave and (b) that the enclave actually runs the in-
tended software on a trustworthy platform. We resolve (a) by open-sourcing the
enclave code, such that any interested entity can verify its functionality, and (b) via
remote attestation by a trusted certificate authority. Upon successful attestation,
the trusted certificate authority issues and signs an enclave-specific certificate. This
certificate then serves as an enclave identifier and proves successful attestation to all
entities who connect via a secure channel (e.g., TLS). Lastly, the analyst and the
participating companies provision the enclave with their configuration, including the
confidential benchmarking algorithm, and input data ( 1 ), respectively.

KPI Computation. Due to the use of a trusted enclave, the TEE, which is operated by
the benchmarking service, e.g., in the cloud, may have access to all (sensitive) data in
plaintext. Hence, HW-PCB natively supports arbitrary complex operations locally
at the cloud server ( 2 ) and does not require any offloading (as in SW-PCB). The
TEE’s memory encryption ensures that the input and all intermediate computation
results remain confidential, i.e., they are only accessible by/within the enclave itself.
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Aggregation. Due to HW-PCB’s computations on plaintexts, it does not require any
preparatory aggregation steps ( 3 – 4 ). Instead, HW-PCB directly calculates the
KPI statistics in the enclave ( 5 ). Together with their individual KPIs, in 6 , the
general statistics are sent to the companies over a secure channel. Afterward, the
enclave may terminate to ensure that any data and the KPIs are no longer accessible.

Remarks. As a hardware-backed design, HW-PCB depends on a TEE-enabled server,
which various vendors and providers offer. We exemplarily deploy it using Intel SGX.

5.1.2.3 SW-PCB: Realizing Oblivious Computations

Now, we focus on the specifics of SW-PCB and the implications of utilizing HE.

Setup. During the setup, the analyst (cf. Figure 5.1) configures the privacy proxy
(by sharing the algorithm and configuring the parameter k). Moreover, the statistics
server generates an HE key pair that is used to compute the aggregates in 4 . Finally,
each participant must generate an HE key pair as well (used in 1 – 3 ).

KPI Computation. The privacy proxy tries to compute as many operations on cipher-
texts as supported locally ( A ) to ensure algorithm confidentiality. The support for
complex operations (i.e., beyond +,−, and ·) depends on the utilized HE scheme. Ac-

cordingly, unsupported operations need to be offloaded to the client ( B ). Here, the
analyst may configure obfuscation strategies, e.g., identifier randomization, dummy
requests, or blinded computations (cf. [PSF+20]). This continuous interplay ( 2 )
between local and offloaded computations concludes once all KPIs are available.

Aggregation. The realization of 3 depends on the support of proxy re-encryption
in the utilized HE scheme: Either 3 the KPI re-encryption (to encrypt with the
statistics server’s key) is offloaded to the participant (who simultaneously learns its

own computed KPIs), or 3’ the re-encryption is performed locally at the proxy
(while the encrypted KPIs are shared to the participant for decryption). Once the
KPIs of k companies have been aggregated ( 4 ), these aggregates are then sent to the
statistics server, which decrypts them and combines them with existing KPI statistics
in 5 . Eventually, in 6 , the general statistics are retrievable for all participants.

Remarks. In SW-PCB, we have no requirements on the required hardware, as data is
protected through a software-based (HE) approach. However, this design comes with
limitations of the locally-supported HE operations. Furthermore, separating privacy
proxy and statistics server is crucial to prevent the decryption of (unaggregated)
ciphertexts that contain sensitive company inputs or KPIs. For a detailed description
of PCB (the predecessor of SW-PCB), we refer to our previous paper [PSF+20,
Section 4.3], which also features an elaborate sequence chart that illustrates the
protocol steps of PCB [PSF+20, Appendix A.1]. When compared to SW-PCB,
conceptually, the description of PCB only differs in the aggregation phase, where the
(final) KPI re-encryption prior to the aggregation is interactive (i.e., it involves the
participant). In contrast, in SW-PCB (in 3 ), we also allow for proxy re-encryption
to prepare the KPIs for subsequent aggregation.
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5.1.2.4 Implementations and Building Block Evaluation

We created corresponding prototypes to assess whether our designs are suitable for
real-world deployments, which we briefly introduce in the following. Subsequently,
we discuss the performance of the utilized technical building blocks. We primarily
focus on HE due to its (expected) computational overhead. After this synthetic
analysis, we evaluate our designs using two real-world applications in Section 5.1.2.5.

Implementation and Experimental Setup

Our implementations all support the same input format for algorithms and company
inputs. We utilize a translator script to dissect the (human-readable) algorithm
into atomic operations [PSF+20] because the tree structure of the algorithms (with
dependences between the formulas) prevents us from directly computing all formulas.

Our implementations of HW-PCB and SW-PCB are publicly available [SrcC23b].

HW-PCB. We implement HW-PCB in the programming language Rust and further
utilize Scone [ATG+16] in version 5.7.0, which eases the use of TEEs by providing
an attestation process and convenient deployment through Docker containers.

SW-PCB. To holistically evaluate the implications of different HE schemes, we im-
plement two prototypes of SW-PCB that primarily differ in the utilized HE scheme.

SEAL Version. First, we re-implement our previous prototype of PCB [PSF+20] with
the most recent version of Microsoft SEAL [Mic18], in particular, through SEAL-
Python [Hue19] in version 4.0.0. We further extended this revised implementation to
also support array computations, as required by our PN use case. For computational
efficiency, we utilize SEAL’s packing feature, i.e., we can encrypt a complete array
in a single ciphertext, and array operations can be computed component-wise. Since
Microsoft SEAL does not support bootstrapping (i.e., the levels must be configured
according to the algorithm [PSF+20, Appendix A.2]), strictly speaking, the imple-
mented HE scheme is not fully homomorphic. Hence, our SEAL-based prototype of
SW-PCB essentially utilizes an SWHE scheme.

CONCRETE Version. Second, we explore the benefits of programmable bootstraps
with our proof of concept that utilizes CONCRETE [CJL+20] (concrete-integer in
version 0.1.0). Programmable bootstraps promise to enable computations of arbi-
trary univariate functions, such as the modulus or power with a scalar exponent,
directly on the privacy proxy. Thus, conceptually, this HE scheme can significantly
reduce the number of required offloaded operations, as we later detail in Table 5.2.

Limitations. HW-PCB has no implementational limitation. Concerning SW-PCB,
on the one hand, our SEAL-based version does not support bootstrapping, and
Microsoft SEAL does not (yet) implement proxy re-encryption. Hence, in our im-
plementation, we have to resort to offloading in Step 3 . These limitations are not
conceptual but rather follow from Microsoft’s implementation of CKKS [CKKS17].
Furthermore, we only communicate internally, i.e., we neither simulate constrained
network links nor do we configure secure communication channels. On the other
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hand, the utilized library in our CONCRETE-based version is still an early, experi-
mental version with significant limitations: (i) The datatypes are limited to Booleans
and integers (up to 64 bit), (ii) currently, it only offers symmetric encryption, and
(iii) proxy re-encryption is not yet supported. With this proof of concept of SW-
PCB, we want to highlight the conceptual benefits of programmable bootstraps.

Experimental Setup. For both designs, we run our implementations of all relevant
entities, i.e., companies and server(s), on a single commodity computer with moder-
ate resources (Intel i7-7700 with 16GB RAM and a regular SSD). On this machine,
HW-PCB utilizes Intel SGX to secure its computations within an TEE. All entities
communicate over the loopback interface. We conduct 50 runs for each measurement,
compute the mean, and calculate 99% confidence intervals. For our evaluations, we
rely on 128 bit-level security. In SEAL, we configure polynomial moduli of 16 384
(7 levels) and 8192 (4 levels) for IM and PN, respectively (cf. Section 5.1.1.2).

Performance Implications of the Utilized Building Blocks

Before evaluating real-world benchmarks, we first discuss the general performance
implications of utilizing private computing for privacy-preserving company bench-
marking. Thereby, we obtain insights into the scalability of our designs (G-B5).

HW-PCB. Our HW-PCB design only differs from straightforward (insecure) com-
putations of KPIs in the use of confidential computing, i.e., it does not introduce
additional communication or computations. Hence, the overhead of utilizing a TEE
in HW-PCB equals its computational slowdown compared to the insecure execution,
which related work specifies with a factor of ≤2.5 [MPFS22]. Our measurements,
covering atomic and nested computations, confirm this upper bound with overheads
ranging between 25% and 127% [Vla22], indicating a reasonable slowdown.

SW-PCB. In contrast, utilizing HE to ensure confidentiality introduces performance,
communication, and storage overhead. In the following, we refer to synthetic mea-
surements from prior work [PSF+20] to summarize the full extent of this overhead.

Atomic Operations. First, concerning single operations [PSF+20, Figure 4], HE intro-
duces a 5-fold increase in runtime. When offloading computations, this overhead may
further decrease depending on the underlying network link. For the computation of
two numbers, we measure a significant network overhead (more than 5500 fold) due
to the size of the transferred HE ciphertexts in comparison to plaintexts. Moreover,
offloaded computations require the transfer of additional ciphertexts between the
privacy proxy and the participant, further increasing the overhead.

Nested Computations. Second, we observe a linear correlation between an increasing
chain length and the total runtime [PSF+20, Figure 5]. In general, local computa-
tions at the proxy outperform all offloaded operations. The benefit of local computa-
tions is especially apparent for the network overhead as no (large-sized) ciphertexts
need to be sent back and forth between the privacy proxy and the participant.

Naturally, the number of KPIs and the required operations to compute them amplify
this overhead. However, since the KPIs (as well as the number of participants)
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Figure 5.4 Apart from confidentiality benefits, the implications of computing operations locally
(in contrast to offloading them) have a performance impact in HE-based implementations.

are independent of each other, they do not add polynomial complexity. Finally,
the ciphertext sizes also introduce storage overhead as the privacy proxy has to
(temporarily) persist the company’s inputs, intermediate results, and the final KPIs.

Aggregation Overhead. The separation of the server into two conceptual entities (pri-
vacy proxy and statistics server) introduces network overhead by design. This over-
head is tunable, i.e., when increasing k, thus aggregating more results, fewer cipher-
texts have to be transferred. However, in comparison to the repeated ciphertext
transfer between the privacy proxy and the participants, this overhead is negligible.

Comparing HW-PCB and SW-PCB. To further assess the general performance,
we now look at the setup and run times. We observe that the setup times are
negligible (17.893 ± 0.015 s for HW-PCB and 3.424 ± 1.164 s for SW-PCB). Looking
at the run times, we compare the performance of single operations in Figure 5.4a.
HW-PCB is one order of magnitude faster than our SEAL- and CONCRETE-based
implementations of SW-PCB, and it does not require any offloading (Figure 5.4b).
The performance of the CONCRETE-based version will likely deteriorate in the
future when supporting other datatypes, such as floats or larger integers. Still,
we want to emphasize the potential of programmable bootstraps, i.e., the ability
to compute additional complex operations without offloading. While the overhead
of computing HE ciphertexts at the privacy proxy is already significant, offloaded
operations further slow down SW-PCB; especially for constrained network links.

After this discussion of the conceptual overhead in both designs, we continue with
our evaluation of two real-world benchmarks in the next subsubsection.

5.1.2.5 Evaluating Real-World Benchmarks

Our two real-world applications guided our evaluation to assess the suitability of our
designs for real-world use, as we detail in the following. Primarily, we focus on the
performance of the KPI computation as it covers the majority of relevant operations.
Therefore, we do not report any numbers on the aggregation phase ( 3 – 5 ) due to
its low computational footprint, as we have presented in previous work [PSF+20].
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We have further shown that the impact of varying k is negligible in comparison to
the overall runtime needed to compute the KPIs using SW-PCB [PSF+20].

Performance. When measuring the overall runtime to complete the considered bench-
marks, we notice that both designs are suitable for real-world deployments as the
larger IM application concludes after 0.115 ± 0.019 s and 634.008 ± 0.538 s for HW-
PCB and the SEAL-based SW-PCB, respectively. For our second application PN,
we measure 0.080 ± 0.001 s and 34.409 ± 0.044 s. Thus, regarding scalability (G-B5),
analysts could even offer significantly larger benchmarks while maintaining the con-
fidentiality of sensitive information and the benchmark algorithm. For example,
Kerschbaum [Ker08] outlines that benchmarks could consist of up to 200 KPIs.
Overall, the runtimes for single operations (cf. Figure 5.4a) amplify in real-world
benchmarks. Hence, the performance of SW-PCB remains inferior to HW-PCB.

Accuracy. While HW-PCB satisfies the exactness (G-B4) by design (the computa-
tions are simply moved in the enclave), our SEAL-based SW-PCB uses approximate
arithmetic, i.e., when processing floats, we encounter precision losses. As we per-
form computations on approximated numbers, the precision loss amplifies, especially
for long chains of operations. When using SW-PCB and suffering from insufficient
accuracy, the benchmarking algorithm could be tweaked to better fit the precision
of the utilized HE scheme. So far, we have studied real-world benchmarking algo-
rithms that have not been designed with HE-induced inaccuracies (i.e., approximated
representations and precision loss) in mind. In this regard, the analyst could, for
example, adapt the algorithm by scaling numbers or replacing imprecise operations.
Nonetheless, even without any tweaks, our SEAL-based SW-PCB is feasible (G-B4).
Overall, we observe only minor deviations: 4.0 ± 0.3% for IM and 0.00% for PN.

Ciphertext Overhead. As we have discussed in Section 5.1.2.4, HW-PCB does not
introduce noteworthy storage and network overhead by design. Thus, we now fo-
cus on SW-PCB. Relying on HE introduces storage and network overhead due to
comparably large ciphertext sizes. With our configured polynomial modulus, the
ciphertext size for IM is at most 1.842MB, i.e., even the up- and download of
thousands of ciphertexts (when sharing inputs or during offloading) is feasible. In
previous work [PSF+20, Section 5.2.2], based on IM, we have already shown that the
runtime is practical, even with bandwidth-constrained network links. Consequently,
ciphertext overhead does not prohibit real-world applications of SW-PCB.

Moving on, we discuss our designs’ security before comparing them in detail.

5.1.2.6 Security Discussion

After studying the performance of our designs, we now discuss their security (guaran-
tees) in real-world deployments. Specifically, we primarily discuss the confidentiality-
related goals of company privacy (G-B1) and algorithm confidentiality (G-B3).

We consider malicious-but-cautious entities (cf. Section 2.1.2.1) in our research and
further assume authenticated communication. We envision that an industry as-
sociation operates—funded by membership fees—the statistics server in SW-PCB.
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Naturally, our work bases on the security of the established secure communication
channels, the used (technical) building blocks, and properly chosen key lengths (en-
suring an adequately secure mode of operation).

Misbehavior. Companies most likely have to pay for their participation in company
benchmarks, discouraging impulsive or destructive behavior. Submitting incorrect
inputs is disincentivized as this behavior equals a loss of the participant’s investment
as their computed KPIs are skewed along with the general statistics (i.e., average,
minimum, and maximum). If the analyst fears that companies might pay to delib-
erately render the insights of the benchmark useless or phony for their competitors,
she could dispatch employees who observe the participants’ behavior on-site.

Next, we individually discuss the security of our proposed benchmarking designs.

HW-PCB. The security of HW-PCB builds on hardware-based security. Conse-
quently, the hardware vendor must be trusted, i.e., it serves as the root of trust.
Using remote attestation (a key feature of TEEs), we can establish a trust chain to
the enclave and the code running within the enclave. Hence, participants only have
to verify this chain and the running code using certificates and cryptographic signa-
tures. If the security has been correctly attested, all information and computations
are shielded within the TEE, ensuring G-B1 and G-B3. Thus, HW-PCB is secure
by design. However, the multitude of (past) vulnerabilities in TEEs [FYDX21] could
negatively impact the trust in this technology. Consequently, we consider SW-PCB
to be a sensible alternative that does not build on hardware-based security.

SW-PCB. This design protects the company inputs, intermediate results, and KPIs
using HE. Its security builds on the privacy proxy and statistics server not colluding.
Then, the privacy proxy never has access to any (sensitive) information in plaintext
as it lacks the corresponding HE decryption keys. Moreover, the statistics server
only receives aggregates of k participants, i.e., it cannot deduce any details about
specific companies if k is reasonably large (i.e., k > 3) [PSF+20]. Hence, sensitive
company data is protected (encrypted) at all times, which satisfies G-B1.

In both designs, contrary to related work, the benchmarking algorithm is never
shared with the participants by design (G-B3; the cloud server in HW-PCB and
the privacy proxy in SW-PCB can be operated by the analyst to avoid any trust in
third parties). However, in SW-PCB, we need to offload specific complex operations
(cf. Section 5.1.2.3). Thus, fractions of the algorithm, along with their intermediate
results, need to be shared with the participants, slightly violating the intended al-
gorithm confidentiality. The benchmarking service can utilize different obfuscation
strategies [PSF+20], such as dummy requests, element blinding, and request ran-
domization, or—at the expense of reduced accuracy—an approximation of sensitive
operations on the privacy proxy to mitigate the implications of offloading.

Choice of k. The privacy proxy only forwards computed KPIs to the statistics server
after k companies participated, preventing linkings between KPIs and companies.
Thus, configuring the aggregation parameter k, and thus the size of the anonymity
set, is a use case-specific trade-off weighing company privacy, flexibility, and the
number of participants. We refer to our previous paper [PSF+20, Section 4.3.2] for
an elaborate discussion of how to choose k in real-world deployments.
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Criteria
Design HW-PCB SW-PCB

SGX SEAL-based CONCRETE-based

Setting IM PN IM PN IM PN
Performance ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆
▶ Setup Remote attestation Exchange of key material
▶ Run Time [s] 0.11 ± 0.02 0.08 634.0 ± 0.5 34.4 Unknown
Accuracy Loss [%] Exact 4.0 ± 0.3 0.0 Unknown
Ciphertext Overhead ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆
▶ Offloading [#] None ↓1487 ↑745 ↓53 ↑28 ↓84 ↑42 ↓0 ↑0
▶ Networking [≤×MB] No overhead 1.842 1.053 Unknown
Ease of Use ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ Unknown

Security ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆ ⋆⋆⋆
▶ Assumptions Trusted hardware Secure HE scheme
▶ Trust in Participants Not required Non-collusion required
▶ Confidentiality Issues None Minor (offloading) Barely any (offloading)
▶ Own KPIs After/with aggregation Before aggregation After/with aggregation

Table 5.2 Comparison of our hardware- and software-secured benchmarking designs.

Entity Collusion. In the following, we discuss several combinations of entity collusion.
–Company and Another Entity. Due to the HE ciphertexts, a company and the privacy
proxy or the statistics server cannot jointly compromise any secret data in SW-PCB.
–Privacy Proxy and Statistics Server. If privacy proxy and statistics server collude,
they can only decrypt the aggregated KPI ciphertexts in deployments that offload
the re-encryption to the company in 3 . Additionally, they can map averages to
companies that are part of an anonymity set with size k. In implementations that
utilize proxy re-encryption, they can decrypt all company inputs, intermediate re-
sults, and KPIs. Moreover, a misbehaving analyst could further define company
inputs as KPIs and decrypt the “computed” KPIs if he colludes with the statistics
server. This fundamental problem exists for any approach where (i) the analyst can
freely define the algorithm and (ii) the participants cannot judge the importance of
an input for the benchmark. HW-PCB counters this issue of algorithm confidential-
ity (G-B3) by supporting the use of attested enclaves (and running source code).
–Multiple Companies. If k–1 participants collude simultaneously, they can potentially
reconstruct the KPIs of the non-colluding company based on the (public) KPI statis-
tics and their own KPIs. However, this action is a punishable offense as it clashes
with cartel law [SH13]. Furthermore, such an attack is unrealistic for benchmarks
with many participants and can be easily mitigated with a sufficiently large k.

Consequently, SW-PCB ensures the privacy needs of real-world benchmarks.

5.1.2.7 HW-PCB vs. SW-PCB: Selecting the Best Design for Deployment

We compare both diametrical security concepts when realizing benchmarking infor-
mation systems in Table 5.2 to give a concise overview and to allow for well-founded
deployment decisions. In the following, we briefly summarize the specific properties.

Performance. Setting up our designs is a one-time task and thus negligible with
times below 18 s. Given that company benchmarks are not an everyday task, the
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runtime for each company is more than suitable for real-world applications, even
with significantly larger benchmarks. Our real-world applications further underline
this claim (IM: 634.008 ± 0.538 s and PN: 34.409 ± 0.044 s). Even when quadrupling
the number of KPIs in IM (to reach around 200 as expected by Kerschbaum [Ker08])
or when dealing with a constrained network link, our benchmarks conclude in less
than a day, which is a considered boundary in related work [Ker10]. The TEE- and
HE-induced overheads are reasonable in light of the confidentiality benefits.

Accuracy. HW-PCB features exact computations on plaintexts by design. In con-
trast, the loss of precision for SW-PCB is tolerable as (i) the deviations affect all
companies and (ii) benchmarks primarily concern the relative positioning [MdRC12].
Moreover, the evaluated real-world algorithms have not been tailored to the use with
HE. Given that the inaccuracies mainly follow from small numbers [PSF+20], the
analyst could easily scale the inputs and formulas to mitigate such deviations.

Ciphertext Overhead. In addition to the overhead of working with ciphertexts in
SW-PCB, we further have to rely on offloading to compute a subset of complex com-
putations locally at the companies. Recent advances (e.g., CONCRETE [CJL+20])
even promise to reduce the required offloading. Irrespective of such advances, com-
panies receive more ciphertexts than they send, which fits the imbalance of today’s
Internet connections. Considering ciphertext sizes of 1.842MB for IM, uploading
1.391GB per company is feasible, even with bandwidth-constrained network links.

Ease of Use. For HW-PCB, the ease of use for participants is comparable to the
traditional participation in unsecured benchmarks. Accordingly, companies can eas-
ily input and query their information using a website. In contrast, SW-PCB de-
pends on the availability of cryptographic libraries to enable the encryption of sensi-
tive information. Given the complexity in deploying and configuring corresponding
libraries [VJH21], in previous work [PSF+20], we demonstrated the feasibility of
running SEAL-based implementations of SW-PCB in regular web browsers. Us-
ing WebAssembly [HRS+17], a binary code-based language that enables platform-
independent execution of low-level code in web browsers, we created a web-based
client for participating companies. Compared to a native SEAL-based implementa-
tion, we observed an expected [HRS+17] overhead of around 15%. Regardless, we
are confident that the improved ease of use outweighs the decreased performance.

Concerning reoccurring operational costs, HW-PCB only requires a server with TEE
support, which is commercially available at major (cloud) vendors. In contrast,
SW-PCB does not introduce specific hardware requirements, but its operations are
computationally more expensive. In real-world deployments, analysts could operate
the cloud server and privacy proxy, respectively, and fund them through participation
fees. If needed, our designs support scaling out the cloud server and privacy proxy,
respectively, e.g., to support a tremendous number of participants. Aside from that,
industry associations could fund the statistics server using their membership fees to
prevent collusion attacks [PSF+20]. Generally, HW-PCB is cheaper to operate with
fewer overheads if TEEs are trusted by all entities, compared to HE-based SW-PCB.

Security. HW-PCB requires specific hardware for its operation and is secure and
privacy-preserving if the trusted hardware is realized as intended. Given that com-
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panies establish a secure tunnel into the enclave, HW-PCB reliably protects the al-
gorithm, all inputs, and the computed KPIs at all times. In contrast, SW-PCB does
not depend on specifically-trusted hardware but on secure and properly-configured
HE schemes. We further require non-collusion among privacy proxy and statistics
server to ensure company privacy. Supported obfuscation strategies can help to
prevent offloading-induced information leaks (companies have access to the operator
and intermediate data). As indicated before, modern HE schemes promise to further
reduce the required offloading. Finally, while our SEAL-based SW-PCB uses offload-
ing for the KPI re-encryption as part of 3 , which enables companies to abort the
protocol (then, they only have access to their KPIs), implementations that support

proxy re-encryption ( 3’ ) provide the same guarantees in this regard as HW-PCB.

Flexibility. By design, HW-PCB supports arbitrary operations within the enclave
that directly utilizes plaintext data, i.e., analysts may rely on complex functions. In
contrast, in SW-PCB, the locally-supported operations at the privacy proxy depend
on the utilized HE scheme, as we have also summarized in Figure 5.4b. In addition to
using a single scheme, SW-PCB could conceptually apply different HE schemes for
parts of the benchmarking algorithm to capitalize on their respective benefits. Then,
when designing the algorithm, the analyst must keep in mind that the ciphertexts
of different HE schemes are usually incompatible. To address such incompatibilities,
the analyst could utilize conversion algorithms, which emerged recently [CDKS21],
to translate HE ciphertexts from one scheme to another. In this context, the analyst
needs to carefully consider conversion overhead and complexity overhead of designing
corresponding algorithms to the benefits of using different HE schemes in SW-PCB.

Conclusion. Our evaluation shows that concepts from private computing are readily
available to secure company benchmarks in real-world deployments. Thus, when
designing corresponding secure collaborations, the key question is which conceptual
technology should serve as the root of trust, i.e., trusted hardware (a TEE) or an
HE scheme, mainly because the remaining properties do not prohibit practical re-
alizations, as we briefly summarize in the following. Both designs fulfill the needs
of real-world benchmarks performance-wise, with HW-PCB computationally out-
performing SW-PCB. While HW-PCB’s accurate computations promise quick and
precise results, SW-PCB is easier to deploy as it is designed for untrusted hard-
ware (despite requiring two entities, i.e., privacy proxy and statistic server). The
exact realization (design) then likely depends on the availability of a TEE and the
willingness to build on its associated security assumptions (e.g., trusting the under-
lying security concept, the vendors, and remote attestation). Otherwise, HE-based
implementations also promise secure and practical company benchmarks.

5.1.3 Takeaways and Future Research

In this section, we have detailed and evaluated two conceptual approaches to realize
privacy-preserving company benchmarks in industry. With this contribution, we en-
able benchmarking participants to reliably analyze their position in the field. Using
the benchmark’s results, they can identify shortcomings (in relation to competitors
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or recognized leaders) and derive actions to improve their (future) performance, such
as adapting their current processes. We conclude this contribution by first discussing
the suitability of our selected building blocks in Section 5.1.3.1. Subsequently, in Sec-
tion 5.1.3.2, we briefly comment on the (expected) impact of our proposed designs.
Finally, in Section 5.1.3.3, we outline potential next steps and future work.

5.1.3.1 Suitability of Selected Technical Building Blocks

Benchmarks that operate with closed data and a closed algorithm require techni-
cal guarantees to properly secure this type of industrial collaboration. As we have
outlined in Section 5.1.1.4, other commonly-applied approaches like secure multi-
party computation are either not flexible enough to allow for (time-)independent
participation or fail to sufficiently protect the valuable benchmarking algorithm.
Therefore, we study two fundamentally-different concepts from private computing.
First, in HW-PCB, we utilize TEEs from confidential computing to provide techni-
cal confidentiality guarantees during the benchmark to participants and the analyst
alike. Second, in SW-PCB, we protect the company inputs and computed KPIs
using HE and prevent the linking of KPIs to specific participants by applying the
concept of k-anonymity. At the same time, the confidential algorithm is never shared
with third parties or participants. Our evaluation and comparison of these designs
underline that privacy-preserving company benchmarks are realizable using TEEs
and HE. Thus, for this practical application, we provide a profound overview of the
suitability of different concepts from private computing. In the long run, we look for-
ward to practical advances and evolutions that follow from matured programmable
bootstraps, which promise an improved implementation of our SW-PCB design.

5.1.3.2 Nudging Stakeholders Toward Company Benchmarks

With this contribution, we present readily-available and real-world-applicable de-
signs for company benchmarking that account for the confidentiality needs of in-
volved stakeholders. Just like related work that focuses on privacy-preserving com-
pany benchmarks, we account for the sensitivity of company inputs and computed
KPIs with technical guarantees. This way, we address prevalent privacy concerns
of cautious stakeholders, encourage them to participate, and eventually improve the
usefulness of the benchmark for all participants. Moreover, in contrast to related
work, we also consider the analyst’s confidentiality needs. Thereby, we improve the
overall situation of company benchmarks in industry in two ways. First, with suffi-
cient confidentiality in place, we nudge analysts to invest additional effort in deriving
meaningful KPIs, which promises to also improve the usefulness and impact of the
benchmark. Second, we most likely encourage additional analysts to offer company
benchmarks as our designs reliably protect their competitive advantage and intel-
lectual property. Consequently, our contribution fosters comparisons across supply
chains that allow companies to identify unrealized potentials in their operations,
effectively supporting the evolution of the industrial landscape.
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5.1.3.3 Future Work and Next Steps

As we have stressed (cf. Section 5.1.2.7), our designs are suitable for real-world de-
ployments: They are sufficiently performant (i.e., easily conclude within one day per
company) while ensuring the confidentiality of sensitive information. Thus, most
prominently, we look forward to real-world use of our work. Given the profound
level of readiness of our designs, we see no immediate need for future work. When
having the potential offloading limitations of SW-PCB in mind, future work could
study approaches that mitigate any remaining information leaks along the following
aspects: (i) evaluate approximation functions that approximate complex operations
that are unsupported by the utilized HE scheme, (ii) empirically investigate the
benefits of obfuscation during offloading, and (iii) in the long run, follow the im-
provements that stem from programmable bootstraps (e.g., CONCRETE). Apart
from company benchmarks, we are interested in following the rapid evolution of pri-
vate computing (including its building blocks) and its implications on other secure
collaborations, both in the context of privacy-preserving comparisons and beyond.

This subsection concludes the presentation of our third contribution, which concerns
company benchmarking with known collaborators across supply chains. To account
for the confidentiality needs of all involved stakeholders, we have proposed two de-
signs that build on TEEs and HE, respectively. In the following, we move to our
fourth and final contribution, which explicitly considers information sharing with
unknown collaborators across supply chains. In such settings, collaborations are
decisively challenged by the lack of established trust among the involved entities.

5.2 Privacy-Preserving Parameter Exchange

For our fourth contribution, we focus on the exchange of information across supply
chains where collaborators are unaware of each other and their respective informa-
tion. Hence, we specifically have to deal with the challenge of privacy-preservingly
sharing information with competitors or strangers. Companies are generally inter-
ested in retrieving valuable insights and knowledge from the industrial landscape to
improve their production (processes). However, confidentiality concerns challenge
this desire because stakeholders are unwilling to publicly disclose sensitive infor-
mation. Consequently, stakeholders demand secure collaborations that ensure an
accurate and privacy-preserving matching of said information. Moreover, simply
applying unvalidated information to PPC or running processes can automatically
entail unwanted consequences. Thus, in contrast to privacy-preserving comparisons,
the real-world implications of utilizing privacy-preserving matchings are more severe.

To address this research gap, in Section 5.2.1, we first outline the challenges of
matching and sharing information across supply chains. In addition to the sensitivity
of shared information, we also have to account for the sensitivity of client queries, i.e.,
requests (as part of the matching) have to remain confidential as well. Hence, this
setting exceeds the scope of private information retrieval. Afterward, in Section 5.2.2,
we introduce our new designs for privacy-preserving exchange platforms in the IIoT.
Finally, in Section 5.2.3, we conclude the presentation of our fourth contribution.
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Figure 5.5 Clients are interested in receiving sensitive business information to improve their
production processes. We illustrate this setting using an application in injection molding.

5.2.1 Challenges for Information Sharing in Industry

To prepare for our proposed designs, in Section 5.2.1.1, we introduce the scenario of
exchanging sensitive information across supply chains along with its associated chal-
lenges. Subsequently, we outline the benefits of said information sharing based on
two applications in Section 5.2.1.2. Based on this overview, we then derive general
design goals (Section 5.2.1.3) that capture the privacy challenges of corresponding
exchange platforms. Then, in Section 5.2.1.4, we discuss related work and highlight
the lack of approaches that provide sufficient confidentiality guarantees for the in-
volved stakeholders. Finally, in Section 5.2.1.5, we present Bloom filters in more
detail. This probabilistic data structure is crucial for one of our proposed designs.

5.2.1.1 Exchanging Sensitive Business Information

We introduce the setting of exchanging sensitive information in the IIoT based on
an example that covers injection molding. Thereby, we outline how the utilization of
production data and process parameters across stakeholders is desirable to evolve the
industrial landscape in the future. In Figure 5.1, we illustrate a corresponding work-
flow that involves a retrieving company (client) and multiple data-providing com-
panies. First, 1 clients query parameters of similar processes from data providers.
Afterward, 2 data providers curate matching parameters from their own produc-
tion and 3 send these results back to the client, which can enhance both 4 their
modeling of production processes, e.g., integrating more real-world process data, as
well as 5 their current production, e.g., utilizing well-fitting configurations.

Need for an Exchange Platform. While companies already gather much process
information today [Kus17], which offers value for other companies as well, they lack
suitable mechanisms to privacy-preservingly share this information. In particular,
they are afraid of leaking sensitive business information, e.g., related to their compet-
itive advantage and know-how. Hence, due to the manifestation of local information
silos [Sch16,GPL+20] (cf. Section 1.1), the industrial landscape misses the opportu-
nity to benefit from the matching and exchange of valuable information. Contrary
to work in the medical domain [KL15,ZDJ+15, SLH+17,ZPH+17], where usually a
single stakeholder offloads data to an untrusted cloud (with m stakeholders query-
ing information), we need to consider a setting where multiple stakeholders offload
their data and multiple (other) stakeholders query said information. To retain the
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information’s usefulness, as opposed to best practices when handling sensitive user
data [SCL+18], we cannot anonymize data items before or during the exchange.

Consequently, companies look for approaches that ease the exchange of sensitive
business information without leaking confidential data. Simultaneously, correspond-
ing approaches should introduce a quid pro quo for data providers to incentivize them
to share their data [ZC20], even in settings with competitors. For example, com-
panies could tap into new business models by selling their data, which they gather
anyway, to third parties which themselves want to reduce their costs by utilizing this
information, e.g., by optimizing processes based on exchanged information.

Confidentiality Needs. With business taking place in competitive environments,
companies are notoriously cautious when sharing information. If at all, they are only
open to sharing specifically-requested datasets [GPL+20] while retaining long-term
confidentiality guarantees [Cat10], i.e., data requests must be specified precisely.
Consequently, a global catalog of existing data or a way to browse available infor-
mation items must not exist. Likewise, requesting companies, i.e., clients, want to
utilize external information for their individual benefits, e.g., to improve their pro-
duction processes, and do not want to openly share their interests. To still achieve a
competitive advantage, the utilization of requested and retrieved data must remain
private, including the sensitive process of identifying relevant items.

Operational Considerations. Given that privacy-preserving designs and security
building blocks usually introduce a computational overhead and possibly add com-
munication [WR10], the data exchange must be executed within reasonable use case-
induced boundaries. This aspect is not limited to the exchange but also includes a
potential setup. In particular, various security and privacy guarantees might directly
contradict the feasibility of a proposed concept. Furthermore, data-providing com-
panies might be unavailable to participate in data exchanges and their associated
protocols. Hence, flexibility is needed to also account for such situations.

5.2.1.2 The Usefulness of Exchanging Production Parameters in Industry

In the following, we express the benefits of exchanging information across supply
chains based on two real-world applications. First, we elaborate on our previous
example, i.e., an application in injection molding. Afterward, we focus on an appli-
cation in the domain of machine tools. Naturally, many more use cases and domains
would benefit from the availability of privacy-preserving exchange platforms.

Transfer Learning in Injection Molding

Given that injection molding is responsible for around 55Mio. tons of polymer ma-
terials worldwide each year, which grosses to 16.42% of yearly polymer produc-
tion [Cer16,Pla19], improving the efficiency of corresponding production processes
promises a significant large-scale impact. We refer to Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 for a
detailed introduction to production processes in the context of injection molding.
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Optimal Process Parameters. In highly-complex production environments, deter-
mining an optimized set of machine parameters for the process setup is a major chal-
lenge. Suboptimal processes yield a higher scrap rate, result in lower part quality,
or consume more energy during (mass) production. While arbitrary optimization by
expert knowledge [BHSS12,MVS13], i.e., by trial-and-error, or process-oriented op-
timization by simulation [BMBJ19,HHMB19] is widespread, objective optimization
can be achieved with unbiased mathematical approaches, such as artificial neural
networks [LH21]. However, even these approaches usually require a broad founda-
tion of training data, which is rarely obtainable during production, complicating
the practical application of mathematical approaches. The application of transfer
learning [WKW16], which transfers the knowledge from a source assignment to a
target assignment, could address this issue. Recent research has shown the suitabil-
ity of transfer learning in the context of injection molding [LHZ22]. Additionally,
research also intensively looks into the transfer between simulation and experimental
data [HH18,MTT+18,TGH+18,HJM+19]. The transfer among processes of different
molded parts indicates promising results [HBKL20], suggesting a close correlation of
the transfer learning success with the similarity of the assignments. Overall, the suc-
cessful transfer of knowledge among processes with varying influencing parameters
renders it a promising alternative to expert knowledge.

Information Sharing in the IIoT. Even when applying approaches like transfer
learning that reduce the extent of input data, a sufficiently-large information source
is needed. Unfortunately, suitable (input) data might only be available at other
companies, which is currently not being utilized. Hence, a privacy-preserving ex-
change platform would be highly beneficial for process optimizations because its
availability would enable companies to tap into several local information silos and
thus build on global knowledge and experience. However, companies impose very
strict usage rules [ZC20], e.g., molds are regularly owned by customers of injection
molding manufacturers and only loaned to the companies for production. Therefore,
any unintentional disclosure of intellectual property has to be strictly avoided.

A Parameter Exchange for Machine Tools

When looking at the challenge of obtaining optimal process parameters in the domain
of machine tools, companies usually rely on time-consuming and manual approaches
(cf. Section 3.2.4). While recent developments of model-based optimization methods
promise to improve this situation, as for our previous application in injection mold-
ing, corresponding optimization methods require detailed modeling of the machining
process and the machine tool, which is difficult to create and not always feasible.
Meanwhile, other companies may already have suitable and optimized parameters
for the process at hand. Thus, the availability of a privacy-preserving exchange
platform could reduce redundant work and facilitate optimizations in settings where
model-based optimizations are not feasible to apply or directly applicable.
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5.2.1.3 Design Goals for a Privacy-Preserving Exchange of Information

Having the scenario and the usefulness of exchanging information in mind, we now
derive a set of five distinct, general design goals that any privacy-preserving exchange
platform in the IIoT must satisfy. These goals summarize the confidentiality needs
of the participating stakeholders (G-E1 and G-E2) as well as universal conceptual
requirements with impact on any platform’s design (G-E3, G-E4, and G-E5).

G-E1: Provider Privacy. Companies willingly offering their sensitive business infor-
mation to other stakeholders have a strong desire to maintain their privacy and data
confidentiality as the combined information could reveal internal information. For
example, in our injection molding application, knowledge about the data provider
correlated with shared geometry parameters could result in the identification of spe-
cific parts and, thereby, reveal highly-sensitive information about the implemented
production processes and the company’s customers. Thus, data-providing companies
mandate that access to their data is only granted in parts and only to authorized
parties. Furthermore, as long as data providers do not share provider-identifying
information voluntarily, they must remain anonymous for all clients.

G-E2: Client Privacy. Protecting client requests is just as important for the suc-
cess of an exchange platform. First, data providers must not be able to attribute
the requested data items to the client. Otherwise, information on new develop-
ments might be identifiable and directly linked to a company. Second, the request
generation, i.e., the metric used to identify meaningful data items, must remain pri-
vate. In the IIoT with ubiquitous data exchanges, such knowledge constitutes the
competitive advantage as the individual data items are globally retrievable.

G-E3: Deployability. When realizing a practical platform, two aspects are crucial.
First, requests must allow for flexible matching, i.e., clients can use any metric they
like to identify meaningful data items and must be able to request these identified
data items. Hence, this metric can neither be part of the exchange nor should it be
public during the exchange (cf. G-E2). Second, to incentivize data providers to offer
their valuable data, a billing mechanism is required to enable new business models.
Finally, data providers must not be required to remain available all the time, i.e.,
client requests need to be processable without their direct and active involvement.

G-E4: Performance. Since privacy-preserving designs usually incur performance
overheads, they should scale to the needs of the respective application, and the over-
all runtime must be appropriate, i.e., overheads should not outweigh the introduced
benefits. In this context, specifying concrete constraints is counterproductive since
respective limits depend on the value of the exchanged information, i.e., very valu-
able data can justify significant resource needs. Likewise, introduced hardware and
network requirements need to be reasonable to ensure the platform’s practicality.

G-E5: Adaptability. Along with the previous confidentiality (G-E1 and G-E2) and
performance (G-E4) goals, the trade-off between security and performance is of
crucial interest. Given that some data is more sensitive than other, it should be
treated accordingly: Ideally, a concept is in place to deal with such needs.
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Figure 5.6 Exchange platforms in the IIoT have to address the confidentiality needs of clients
and data providers alike. Otherwise, their compliance with conceptual design goals is irrelevant.

Proposed Approach
Client
Privacy

Server
Privacy

Feasibility
Trust

Assumptions

Private Information Retrieval [CGKS95]
Remote Knowledge System [DDM+19]
Symmetric Searchable Encryption [SWP00]
Public-Key Searchable Encryption [BDCOP04]
Sharing of Sensitive Information [DCLT10]
Private Database Queries [BGH+13]

Table 5.3 We rate related work from over , , and to to describe to which extent
it satisfies the respective property and observe that no approach satisfies all aspects. The
property “trust assumptions” specifically states whether the approach relies on assumptions
that do not match our outlined scenario.

To establish a better understanding of these critical design goals, we visualize them
in Figure 5.6. We illustrate the abstract design of an exchange platform through a
cloud but stress that different realizations are conceivable (cf. Section 2.1.3).

5.2.1.4 Related Work

With these design goals in mind, we now present related work on privacy-preserving
information retrieval. We summarize their key properties in Table 5.3 and further
discuss to which extent related work is applicable to our outlined scenario.

Private information retrieval [CGKS95] protocols deal with privacy-preserving data
retrieval from a database. However, these protocols only consider the client’s privacy,
i.e., the query is hidden from the database server, while the server’s privacy (G-E1) is
not protected. Accordingly, this class of protocols [CGKS95,MH20] is not applicable
to our scenario, as the client is not allowed to learn anything beyond the matching
item. OTs (cf. Section 2.3.1) also represent a form of symmetric private information
retrieval. While they provide a profound level of privacy, OTs alone are infeasible
for transmitting large data volumes, which are common in the IIoT.
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Other primitives for secure computations, such as secure multi-party computa-
tion [Lin05] and HE (cf. Section 2.3.1), are available to realize privacy-preserving
information retrieval as well [ZPH+17]. However, secure multi-party computations
introduce high overhead (G-E4) and do not reach the efficiency of purpose-driven
protocols for private information retrieval [DCLT10]. Similarly, HE approaches that
mimic such protocols suffer from the same inefficiency [NLV11]. In addition, sup-
porting arbitrary metrics for the matching (G-E3) is infeasible with HE as it either
offers only a restricted set of operations or becomes overly complex [AAUC18].

The privacy-preserving remote knowledge system [DDM+19] tackles the feasibility
of data retrievals via OT. A PSI initially determines matching elements, such that
only matched elements induce an expensive OT. However, size limitations of the
PSI restrict the number of data items that are retrievable with this approach.

Both symmetric searchable encryption [SWP00] and public-key searchable encryp-
tion [BDCOP04] allow the delegation of a search operation to an untrusted third
party, e.g., a cloud. These approaches encrypt data and search queries. The third
party returns matched elements to the client without learning the plaintexts. Ap-
plied to our scenario, data providers could upload their (encrypted) data, and clients
could then send a search query. However, both approaches assume that the party del-
egating the search, i.e., the client, is allowed to freely access all stored data without
restrictions. Accordingly, they cannot satisfy the required server privacy (G-E1).

Privacy-preserving sharing of sensitive information [DCLT10] considers comparable
design goals, i.e., demanding both client and server privacy (G-E1 and G-E2). This
approach introduces a semi-trusted third party, called isolated box, which cannot
access plaintext on its own. The design requires non-collusion among client and
server. All data items feature multiple attributes that allow clients to submit dis-
junctive queries over multiple attributes (conjunctive queries are not supported).
Unfortunately, disjunctive queries are not useful in our scenario as all input parame-
ters have to match the client’s query. Additionally, the design only considers a single
data source (the server), while we have to support multiple data providers. The en-
cryption process, which is offloaded to the isolated box, requires knowledge of how
many records with a certain attribute-value pair exist. Accordingly, the encryption
cannot independently be outsourced from the server to the data providers (G-E3).
Therefore, adapting this approach to our discussed scenario is far from trivial.

The approach of private database queries using SWHE [BGH+13] extends the pre-
vious solution with conjunctive queries. However, it also assumes that all data is
provided by a single central server. Moreover, the design requires the computation
of an inverted index by the server entity. Due to the fact that this computation bases
on plaintext access to the stored data, an additional semi-trusted storage server can-
not perform it, i.e., computing the inverted index requires information on how many
records with a certain attribute-value pair exist. Hence, the challenge of adapting it
to multiple independent data providers, as required by our scenario, remains. Ad-
ditionally, we expect that this work does not scale to our scenario (G-E4) as it was
only evaluated with up to 5 attribute-value pairs. In contrast, our scenario calls for
more diverse query parameters, each adding a random linear combination.
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Research Gap. This overview shows that related work has proposed many ap-
proaches for private information retrieval. However, they are inapplicable to our
scenario as they either fail to provide sufficient server privacy, which is essential for
secure collaborations, or cannot be adapted to our scenario without significant effort.

5.2.1.5 Preliminaries: A Space-Efficient Probabilistic Data Structure

In addition to the building blocks that we have already presented in Section 2.3
(primarily OTs and PSI), we also utilize Bloom filters, a probabilistic and space-
efficient data structure, in one of our designs. Therefore, we introduce corresponding
background information on this established building block in the following.

Bloom Filter. Bloom filters allow for efficient membership tests without an efficient
possibility to extract a list of all inserted elements [Blo70]. Apart from insertions,
Bloom filters support membership tests that check whether a specific element was
inserted. Due to its probabilistic property, such queries can return false positives
with a tunable false positive rate ε. However, false negatives cannot occur.

A Bloom filter B consists of an array with fixed length n and uses k hash functions
(h1, . . . , hk) to map elements to the fields of the array. Inserting an element x
works by setting B[hi(x)] = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Querying an element y equals a
bitwise comparison of hi(y) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} with B. Taking the false-positive rate
into account, y was inserted in B if all set values in hi(y) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} are
set in B as well. The false-positive rate ε can be computed based on the number
of stored elements m, the length n, and the number of hash functions k [SSK14]:
ε = (1 − (1 − 1

n
)km)k. Adjusting the Bloom filter’s parameters (e.g., to reduce ε)

influences the storage size as well as the processing time of insertions and queries.

5.2.2 Privacy-Preserving Exchange Platforms for Industry

In the following, we introduce multiple designs that enable the exchange of infor-
mation across supply chains. In contrast to related work, our designs account for
both client and server privacy to address the confidentiality needs of secure collab-
orations in the IIoT. Conceptually, our designs are closely related but differ in the
utilized building blocks. In particular, we utilize Bloom filters, OTs, and PSIs. Con-
sequently, the privacy guarantees and computational complexity of our designs vary
slightly. Overall, we provide practical exchange platforms that enable the oblivious
exchange of arbitrary information through a deterministic indexing scheme.

The presentation of our fourth contribution is structured as follows. First, in Sec-
tion 5.2.2.1, we give an overview of our designs before discussing the respective
protocols and operators of our exchange platform. Afterward, in Section 5.2.2.2, we
introduce our prototypical implementations and elaborate on the performance im-
plications of our utilized building blocks. Subsequently, we evaluate our designs in
more detail. To this end, we first conduct a performance evaluation that also covers
our two real-world applications (cf. Section 5.2.1.2) in Section 5.2.2.3. Then, in Sec-
tion 5.2.2.4, we discuss our designs’ security and confidentiality guarantees. Finally,
in Section 5.2.2.5, we compare our designs based on the findings of our evaluation.
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5.2.2.1 Design Space and Designs for Sharing Sensitive Information

Overall, we propose a modular concept that results in various designs depending on
the building blocks used for the matching and retrieval of data items. We name
our designs according to their primary building block. Altogether, we refer to them
as Bloom filter-based Parameter Exchange (BPE), PSI-based Parameter Exchange
(PPE), and an entirely OT-powered Parameter Exchange (OPE). Moving on, we first
introduce a general notation to provide a more formal understanding of our work.
Then, we discuss the general concept before elaborating on the involved entities and
our index-based record matching that enables so-called similarity metrics. Finally,
we discuss different variations in the design space of our modular concept.

Notation for the Exchange of Information

Our designs build on records that are indexed deterministically to enable data
providers to offload their records. A record p = x ∥ y = x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . ym consists
of a payload y and a number of (identifying) parameters xi for the indexing. Here,
x could correspond to a part that should be manufactured at a specific machine,
while y, for example, represents used machine settings. The respective indexing is
defined by X → H : hk(x

′
1, . . . , x

′
n) = idx′ with a use case-specific rounding function

r(xi) = x′
i to derive its input, i.e., we apply a binning to match related records to the

same index. Both h and r are globally defined by the exchange platform. We further
derive idkx′ ∈ K as truncation of idx′ ∈ H, for the indexing of AES encryption keys
kx′ , i.e., the encryption key can be derived using the identifying parameters xi only.
Records can share an encryption key if K ⊊ H, i.e., fewer indices are available at the
key server, which also handles the mapping (idkx′ , kx′). To reduce the computational
overhead, a smaller set size K is desirable. An encrypted parameter record cx′ is
further defined as c = Ekx′ (p). The storage server maintains the respective pairs
(idx′ , cx′). A single index idx′ can refer to the ciphertexts of multiple records due
to the rounding with r(x) (putting records into bins). By design, these ciphertexts
also share their AES encryption key.

Our work introduces and supports a similarity metric s(q) to identify relevant records
(the candidate set S) based on an initial record q. We consider this metric to be
sensitive (G-E2). Thus, in our designs, its use is limited to the querying companies
(clients). To compute S, a client does not require any payload data as records are
indexed with their identifying parameters xi only. Eventually, the client retrieves all
records q′ with idq′ ∈ S that are available (indexed) at the exchange platform.

Using this notation, we provide a high-level design overview of our modular concept
in the following before focusing on the involved entities in more detail.

Design Overview

As we illustrate in Figure 5.7, we realize our designs for privacy-preserving exchange
platforms by splitting ciphertexts and key material over two independent operators.
To achieve the desired privacy guarantees, carefully-selected operators who may not
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Figure 5.7 Our designs, which facilitate the privacy-preserving exchange of information in the
IIoT, are split into two components to separate the key material from shared ciphertexts.

collude must run the two servers of our exchange platform. Apart from this aspect,
both clients and data providers do not have to trust any other entity. We separate
the functionality of our designs into three primary phases, which we present next.

Phase I: Data Provision. First, 1 data providers retrieve encryption keys kx′ from
the key server via OTs, 2 encrypt the information they are willing to share (their
records p), and 3 offload (cf. G-E3) their encrypted records c, annotated with the
indices idx′ to the storage server, which maintains the indices of received records
(from all providers). OTs hide the providers’ access patterns from the key server.

Phase II: Matching. The client triggers the matching phase. Then, starting with a
known record q, the client locally computes all indices that she is interested in (her
candidate set S) based on a similarity metric s (her intellectual property). Depending
on the design, the client checks the availability of these indices idq′ either 4 through

a Bloom filter or 4’ using PSI. The local matching ensures client privacy (G-E2)
because the query content (S) is not shared with another entity.

Phase III: Record Retrieval. If any records matched the client’s query in Phase II,
5 she retrieves the corresponding decryption keys kx′ from the key server via OT.
6 She further purchases the respective ciphertexts from the storage server, which
also triggers the billing (out of scope for this dissertation) for this retrieval. Finally,
7 she decrypts the retrieved ciphertexts cx′ and gets access to the queried data
records. Again, OTs reliably hide the (client’s) access patterns from the key server.

After these three phases, the client is oblivious of data-sharing providers (G-E1),
and assuming a proper billing mechanism, the selling provider cannot identify the
buyer either (G-E2). Furthermore, the client’s valuable similarity metric is kept
private as the client locally computes the candidate set (G-E2). Since all items
are encrypted, the storage server is unaware of the mediated records (G-E1 and
G-E2). Moreover, the key server is oblivious of requested and transferred keys
because the respective communication places via OTs (G-E1 and G-E2). Finally,
computationally-expensive tasks are largely performed by clients or data providers,
keeping the total utilization of our platform components comparatively low (G-E4).
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Involved Entities

To look at our general concept in more detail, we now present the involved entities.
We particularly convey their responsibilities, interactions, and trust relationships.
Furthermore, we outline how our platform incorporates their individual interests.

Data Provider(s). Given that potential data-sharing providers invest resources
when gathering valuable records [AIGARB13,GZZL18,HJM+19] and possibly share
their know-how with business partners or competitors, they are only willing to con-
tribute against compensation [ZC20], e.g., payments, and despite a required partic-
ipation overhead. Additionally, the data provider’s identity and valuable provided
data must be protected, i.e., no third party may get access to all records. To this
end, in our designs, we separate key material and ciphertexts by relying on two
non-colluding operators. Our platforms bill clients to reward the provider, i.e., data
providers receive payments for their records if clients retrieve them. Finally, to ease
the participation, our platforms allow providers to offload data once, which is not
time-critical, and further supports adding additional records at a later time.

Client(s). The privacy interests of clients are twofold in our scenario. First, similar-
ity metrics are potentially valuable as they originate from ongoing research [TGH+18,
HJM+19] and, thus, must be protected accordingly. Second, the initial input for the
metric (i.e., a known record) is sensitive as well since it might reveal internal infor-
mation [CFAF17], e.g., production plans. Apart from such privacy interests, clients
should only have to pay for retrieved data records to compensate providers.

Our designs ensure local matchings, i.e., the similarity metric s as well as the initial
input q remain at the client. Moreover, since the storage server is unable to decrypt
or identify the requested records, it cannot draw conclusions from the transmitted
indices. Likewise, client and key server only interact via OTs for potentially leaking
requests, i.e., the key server never learns anything about the client’s query. Al-
though, depending on the number of filled indices and the used similarity metric,
the matching can become time-consuming, it is usually not very time-critical. For
instance, injection molding productions are planned weeks in advance [DN05] and,
thus, a processing of multiple days for the matching and retrieval remains practical.

Key Server. The interests of the key server operator are limited to a low computa-
tional and storage footprint. While generating the key material for every possible
index temporarily features a high workload and forces the server to store all gen-
erated keys, the number of keys is limited by the used OT set size. Thus, the
key generation neither produces significant overhead nor requires excessive storage.
Although data transfers via OTs are known to be computationally expensive and
time-consuming [ALSZ13], a fundamental requirement is to meet the interests of
key-retrieving providers and clients, i.e., prevent any information leakage from these
entities, including the number of transferred keys [CT05]. Hence, except for non-
collusion with the storage server, in our designs, no trust in the key server is required.

Storage Server. Generally, the interests of storage and key server operators are
aligned, i.e., low overheads are desired. The storage server maintains the record
indexing, supports the matching phase of the client, and returns requested records to
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them. The corresponding operator is very sensitive because he must not collude with
any of the data providers and the key server. Therefore, he must be chosen carefully,
as we highlight at the end of this subsubsection (and in Section 5.2.2.4). While the
operator must observe the indices of offloaded and requested records to enable billing,
this knowledge does not allow for conclusions on any of the sensitive information,
e.g., the client’s similarity metric s(q). Only if the storage server operator colludes
with the key server operator or the offloading data provider and therefore gains
insight into requested data, conclusions about the client’s candidate set are possible.

Record Indexing and Similarity Metrics

We rely on use case-specific rounding functions r(xi) = x′
i to index our records and

to support similarity metrics. Such a rounding function can resemble a binning of
related records, i.e., related records are rounded to the same value such that their
indices are identical. The rounding depends on the absolute value of the input
to achieve a granularity adaption because smaller changes in smaller values are
expected to have a larger influence than the same absolute change on a larger value.
For example, in injection molding, cooling times can easily be as low as 5 s, while
melt temperatures for polypropylene polymer are above 200 °C. Here, the absolute
difference between the values is far more than a magnitude, demanding a use case-
specific rounding. In theory, any rounding could be implemented and used as well.

As an example, we now demonstrate a rounding approach for the input (1.21, 22.22,
333.33). Our defined function r, which we also apply in our performance evaluations
(cf. Section 5.2.2.3), rounds each input parameter xi to a certain number of digits,
here exemplified with 2 for all inputs, starting from the digit with the highest po-
tency. This rounding yields the index (1.2, 22.0, 330.0) and demonstrates that the
rounding of x1 uses a finer granularity than r(x3) due to its smaller absolute value.

To illustrate the corresponding computation of the candidate set S = s(q), we
consider the target record (1.2, 22.0, 330.0), a rounding to two digits, and a metric
s that computes the 10% offset for each identifying parameter. This metric yields
1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 as possible values for the first parameter because the absolute offset
is 0.12 such that 1.0 and 1.4 are not covered. For the second parameter, the metric
computes 5 possible values and 7 for the third parameter. Hence, the candidate set
consists of 3 · 5 · 7 = 105 candidates in total. In real-world deployments, similarity
metrics constitute the clients’ competitive advantages, i.e., in practice, they are likely
to be significantly more complex than our descriptive example.

Design Space and Design Variants

Our proposed exchange platforms build on a modular concept that supports differ-
ent building blocks to achieve different levels of technical security guarantees. In
particular, we can apply different concepts to realize record matching and record
retrieval, respectively. In this dissertation, we focus on applying Bloom filters and
PSIs to match the records of the storage server with the client’s similarity set S.
Likewise, for the record retrieval from the storage server, we distinguish between
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Retrieval
Matching Bloom Filter-

PSI-Based
Based

Hash Key-Based BPE PPE
OT-Based N.N. OPE

Table 5.4 Our modular concept for exchange platforms supports different approaches for record
matching and record retrieval. In this dissertation, we discuss BPE, PPE, and OPE.

hash key-based and OT-based retrievals. We summarize the different combinations
of both dimensions along with our introduced labels for them in Table 5.4.

While Bloom filter-based matchings and hash key-based record retrievals promise
improved performance, they introduce less strict confidentiality guarantees compared
to their PSI-based and OT-based counterparts. In this dissertation, we discuss
BPE and PPE because they provide a good trade-off between performance and
privacy guarantees. In contrast, OPE provides strong confidentiality guarantees but
significantly limits the number of supported indices and record sizes. Thereby, OPE
does not scale to the dimensions of real-world applications in the IIoT.

BPE: Our Bloom Filter-Based Approach. In this design variant, the storage server
also inserts the indexed records in a Bloom filter. In the matching phase, the client
receives the Bloom filter from the storage server, hashes all indices in the similarity
set S, and locally tests them for membership in the Bloom filter. With this approach,
the storage server only shares a probabilistic data structure of all inserted hashes and
not the values or full indices. After a match, the client retrieves the corresponding
data records using the hashed indices of matched records.

PPE: A PSI-Based Approach. To prevent potential information leaks through the
Bloom filter, i.e., a list indicating all available indices shared with every client, we
also propose a design variant that replaces the Bloom filter-based matching with a
PSI. By using PSIs, clients only learn the matching elements. Consequently, the
PSIs-based record matching improves provider privacy (G-E1). However, due to the
limited supported size of the candidate set S in PPE, we generally favor BPE over
PPE despite its weaker provider privacy. In settings with specific privacy needs and
comparable small candidate sets, PPE can be a suitable, more secure alternative.

OPE: Fully OT-Powered Approach. Given that the storage server learns the iden-
tifiers of retrieved records, the hash key-based record retrieval impairs the goal of
client privacy (G-E2). To mitigate this effect, we allow for a record retrieval that
equals the key retrieval, i.e., clients retrieve all sensitive information using OTs. Just
like PPE, this design variant utilizes a PSI-based matching as well. The resulting
approach OPE is conceptually similar to the work by Dahlmanns et al. [DDM+19],
i.e., first conducting a PSI-based matching and then retrieving the records via OTs.

However, relying on OTs for the retrieval introduces significant limitations. Modern
libraries can only transmit 128Bit per OT because OTs have mainly been designed
for the transmission of key material and not the payload itself [ALSZ13]. Since our
ciphertexts are significantly larger, the applicability of an OT-based record retrieval
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Figure 5.8 Sequence chart detailing the conceptual steps of our exchange platform. While the
matching phases of BPE (a) and PPE (b) differ, the remaining protocol is unchanged.

is limited. For example, if t subsequent OTs are needed to retrieve a single cipher-
text, these additional OTs increase the overhead of the retrieval by factor t. More
importantly, the OT set size further defines the number of supported indices. Hence,
only a low number of records can be handled by the exchange platform.

These limitations highlight that OPE is only applicable to small scenarios with strong
privacy needs, which seems to be rarely the case for applications in the IIoT. Thus,
we refrain from elaborately presenting and discussing OPE in this dissertation.

Protocol Sequence

To elaborate on the design variants, in Figure 5.8, we illustrate the protocol sequence
of our exchange platform concept. We again break it down into three separate phases.

Phase I: Data Provision. Initially, (I.1) data providers request a hash key from
the key server to compute all needed indices idx′ , which prevents the storage server
operator from concluding the stored data by brute-forcing the indices and increases
the variability of indices. Subsequently, (I.2) the provider requests key material
idkx′ from the key server via OT to (I.3) and then encrypts the records. Finally,
(I.4) the provider sends the encrypted records and their indices to the storage server.

While a Bloom filter-based matching can utilize the index values that have been
computed with H, a PSI-based matching requires shorter indices (2128 in our case
and larger than the chosen OT set size of K = 220). Thus, we introduce a third
indexing L with K ⊂ L ⊂ H, and calculate the respective truncation for L using
the values inserted in the sets. The client utilizes the computed candidate set S,
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and the server takes the indices of all stored records as their sets for the PSI. Al-
though, in theory, PSIs would support the intersection of sets with a size of 2128,
to achieve computational feasibility, the number of elements in the set must be re-
duced. Notably, in contrast to OT, the input indices in L are not limited by the PSI
set size, reducing the chance of clients guessing matching indices and, further, due
to computational effort, preventing clients from performing PSI operations with an
extensive number of elements in their candidate set (e.g., to request all records).

Phase II: Matching. To prepare the matching, (II.5) the client requests the hash
key from the key server. Since BPE and PPE utilize different concepts to realize the
matching, the following steps of the matching phase differ slightly. For the Bloom
filter-based matching in BPE, (II.6a) the client receives the Bloom filter from the
storage server. The previously-received hash key enables the client to (II.7a) derive
the indices of candidates, i.e., her candidate set S, computed by her metric s(q)
based on input q by locally checking whether the received Bloom filter contains the
respective indices. In PPE with its PSI-based matching, the client (II.6b) first
prepares the PSI and (II.7b) then performs the PSI with the storage server.

Phase III: Record Retrieval. After the matches have been determined, the client
(III.8) retrieves the required decryption keys idkx′ via OTs from the key server
and (III.9) requests the encrypted records Ekx′ (p) from the storage server using the
matching indices idx′ which subsequently triggers the payment to the data provider.
Finally, (III.10) the client decrypts the retrieved ciphertexts to obtain the records.

This step concludes the current query of (and exchange with) the client.

Operators of the Exchange Platform

Since non-collusion among the operators of our exchange platform is essential for
the confidentiality guarantees of our designs, we describe potential operators in the
following. Their costs could be covered by a participation fee paid by all participants
of the exchange platform. Alternatively, the operators could also introduce per-
operation fees, e.g., charge for each processed key and record retrieval.

Given that the key server is oblivious of retrievals, no trust in the operator is required.
Accordingly, untrusted third parties can realistically operate it. Here, startups that
charge a fee for each retrieval are potential candidates. When using a trusted third
party, the key retrieval (during data provision and record retrieval) could also be
implemented without OTs, sacrificing the technical confidentiality guarantees. How-
ever, as we detail in Section 5.2.2.3, the matching phase is responsible for most of
the runtime. Thus, we firmly recommend secure OT-based key retrievals.

The storage server is more critical for both provider and client privacy. On the one
hand, this server learns the ciphertexts of stored records and the associated data
providers. On the other hand, the storage server is aware of the client’s matches.
Therefore, public organizations, industry associations, or the government are well-
suited for hosting the storage server. They could fund the operation using donations,
membership fees, or taxes. Hence, they are more appropriate to operate the storage
server than a (random) untrusted, potentially-unreliable third party.
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This part concluded the presentation of our modular concept and the introduction
to the design variants BPE and PPE. In the following, we first introduce our imple-
mentations and then discuss the performance of their underlying building blocks.

5.2.2.2 Implementations and Building Block Evaluation

To assess whether our designs are suitable for real-world deployments, we created
corresponding implementations, which we briefly introduce in the following. Subse-
quently, we discuss the scalability and performance of the utilized technical building
blocks. Their performance is essential when considering the realization of large-scale
exchange platforms with large numbers of records, data providers, and clients.

Implementation and Experimental Setup

Now, we first specify the different components and libraries of our implementations.
Afterward, we detail the experimental setup for our performance evaluations.

Implementation. We implemented all components, i.e., the client and data provider
applications as well as the servers, in Python 3. We further rely on libOTe [Rin16a] to
realize OTs and select the semi-honest 1-out-of-n OT algorithm KKRT16 [KKRT16].
We interact with this library using Cython [BBC+11]. We realize both servers as
Flask [Ron10] applications with Celery [Sol09] as a task queue while utilizing a
Redis [San09] broker. Celery workers handle the servers’ endpoints. All communi-
cation between applications and the server is protected by TLS 1.2 [DR18]. The
storage server relies on SQLite [SQL00] while the key server keeps all keys in mem-
ory. In BPE, we create, process, and query our Bloom filters using Pybloomfilter-
mmap3 [Pra16]. For the PSI-based matching in PPE, we again utilize Cython and
use libPSI [Rin16b], which runs the semi-honest PSI algorithm KKRT16 [KKRT16].

Our implementations of BPE and PPE are publicly available [SrcC20].

Experimental Setup. For all measurements, we utilized a single server (2x Intel
XeonSilver 4116 and 196GB RAM) and performed 10 runs each. All entities ran
on the same machine and communicated over the loopback interface. We measured
the data volume with tcpdump [JLM88]. We noticed an unreasonably out-of-scale
overhead in the (unsupported) TLS endpoints of libOTe and libPSI, forcing us to
add the expected overhead arithmetically. To this end, we evaluated the TLS hand-
shake overhead (53.94ms) and the maximum TLS throughput (567.16MBit/s) on
our evaluation server using Flask’s TLS settings (TLS 1.2, ECDHE-RSA-AES256-
GCM-SHA384, and the elliptic curve secp256r1 ). If not stated otherwise, we in-
cluded the calculated TLS overhead based on these values (hatched in our plots).

The hash key and the encryption keys are 128Bit long each. We parallelize the
Bloom filter-based matching and the OT-based key retrieval. Even though the size
of S depends on the client and its metric, we expect that the server set is unlikely
to exceed 100Mio. elements, and thus, we fix the PSI set size in PPE to 220.
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Performance Evaluation of the Utilized Building Block

In our previous paper [PBL+20, Section 7.2, Appendix B, and Appendix C.2], we
measured the performance and scalability of our building blocks, namely, Bloom
filters, PSIs, OTs, and similarity metrics, in great detail. Next, we briefly highlight
the corresponding findings that are relevant to assess our designs’ practicality.

Bloom Filter. Even for Bloom filters with capacities of up to 1Bil. elements (with a
false-positive rate of 10−20), we measure reasonable storage sizes for use as part of
an exchange platform because one-time transmissions (to clients) of less than 20GB
are realistic nowadays [Cis20]. The Bloom filter capacity correlates linearly with the
Bloom filter’s storage size. Notably, the size increases linearly for an exponentially
decreasing false-positive rate. Thus, even low false-positive rates (e.g., 10−20) yield
feasible sizes. Likewise, the performance of the query time, which is relevant for
the matching phase as well, is mostly unaffected by both capacity and false-positive
rate and only depends on the number of performed queries. By design, querying
is embarrassingly parallel as the individual queries are independent of each other.
In contrast, when measuring the insert times, we notice an approximately-linear
increase with both increased capacity and false-positive rate. However, the data-
provision phase is not time-sensitive because it constitutes a one-time task for data-
providing companies, and they are unlikely to offload their records simultaneously.

With these results in mind, we fix the capacity at 100Mio. elements for our sub-
sequent evaluations (as required by our applications [PBL+20]) and set the false-
positive rate to 10−20, which results in a comparably small Bloom filter size (<2GB).

Private Set Intersection (PSI). The set size of the PSI is the primary influence on the
measured performance. It scales linearly with runtime and memory usage. Con-
sequently, the maximal supportable PSI set size for PPE depends on the available
memory at the storage server (leaving aside the serving of multiple clients at once).
In the following, we select a set size of 220, which only requires ≈ 0.6GB of memory
per PSI. We further studied the implications of bandwidth-constrained networks
and noticed a significant impact on the performance. However, even for a restricted
bandwidth with 6MBit/s, the execution time for a PSI with a set size of 1Mio.
elements stays around 45min. We consider this time to be acceptable because the
exchange of sensitive and valuable information may take up to several days. Given
the availability of various PSI protocols, the utilized protocol can be chosen according
to the use case to trade off communication and computation overhead [KKRT16].

Oblivious Transfers (OTs). The runtime of OTs is mainly influenced by the set size
(total number of keys) and the number of OT extensions (number of retrieved keys).
A large set sizeK is desirable as more distinct encryption keys can be handled by the
key server, i.e., fewer records share their encryption keys. The number of retrieved
keys depends on the number of sharable records at the data provider and the number
of matches at the client, which are both highly use case-specific. The runtime of the
OTs further scales linearly with increasing set size and the number of performed OT
extensions. As for the PSI building block, bandwidth-constrained networks or large
latencies delay the runtime of OTs. However, since neither the data-provision phase
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nor the record-retrieval phase are time-critical, we consider the OT runtime to be
satisfactory for use in our proposed exchange platforms.

For the remaining evaluations, we fix the set size at 220, which allows for more than
1Mio. distinct encryption keys. With our setup and this set size, retrieving 200 keys
takes less than 70 s. Again, the diversity of available OT protocols allows for bal-
ancing the trade-off between computation and communication overhead [ALSZ13].

Similarity Metrics. Given that the similarity metric s(q) is solely computed at the
client, its performance does not impact the other parts of our designs. However, the
number of elements, which the similarity metric s(q) returns, significantly influences
the overall runtime of the matching phase. For the Bloom filter, the size of the
candidate set S is the primary driver of this increase, with an influence on the
client only. In contrast, in PPE, the size of S affects the runtime of both client and
storage server. For our sample application, we introduce a fine-granular rounding
to allow companies to identify potentially relevant records. Here, an increase of
the granularity of one parameter (x′

i) yields a linear increase of candidates, while a
granularity increase for all input parameters (x′

1 to x
′
n) results in an exponential blow-

up of the candidate set S. The number of input parameters n is further influential
because S grows exponentially in the number of varied parameters (xi).

This evaluation of the utilized building blocks underlines that they are suitable for
use in our proposed designs. Their performance is satisfactory for set sizes and
numbers of elements that we expect for real-world applications. Moreover, we show
that our utilized building blocks largely scale linearly (only for the similarity metric,
we observe an exponential blow-up). Consequently, in the following, we join these
building blocks and study the performance of the entire designs in detail.

5.2.2.3 Performance Evaluation of our Exchange Platform Designs

After establishing that the utilized building blocks scale to our needs, we now study
the overall performance (G-E4) of our designs in more detail. To this end, we first
evaluate them using synthetic input data. Afterward, we look into their performance
when exchanging information for our real-world applications (cf. Section 5.2.1.2).

General Performance

We split our evaluation into workflows of data providers (Phase I: Data Provision)
and clients (Phases II and III: Matching and Record Retrieval) because they are
independent of each other during regular operation. Since our modular concepts
only offer alternatives in Phases II and III, the data provision is identical for our
designs BPE and PPE, i.e., we do not distinguish them when evaluating Phase I.

Data Provision. For the data-provision phase, we evaluate two crucial aspects: In
addition to the impact of the number of records that a data provider processes,
we also study the influence of the record length. First, in Figure 5.9, we detail the
runtime when offloading up to 1000 records and show that the runtime scales linearly
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Figure 5.9 As part of the data-provision phase, obliviously obtaining the encryption keys from
the key server (using OTs) is the most time-consuming step when offloading data records.
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Figure 5.10 The record size has a negligible impact on the runtime of the data provision.

with the number of records. We used records with 100 parameters, each representing
a float uniformly chosen at random. Accordingly, all records have unique identifiers
and require a unique key for encryption. The key retrieval dominates this phase.

Second, in Figure 5.10, we illustrate the influence of the record length on the data-
provision performance. We uploaded 100 random records to the storage server for
this measurement while varying the number of included parameters m. The key
retrieval remains constant as the same (number of) encryption keys are retrieved for
each measurement. The length of the records does not have a significant influence on
the runtime as the key retrieval dominates the overall runtime of the data provision.

The observed performance of the data provisioning is reasonable, especially because
it constitutes a one-time task for data providers (the exchange platform distributes
the offloaded records to querying clients without requiring their involvement).

Matching and Record Retrieval. In contrast to the data provision, which con-
stitutes a one-time task, client requests can be more time-critical. The real-world
complexity of queries and the number of matches to be retrieved from the platform
is highly use case-specific. Given that the performance of these phases depends on
the utilized building blocks of our designs, we individually discuss BPE and PPE.

BPE. For this measurement, we offloaded records with 100 parameters and used 10
parameters as input for the indexing (n = 10, m = 90). Each input parameter
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Figure 5.11 Computing the similarity metric dominates the retrieval of data records.
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Figure 5.12 If the set sizes are feasible to apply PPE, its performance is comparable to BPE.

is discretized to three digits. As similarity metric s(q), we computed an offset of
0.5% for each input record q. We ensured that sufficient records were matched and
available on the storage server. While OTs mainly impact the provision, Figure 5.11
shows that the matching dominates the client queries. Despite the good performance
of Bloom filters, the matching is expensive as it results in a large candidate set S
of >29Mio. elements. While we observe a runtime below 5min, real-world metrics
might produce sets that are magnitudes larger, further increasing the total runtime.

PPE. We repeated the previous evaluation with a PPE-feasible-sized candidate set S
through a relative offset of 0.3% with only 0.3Mio. elements (compared to 29Mio. el-
ements). This limitation is not PSI-specific but follows from the memory constraints
of our evaluation server, i.e., enterprise servers could support larger candidate sets.
In Figure 5.12, we visualize the corresponding results. In comparison to BPE, the
PSI-based matching in PPE introduces a slight overhead. Moreover, when com-
paring the different processing steps of our designs within the matching phase, we
observe a comparable performance in BPE and PPE (Figure 5.13). In this setting,
the primary overhead follows from the preparation of the PSI-based matching.

Overall, we notice that the runtime for client queries, involving both the matching
and the record retrieval, is feasible for practical use because they may take up to
several days. Consequently, our designs also support similarity metrics with (more)
excessive candidate sets. In BPE, the testing for membership of indices does not
even depend on external entities. Hence, this step is embarrassingly parallelizable,
and clients can scale their metrics to their constraints, i.e., time and computational
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Figure 5.13 For small candidate sets, the matching runtimes in BPE and PPE are comparable.
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Figure 5.14 Just like our general evaluation (Figures 5.9 and 5.10), our real-world application
in injection molding also confirms that the key retrieval dominates the data-provision phase.

resources. In contrast, the matching in PPE requires sufficient resources at client
and storage server, impairing its scalability. Accordingly companies can balance
their confidentiality and performance needs in real-world deployments as needed.

Performance Evaluation of our Injection Molding Application

To evaluate the applicability of our designs for the injection molding application (cf.
Section 5.2.1.2), we now operate on a total of 4620 genuine records, consisting of
28 parameters each. These sensitive records describe the production of toy bricks:
Each toy brick is defined by m = 21 geometry parameters, while the remaining
n = 7 parameters describe 6 essential machine settings (injection volume flow, melt
temperature, mold temperature, packing pressure, packing pressure time, cooling
time) and one quality indicator (part weight). For other uses, apart from the opti-
mization of machine settings during the process setup, the exchanged data and its
representation will likely differ. Here, sensitive information is represented by the
machine settings and the corresponding part quality: The data can only be used for
transfer learning when being combined with the identifying parameters, i.e., geome-
try information With this indexing, we have a total of 60 indices, where each index
points to 77 unique records that contain (slightly-)varying machine parameters.

Data Provision. As for our performance evaluation that utilized synthetic input
data, we also study the data-provision phase for this application. In Figure 5.14, we
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Figure 5.15 The larger candidate sets produced by IM-2.5% and IM-3.0% lead to dominating
matching phases for the client requests. This overhead only affects the querying client.

visualize the corresponding runtime for two scenarios: For the first measurement,
shown by the left-sided bars, we chose to upload all parameters with the same identi-
fier (index) before considering the data belonging to a different geometry. Here, the
key retrieval overhead increases with a larger number of uploaded records because 77
records have the same index and therefore need the same encryption key. Therefore,
the number of retrieved keys only increases when parameters with distinct identi-
fiers are offloaded. For the second measurement, we selected the records uniform at
random for each share. Here, already the first upload (10%), equaling 462 records,
has a high probability of containing one record of each of the 60 groups, such that
all keys are required. Thus, the key retrieval times remain nearly constant over all
runs. Since the entire provision phase takes less than 12 s, even if all records are
uploaded at once, the provisioning is practical even in significantly larger settings.

Matching and Record Retrieval. For this application in injection molding, we eval-
uate three potential similarity metrics to study the diversity of client queries. For
metric IM-2.0%, we used a relative offset for all (21) input parameters of 2%. For
IM-2.5% and IM-3.0%, the offsets are 2.5% and 3.0%, respectively. The rounding
is set to two digits for each input parameter. In our example, both metrics result in
a single match, i.e., the client retrieves the records that correspond to a single index.

BPE. In Figure 5.15, we visualize the different processing steps for both metrics.
The matching step quickly dominates client queries, rendering the remaining pro-
cessing steps negligible. We again underline that the locally-conducted membership
tests are crucial in this regard. Keeping the application-induced time constraints
(of several days) in mind, we can even support metrics with significantly-larger can-
didate sets with BPE. In conjunction with the virtually-irrelevant performance of
offloading records, we thus conclude that the performance of BPE is well-suited
for privacy-preservingly exchanging information. Consequently, BPE could greatly
support transfer learning tasks in the domain of injection molding to ease the highly-
complex and usually time-consuming task of setting up production lines.

PPE. For PPE, we can only evaluate IM-2.0% because the similarity metrics in IM-
2.5% and IM-3.0% yield candidate sets that exceed the maximally-supported PSI
set size of 220. The evaluation of IM-2.0% with the PPE design (Figure 5.16) shows
that the runtime of the PSI preparation step increases for larger candidate sets,
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Figure 5.16 While the PSI execution time stays constant (cf. Figure 5.13), the time to prepare
the PSI-based matching increases with the size of S. Thus, BPE commonly outperforms PPE.

while the PSI execution takes approximately the same time. Moreover, these results
imply that for larger candidate sets, the PSI-based matching adds significantly more
overhead than the Bloom filter-based matching in BPE. This observation captures
the primary drawback of PPE and explains why we favor the performance of BPE.

After this first evaluation of a real-world application, we present and discuss the
performance of a second real-world application (cf. Section 5.2.1.2) in the following.

Performance Evaluation of our Machine Tool Application

For our second application, which covers machine tools, we rely on a dataset with
600 records with 19 parameters each (n = 17, m = 2). Moreover, each record has a
unique index. We again evaluate two independent client queries to investigate our
designs’ universality. First, for MT-Material, we only vary the production material
of a workpiece, i.e., the client wants to produce an identical workpiece with another
material. Second, for MT-Diameter, we request records where the same workpiece
should be produced with a different milling cutter. To this end, we iterate over the
parameter xi, which defines the milling cutter’s diameter. Given that we only vary a
single parameter for each metric, the resulting candidate set (as well as the number
of matches) is tiny compared to the previous application in injection molding.

Data Provision. Given that each record has a unique index, the OT-based key
retrieval dominates the overall runtime. Still, the offloading of all records is com-
pleted within 30 s, and, therefore, this phase is uncritical for any real setting and
participating data providers. Thus, we continue with the remaining phases.

Matching and Record Retrieval. We detail the processing times for BPE and PPE
as well as both metrics in Figure 5.17. Even though this application does not in-
troduce any hard deadlines, concluding the client query after less than 1min is very
performant for frequent use. Given that we only vary a single input parameter for
each metric, the resulting candidate set is tiny compared to the metrics that we
evaluated for the injection molding application. The small candidate sets (|S| = 11
for MT-Material, and |S| = 701 for MT-Diameter) reverse our previous observation
that the PSI preparation dominates the runtime (cf. Figures 5.13 and 5.16). For
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Figure 5.17 In this smaller setting, the evaluated metrics produce negligible overhead for the
matching. Hence, for these sizes and number of indices, both BPE and PPE are practical.

Client Key Server Storage Server Data Provider

G-E1: Provider Privacy
BPE / / —
PPE / / —
OPE / / —

G-E2: Client Privacy
BPE — / /
PPE — / /
OPE —

□ /□: Malicious-but-Cautious Entities / Colluding Entities

Table 5.5 We rate the achieved confidentiality guarantees per entity from over , , and
to . For provider privacy, we consider collusion among both servers, as it would allow for the
decryption of all offloaded records. Likewise, for client privacy, we consider collusion among
the storage server and a data provider. Jointly, they could then revert the hash identifiers and
extract sensitive information about client queries. We omit the setting where a client colludes
with both servers, as it would entirely violate provider privacy and reveal all records.

these settings, the PSI execution accounts for the primary runtime in PPE, and
the overhead of preparing the PSI is negligible. The (large) Bloom filter and the
key retrieval even dominate the total runtime, resulting in a situation where PPE
outperforms BPE. The key retrieval times differ due to the number of matched and
subsequently retrieved records (10 for MT-Material vs. 6 for MT-Diameter).

Using two real-world applications from two domains as well as synthetic input data,
we have evaluated BPE and PPE in detail. We conclude that the overall performance
is appropriate for practical applications and client queries. Hence, our designs are
universally applicable and satisfy the outlined performance requirements (G-E4). In
the following, we discuss their security and confidentiality guarantees to ensure that
our exchange platforms are not only performant but also secure in practice.

5.2.2.4 Security Guarantees of our Exchange Platform Designs

We now discuss the confidentiality guarantees of our designs. In particular, we
study provider and client privacy (G-E1 and G-E2). Without sufficient (technical)
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guarantees, our designs are not realistic for use in the IIoT because companies are
very cautious about sharing or exchanging sensitive information, especially across
supply chains (cf. Section 5.2.1.1). In our discussion, we primarily consider malicious-
but-cautious entities (cf. Section 2.1.2.1). By design, our exchange platforms do not
require trust among (all) clients and (all) data providers, as each of them only
interacts with the semi-trusted storage server. Thus, we individually discuss their
interactions with the exchange platform and provide an overview in Table 5.5.

Key Server. As all sensitive key retrievals are handled via OT, the key server cannot
harm provider and client privacy. While colluding with data providers does not
harm the client privacy, colluding with the client could harm the provider privacy if
ciphertexts have been retrieved illegitimately. Collusion of the operators of key and
storage servers is the main threat in our designs as it would result in plaintext access,
violating both provider and client privacy. However, a public entity operating the
storage server (cf. Section 5.2.2.1) is unlikely to risk legal consequences following
such misbehavior. Thus, we assume that the implications of this threat are limited.

Storage Server. During record retrieval, our designs do not hide the indices of client-
requested records. Thus, the storage server can partially reconstruct the client’s can-
didate set, slightly violating client privacy (G-E2). However, inferring the similarity
metric is infeasible as neither the metric’s input nor the unmatched indices are known
to the server. Moreover, in BPE, handing out the Bloom filter affects the provider
privacy as the client obtains an encoded representation of all indices with offloaded
records. While Bloom filters do not support the listing of all stored items, brute-
force attacks could still provide rough estimates, especially when configured with low
false-positive rates. We tolerate this slight violation of provider privacy (G-E1) to
enable the local computation of client metrics even in huge settings (up to billions
of elements). PPE mitigates this slight violation of provider privacy because the
PSI-based matching prevents clients from obtaining an overview of all filled indices.

By using a hash key for indices computation, which is unknown to the storage
server, we increase both provider and client privacy as the storage server cannot
compute any index itself even if it is aware of suitable input parameters. We achieve
provider privacy as requested records are only shared without their origins against
a payment. Similarly, providers are unaware of who paid for a record, satisfying
client privacy. In the case of unintended data leaks, we protect records by utilizing
different encryption keys to render brute-force attacks infeasible. Other misbehavior
can be retraced through access logs at both key and storage servers. We leave an
analysis of the privacy implications of joining these logs for future work.

To conclude, the confidentiality guarantees of our designs build on the separation
of key material and ciphertexts. Our designs further require non-collusion among
the storage server and data providers to ensure client privacy. Replacing the Bloom
filter-based matching with a PSI-based matching slightly improves the provider pri-
vacy because clients do not have access to a probabilistic data structure that records
all filled indices anymore. Likewise, relying on an OT-based record retrieval (as pro-
posed in OPE) yields confidentiality improvements over the hash key-based retrieval
(as used in BPE and PPE) because the storage server learns nothing about retrieved
records anymore. We refer to Table 5.5 for a summary of these guarantees.
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G-E1: Provider
Privacy

G-E2: Client
Privacy

G-E3:
Deployability

G-E4:
Performance

G-E5:
Adaptability

BPE ✓
PPE ✓
OPE ✓

Table 5.6 We assign scores from over , , and to (✓) to describe to which extent
our designs satisfy the design goals (cf. Section 5.2.1.3). Performance overheads impair the
suitability for real-world deployments of our designs with stronger confidentiality guarantees.

5.2.2.5 Comparing the Design Variants of our Exchange Platform

In this section, we have proposed a modular concept to realize a privacy-preserving
exchange platform for the IIoT. Thereby, we can adapt the exact design according
to use case-specific needs. In this context, we studied the performance implications
and scalability of different building blocks, including Bloom filters, PSIs, and OTs.
Looking at our designs, we observe that the runtime to offload records to the ex-
change platform as part of the data-provision phase is negligible, especially because
it constitutes a one-time task for data providers. Our performance evaluations of
synthetic inputs and two real-world applications (each with multiple queries) further
demonstrate the feasibility of BPE. The reported performance even allows (i) clients
to query and match large candidate sets S in real-world settings (as required for
queries in the injection molding application) and (ii) the exchange platform to han-
dle a large number of indices. Thus, our designs are suitable for deployment.

By realizing the potentially-sensitive computations of similarity metrics s(q) locally
at the clients, we specifically address the required client privacy. While the Bloom
filter-based matching in BPE slightly violates the desired provider privacy, the PSI-
based matching in PPE reliably addresses this drawback. However, the compu-
tational overhead of PSIs mandates smaller set sizes, which limits the application
areas of PPE. Our second application, which covers queries concerning machine
tools, nicely demonstrates the practicality of PPE for real-world deployments.

We summarize this comparison as part of a design goal discussion in Table 5.6.

5.2.3 Takeaways and Future Research

In this section, we have presented and discussed our modular concept to realize
exchange platforms for information sharing in the IIoT. With this contribution, we
support the establishment of secure collaborations across supply chains because we
address the stakeholders’ confidentiality needs by providing technical guarantees.
More specifically, our designs protect data providers, which offload their sensitive
information, as well as clients and their sensitive queries. We now conclude our
presentation by first discussing the suitability of our selected building blocks in
Section 5.2.3.1. Afterward, in Section 5.2.3.2, we briefly highlight the universality
of our proposed designs before outlining potential future work in Section 5.2.3.3.
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5.2.3.1 Suitability of Selected Technical Building Blocks

During conceptualization, two design aspects primarily shaped our selection of the
utilized building blocks. First, we had to account for the sensitivity of the similarity
metrics and the computation of matches, which is expressed by the goal of client pri-
vacy (G-E2). Accordingly, we could not design a protocol where the client offloads
any of this sensitive information to other parties. Therefore, we had to create an ap-
proach that accounts for this need. Both of our matching concepts (locally-processed
Bloom filters and PSIs) satisfy exactly this need. Second, following the decision to
rely on two server components, we tried to reduce the trust in both servers to a min-
imum. By relying on OTs for the key retrieval, we reduce the trust in the key server
to a minimum because it learns nothing about the exchanged information. As we
have discussed in Section 5.2.2.1, an OT-based record retrieval (as utilized in OPE)
does not commonly scale to secure collaborations in the IIoT. Hence, we consider a
hash key-based record retrieval to be the second-best option for our designs.

Since we distribute our exchange platform over two operators (servers), we decided
to not look into more complex building blocks, such as secret sharing. Regardless,
with our modular concept, we support multiple building blocks by design. Conse-
quently, we address the desired adaptability (G-E5) and allow for other realizations
within the scope of our modular concept. Overall, we are confident that our selected
building blocks are well-chosen since our evaluation generally attests a secure and
performant operation of BPE and PPE. We attribute these findings to (i) the scala-
bility properties of the utilized building blocks, (ii) the separation of data providers
and clients, as well as (iii) the independent protocol sequence per company, i.e., a
data-providing or querying entity does not depend on any other party (cf. G-E3).

5.2.3.2 Universality of our Exchange Platform

When discussing the universality of our proposed designs that realize exchange plat-
forms for information sharing across supply chains in the IIoT, we have to consider
three dimensions: variation of supported applications, scalability of the designs,
and diversity of the exchanged information. To assess the first dimension, we thor-
oughly evaluated two real-world applications (cf. Section 5.2.2.3), which allowed us
to study application-specific variations in terms of scale (number of records, indices,
and matches) and utilized similarity metrics in detail. Based on the results, we
conclude that our designs are universally-applicable if we can trade off some confi-
dentiality guarantees for improved performance. Likewise, concerning the expected
scalability, our evaluation of the utilized building blocks and our general performance
evaluation underline the feasibility of BPE and PPE. Moreover, given that most com-
putational load is with the involved data providers and clients, we are confident that
our concept ensures scalability-driven universality. Besides, we can easily scale out
our exchange platform by distributing the index over multiple storage servers (or
key servers). This way, our designs allow for massive indices that would otherwise
exceed the supported set sizes in OTs or PSIs. Finally, regarding the diversity of
exchanged information, we underline that our designs are capable of indexing and
exchanging arbitrary records. Consequently, with an appropriate indexing scheme,
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our designs support diverse information beyond process parameters, for example, to
secure and facilitate exchanging best practices [PSF+23] among businesses.

5.2.3.3 Future Work and Next Steps

While our evaluation underlines the secure and performant operation of our prosed
exchange platforms, they are not yet ready for real-world use in the IIoT because
the concrete design of the billing mechanism is still open. Hence, in preparation
for real-world deployments, future work should add a (privacy-preserving) payment
mechanism (cf. G-E3). In this regard, we envision a proxy-based approach, using
either a trusted third party or a mix network [Cha81], to still reliably decouple
data providers from clients and vice versa. In the long run, future work could
look into how to rate the value of exchanged process data and, thereby, unlock new
business models for data-providing companies. Such advances would greatly improve
the acceptance of this type of secure collaboration while encouraging companies to
provide their (sensitive) information. Similarly, researchers could look into ways to
transform exchange platforms into a subscription model to ease the billing.

In a different direction, we identify three aspects that could further improve our
designs and their usefulness. First, in their current realization, our designs do not
provide strong accountability guarantees for all involved stakeholders. Accordingly,
improving the auditability of offloaded and queried records could be researched to
address respective needs. Second, concerning BPE, we could study the benefits of
utilizing more advanced Bloom filters, such as multi-dimension Bloom filters [HX06,
CL15], or applying differential privacy to the Bloom filter (cf. [EPK14,XVHS20]).
Third, researching sophisticated approaches to come up with space-efficient indexing
schemes would improve the processing of indexed records. Corresponding advances
would be especially instrumental in easing the derivation of meaningful similarity
metrics s(q) for clients. However, our evaluation of real-world applications showed
that even trivially-chosen identifying parameters (xi) are indeed practical.

This subsection concludes the presentation of our fourth contribution, which sup-
ports secure collaborations across supply chains by providing a privacy-preserving
exchange platform that is oblivious of both index records and client queries. With
our work, we provide companies with a desired tool (cf. Section 5.2.1.1), address
their confidentiality concerns, and improve information sharing across supply chains.
Overall, in this chapter, we have tackled two crucial settings. In addition to propos-
ing designs for privacy-preserving comparisons in industry (our third contribution),
as part of our fourth contribution, we have developed a modular concept that en-
ables privacy-preserving matchings in the IIoT. While the former is usually without
direct implications on established processes, the latter is more precarious for the
involved stakeholders because (i) matched and ultimately retrieved information is
likely fed directly into running processes and (ii) the exchange of information also
involves unknown, i.e., untrusted, companies. With these contributions and the gen-
eral concept of secure collaborations in mind, in the next chapter, we analyze how
far the industrial landscape has already evolved in recent times.



6
Appraisal on Secure Industrial
Collaborations

Our primary contributions (Chapters 4 and 5) underline that the conceptualization
and realization of secure collaborations are practical from the information security
dimensions. Building on this insight, in Section 6.1, we outline the readiness of the
other dimensions (cf. Figure 1.2) for deploying secure collaborations in the (evolving)
industrial landscape. Without sufficient advances in these dimensions, the global es-
tablishment of secure collaborations in the IIoT will not succeed. In this context, we
further assess how our contributions impact the different dimensions as well as the
ongoing evolution of the industrial landscape. Afterward, as part of an excursus, we
utilize our experience in interdisciplinary cooperations to derive a research method-
ology that organizes interdisciplinary research efforts. We present the corresponding
abstract process cycle underlying this methodology in Section 6.2. Our rationale is
to ease interdisciplinary research activities for researchers and practitioners alike.

6.1 A Look at the Current State

To accurately rate the impact of our contributions, we have to evaluate our research
in light of all relevant dimensions that enable industrial collaborations. Thus, in
the following, we first outline the progress of the different enabling dimensions in
Section 6.1.1. Thereby, we provide an overview of recent developments on broader
prerequisites (beyond the information security dimension) for secure collaborations
in the IIoT. Afterward, we consider general strategic research directions of the evolv-
ing industrial landscape: By discussing them in the context of secure collaborations,
we highlight how (our) research on collaborations fits into the overall evolution of
the IIoT. Subsequently, in Section 6.1.2, we revisit our contributions in light of our
research question (cf. Section 1.2.2). We conclude that we are indeed able to realize
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secure collaborations in the IIoT. Finally, in Section 6.1.3, we detail our view on
how secure collaborations will further develop and evolve in the future.

6.1.1 Today’s Situation in the Industrial Landscape

When recapitulating why we are observing an evolution of the industrial landscape
at a significant pace, we quickly encounter the IoT. The momentum of the IoT,
along with digitization and digitalization, reached the industrial landscape [Wit17,
GKT19], which is the main driver of greatly-reshaped businesses and processes. The
combination of these concepts coined the term IIoT, which expresses the digitized,
interconnected, and networked state of companies in industry.

In this regard, we notice that means for ubiquitous communication and networking
in the IIoT are widely available [RSS+16,WSJ17]. Likewise, sufficiently performant
approaches that enable the processing and analyzing of vast amounts of data have
matured toward practical use [uRYS+19]. However, despite this convincing state,
isolated information silos still largely hinder the global exchange and dissemination of
knowledge and information, as we have outlined in Section 1.1. As a result, the desire
for collaborations in the IIoT emerges. But, their acceptance depends on realizing
them securely. Fortunately, as we have pointed out in Section 2.4, sufficiently many
and diverse building blocks to secure them are conceptually available. Consequently,
now is the time to research how to widely and securely establish collaborations in
the IIoT. To contribute an essential aspect and to create a profound foundation
for practical deployments, in this dissertation, we have successfully worked on this
research gap by tackling the realization of secure collaborations from the information
security dimension, which has particularly hindered their real-world use so far.

Progress in the Enabling Dimensions of Industrial Collaborations

As we have established in Section 1.2.1, the successful establishment of secure col-
laborations in the IIoT depends on multiple dimensions (cf. Figure 1.2). In addition
to the information security dimension, which was the focus of this dissertation, the
economic, legal, operational security, and interoperability dimensions are critical to
pursuing the desire of having collaborations in the IIoT. Since we revisit our con-
tributions in light of our research question in Section 6.1.2 anyway, we also defer
the assessment of the information security dimension. Hence, in the following, we
illustrate how research in the other dimensions has prepared the industrial landscape
for secure collaborations so far and which individual research challenges remain.

Economic. Most importantly, economic questions are critical for stakeholders to
assess whether they are willing to participate in industrial collaborations [Hor01,
Sah03]. Moreover, establishing new or improved business models to transform the
industrial landscape is an important, open factor in encouraging real-world deploy-
ments that utilize secure collaborations [MBP23]. Especially the global dependen-
cies and implications when striving for softer factors, such as ESG goals [FBB15],
urgently mandate that stakeholders increasingly consider the consequences of collab-
orations as part of their strategic organization [KJPE23]. Apart from the primary
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focus on business models, additional research on (i) how companies behave in light of
secure collaborations (e.g., studying game theory [ZPMG19]) and (ii) widely-applica-
ble approaches to deterministically rate the value of information is needed, with the
latter recently gaining interdisciplinary interest and first interesting results [TBP23].

Legal. Since deployments and realizations of secure collaborations are rare and
mostly vague, legislative ramifications are also unclear, especially when consider-
ing liability aspects. In the long run, elaborate legal frameworks need to establish
accountability from a legislative perspective on top of the technical accountability
guarantees [PMK+21]. Currently, the legal implications of deeply-rooted secure col-
laborations are not yet well understood. Specifically, how to deal with governmental
oversight in collaborations with confidentiality guarantees is a critical aspect. Like-
wise, regulating access permissions and transparency is important, i.e., handling the
platform openness [PMK+21]. Otherwise, unfair competition or misbehavior that
follow from secure collaborations are hard to detect. Finally, research still needs to
ensure compliance with legislation [PDG+19] and publish guidelines for stakehold-
ers in the IIoT. In this regard, ownership responsibilities, liability concerns, and
law-abiding processing of usage information from consumers (cf. GDPR [KPW21])
increasingly gain relevance with the continued emergence of secure collaborations.

Operational Security. In this dimension, reducing attack vectors in a converged
IIoT that also follows from the establishment of secure collaborations is an im-
portant research aspect, which also entails direct implications for the safe opera-
tion of industrial environments. Looking into this direction, measurement stud-
ies [DLF+20,DLP+22,DSD+23,DHL+24] outline that stakeholders in the IIoT have
to catch up with security best practices to secure their operations. However, the
technology, attested concepts, and protocols to do so are readily available. We refer
to related work [SHH+21], which proposes five groups of measures to secure op-
erations in the IIoT. Especially the potential of industrial intrusion detection is
significant because PPC and running processes, as well as production-to-production
communication (cf. Section 2.1.1), express distinct patterns while revealing correla-
tions between physical observations and communication, which can be exploited for
intrusion detection. The multitude of research in this field underlines the relevance
of this direction [KWP+22a,KWP+22b,WTvS+22,WWSH22,WKW+23,LWW+23].

Interoperability. Finally, to realize interoperability across stakeholders, consistent
identifiers for information and entities that are globally usable are highly desirable.
Moreover, standardization should strive for unobstructed yet secure collaborations
by ensuring platform openness. Here, we specifically look forward to the ongoing
developments of the outlined large-scale initiatives (cf. Section 1.1) that are closely
cooperating with major companies and cloud service providers. The FAIR data prin-
ciples can support these developments because they are not limited to use in the con-
text of research data anymore: Related work increasingly adapts them for the IIoT,
e.g., FactDAG [GPL+20,GPT+21,Gle23] or FAIR sensor services [BMS21,BPM+23].
In addition to technical interoperability, research further considers the suitability of
human-machine interfaces [BSZ22], i.e., the interoperability between humans and
machines. Without appropriate approaches, the workforce in the industrial land-
scape will not be able to configure secure collaborations or fully source their benefits.
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Overall, we conclude that research activities for most dimensions (except for the legal
dimension) are ongoing and generally well on track, i.e., research braces itself for the
establishment of secure collaborations and their corresponding needs. In particular,
research proposes new concepts where needed and builds on established technologies
where possible. Hence, these developments contribute to the prerequisite of realizing
widely-accepted, successful, and impactful collaborations in the IIoT. Given that
the overall evolution of the industrial landscape is still in its infancy, we next discuss
corresponding general research directions in the context of secure collaborations.

Strategic Research Directions to Sustainably Evolve the Industrial Landscape

To assess the general (research) developments that follow from the desire to establish
secure collaborations in the IIoT, we now look into relevant research directions that
cover the overall evolution of the industrial landscape. In particular, we source
an ongoing initiative [BDJ+22], which originates from the Cluster of Excellence
“IoP” (cf. Section 2.1.1). While the general goals of the research initiative and
this dissertation largely align, we still have to discuss their five strategic research
directions specifically in light of secure industrial collaborations.

Standardized (Data) Interfaces. This direction captures aspects related to ensuring
compatibility between collaborators and information flows, with a primary empha-
sis on interfaces. We place corresponding research needs in the interoperability
dimension. Consequently, even though standardized interfaces would simplify the
application of secure collaborations in practice, we largely consider corresponding
research in this direction to be out of scope for the information security dimension.

Interconnecting (Domain) Knowledge. Globally connecting knowledge and information
is a fundamental aspect for the evolved industrial landscape. To achieve this goal,
the authors propose advances that incorporate autonomous agents and appropriate
metadata. This goal is crucial to deeply integrate secure collaborations into the
industrial landscape. In particular, the exact realization will have a profound impact
on the topology of the IIoT and the chosen mode of operation (cf. Section 2.1.3).

Burden-Free Operation. Research in this direction focuses on reducing the overhead of
participating in the IIoT. Consequently, it is essential for industrial collaborations as
well and generally affects all dimensions equally because every dimension introduces
its own hurdles and requirements for the operation. Research should specifically
focus on proposing approaches that consider the concept of usable security [GL14]
to stimulate the deployment and ease the application of secure collaborations. Natu-
rally, secure collaborations, their integration, and automation will mature and evolve
over time while possibly incorporating the findings of this dissertation.

Real-World Integration. Research related to this direction is crucial to truly demon-
strate the benefits and impact of the IIoT, as well as of secure collaborations, on
industry, consumers, and society alike. Since we focus on conducting fundamental
research to assess whether we can realize secure collaborations, this research direc-
tion is the next logical next step following this dissertation, i.e., pushing our designs
to practical use in the industrial landscape. We look forward to seeing how global
knowledge and information sharing will tear down today’s isolated information silos.
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Long-Term (Information) Usage. At last, this aspect is tightly interwoven with the re-
search that we presented in this dissertation. With secure collaborations, we support
this research direction by proposing first approaches that provide stakeholders with
technical guarantees of confidentiality, reliability, and accountability. Upcoming in-
terdisciplinary research can ideally capitalize on these advances to further evolve the
industrial landscape. After our initial steps, significant effort is still needed to push
the collaboration-induced improvements to a multitude of diverse use cases.

After dissecting relevant strategic research directions in light of our focus on secure
collaborations, we notice that the research conducted as part of this dissertation
aligns well with the overall goals of initiatives that attempt to evolve the IIoT.
In this regard, we have identified profound synergies that will help to push secure
collaborations and substantial information sharing in the IIoT into practical use.

The Path Forward

In this dissertation, we have studied and evaluated real-world applications that uti-
lize secure collaborations. The respective results already demonstrate the technical
readiness of today’s building blocks to reliably secure collaborations in the IIoT. In
the next subsection, we will thus specifically discuss our findings in more detail.

Concerning the path forward, we want to emphasize at this point that additional
real-world applications that build on (and benefit from) secure collaborations will
generate more acceptance, which will bring more ideas concerning novel collabo-
rations and how to evolve established information flows. This evolution will then
bring more applications to the IIoT and so forth, effectively exhibiting a mutually-
reinforcing evolutionary process. Combining this development with a continuous
review of the situation in the industrial landscape will provide a better understand-
ing of collaborations, their security, suitable technical concepts, realized benefits,
and introduced risks for all involved stakeholders, practitioners, and researchers.

6.1.2 Research Impact of this Dissertation

The goal of this dissertation is to contribute to paving the way for secure and reliable
information sharing in the IIoT by establishing secure collaborations. Accordingly,
we discuss the presented findings in light of our primary research question in the
following. Subsequently, we summarize our contributions to establishing secure col-
laborations in the IIoT before assessing the overall impact of our work.

Quo Vadis: Can we already realize Secure Industrial Collaborations?

Our primary research question, which we originally introduced in Section 1.2.2, reads
as follows: How can we enable secure industrial collaborations in real-world settings?

As a foundation for our contributions, we conducted a survey of promising techni-
cal and conceptual building blocks in Section 2.4. Our findings highlight that we
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Figure 6.1 As part of our contributions ( 1 – 4 ) to secure collaborations, we utilize various
technical building blocks. We selected them according to the needs of the addressed use case.

have a wealth of different concepts and approaches available that promise to facil-
itate the realization and establishment of secure and reliable collaborations in the
IIoT. Sourcing this result, we selected various technical building blocks according
to the needs of the tackled collaboration, as we illustrate in Figure 6.1. With this
overview of applicable and practical building blocks, we contribute to answering
the subquestion of which technical means should be sourced for collaborations in
the IIoT. Unfortunately, as expected (cf. Table 2.1), no one-fits-all solution exists.
However, in terms of the information security dimension, our designs underline the
suitability of private computing to securely realize collaborations in the IIoT. Since
we evaluate the designs of every contribution using two real-world applications each,
we further make sure that we do not overfit them to a specific application, boosting
our confidence that they are indeed widely applicable in real-world settings.

Due to our technical focus on the information security dimension (cf. Section 1.2.1),
we can only speculate whether our designs are suitable to convince stakeholders to
participate in industrial collaborations. However, given that we generally address
the (strict) confidentiality goals of each setting and use case, involved stakeholders
would likely need to cite other arguments as to why they are not willing to participate
in appropriately-secured collaborations. Accordingly, we table this subquestion until
the first secure collaborations have been deployed for commercial use.

While this dissertation sheds a lot of positive light on industrial collaborations and
the potential to realize them securely, we also identify two major (technical) obsta-
cles that have hindered collaborations across supply chains so far. First, providing
accountability guarantees is already challenging when dealing with untrusted collab-
orators on its own. Utilizing building blocks to realize privacy-preserving information
flows further exacerbates this situation because research on verifiable computing is
still in its infancy, and applying building blocks that entail accountability guarantees
partly contradicts the confidentiality needs of stakeholders in the IIoT. Second, al-
though concepts and building blocks to realize comparisons, matching, and informa-
tion sharing and retrieval are readily available (as we have shown in this dissertation),
use cases in the IIoT significantly challenge their large-scale applicability because
they are hardly performant enough to scale to industry needs. Consequently, as we
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noticed while designing our approaches, optimizing and tweaking protocols to spe-
cific use cases is crucial to ensure their practicality. However, this challenging aspect
is time-consuming and depends on tightly-intertwined interdisciplinary research.

Our dissertation stresses that we are able to reliably secure collaborations that build
on practical, real-world applications. Since we focused on the fundamental research
challenges of secure collaborations while facing real-world-induced constraints, i.e.,
we conducted use-inspired basic research [Sto97] in this dissertation, we cannot assess
whether our findings would truly convince stakeholders in the IIoT to rely on them.
However, from a factual perspective, we are convinced that they will.

Scenario-Focused Summary of our Contributions

While pursuing our research question, we worked on four primary contributions
that tackle secure collaborations along and across supply chains in the IIoT. In
the following, we highlight the most important takeaways for the big picture of
establishing and advancing secure collaborations and refer to Chapters 4 to 5 for
elaborate discussions on the respective technical foundations and evaluation results.

A Processing Pipeline for Reliable Information. Our first contribution establishes
end-to-end security for arbitrary information flows along supply chains. That is,
we demonstrate the benefits of trusted sensors and confidential computing for the
reliability and authenticity of information that originates from (untrusted) remote
environments. Sourcing technical building blocks, we further introduce long-term
accountability guarantees to information that is processed along supply chains while
supporting fine-granular access control with our blockchain-backed design PrivAccI-
Chain. To implement practical access control and ensure confidentiality guarantees,
we propose an efficient multi-layered encryption scheme that allows companies to
trade off confidentiality and transparency, even in large-scale supply chain networks.
Altogether, we reliably secure the processing of information from sensor to storage,
even in scenarios where information is only shared or retrieved after a long time.

Finding New Suppliers with Privacy-Preserving Purchase Inquiries. For our sec-
ond contribution along supply chains, we targeted a setting where collaborators are
mostly untrusted, i.e., corresponding designs need to account for this challenge. Us-
ing well-established building blocks from privacy-preserving computing, namely, PSI
and HE, we reliably protect companies’ sensitive information during the early stages
of procurement. More specifically, with our privacy-preserving purchase inquiries,
we limit the information that they have to disclose upfront to a minimum. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to emphatically express and appropriately
address these privacy issues. Our designs, PPI, HPI, and cHPI, neatly integrate into
established procurement processes. Consequently, we enable companies to consider
a larger number of potential buyers and sellers without fearing for their competitive
advantage, even when primarily dealing with untrusted collaborators.

Privacy-Preserving Company Benchmarking. Concerning secure collaborations
across supply chains, we have identified the shortcoming of insufficiently-protected
yet valuable benchmarking algorithms. Accordingly, our third contribution covers
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company benchmarking. For this type of collaboration across supply chains (without
direct implications on running processes), we proposed, implemented, and evaluated
two approaches, HW-PCB and SW-PCB, which build on fundamentally-different
concepts from private computing (TEEs and HE). Our representative real-world
evaluations show that these concepts are practical and sufficiently scalable for deploy-
ment in the IIoT and demonstrate that secure collaborations across supply chains
can indeed succeed. That is, by showcasing the readiness of technical building blocks
for use in the IIoT, we create the first step for many more collaborations in industry.

Privacy-Preserving Parameter Exchange. As our fourth contribution, we focus on
establishing a new type of collaboration in the industrial landscape. Specifically, by
proposing a modular concept that promises privacy-preserving exchange platforms
for use in the IIoT, we address a desire by practitioners. Our designs, BPE and PPE,
efficiently combine different building blocks, including Bloom filters, PSIs, and OTs,
to reliably and efficiently secure the exchange of sensitive information. Our mod-
ular concept further allows trading off performance and confidentiality guarantees.
With this work, we enable the utilization of knowledge across supply chains, even
if unknown collaborators are involved, and further demonstrate the suitability and
universality of our designs by evaluating two real-world applications. The resulting
collaborations are essential to effectively convince stakeholders that the oblivious
processing of sensitive information in the IIoT is attainable, i.e., research succeeds
in securing collaborations while providing sufficient guarantees that allow stakehold-
ers to directly adapt running processes based on received information.

Altogether our contributions provide solid insights into challenges, requirements,
and best practices when realizing secure collaborations in the IIoT, both along and
across supply chains. Most importantly, we highlight that securing collaborations
in the IIoT while introducing technical guarantees is feasible (and scalable) with
today’s well-established building blocks. Large-scale initiatives and future research
can capitalize on our findings when proposing and evolving secure collaborations.

Lasting Impact of our Contributions

To expand beyond the immediate benefits of this dissertation, we now consider the
lasting impact of our work. While we can only speculate whether our contribu-
tions will have a lasting impact, several observations increase our confidence in the
(lasting) value of our findings, as we further outline in the following.

A Processing Pipeline for Reliable Information. Despite numerous research in the
past, we still advance the most basic form of collaborations in the IIoT by providing
means for sophisticated information sharing and utilization. In particular, we firmly
stress the challenge of reliable sensing, which research is barely addressing at the
moment (and has also largely been overlooked in the past). With the proposed use of
trusted sensors, we set the stage for various advances in research that provide tech-
nical guarantees in this largely-overlooked area. Specifically, we want to point out
(i) the potential benefits of sourcing technical benefits as part of reputation systems
and (ii) advancing research into correlation and threshold-based sensor manipulation
following the technical reliability guarantees E2E sensing is introducing.
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Finding New Suppliers with Privacy-Preserving Purchase Inquiries. For an en-
tirely different collaboration setting, we create the foundation for a new research
direction that particularly focuses on the confidentiality needs of stakeholders dur-
ing the early stages of the procurement process. Our contribution is only the first
step to fully addressing the research gap. An independent review board by the Ger-
man Federation of Industrial Research Associations [AiF98] and the FQS Research
Association [FQS01] rated our initial suggestions as a promising research proposal
due to their relevance and innovativeness for companies in the industrial landscape.
Consequently, this dissertation is not the end of the road for corresponding research.

Privacy-Preserving Company Benchmarking and Privacy-Preserving Parameter
Exchange. Since collaborations across supply chains have rarely been established in
practice so far, we jointly discuss our corresponding contributions. Most importantly,
we have convincingly demonstrated the feasibility of secure collaborations across sup-
ply chains. Therefore, we are confident that our contributions are well-suited to con-
vince stakeholders to be open to information sharing across supply chains, potentially
even with competitors. We substantiate our findings by demonstrating respective
collaborations in a spectrum of situations, from privacy-preserving comparisons that
have no direct impact on running processes to privacy-preserving matchings that are
more likely to influence (local) processes based on globally-sourced knowledge. To
the best of our knowledge, in contrast to related work and large-scale initiatives
that largely build on organizational trust guarantees [LPMW22], we are the first to
primarily rely on technical (confidentiality) guarantees for several challenging use
cases in the IIoT. Thus, we add a valuable (and currently missing) perspective to
research and the ongoing evolution of the industrial landscape.

Leaving our individual contribution aside, today’s (research) visions, such as the IDS
(cf. Section 1.1) or IoP (cf. Section 2.1), cannot convincingly succeed without secure
industrial collaborations, mostly because they generally depend on tapping into to-
day’s isolated information silos. Hence, the research directions that we addressed
with our contributions and associated considerations of security, privacy, reliability,
and accountability are crucial for their lasting success as well as for the acceptance
by stakeholders in the IIoT. Consequently, we anticipate that this dissertation and
its findings will also impact their future developments.

With this discussion, we conclude our presentation of this dissertation’s research im-
pact and proceed to an outlook on aspects that likely influence secure collaborations,
specifically in the information security dimension (cf. Figure 1.2), in the future.

6.1.3 Outlook: Advancing Secure Collaborations

After outlining the impact of our contributions, we now discuss in which conceptual
directions secure collaborations might evolve. Afterward, we further point out which
additional technologies from computer science could become increasingly important
for secure collaborations due to their value for the global utilization of knowledge.
Finally, we sketch the path forward for the most relevant technical building blocks
from private computing, which we also already utilized in our proposed designs.
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Future Developments of Secure Collaborations

Apart from highly-specialized and use case-oriented collaborations, which we disre-
gard in this general overview, we identify three main strains of future developments
for secure collaborations in the IIoT [PMK+21]. While the first strain on reliable
product information is primarily relevant for all sorts of collaborations along supply
chains, the other two strains cover collaborations across supply chains, with effi-
cient and dependable collaborations improving the information sharing with known
collaborators and distributed data markets focusing on unknown collaborators.

Reliable Product Information. The first strain goes beyond what we tackled in our
first contribution (our processing pipeline) as it covers all kinds of developments
related to digitally-attested information in the industrial landscape. Transforming
the industrial landscape takes time, even if suitable approaches are readily available.
Hence, process and operation adjustments that follow from improved reliability and
accountability (e.g., following digital transmission contracts [MGP+21]) still have
to emerge, i.e., the end of the evolution concerning reliable information has not yet
been reached. As we have outlined before (cf. Section 6.1.1), the interplay with
the legal dimension will greatly impact their evolution. In addition to the focus
on accountability, this strain further covers (technical) approaches that improve the
linking of physical and digital goods because respective advances will also affect if
and how secure collaborations can provide which kind of guarantee (e.g., stronger ac-
countability guarantees). Overall, this strain of research supports the establishment
of more substantial secure collaborations of companies along supply chains.

Efficient and Dependable Collaborations. Since collaborations across supply chains are
barely utilized at this point, corresponding advances promise significant potential.
The usefulness of these collaborations increases significantly if companies can depend
on the information they are receiving. Respective developments go hand in hand with
new business models and approaches, such as MaaS or SCMaaS, which increasingly
shape (secure) collaborations in the IIoT. In this context, information sharing across
supply chains is essential to acquire a broad knowledge base for these services. In
a similar direction, companies are likely to increasingly adapt their operation based
on the entire product lifecycle, i.e., production, development, and usage [PGH+19],
when making (business) decisions. Hence, with truly dependable collaborations,
companies can globally source knowledge on how to process respective information
and retrieve best practices on how to react to specific findings.

Distributed Data Markets. Finally, as we have pointed out as part of our fourth
contribution (our exchange platform), properly and widely incorporating the value
of information and knowledge into collaborations and the IIoT will have a significant
impact on the industrial landscape and its evolution. Since data is being referred
to as the new oil (cf. Section 1.2.1), the emergence of data markets in the IIoT
and their integration into secure collaborations both along and across supply chains
seems to only be a question of time. So far, research has primarily considered them
in the context of personal data [MMZ+17]. However, we expect that upcoming
research will reliably transfer this concept for application in the IIoT. Essentially,
the developments of large-scale initiatives (cf. Section 1.1) and their pursued concept
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of data ecosystems [GVC+22] match the idea of sophisticated data markets (under
a newly-coined term). However, by using a different term for this strain of research,
we emphasize that technical guarantees (as prevalent in secure collaborations) are
mission-critical to successfully establish data ecosystems in the industrial landscape.

After highlighting the conceptual strains of development, we now shift our discussion
to technologies that promise to extensively evolve secure collaborations in the future.

Technologies to Further Evolve Secure Collaborations

Apart from the building blocks that we have surveyed before (cf. Section 2.4), we
see two (emerging) technologies as very promising tools to extensively transform the
scope and application areas of secure collaborations in the future.

Federated Learning. First, when reflecting on our contributions to secure collabora-
tions across supply chains, we notice that their invasiveness for the involved stake-
holders is increasing. Pushing this observation forward, we would move from privacy-
preserving comparisons over privacy-preserving matchings to privacy-preserving ma-
chine learning [PHW21]. In particular, the widespread utilization of federated learn-
ing [LSTS20], a privacy-improving distributed concept in the domain of machine
learning, is a promising candidate to combine the knowledge of multiple stakehold-
ers in the industrial landscape, i.e., it promises to tear down today’s information
silos. But first, to enable the use of federated learning for secure collaborations,
research must fully comprehend the associated privacy risks. Additionally, privacy-
preserving machine learning offers the possibility to automatically adapt running
processes. However, the implications of such invasive approaches are not yet fully
captured and understood. For example, how reliable are the achieved results, how
can we verify their correctness, and which entity is liable for any damages. If re-
search does not address these issues, uncertainties concerning the technology will
prevent the application of federated learning in settings with cautious stakeholders.

Process Mining. Second, linking the information from various stakeholders in the
IIoT allows companies to comprehensively study their processes and operations in
their entirety, both along and across supply chains. In this context, federated pro-
cess mining [vdA21] is essential to account for the confidentiality needs of involved
stakeholders. Moreover, the wealth of processes and corresponding information on
them allows for in-depth analyses of how they interact with each other and how the
overall industrial landscape is performing. Related work coins this development as
object-oriented process mining [vdA19]. We look forward to seeing the impact of
IIoT-compatible process mining on secure collaborations once this technology has
fully matured to account for the confidentiality needs of stakeholders in the IIoT.

While the potential of these two technologies is substantial to extensively affect
secure collaborations in the future (they promise significant usefulness improvements
by combining globally available knowledge), our surveyed building blocks, which we
also utilized in our designs, will also advance over time. In the following, we thus
discuss the road ahead for two prominent building blocks of private computing.
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Growing Importance of Today’s Building Blocks

To reliably secure collaborations in the IIoT, building blocks from the area of private
computing promise great potential because they (i) are able to provide technical
guarantees, e.g., on confidentiality, and (ii) they are well-established concepts. As
part of our contributions, we have already capitalized on these properties.

We are optimistic about seeing significant advances and future developments for
building blocks from private computing because large communities constantly work
on improving them, and research has recently seen several improvements [VJH21]. In
the area of privacy-preserving computation, homomorphicencryption.org [hom17],
FHE.org [FHE21], and OpenFHE [Ope22] focus on increasing the application ar-
eas of HE through standardization efforts, by supporting additional tasks, or by
designing more scalable primitives. Likewise, the Confidential Computing Consor-
tium [The19] drives standardization efforts in the area of confidential computing to
improve adoption and market penetration. Research on secure collaborations can
only benefit from advances in the area of private computing because the respective
building blocks are essential to reliably secure the exchange of information in the
IIoT. Especially additional awareness and publicity can help (i) to broaden the re-
search in this area and (ii) to convince conservative stakeholders of their usefulness,
security, and performance. Even if these building blocks are primarily researched for
and applied in other settings (e.g., cloud computing), matured and evolved concepts
still indirectly benefit research and, eventually, real-world deployments in the IIoT.

While the traction of these highlighted communities is already substantial today, we
expect that the importance of research on verifiable computing (as recently exempli-
fied through fundamental developments [FNP20, VKH23]) will gradually increase
over time because corresponding building blocks are able to holistically provide
further technical (confidentiality) guarantees on privacy-preserving computations.
Apart from applications in blockchain technology, cloud computing, or electronic
voting, corresponding advances would also be beneficial to evolve secure collabora-
tions in the IIoT, as long as the building blocks scale to industry-sized applications.

At this point, we again refer to the mutually-reinforcing evolutionary process of
enabling building blocks and secured use cases (cf. Section 6.1.1) because advancing
the building blocks can contribute to the realization of novel or highly-sophisticated
secure collaborations. Simultaneously, the need for specific building blocks, e.g.,
as required for a specific use case or collaboration, can also trigger corresponding
research efforts and initiatives. Thus, we look forward to the improvements that
follow from the growing importance of building blocks from private computing.

This subsection concludes our appraisal on the current state of the evolution of the
industrial landscape. We look forward to seeing how secure collaborations develop
in the future and how they transform information sharing in the IIoT. Since the
design and realization of secure collaborations are as important as the initial idea to
look into them for a specific use case, in the following excursus, we pass on our gath-
ered experience on how to conduct interdisciplinary research that involves computer
scientists and practitioners alike by formalizing an abstract research methodology.

homomorphicencryption.org
FHE.org
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6.2 Excursus: Conceptualized Research Methodology

As we have motivated in Section 1.3, the evolution of collaborations in the IIoT
depends on tightly interwoven interdisciplinary research. The development of novel,
more sophisticated, and complex industrial collaborations will only succeed after es-
tablishing simpler and widely-relied-upon ones. Accordingly, research would benefit
from best practices that guide and support corresponding efforts. In the following,
we capitalize on experience that we collected while working on this dissertation’s con-
tributions and propose a conceptualized research methodology for interdisciplinary
research at the intersection of information security and use cases in the industrial
landscape. First, in Section 6.2.1, we elaborate on our motivation, summarize our
contributions, and refer to other developments in the context of research artifacts
and reusability. Subsequently, in Section 6.2.2, we detail our derived methodology
with which we intend to improve tomorrow’s interdisciplinary research cooperations.

6.2.1 Rationale Behind this Excursus

In this dissertation, given its importance, we focused on research in the information
security dimension (cf. Section 1.2.1). However, from a more general perspective, the
benefits of cybersecurity research (including operational security) are crucial for the
success and safety of real-world applications. When looking at the IIoT, we identi-
fied great potential from applying methods and tools developed by the security and
privacy community to industrial use cases as they might be able to provide func-
tionality that was previously considered impossible due to prevalent confidentiality
and privacy concerns. Corresponding advances require intensive cooperation among
practitioners and cybersecurity experts to come up with suitable use case-fitting
solutions. A sustainable evolution of the IIoT can only be achieved by combining
security research with novel industrial applications. Unfortunately, as we have also
experienced in the context of this dissertation, interdisciplinary research is challeng-
ing, and thus, lots of potential remains untapped so far. The traditional foci of
both groups further intensify this issue. On the one hand, practitioners are more
likely to be reluctant to share their information due to confidentiality concerns or
cannot imagine the possibilities that use case-tailored privacy-preserving building
blocks enable reliably. On the other hand, security experts might lack a sufficient
understanding of industrial processes, a respective vision of future applications, and
the required contacts to significantly advance real-world applications.

To mitigate this obstacle, we abstracted our interdisciplinary research experience
into an abstract methodology that expresses the needs of such applied research. As
we detail in the following, we also enrich our presentation with concrete and relatable
examples to make the methodology accessible for experts from both domains.

6.2.1.1 Our Contributions to Real-World Use Cases

Based on our experience while conducting interdisciplinary research in the IIoT,
we derived a process cycle that methodologically describes such interdisciplinary
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research. Primarily, we refer to the contributions (Chapters 4 and 5) and the use
cases (Chapter 3) of this dissertation. We abbreviate these individual efforts as:

• A Processing Pipeline for Reliable Information (ALONG-Pipeline),
• Finding New Suppliers with Privacy-Preserving Purchase Inquiries (ALONG-
Finding),

• Privacy-Preserving Company Benchmarking (ACROSS-Comparison), and
• Privacy-Preserving Parameter Exchange (ACROSS-Matching).

Wherever reasonable, we further refer to practical experience from (interdisciplinary)
past and ongoing research activities within the Cluster of Excellence“Internet of Pro-
duction (IoP)”. Thereby, we augment our presentation, provide additional depth,
and underline the universality of our proposed methodology. To illustrate the practi-
cal application of this methodology, we explicitly discussed our ACROSS-Matching
contribution as a case study in our previous work [PBD+21]. To provide additional
context to our work, we take a look at related work in the following.

6.2.1.2 Related Work: Revisiting Artifacts and Methodologies

In computer science, research usually tries to come up with universally applica-
ble approaches by deriving abstract models. This best practice intends to foster
the reusability of work while reducing the amount of redundant research. Arti-
facts are being open-sourced and shared more commonly these days to reduce the
effort needed in reproducing past work [BBE+22]. As a means to support open-
sourcing, artifact badging [ACM20] might motivate researchers to share data and
source code artifacts along with their papers, as papers with artifacts seem to receive
a broader reception [ZRC+18]. Mandatory artifact evaluations [CP15] and artifact
databases [BBE+22] further intend to improve the availability of research artifacts.

Still, even work that has been awarded an artifact badge might conceal specific
details or limitations [Zil20]. Moreover, artifact evaluations usually fail to fully
cover the used methodology. Consequently, the work might still suffer from eval-
uation inadequacies [vdKAB+18,AQP+22]. Apart from unintentional misconduct,
expectations for successful research might be a supporting factor for such improper
conduct [LBM10]. Nowadays, the first initiatives started to encourage the report-
ing of negative results [LAS13,Per22]. Based on this overview, our key takeaway is
that even if artifacts are (i) evaluated, (ii) properly documented, (iii) badged, and
(iv) open-sourced, they might still not entail the claimed functionality.

Despite the best practices of proposing universally-applicable approaches and prepar-
ing well-documented and reusable artifacts, in our interdisciplinary work, we noticed
a lack of guidelines that explain the course of action to researchers and practitioners
from other domains. In an effort to ease collaborations for future work and to allow
for simpler dissemination of new approaches in real-world deployments [MBLT13],
we thus derive an abstract methodology for conducting interdisciplinary research.
Even though our methodology builds on our experience of interdisciplinary research
in the IIoT, we are confident that other areas and domains can equally benefit since
the steps of our methodology are not specific to research in the IIoT.
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Figure 6.2 Based on our work, we derived an abstract process cycle consisting of six process
steps to formalize the different phases of an interdisciplinary research project at the intersec-
tion of cybersecurity research and industrial applications. While the majority of steps, i.e.,
Bootstrapping , Data Analysis & Retrieval , Research & Development, Evaluation, and Dissem-
ination, build upon each other, the Reporting & Writing step is an accompanying phase.

6.2.2 Methodology: A Process Cycle on Research Collaborations

Based on our work in the context of this dissertation and additional research in
the context of the IoP, we derived a process cycle that expresses a methodology
when conducting interdisciplinary research at the intersection of security research
and real-world use cases in industry. Thereby, we intend to support researchers
in the organization of their work. In the following, we first provide a high-level
overview (Section 6.2.2.1) before detailing the individual steps of our process cycle
(Section 6.2.2.2). In Section 6.2.2.3, we conclude our presentation on this excursus
with a look at important takeaways and additional lessons learned.

6.2.2.1 Design Overview

Based on our experience, we were able to identify patterns that repeatedly occurred
as part of our research progress. We derived a (universal) process cycle to guide
research in this area. Overall, we separate the cycle into six distinct steps, as we
illustrate in Figure 6.2. We briefly describe the individual steps in the following.

Bootstrapping. First, a suitable use case to work on must be selected. Here, an
externally-requested use case can be chosen, or alternatively, a use case can be iden-
tified independently. In the latter case, a significant challenge is to make sure that
the selected use case is a relevant real-world application, i.e., it is worth pursuing,
as well as evaluable and deployable in realistic industry settings.

Data Analysis & Retrieval. Second, researchers must make themselves familiar with
any available data (sources). This process can also cover the reuse of data and arti-
facts. Having access to meaningful information is key to developing use case-tailored
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solutions. To this end, researchers might even have to accept specific terms of use or
sign a non-disclosure agreement to comply with data usage policies, which protect
sensitive (real-world) use case data and impairs or even prevents the publication
of research artifacts at a later time. Additionally, apart from understanding the
semantics, data usually requires pre-processing for subsequent development.

Research & Development. Third, a suitable approach for the current use case must
be developed. Depending on the type of collaboration, researchers and the use case
provider can work jointly, i.e., they have a close feedback loop. Alternatively, the
process can be milestone-driven, where progress is only reported periodically.

Evaluation. Fourth, researchers must look at the applicability and feasibility of pro-
posed approaches. To this end, they should conduct realistic, real-world-motivated
evaluations that convey practical implications and uncover remaining limitations.

Dissemination. Fifth, the dissemination of research results, conclusions, lessons
learned, methodologies, artifacts, and datasets is an essential step to (i) raise aware-
ness of this area, (ii) encourage additional research, and (iii), most importantly,
further utilize the developed approach. In this context, established practices (cf.
Section 6.2.1.2), such as public artifacts sharing, come to mind. Especially concern-
ing the data analysis & retrieval process step, this phase has a significant impact
as publicly-shared (and ideally independently-audited) artifacts can be reused in
other contexts. Apart from being a well-acclaimed contribution, sharing artifacts
also supports incremental research as the tiresome task of repeating evaluations or
re-implementing previous concepts is avoided. At the same time, the overall compa-
rability of results is improved. Thus, it eases the use of standardized methodologies.

Reporting & Writing. Finally, we identified a step that accompanies all previously-
presented phases. On the one hand, researchers have to report on their recent steps
to drive the discourse with their collaborators. On the other hand, they have to
keep the (public) dissemination of the approach and the results in mind to receive
external feedback (e.g., through peer review) and to fuel the scientific discourse.
Most notably, in this step, both researchers and collaborators are involved alike.

Once this process cycle has been completed, research can tackle another use case
while also incorporating the newly-generated knowledge and experience. As such,
every past use case also influences future challenges and potentially contributes to
their resolutions. Next, we detail the individual steps of our process cycle.

6.2.2.2 Revisiting the Process Cycle

Following this abstract overview of our proposed methodology, we now elaborate on
the individual steps as well as their underlying aspects. During this presentation,
we repeatedly refer to our experience. In accordance with Figure 6.2, we further
highlight and discuss major alternative actions of individual process steps. For a
detailed case study that explores the process cycle in the context of a single contri-
bution (ACROSS-Matching), we refer to our previous paper [PBD+21].
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Bootstrapping

Tackling a relevant real-world problem starts with finding such a problem before
envisioning a solution for improvements. Although both steps usually require do-
main knowledge, researchers can choose to actively collaborate with practitioners
(External Use Case) or bootstrap the work on their own (Identify Use Case). Here,
the main challenges are that researchers and practitioners might not share the same
visions, and they might not immediately understand each other on a technical level.
Thus, both the language and the conceptual research ideas must be carefully bridged.

External Use Case Given our background, we were in talks with practitioners from
the domain of injection molding to look at their data security-related research prob-
lems. There, we jointly identified the research challenges of ACROSS-Comparison
and ACROSS-Matching, i.e., a lack of sufficient yet real-world feasible data secu-
rity for industrial use. While today’s security possibilities were mostly unclear for
the practitioners, we, as researchers, were initially unable to estimate their needs
accurately. A particular challenge in finding a suitable solution is that conservative
companies may lack the vision to advance the state of the art using external data.

Identify Use Case Regardless, research can also succeed without an initial exchange
with a practitioner. For example, ALONG-Pipeline is based on our (independent)
analysis of related work. Thus, instead of directly talking with practitioners, we only
ingested their views indirectly. However, as we already experienced during previ-
ous research efforts [HHS+18,SWGW20], this step is cumbersome and might result
in identifying research gaps that do not fit real-world industry needs. Hence, all
available means must be taken to verify the open problem. Therefore, for ALONG-
Pipeline, we conducted expert interviews on a small scale after having postulated
the research gap internally.

Finally, as part of this step, a thorough analysis of related work is needed. This anal-
ysis is not limited to suitable existing solutions, but more importantly, researchers
should also try to identify similar (real-world) use cases to consider and improve the
universality of their solutions, as expected by academia [PBD+21].

Data Analysis & Retrieval

After exploring the problem space, any required data must be discovered, shared, and
analyzed for later use, as we detail in the following. Depending on the collaboration
partners, this step might also include signing usage agreements with them.

Discovery. First, researchers have to discover which data is available and then iden-
tify which parts of it are relevant. Afterward, they must check whether this informa-
tion is also accessible for research use and under which terms. For example, further
use and access to past benchmarking data (ACROSS-Comparison) were limited to
the practitioner due to its sensitivity. Again, researchers should be open and try
to gather as much information as possible. Practitioners might overlook seemingly-
insignificant data as they could be biased by their day-to-day tasks.

Researchers can ideally complement (sensitive) data from practitioners with public
datasets to foster reproducibility by and comparability to other work. However, such
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datasets also introduce their own caveats. For instance, in addition to the limited
number of available datasets for cybersecurity research of industrial systems, they
are usually either not a perfect fit for the use case at hand or only contain poor
documentation of the underlying setup [CDT21]. Thus, as incorporating “correct”
and meaningful data is crucial, we urge researchers to carefully review their selection
process and to expect conceptual flaws due to the origins of (real-world) data.

Sharing. Following the discovery, when data is not publicly available, the informa-
tion must be transferred to the researchers. Most notably, the main issue is usually
not whether data exists but whether it could be shared for external research pur-
poses, i.e., confidentiality concerns challenge its use. Thus, any questions concerning
the terms of use must be (formally) resolved (cf. Terms of Use below).

Our work on securing collaborations is especially challenged by the fact that receiving
real-world data from different companies is mostly impossible as they fear data
leaks and a loss of their competitive advantage (cf. Section 1.1). Thus, during
development and evaluation, we usually have to split existing data or “reuse” the
same dataset for all involved parties in our setting. A related aspect that is especially
prevalent in industrial settings is the challenge of real-world implications, i.e., does
our data use have any implications on productive systems. For example, as part
of Internet measurements [DLF+20,DLP+22], we directly interacted with real-world
deployments. Thus, we had to ensure that our research had no unexpected and
undesired real-world implications (mainly concerning safety and security).

Analysis. After having access to the data, understanding its semantics and structure
is the next challenge. For ACROSS-Matching, we initially had to work through the
data without any digital or paper-based documentation, i.e., we had to collaborate
closely with the corresponding practitioner to correctly interpret the data. Apart
from identifying gaps in the available information, the use case data must be trans-
lated into a proper form, where unnecessary information is removed. Given that
practitioners might not be familiar with the used data sources either, this process
can become quite time-consuming until a correct pre-processing has been applied.
In addition to accurate insights, this step also allows researchers to transform the
information into representations in open and standardized formats.

Naturally, a correct understanding of the available information is key to avoiding
subsequent errors. However, achieving this state is difficult as often, no or little
documentation is available. Industry data frequently originates from proprietary
systems that impose additional obstacles to this step. Already the first glance might
be misleading, which invalidates all subsequent steps of the research.

Terms of Use Industrial companies are notoriously conservative due to their com-
petitive standing: Data is both valuable (also as part of global collaborations) and
sensitive at the same time. Therefore, we noticed that discussions regarding poten-
tial improvements fueled by security research are usually very enthusiastic. How-
ever, they are frequently reserved when being asked to share data or open-source
research artifacts, requiring researchers to accept any terms of use and/or to sign
non-disclosure agreements. Different best practices in companies and academia can
further delay this already slow process. For our first evaluations ofALONG-Pipeline,
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we did not rely on company data as we initially generated artificial datasets on real-
world supply chains for the development. Thus, we did not encounter any delays
from the obstacles of signing a non-disclosure agreement. However, for other set-
tings, coming up with realistic or even usable artificial datasets might not be an
option. Thus, getting access to otherwise confidential (protected) use case data
unlocks otherwise unavailable research challenges and improves the real-world focus.

Research & Development

Once the needed use case data is prepared, work on the appropriate solution can
start. While this process does not differ research-wise, we observed that the way
of interaction with the use case partner can affect the progress. In particular, we
distinguish a joint development approach from a more milestone-driven paradigm.

Jointly Collaboratively conducting an agile process is extremely helpful in correcting
any newly-occurring (or remaining) misconceptions early on. Furthermore, this ap-
proach allows researchers to demonstrate any increments while also raising awareness
of the associated technical challenges. Thus, it fosters the ongoing discourse. Despite
a thorough data analysis & retrieval phase, during our work on ACROSS-Matching,
we still discovered a misconception concerning the use case data. Fortunately, our
close collaboration quickly allowed us to adjust the development accordingly.

Milestone-Driven Alternatively, the reporting can be limited to specific milestones.
Here, the benefit is that the practitioner can focus on the use case and is not re-
peatedly distracted by arbitrary technical details. However, receiving timely and
accurate feedback on recent progress is more challenging when pursuing this ap-
proach. For our supply chain work (ALONG-Pipeline), we finished a first prototype
without having access to any use case data. Thus, we had no feedback regarding
the real-world applicability or even correctness. Apart from the risk of solving the
wrong real-world “problem”, we noticed that obtaining suitable evaluation data can
become extremely tiresome, e.g., if a non-disclosure agreement needs to be signed.
Besides, a lack of real-world data complicates the publication of the work.

Overall, we want to highlight that having a feedback loop in place is very beneficial,
given that any project on secure industrial collaborations puts a strong emphasis
on real-world applicability. We valued the iterative development approach while
designing our parameter exchange (ACROSS-Matching) because it allowed us to
correct misconceptions early on. Hence, ensuring that this key goal is met also helps
to confirm the correctness of the solution without additional overhead. Finally, the
practitioners will feel more integrated into the research project, which reduces the
risks of indifference or dissatisfaction. In the past, we heard reports from practition-
ers in similar interdisciplinary projects that they feel to just serve as data sources,
i.e., they felt underrated concerning their contribution to the research progress.

Another major challenge that we repeatedly came across as part of our work concerns
the scalability requirements of the approach in question. While the evaluation itself
follows as the next step in our process cycle, realistic constraints are essential upfront
to come up with a fitting solution. We frequently noticed that the exact future needs
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are still unclear as the overall future development concerning data-sharing benefits
and data-security demands for this comparably-novel research intersection are mostly
uncertain. Paired with the reservation toward change in these usually-conservative
environments, correctly inferring the scalability needs is difficult.

Evaluation

At this point, we want to explicitly highlight the need to check for real-world appli-
cability during evaluations. Overall, every evaluation should indicate whether the
developed prototype is suitable to tackle the targeted real-world problem and which
consequences the results entail. If needed, the developed approach must be revised
thoroughly according to new findings during the evaluation.

As the main goal of the evaluation is to show that the developed prototype meets
real-world requirements and to avoid any inaccurate conclusions, we recommend
relying on real-world use case data at all times. For ALONG-Pipeline and ACROSS-
Matching, we were even able to discover additional use cases and acquire their data
while evaluating the original use case, which forced us to also thoroughly analyze
and interpret this data. While already traditional evaluations in the privacy research
area can take significant time, high volumes of real-world data can increase the
time beyond that. Rather, however, the need to access or interact with industrial
machines (that are used in production) may impact the duration of this phase.
Naturally, as in all other steps, specific caution must be exercised concerning possible
safety aspects and environmental impact [BDJ+22]. To further improve the impact
of publications in terms of security research, we recommend conducting use case-
independent evaluations as well, i.e., to generalize the security contributions as much
as possible and to demonstrate their overall scalability for applications beyond the
specific use case. This aspect supports researchers who are challenged with deriving
claims that are universally valid or gathering all-encompassing empirical evidence.
For all of our approaches, we generated large, artificial datasets based on real-world
use case data to explore the limits of our implementations.

Dissemination

Especially with the focus on real-world-applicable solutions, steps to disseminate
the progress are crucial. Here, we identified different aspects where the interests
of researchers and practitioners diverge, e.g., the usability of a prototype developed
during research or publishing use case data. Hence, researchers must discuss and
agree on these aspects with all stakeholders early on to avoid misconceptions.

Readiness Level. Keeping in mind that research is usually only interested in de-
veloping proof-of-concept prototypes, the trade-off between their usability and the
impact on research needs consideration. Especially with practitioners as partners
who strive for real-world deployments of said developments, the expectations should
be clarified at the start of the cooperation, i.e., when beginning the process cycle
for the first time. We believe that the contribution of convincing practitioners to be
open-minded for novel approaches that are enabled by security research is already
of intangible value despite a potentially limited product maturity.
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Preparing Artifacts. Orthogonally, the publication of datasets is a delicate aspect
as they can still contain sensitive use case information. A non-disclosure agreement,
which covers the use case data of our second evaluation of ALONG-Pipeline, pre-
vents us from publishing the corresponding information in any form. In contrast, for
ACROSS-Matching, we communicated our desire to prepare a public artifact early
on. Thus, the practitioners could ensure that the evaluation data did not contain
any sensitive data. As removing all critical, potentially insights-leaking features is
very challenging, we can understand the reservations of companies and other stake-
holders when it comes to their otherwise private data. Relatedly, we had to strip any
privacy-sensitive or de-anonymizing user data from compiled Internet measurements’
datasets [Data20,Data21] before their open-sourcing to avoid misuse.

Reusability. Apart from verifiability, artifacts should also improve reusability. How-
ever, preparing an all-encompassing documentation is far from trivial. This process
is further challenged if arbitrary use case data should be supported, as individual
data sources can vary significantly in syntaxes and semantics. Here, domain-induced
misconceptions might challenge attempts to pre-process data correctly.

The research community already looks into ways to improve the status quo and offers
programs, such as artifact evaluations, badges, and other awards (cf. Section 6.2.1.2).
For example, for ACROSS-Matching, we open-sourced our implementation and all
use case data [SrcC20] and further received a functional badge [PBL+20]. With a
large number of available artifacts, the likelihood of defining (and reusing) a stan-
dardized research methodology across use cases, domains, and academia increases.
As for all research in general, advances building upon existing approaches can, in
the long run, also help to tackle problems that seem unsolvable at the moment.

Responsible Disclosure. Nevertheless, when researchers discover alarming informa-
tion, ethical principles require them to actively and responsibly disclose the relevant
findings. As part of Internet-wide measurements of the security configuration of
industrial deployments, we reached out to operators whenever possible [DLF+20].

Bootstrapping Further Research. All these different aspects of the dissemination
can help to ensure progress. Eventually, we are confident that any work in this novel
research intersection can encourage additional work, resulting in a larger overall ac-
ceptance of this challenging yet practical area. Regardless, with any finished project,
researchers can now revisit other use cases and build upon the newly-gathered ex-
perience. For example, previous work [RDF+20] sparked the idea for our Internet
measurements. With real-world applicable designs and deployments in mind, re-
porting on negative findings is supportive for the research community as well.

Reporting & Writing

Reporting on the research progress and publishing results is as important as con-
ducting the (applied) research. We consider this process step to evolve in parallel to
all previously-presented steps as each step provides meaningful input to it.

As part of our collaborations, we noticed various challenges with scientific writing
when many stakeholders from different domains are involved, as each stakeholder
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is accustomed to their individual best practices or tooling (e.g., the use of LATEX
or versioning systems). These differences require an alignment across stakeholders.
However, the challenges also comprise expectations regarding (writing) styles, sub-
mission processes, and other organizational matters. At this point, we also want to
explicitly raise the need for strict compliance with established approval processes.
Thus, all expectations and deadlines should be communicated clearly and early on.
For our ALONG-Finding paper, we had to manage nine authors from five depart-
ments, all contributing their own publication cultures, expectations, and processes.

6.2.2.3 Takeaways and Other Lessons Learned

In addition to the aspects that are attributable to specific steps in our process cycle,
we also experienced some additional lessons learned that do not fit into a single step.

Communication. As our research focuses on interdisciplinary research topics, an
active exchange among all stakeholders is very important. To detail our corre-
sponding experience, we previously described them in the context of our work on
ACROSS-Matching [PBD+21]. Generally, we noticed that while the first discussions
are challenging to master, the situation improves over time as the awareness of the
motivation, challenges, and fears is increasingly understood by the collaborators.
The goal must be to jointly tackle the issue rather than working individually to
resolve implicit assumptions early on that potentially hinder substantial progress.

Curiosity. Even though domain experts are usually involved, we noticed that chal-
lenging their views, assumptions, and ideas is helpful to deepen the understanding
of the topic on the one hand and to revisit the fit of a chosen approach on the other
hand. Hence, we recommend questioning everything and not taking anything for
granted, as bridging the domains is very challenging and takes significant time.

Artifact Reuse and Comparability. As we discussed in Section 6.2.1.2, artifact reuse
is an important aspect. Even so, the unavailability of real-world use case data or
appropriate models [PMK+24] significantly challenges new research activities. This
constraint impairs the comparability with other approaches and software artifacts.
We report on these issues in more detail in our previous paper [PBD+21]. In this
context, to mitigate and address these challenges, we also elaborate on our vision to
transform the Reporting & Writing phase into a Documenting & Writing phase by
integrating concepts from applied RDM.

Based on our activities and collaborations in the IIoT (primarily in the context of
contributions of this dissertation), we derived a process cycle that captures any steps
that had to be taken and any challenges that had to be tackled. Thereby, we intend
to provide a better understanding and formalization of interdisciplinary research
efforts in general. By raising the importance of these issues to both researchers
and practitioners, we hope to contribute to additional successful research activities,
ideas, and visions in the future. Focusing on secure collaborations again, we look
forward to novel, more sophisticated, and complex applications not only within the
information security dimension but also in the other research dimensions that are
crucial to widely evolving the industrial landscape and collaborations in industry.
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Conclusion

Various trends contributed to the increasingly-interconnected and networked indus-
trial landscape, commonly referred to as the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). As
a result, companies can (locally) access, process, and analyze vast amounts of infor-
mation and knowledge to improve their processes and operations. Various initiatives
(cf. Section 1.1) and research projects (including the “Internet of Production”; cf.
Section 2.1.1) expect that significant improvements can be unlocked by exchanging
information globally: To pursue this vision, companies need to exchange (sensi-
tive) information with other stakeholders. Otherwise, they cannot extensively and
optimally exploit the available knowledge that is currently encapsulated in local in-
formation silos. However, related work has yet to demonstrate that stakeholders can
rely on (technical) confidentiality guarantees while sharing sensitive information.
To address this gap, in this dissertation, we conceptualized the secure realization
of these information flows as secure collaborations. In particular, we thoroughly
assessed whether we are able to secure collaborations in real-world settings.

With our four contributions (Chapters 4 and 5), we have demonstrated that we are
indeed able to reliably secure collaborations along and across supply chains, both
with known and unknown collaborators, using well-established building blocks from
private computing. By evaluating several real-world use cases from the domain of
production technology, we have further shown that our proposed designs scale to
industry-sized applications. Consequently, from the information-security perspec-
tive, we have all tools (building blocks) at hand to substantially evolve the industrial
landscape by globally establishing secure collaborations in the IIoT. Thereby, we
support very diverse goals, from cost reductions over sustainable improvements to
reliably-attested fair trade for suppliers, manufacturers, and consumers alike.

In the remainder of this dissertation, we first briefly outline the main takeaways of
our work and contributions in Section 7.1. Afterward, in Section 7.2, we highlight the
next steps for future work before concluding with some final remarks in Section 7.3.
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7.1 Takeaways for Secure Collaborations in the IIoT

In this dissertation, we have initially studied the industrial landscape, its entities,
and conceivable information flows in the IIoT (cf. Section 2.1.2). Based on this
analysis, we have identified collaborations along and across supply chains. We then
researched how to reliably secure them using building blocks from private computing.
Specifically, we make four primary contributions in this dissertation (cf. Figure 1.4):
1 A Processing Pipeline for Reliable Information (Chapter 4.1), 2 Finding New
Suppliers with Privacy-Preserving Purchase Inquiries (Chapter 4.2), 3 Privacy-P-
reserving Company Benchmarking (Chapter 5.1), and 4 Privacy-Preserving Pa-
rameter Exchange (Chapter 5.2). We refer to our presentation in Section 6.1.2 for a
corresponding summary of our contributions and focus on the bigger picture now.

Based on this dissertation’s findings, our conducted research, and the presented
contributions, we conclude that approaches to reliably secure collaborations along
supply chains are mature and ready for deployment in today’s industrial landscape.
Hence, they can immediately support companies in the IIoT. While this form of col-
laboration is more traditional because the corresponding information sharing aligns
itself in a way with the flows of physical goods, we also demonstrated the feasibility of
collaborations across supply chains. In particular, we have proposed novel designs
that feature technical confidentiality guarantees to realize them convincingly and
securely. Thereby, we underline the practicality from an information-security per-
spective and further prove that the potential of globally sharing information through
secure collaborations is well within reach. By relying on well-established building
blocks from private computing, we are confident that reliably-secured collaborations
can even convince conservative stakeholders because their refusal would keep them
from significant benefits and advances.

Overall, our contributions (and this dissertation) help to fuel the (ongoing) evolution
of the industrial landscape. We complement related work and large-scale initiatives
(e.g., the IDS or GAIA-X) that largely rely on organizational trust guarantees with
concepts for secure collaborations that build on technical guarantees. Thereby, we
account for the strict confidentiality requirements by stakeholders in the IIoT. More-
over, we provide solid insights into challenges, requirements, and best practices when
realizing secure collaborations in the IIoT, both along and across supply chains. In
addition to the direct implications of our contributions, the realization of novel col-
laborations (which we advance with our findings) also promises to spark ideas on
how to evolve building blocks from private computing. Eventually, the mutually-
reinforcing evolutionary process of enabling building blocks and secured use cases
will lead to currently inconceivable applications and use cases.

Altogether, with this dissertation, we have not only shown that realizing secure col-
laborations in the IIoT is feasible and practical, i.e., globally tapping into today’s
isolated information silos is possible, but we have also proven that the interdis-
ciplinary development of sophisticated yet appropriate designs for use case-driven
secure collaborations can succeed. In particular, the exchange among computer
scientists, supply chain experts, and engineers stimulates benefits for all disciplines.
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7.2 Future Work

Our research in this dissertation is embedded in the IIoT, which introduces various
interesting challenges and research directions. Most of these aspects significantly
exceed the scope of this work and go beyond our primary research question that
focused on the feasibility of secure industrial collaborations in real-world settings
(cf. Section 1.2.2). In the following, we briefly highlight the most relevant directions
that are in the scope of evolving and possibly transforming secure collaborations.

First, as we have pointed out in Section 6.1.3, the technologies of federated learn-
ing [LSTS20] and process mining [van16] have significant potential to extensively
transform the state of the art of secure collaborations that we have established in this
dissertation. In particular, they promise to link, integrate, and combine knowledge
in the industrial landscape more profoundly beyond the scope of this dissertation.
As such, their application could also facilitate increased automation concerning the
establishment of collaborations, the adaption of processes, and the dissemination
of knowledge. Likewise, we look forward to advances related to verifiable comput-
ing [DSB17] because they could contribute to making additional use cases accessible
for secure collaborations. However, corresponding advances naturally depend on the
acceptance of secure collaborations by stakeholders in the IIoT. Moreover, more
invasive collaborations will only succeed if sufficient technical guarantees back them.

Second, we have primarily sourced well-established technical building blocks to real-
ize our designs because we studied secure collaborations in light of their feasibility for
immediate deployments. However, with this strategic focus, we excluded uncertain
future developments in the information security dimension. Specifically, advances
in the area of quantum computing will have significant implications on security
mechanisms, concepts, and building blocks as we use, configure, and deploy them
today [Mos18]. Consequently, in the long run, future work should reiterate how to
securely realize industrial collaborations in light of this threat.

Finally, we have to point out that we mainly focused on secure collaborations from
the information security dimension. Hence, future work needs to cover all relevant
dimensions, i.e., economic, legal, operational security, and interoperability (cf. Fig-
ure 1.2). Advances in these dimensions will equally contribute to the success of
secure collaborations. Especially when moving toward practical deployments and
real-world use, collaboration-associated costs, including their (software) develop-
ment, standardization, setup, operation, and maintenance, need to be considered
and reasonably distributed among the involved (and benefiting) stakeholders in the
industrial landscape. This aspect should not be underestimated because energy con-
sumption and acquisition cost of hardware that reliably stores, processes, and com-
municates vast amounts of information can be considerable factors. Accordingly,
together with stakeholders in the IIoT, we need to simultaneously push and support
corresponding research activities to facilitate the wide dissemination of collabora-
tions in the evolving industrial landscape. We are confident that such efforts will
support advances toward a more sustainable IIoT [BPR+23], while also contributing
to fulfilling the United Nation’s SDGs.
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7.3 Concluding Remarks

In this dissertation, we have extensively studied whether we can realize secure collab-
orations in the IIoT using well-established building blocks while providing technical
guarantees. As we have shown for various types of collaborations (e.g., along and
across supply chains), we have the concepts and building blocks available to do so,
and corresponding designs can even scale to applications in the industrial landscape.
Altogether, with our work and findings, we complement large-scale initiatives that
approach information sharing in the IIoT from a conceptual level.

Our interdisciplinary research already allowed us to present the outlined findings
of this dissertation in various well-acclaimed and prestigious international research
communications, where we came across significant interest for our contributions as
well as for the overall research direction of secure collaborations. In this context,
our most important lesson learned is that secure collaborations in the IIoT (just
like the research covering them) can only succeed through interdisciplinary advances
and communication. Therefore, we eagerly await advances in the other essential
dimensions that prevent the widespread deployment of secure collaborations (as we
have introduced them in this dissertation) in the industrial landscape so far.

We look forward to experiencing whether the contributions, findings, and conclu-
sions in this dissertation will stand the test of time once the industrial landscape
has evolved extensively. We further believe that transferring our findings to other
emerging areas, such as smart grids or digital health, is a reasonable next step since
the combination of confidentiality needs and unrealized information sharing is not
unique to the IIoT. Over time, synergies might even emerge following the trans-
fer of building blocks, concepts, and methodologies. Hence, our research could also
contribute to the evolution of other areas along the way. Jointly with our (research)
partners, we are convinced that secure (industrial) collaboration will greatly impact
companies, consumers, and society alike in the future. Even if our contributions
are superseded at some point, we are confident that our conceptualized research
methodology will remain relevant as interdisciplinary cooperation is key to repeat-
edly advancing the state of the art. Thank you for following our presentation, pro-
cessing the information in this dissertation, and potentially disseminating it across
disciplines and around the world.

The End.

. . . and the beginning of follow-up research.
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Glossary

advanced encryption standard AES is a

secure and performant cipher block-based

symmetric encryption method.

ALICE Initiative (alliance) for logistics

innovation through collaboration in Europe.

coopetition Competing businesses cooperate

for their individual benefits.

digitalization Applying digital technologies to

transform (business) processes.

digitization Converting analog information

into a digital representation.

finable, accessible, interoperable, reusable
The FAIR principles mandate specific

properties for data to optimize its reuse.

GAIA-X Initiative to establish a federated

data infrastructure in Europe.

International Data Spaces Initiative to

establish secure cross-domain data spaces

for different industries while considering

data sovereignty.

Internet of Production The only

government-funded research cluster at the

intersection of production technology and

computer science in Germany.

non-disclosure agreement A legally-binding

contract that ensures confidentiality of

sensitive information among 2+ parties.

Rivest–Shamir–Adleman RSA is one of the

oldest public-key cryptosystems.

syndicated procurement Grouping the

orders from multiple buyers with the

intention to obtain better offers when

compared to individual procurement.

List of Abbreviations and Acronyms

ABE attribute-based encryption

API application programming
interface

CPS cyber-physical system

DAG directed acyclic graph

E2E end-to-end

EPCIS electronic product code
information services

ESG environmental, social, and
corporate governance

FAIR finable, accessible, interoperable,
reusable

FHE fully homomorphic encryption

GDPR General Data Protection
Regulation

HE homomorphic encryption

HTTP hypertext transfer protocol

IDS International Data Spaces

IIoT Industrial Internet of Things

IoP Internet of Production

IoT Internet of Things

KPI key performance indicator

LMAS line-less mobile assembly system

MaaS Manufacturing-as-a-Service

MMIO memory-mapped input/output

NDA non-disclosure agreement

OPE order-preserving encryption

ORE order-revealing encryption

OT oblivious transfer

PHE partially homomorphic
encryption

PPC production planing and control

PSI private set intersection

RDF resource description framework

RDM research data management

SCMaaS Supply-Chain-Management-as-a-
Service

SDGs Sustainable Development Goals

SWHE somewhat homomorphic
encryption

TEE trusted execution environment

TLS transport layer security

URI uniform resource identifier

URL uniform resource locator
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